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Abstract
	
  
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, women struggling to find a public voice amidst
an oppressive patriarchal culture turned to private writing forms. Consequently the diary and the
letter became thought of as privileged spaces for female emotional expression. In a contemporary
context we can observe a number of shifts. Emotional expression is no longer restricted on the
basis of gender, and the public display of emotion is encouraged for men and women in our
“therapeutic culture” (Furedi 25). This thesis explores how these social and cultural shifts have
come to resonate through film narratives that use letters, diaries, emails and blogs. It argues that
what emerges is a cinematic sub-genre that we might call the ‘epistolary drama’.
The epistolary drama remakes the melodrama and womens’ films of the 1940s and 1950s in
two ways. First, the epistle acquires a feminine connotation because it carries the burden of
feeling as women have done in the melodramatic genre. Second, through the exchange of letters,
emotional expression is shared between male and female protagonists in a more equal narrative
of emotional expression that incorporates the spread of therapeutic culture and the perceived
feminization of masculinity.
Chapter One initiates the discussion of women, language and creativity with specific regard
to the ‘detail’, a feminine style of self-expression concerned primarily with the domestic details
of a woman’s daily life. The significance of the epistolary drama is that the feminine detail, once
deemed ‘small’ and ‘artless’, will find newfound value through narrativisation in the epistolary
drama. Having considered womens’ relationship with language from a historical standpoint,
Chapter Two then establishes connections between therapeutic culture and film genre in order to
explain the emergence and resurgence of these films at this time. Chapter Three and Chapter Four
conduct close textual analyses of a selection of important diary narratives: Heathers (1988),
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Bridges of Madison County (1995), Bridget Jones’s Diary (2001), I Capture the Castle (2003),
and Notes on a Scandal (2006); letter narratives: The Lake House (2004), The Young Victoria
(2009) and Dear John (2010), and online narratives: You’ve Got Mail (1998), A Cinderella Story
(2004), The Perfect Man (2005), The Perfect Stranger (2007), and Julie and Julia (2009). In
extending my analysis of the epistolary drama beyond the traditional, hand-written epistle, I aim
to test the transposition of the genre into an electronic age.
The contribution this thesis makes to film genre and feminist film theory operates on three
levels: as an analysis of self expression in public and private spaces, as an alternative style
narrative expression in the romance drama, and as an interrogation of gender shifts in relation to
romance and film genre.
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A near miss. Screen Capture: You’ve Got Mail. Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf. Tom Hanks, Meg
Ryan, Steve Zahn, and Greg Kinnear. Warner Brothers, 1998, DVD.
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Figure 4.8
Public rivals. Screen Capture: You’ve Got Mail. Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf. Tom Hanks, Meg
Ryan, Steve Zahn, and Greg Kinnear. Warner Brothers, 1998, DVD.
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Figure 4.9
Laptop as ‘character’. Screen Capture: You’ve Got Mail. Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf. Tom Hanks,
Meg Ryan, Steve Zahn, and Greg Kinnear. Warner Brothers, 1998, DVD.
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Figure 4.10
Laptop as ‘character’. Screen Capture: You’ve Got Mail. Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf. Tom Hanks,
Meg Ryan, Steve Zahn, and Greg Kinnear. Warner Brothers, 1998, DVD.
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Figure 4.11
Laptop as ‘character’. Screen Capture: You’ve Got Mail. Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf. Tom Hanks,
Meg Ryan, Steve Zahn, and Greg Kinnear. Warner Brothers, 1998, DVD.
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Figure 4.12
Spatial boundaries are diminished through techniques of framing. Screen Capture: You’ve Got
Mail. Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf. Tom Hanks, Meg Ryan, Steve Zahn, and Greg Kinnear. Warner
Brothers, 1998, DVD.
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Figure 4.13
Spatial boundaries are diminished through techniques of framing. Screen Capture: You’ve Got
Mail. Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf. Tom Hanks, Meg Ryan, Steve Zahn, and Greg Kinnear. Warner
Brothers, 1998, DVD.
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Figure 4.14
Spatial boundaries are diminished through techniques of framing. Screen Capture: You’ve Got
Mail. Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf. Tom Hanks, Meg Ryan, Steve Zahn, and Greg Kinnear. Warner
Brothers, 1998, DVD.
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Figure 4.15
Spatial boundaries are diminished through techniques of framing. Screen Capture: You’ve Got
Mail. Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf. Tom Hanks, Meg Ryan, Steve Zahn, and Greg Kinnear. Warner
Brothers, 1998, DVD.
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Figure 4.16
The ‘wrong partner’. Screen Capture: You’ve Got Mail. Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf. Tom Hanks,
Meg Ryan, Steve Zahn, and Greg Kinnear. Warner Brothers, 1998, DVD.
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Figure 4.17
Kathleen and Joe meet face-to-face for the first time. Screen Capture: You’ve Got Mail. Dir.
Nora Ephron. Perf. Tom Hanks, Meg Ryan, Steve Zahn, and Greg Kinnear. Warner Brothers,
1998, DVD.
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Figure 4.18
Sam and Austen move in different (public) social circles. Screen Capture: A Cinderella Story.
Dir. Mark Rosman. Perf. Hilary Duff, Chad Michael Murray, and Jennifer Coolidge. Warner
Brothers, 2004, DVD.	
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Figure 4.19
Sam and Austen move in different (public) social circles. Screen Capture: A Cinderella Story.
Dir. Mark Rosman. Perf. Hilary Duff, Chad Michael Murray, and Jennifer Coolidge. Warner
Brothers, 2004, DVD.	
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Figure 4.20
‘Princeton Girl’ and ‘Nomad’ communicate throughout the day. Screen Capture: A Cinderella
Story. Dir. Mark Rosman. Perf. Hilary Duff, Chad Michael Murray, and Jennifer Coolidge.
Warner Brothers, 2004, DVD.	
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Figure 4.21
‘Shopgirl’ shifts her relationship with ‘NY152’ into new territory. Screen Capture: You’ve Got
Mail. Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf. Tom Hanks, Meg Ryan, Steve Zahn, and Greg Kinnear. Warner
Brothers, 1998, DVD.
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Figure 4.22
Jean confesses her mistakes, unknowingly to Holly. Screen Capture: The Perfect Man. Dir.
Mark Rosman. Perf. Hilary Duff, Heather Locklear, and Chris Noth. Universal, 2005, DVD.
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Figure 4.23
Holly writes a blog: ‘Girl on the Move’. Screen Capture: The Perfect Man. Dir. Mark Rosman.
Perf. Hilary Duff, Heather Locklear, and Chris Noth. Universal, 2005, DVD.
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Figure 4.24
Holly writes a blog: ‘Girl on the Move’. Screen Capture: The Perfect Man. Dir. Mark Rosman.
Perf. Hilary Duff, Heather Locklear, and Chris Noth. Universal, 2005, DVD.
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Figure 4.25
Jean receives a letter and photo from her ‘secret admirer’, Ben. Screen Capture: The Perfect
Man. Dir. Mark Rosman. Perf. Hilary Duff, Heather Locklear, and Chris Noth. Universal, 2005,
DVD.
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Figure 4.26.
Jean receives a letter and photo from her ‘secret admirer’, Ben. Screen Capture: The Perfect
Man. Dir. Mark Rosman. Perf. Hilary Duff, Heather Locklear, and Chris Noth. Universal, 2005,
DVD.
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Figure 4.27
Rowena ‘performs’ in real life and in cyberspace. Screen Capture: The Perfect Stranger. Dir.
James Foley. Perf. Halle Berry, Bruce Willis, and Giovanni Ribisi. Sony Pictures, 2007, DVD.
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Figure 4.28
Rowena ‘performs’ in real life and in cyberspace. Screen Capture: The Perfect Stranger. Dir.
James Foley. Perf. Halle Berry, Bruce Willis, and Giovanni Ribisi. Sony Pictures, 2007, DVD.
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Figure 4.29
Rowena ‘performs’ in real life and in cyberspace. Screen Capture: The Perfect Stranger. Dir.
James Foley. Perf. Halle Berry, Bruce Willis, and Giovanni Ribisi. Sony Pictures, 2007, DVD.
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Figure 4.30
The truth comes out and Rowena’s world comes crashing down. Screen Capture: The Perfect
Stranger. Dir. James Foley. Perf. Halle Berry, Bruce Willis, and Giovanni Ribisi. Sony Pictures,
2007, DVD.
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Figure 4.31
Creating the ‘Wolf’. Screen Capture: Cry Wolf. Dir. Jeff Wadlow. Perf. Julian Morris, Lindy
Booth, Jared Padalecki, and Jon Bon Jovi. Universal, 2005.
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Figure 4.32
Creating the ‘Wolf’. Screen Capture: Cry Wolf. Dir. Jeff Wadlow. Perf. Julian Morris, Lindy
Booth, Jared Padalecki, and Jon Bon Jovi. Universal, 2005.
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Figure 4.33
An online prank spirals out of control. Screen Capture: Cry Wolf. Dir. Jeff Wadlow. Perf. Julian
Morris, Lindy Booth, Jared Padalecki, and Jon Bon Jovi. Universal, 2005.
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Figure 4.34
Sam conceals her identity with a literal mask. Screen Capture: A Cinderella Story. Dir. Mark
Rosman. Perf. Hilary Duff, Chad Michael Murray, and Jennifer Coolidge. Warner Brothers,
2004, DVD.	
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Figure 4.35
Constructing the ‘perfect man’. Screen Capture: The Perfect Man. Dir. Mark Rosman. Perf.
Hilary Duff, Heather Locklear, and Chris Noth. Universal, 2005, DVD.
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Figure 4.36
Jean’s ‘perfect man’ is closer than she realizes. Screen Capture: The Perfect Man. Dir. Mark
Rosman. Perf. Hilary Duff, Heather Locklear, and Chris Noth. Universal, 2005, DVD.
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Figure 4.37
Jean’s ‘perfect man’ is closer than she realizes. Screen Capture: The Perfect Man. Dir. Mark
Rosman. Perf. Hilary Duff, Heather Locklear, and Chris Noth. Universal, 2005, DVD.
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Figure 4.38
Jean’s ‘perfect man’ is closer than she realizes. Screen Capture: The Perfect Man. Dir. Mark
Rosman. Perf. Hilary Duff, Heather Locklear, and Chris Noth. Universal, 2005, DVD.
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Figure 4.39
Jean’s ‘perfect man’ is closer than she realizes. Screen Capture: The Perfect Man. Dir. Mark
Rosman. Perf. Hilary Duff, Heather Locklear, and Chris Noth. Universal, 2005, DVD.
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Figure 4.40
Julie begins blogging ‘The Julie/Julia Project’. Screen Capture: Julie and Julia. Dir. Nora
Ephron. Perf. Amy Adams, Meryl Streep, Chris Messina, and Stanley Tucci. Columbia Pictures,
2009, DVD.
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Figure 4.41
Julie begins blogging ‘The Julie/Julia Project’. Screen Capture: Julie and Julia. Dir. Nora
Ephron. Perf. Amy Adams, Meryl Streep, Chris Messina, and Stanley Tucci. Columbia Pictures,
2009, DVD.
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Figure 4.42
Austen assumes a public persona heavily influenced by his father. Screen Capture: A Cinderella
Story. Dir. Mark Rosman. Perf. Hilary Duff, Chad Michael Murray, and Jennifer Coolidge.
Warner Brothers, 2004, DVD.	
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Figure 4.43
The truth comes out. Screen Capture: A Cinderella Story. Dir. Mark Rosman. Perf. Hilary Duff,
Chad Michael Murray, and Jennifer Coolidge. Warner Brothers, 2004, DVD.	
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Figure 4.44
The truth comes out. Screen Capture: A Cinderella Story. Dir. Mark Rosman. Perf. Hilary Duff,
Chad Michael Murray, and Jennifer Coolidge. Warner Brothers, 2004, DVD.	
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Figure 4.45
Julie’s blogging begins to consume her, threatening her relationship with her husband, Eric.
Screen Capture: Julie and Julia. Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf. Amy Adams, Meryl Streep, Chris
Messina, and Stanley Tucci. Columbia Pictures, 2009, DVD.
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Figure 4.46
Julie’s blogging begins to consume her, threatening her relationship with her husband, Eric.
Screen Capture: Julie and Julia. Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf. Amy Adams, Meryl Streep, Chris
Messina, and Stanley Tucci. Columbia Pictures, 2009, DVD.
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Figure 4.47
A very public apology. Screen Capture: Julie and Julia. Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf. Amy Adams,
Meryl Streep, Chris Messina, and Stanley Tucci. Columbia Pictures, 2009, DVD.
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Introduction
Precedents: Introducing the Woman Writer Onscreen

In contemporary film scholarship, genres targeted specifically at a female demographic are
now considered worthy of critical discussion; this was not always the case. With the advent of
influential feminist texts such as Helen Gurley Brown’s Sex and the Single Girl (1962) and Betty
Friedan’s The Feminine Mystique (1963) came resilient discourses about a woman’s
independence, her right to a successful career, and her right to “stay single in superlative style”
(Brown, 11). We see this influence more than ever in post-feminist genres for women. Suzanne
Ferriss’ and Mallory Young, Imelda Whelehen, and Hilary Radner discuss two influential
manifestations of post-feminism in popular culture.

The dawn of chick lit, the widely popular body of literature largely
spawned by British author Helen Fielding’s 1996 novel Bridget Jones’s
Diary, provides a fairly clear starting point for the chick cultural
explosion. The TV series Sex and the City based on the book by Candace
Bushnell, appearing at the same time, provides another clue to its origins.
(Ferriss and Young 2)
It is of course the [Sex and the City] television series started in 1998
which has invited the link with Bridget Jones’s Diary… and which marks
off the most eminent singleton triumvirate while representing the crossfertilization of popular culture from newspaper column, to novel, to
popular television.
(Whelehan 207)
Post-Pretty Woman films, or ‘girly films’ refer[s] to [a] spate of femaleorientated films, culminating with Sex and the City: The Movie…Quite a
few films, such as the seminal Bridget Jones’s Diary… mobilize some
traits but not others, testifying to the broad, if uneven, influence of the
neo-feminist paradigm.
(Radner 3)
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These statements clearly illustrate the now canonical status of the popular television

franchise, Sex and the City (1998-2004) and the film, Bridget Jones’s Diary (2001), and suggest
the significance of both as markers of post-feminism in popular culture. While Ferriss and
Young, Whelehan and Radner each provide distinct arguments, they all seem to agree on the
notion that Sex and the City (1998-2004) and Bridget Jones’s Diary (2001) are influential in their
spawning of a contemporary set of films for women. Whelehan discusses the literary origins of
the two franchises - Candace Bushnell’s Sex and the City (1996) and Helen Fielding’s Bridget
Jones’s Diary (also 1996) - in particular, how ‘chick lit’ (or popular fiction for and by women)
has come to influence other popular culture mediums. Whelehan argues that, “chick lit exerts a
powerful influence on women as readers of popular fiction, as well as on the shape of romantic
comedy films and television drama aimed at women” (217). Having also acknowledged chick lit
as a generic influence in their book, Chick Flicks: Contemporary Women at the Movies (2008)
Ferriss and Young use the term ‘chick flick’ to define contemporary films for women, but not
necessary made by women1. The ‘chick flick’, they argue, exhibits a distinct post-feminist
aesthetic - “a return to femininity, the primacy of romantic attachment, girl power, a focus on
female pleasure, and the value of consumer culture” (4). More recently, Hilary Radner aligns
such films with ‘neo-feminism’, or rather “a tendency in feminine culture to evoke choice and the
development of individual agency as the defining tenets of feminine identity - best realized
through an engagement with consumer culture” (6). Neo-feminism, she argues, is concerned with
“preserving and enhancing glamour as a sign of a new and revitalized feminine identity” (196).
Radner employs the term ‘girly film’ here, to define contemporary films for women that adhere to
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In her ‘Afterword’ to Ferriss and Young’s collection, Karen Hollinger writes that the 1990s “witnessed a
significant rise in women’s involvement in the US film industry as producers and directors… Hollywood female
friendship films [for example] were overwhelmingly the products of male directors and production executives. The
entry of women into directorial and managerial roles changes the contours of woman’s films in a [new] direction”
(223). She also notes “one of the first changes women’s greater involvement in filmmaking brought about was a
return to classic woman’s literature as a source of female centered-plots and characters” (223).
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this neo-feminist aesthetic. She also comments on the relationship between the ‘girly film’ and
the ‘chick flick’, suggesting “while all girly films sit comfortably within the category ‘chick
flick’, not all ‘chick flicks’ are ‘girly films’” (7). We can make distinctions between Ferriss and
Young’s chick flicks and Radner’s girly films, however, what is clear is that the sets of films that
they identify are all attempts to re-write genres for women. Within this rewriting all writers
identify a very distinct post-feminist aesthetic with a strong emphasis on consumption. By
extension, given that these writers situate Sex and the City as the canonical origin of such
narratives, we can argue the case for a distinct, post-Sex and the City, woman’s cinema.
I want to identify a cinematic sub-genre that has been overlooked in contemporary
scholarship. This set of films, paradoxically, looks both forward and back. The films employ
‘old-fashioned’ communication forms to tell contemporary stories. While Sex and the City’s
Carrie Bradshaw (Sarah Jessica Parker) and Bridget Jones’s Diary’s Bridget Jones (Renée
Zellweger) do seem to ‘have it all’ - successful careers, healthy sexual appetites, supportive
friendships - what is particularly interesting is the way in which we come to know the details
about their lives through their writing. In Sex and the City Carrie’s private musings become
public as she writes a successful advice column in the (fictional) New York Star newspaper,
while Bridget channels her own thoughts, frustrations and ideas into the pages of her private
diary which is then ‘read’ to the viewer through voice-over. Whilst ‘chick flicks’ and ‘girly films’
are the most dominant representations of a post-Sex and the City cinema, this thesis argues the
case for a sub-genre which I call the epistolary drama: a contemporary drama narrated through
private writing. The epistolary drama might also be seen as providing a commentary on the
dominant representation of post-feminism in popular culture2. These films seem to challenge the
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  Because my interest is in the epistolary drama in popular culture I will not be discussing in great detail examples
that occur in other cinemas.	
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superficiality of narratives centered on consumption, and instead present feminine insecurity
through writing.
With Sex and the City central to many post-feminist discussions, it seems apt that my own
interest in the epistolary narrative and its contemporary resurgence was spawned from a viewing
of Sex and the City: The Movie (2008), which, interestingly, Radner also credits as the
culmination of the ‘girly film’ cycle. The film picks up four years after the final episode of the
show’s sixth season and details the lead up to Carrie and Mr. Big’s wedding and the events that
follow. In an early scene of the film, protagonist Carrie (now a published author) reads a book
entitled ‘Love Letters of Great Men’ while researching material for her new book (see Fig 1.0).
Her fiancé, affectionately known as ‘Mr. Big’ (Chris Noth), scoffs at Carrie’s choice of reading
and dismisses the letter as an outdated form of confessing one’s love. This prompts Carrie to
explain the value of private written expression, particularly for women. At the film’s conclusion,
having failed to show up to the pair’s high-profile wedding, resolution and reconnection can only
be achieved when Mr. Big borrows a series of these famous love letters in an attempt to reach out
to Carrie. These letters signify for her that all is not lost romantically, and thus become the
deciding factor in Carrie giving Mr. Big a second chance. Ironically then, by the end of the film it
is this ‘outdated’ form of confessing ones’ love that saves their relationship.
This narrative thread is of interest to me for two reasons. First, this inclusion attributes an
emotional component to Mr. Big that seems lacking throughout the franchise’s six televised
seasons. Renowned throughout the series for handling uncomfortable situations with avoidance,
in Sex and the City: The Movie, Mr. Big turns to the famous love letters to help him express the
feelings he has struggled with for so long. Written expression, albeit borrowed, functions to tap
into a deeper, more intimate side to Mr. Big’s character and this is pivotal in Carrie’s decision to
forgive him. Second, I was interested in the director’s choice to incorporate love letters into the
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narrative in an age in which computer-mediated communication is preferred, and epistolary
exchange is largely obsolete. Finally, this narrative emphasis on emotion and feeling offers a
possible ‘corrective’ to the ‘superficial’, consumerist tone of other post-feminist genres.
My interest in these new emotional, epistolary narratives developed further on learning
that the book Carrie reads, Love Letters of Great Men was a fictional collection created solely for
the film (see Fig 0.2). Further research revealed that significant demand from fans wanting their
own copy of the book saw Macmillan Publishing release a version of the book just months after
the film’s release, followed by a sequel, Love Letters of Great Women (2009). The editor for both
of the collections, Ursula Doyle, makes the following observation in her introduction to the latter:

When Love Letters of Great Men, this volume’s predecessor was
published, it gave rise to a small discussion about whether or not people
write love letters any more. The consensus seemed to be that today’s
instant communication has supplanted words on paper, and it was viewed
as even more improbable that a man would nowadays put himself out to
such an extent as to write a letter… There was an appetite for reading the
romantic (and not so romantic) outpourings of various men from history,
perhaps not because of who those men were, but because such
outpourings are thin on the ground today - in any form. (1)

Whilst I disagree with Doyle’s statement that emotional outpourings are ‘thin on the ground
today’ (and I provide a rebuttal in Chapter Two) she does seem to support my own observations
about the improbability of the use of love letters as a narrative trope. With this in mind, in an age
when communication is largely computer-mediated, my opening question is: why are
contemporary films returning to epistolary techniques of storytelling?

	
  
	
  

Fig 0.1/Fig. 0.2. ‘Love Letters of Great Men’ - film fiction to popular print. Fig 0.1 Screen Capture: Sex and
the City: The Movie. Dir. Michael Patrick King. Perf. Sarah Jessica Parker, Kim Cattrall, Kristin Davis,
Cynthia Nixon, and Chris Noth. Roadshow Entertainment, 2008, DVD. Fig. 0.2. Obtained from
www.panmacmillan.com.
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Before answering this I want to go back a few steps. Though Sex and the City: The Movie

was a catalyst for my opening research question, it is the film’s successful televised predecessor
that I credit as canonical in its epistolary style. Carrie’s newspaper column ‘Sex and the City’
provides loose narration for each episode. The column introduces and continuously negotiates the
show’s key themes, obstacles and character traits. Although Sex and the City is not a formal
epistolary narrative according to Janet Altman’s definition - “the use of the letter’s formal
properties to create meaning” (1982:3) - I will adapt the term ‘epistolary narrative’ in my thesis
to refer to any written narrative with an intended recipient. That recipient can include, a) the self,
b) a single reader, or c) a mass audience. With this adjusted definition of ‘epistolary narrative’ in
mind I make the claim that the Sex and the City TV series falls into the epistolary category
through a critical reading of Carrie’s column as a letter to her diegetic audience - the women of
New York City.

Sex and the City

My ultimate goal is to contextualize the epistolary drama, thus I will avoid a detailed
history of the Sex and the City television series and wider franchise. I do, however, want to take
some time to consider the show in order to further emphasize its epistolary tone and supporting
aesthetic. While I gather information from a variety of sources here, including my own personal
observations, I work largely in conjunction with two primary sources - Kim Akass and Janet
McCabe’s edited collection, Reading Sex and the City (2006) and Deborah Jermyn’s short but
notable work, Sex and the City (2009). Sex and the City was originally adapted from Candace
Bushnell’s book Sex and the City (1996), based on her column of the same name, which ran in
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the New York Observer through the mid-1990s. Tackling what Jermyn describes as the “perils of
modern dating” (1), Bushnell’s original column ‘Sex and the City’ achieved an extensive fan
base, including devoted follower Darren Star, who would later become the creator of the
successful television series, Sex and the City (1998-2004). The show premiered on cable channel
HBO (Home Box Office) in 1998, and spanned six seasons. The final episode was screened on
February 22nd 2004, to an audience of around 10.6 million viewers.
The premise of Sex and the City is relatively simple - narrated by the female protagonist,
the show follows columnist Carrie Bradshaw and her single, thirty-something friends - Charlotte
York (Kristen Davis), Miranda Hobbes (Cynthia Nixon) and Samantha Jones (Kim Cattrall) - as
they navigate their way through life and love in New York City. Deborah Jermyn suggests that
the show’s narrative hinges primarily on two distinct styles of scenes - the ‘chat-and-chew’
scenes, whereby the foursome meet for brunch and share stories about their various encounters
with the opposite sex, and ‘think-and-type’ scenes, where Carrie sits at her laptop transposing the
group’s stories/experiences into her weekly column. Furthermore, she notes that, “along with the
collective chat-and-chews, the subsequent “think-and-type” scenes where Carrie is pictured
working at her laptop, her computer screen and voiceover posing that week’s dilemma, would
become one of the signature shots of the program” (2-3). It is this brief observation that further
provoked my own interest. It seems to me that Carrie’s column offers a very distinct style of
narrative, tapping in to what Sarah Jessica Parker herself describes (in the introduction to the
latest edition of Amy Sohn’s official behind-the-scenes guide, Sex and the City: Kiss and Tell
(2004)) as “the candid, the forthright, and [the] intimate” (6). Given this distinct method of
storytelling that focuses on emotion rather than action, whereby the narrative is driven by the
dilemmas, confessions and rhetorical questions posed in Carrie’s weekly column, it is surprising
that the show’s epistolary narration has been relegated to a fleeting observation and it has yet to
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be interrogated in any scholarly detail. I want to pick up on this and set the scene for my own
wider discussion of the narrativisation of emotional expression through epistolary means.
Scholarship on the Sex and the City phenomenon is diverse and extensive, however,
discussion of Carrie’s column and the show’s distinct narrative style is limited. Kim Akass and
Janet McCabe’s edited collection alone provides scholarly insight into a wide range of topics
from post-feminism and queerness, to fashion and consumerism. Arguably the most contested
issue for scholarship is the show’s post-feminist paradox. Akass and McCabe note, “the women
are caught in a double-bind - they are attacked for being too feminist or not feminist enough, they
hate men but are still looking for Mr. Right” (9). In her essay, ‘Orgasms and Empowerment: Sex
and the City and Third Wave Feminism’, Astrid Henry argues that Sex and the City’s unofficial
‘post-feminist’ tag is largely due to the show’s narrative of choice, particularly regarding
sexuality, sexual freedom and the institution of marriage. Henry suggests Sex and the City
functions as a narrative world where “one can be both feminist and sexual” (82). While Henry
argues the case for a dominant narrative of choice, Joanna Di Mattia provides a contrasting
opinion, albeit still working within a post-feminist framework, in her essay from the same
collection, ‘‘What’s the Harm in Believing?’ Mr. Big, Mr. Perfect, and the Romantic Quest for
Sex and the City’s Mr. Right’. She argues that the driving force behind the show is the quest for
the perfect man; “It is this tension between optimism and cynicism over the existence of Mr.
Right, and a hopefulness that love and romance are worth gambling on that is consolidated over
six seasons” (19). Di Mattia would argue that while the women do have choice, their choice is
predominantly governed by the greater goal of finding Mr. Right.
Despite this overarching goal of heterosexual love, some scholars argue that Sex and the
City does exhibit queer undertones. Mandy Merck explores the show’s representation of
lesbianism in another essay from Akass and McCabe’s collection entitled ‘Sexuality and the
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City’. She argues that while male homosexuality is explicitly dealt with through character, setting
and storyline by contrast insofar as it seems to loosely inform the physical and emotional
identities of the four women, lesbianism is treated as a fleeting and somewhat grotesque
experiment. Alternatively, Jane Gerhard considers ‘queerness’ in a more metaphorical sense in
her article ‘Sex and the City: Carrie Bradshaw’s Queer Post-Feminism’ (2005), suggesting that
the intense, committed relationships between the four women are “disruptive to heterosexual
allegiances” (43). She argues that such intense, committed female friendship exhibits an
autonomous womanhood that “offers women an alternative to the compromising world of
boyfriends and potential husbands” (44). Turning to aesthetics, while post-feminism and
sexuality seem to be the prominent areas of scholarship, there are a distinct number of
contributions surrounding the look and feel of the show. For example scholars Stella Bruzzi,
Pamela Church Gibson and Anna König each interrogate the role of fashion in the Sex and the
City series. Bruzzi and Gibson attribute subjectivity to the show’s fashion, suggesting it
functions, in essence, as a fifth character. Fashion is, they argue, “an element independent of
character and action rather than subservient to it” (123). Offering an alternative view, Anna
König steps away from narrative, instead focusing on the distinct relationship between Sex and
the City and fashion journalism. She looks at the way the show informs consumer culture,
particularly within British fashion circles, concluding that fashion journalism has had a major
role in the success of Sex and the City.
It must be noted that I am not suggesting that Sex and the City’s narrative style has been
completely ignored. Akass and McCabe themselves make note of Carrie’s authority and her role
as the central narrator - “an omnipotent observer in the city” (178) - in their discussion of humour
and narrative. Humour is evoked, they suggest, through a combination of voiceover narration and
direct address to the camera. While direct address was discontinued after the show’s first season,
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the technique made explicit the notion that Carrie was “invit[ing] the viewer to participate in a
dialogue and shared laughter” (178). Jonathon Bignell also touches on narrative, commenting on
the confessional element of the Sex and the City narrative and its similarity to the discourse of
women’s magazines, and I will build on Bignell’s work in Chapter Two. Similarly, in their
chapter ‘Leaving the Mothership: Postmodernity and Postfeminism in Ally McBeal and Sex and
the City’ from the book Bad Girls: Cultural Politics and Media Representations of Transgressive
Women (2007), Susan Owen, Leah R. Vande Berg and Sarah R. Stein discuss the way Sex and
the City is transgressive in its storytelling. They argue that the show “opened up spaces where
women could and did tell women’s stories, and construct women’s mythic spaces where women
could speak openly and frankly about sexuality, sisterhood, relationships, and the ongoing crises
with which contemporary feminists grapple. It articulated sexually explicit critical feminist
discourse; it assumed and promoted feminist ethos through the female-agent-centered narratives”
(121). Interestingly, despite their specific discussions of narrative, Akass and McCabe, Bignell
and Owen et.al. all lack a detailed discussion of Carrie’s column and the act of writing, the
publication of private thought, and the authoritative female voice that the column allows.
We need only look at the pilot episode of Sex and the City to get a sense of the show’s
distinct epistolary style of narrative. The episode opens with a close-up of words being typed
across a computer screen, immediately emphasizing the importance of writing as the source of
the show’s narration. The words are delivered as a female voiceover, which we soon learn
belongs to the show’s protagonist, Carrie Bradshaw. Thus the parameters of the epistolary style
of narrative are set in place well before Carrie formally introduces her column. She tells the story
of a friend’s ‘fairytale’ romance that ended abruptly and unexpectedly, concluding with the
rhetorical question, “Why are there so many great unmarried women and no great unmarried
men?” This rhetorical question sets the agenda for the episode and Carrie’s attempt to answer
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said question, with the help of her three girlfriends, inspires her weekly ‘Sex and the City’
column to which we are introduced in the next scene (see Fig 0.3).

Fig. 0.3/Fig. 0.4 Carrie’s friendships become the source of her newspaper column, ‘Sex and the City’. Screen
Capture: "Sex and the City." Sex and the City: The Complete First Season. Writ. Michael Patrick King and
Candace Bushnell. Dir. Michael Patrick King. HBO. 6 June. 1998, DVD.

It is here in the pilot episode that the three other protagonists are also introduced, with
Carrie acknowledging them as the “terrific sources” for her column. Her friends - Miranda
Hobbes, Charlotte York and Samantha Jones - are introduced in interview fashion alongside a
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series of male subjects who provide various answers to Carrie’s earlier question (see Fig 0.4).
The interview-style used here sets up a journalist/subject relationship, reinforcing Carrie’s role
and subsequently the notion that Carrie’s friends, with their various relationships, experiences
and hardships, provide the inspiration for her column. These interview scenes are juxtaposed
alongside what Jermyn describes as one of the show’s signature ‘chat-and-chew’ scenes, whereby
we are introduced to the central foursome for the first time as they celebrate Miranda’s birthday.
Carrie, Charlotte and Miranda listen to Samantha’s tales of having sexual relationships without
emotional attachment, or “sex like a man”. This concept is discussed at large by the women and
is contemplated in further detail by Carrie as she sits at her laptop in the next scene.
The second half of the pilot episode is concerned predominantly with Carrie herself.
While dining with her male best friend, the homosexual Stanford Blatch (Willie Garson), Carrie
encounters an old lover with whom she decides to test Samantha’s theory and embark on a sexual
encounter, void of emotion. The experiment is successful and gives Carrie a newfound sense of
empowerment, and her voiceover is used to support this: “I left feeling powerful, potent and
incredibly alive…nothing or no one could get in my way”. It is at this point, in a manner that will
become typical of the Sex and the City narrative, that Carrie encounters Mr. Big for the first time.
We are given neither a name, nor any significant detail about Mr. Big in this moment, thus this
scene foreshadows what will come to be his most recognizable trait - arriving unannounced and
disrupting Carrie’s world. Mr. Big is Carrie’s lover at various points over the six season series
and her relationship with him becomes the underlying impetus for many of her columns. The
episode ends with Mr. Big’s chauffer dropping Carrie home. They exchange their last words in
yet another characteristic scene - Carrie standing outside her apartment and Mr. Big speaking
through his car’s window. She asks him if he has ever been in love and he responds with his
catch phrase, “Abso-fucken-lutely”, a characteristically frank response that contrasts significantly
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with the emotionally vulnerable version of Mr. Big we experience in the film version a decade
later (see Fig 0.5). As he drives off into the night in typically ambiguous fashion, Carrie turns
back towards us. She looks past the camera in a state of shock (see Fig 0.6) as she seems to
question her own rapid descent from “powerful, potent and incredibly alive” to a woman who is
suddenly fearful of the prospect of falling in love.

Fig. 0.5/Fig. 0.6 The ‘Big’ love. Screen Capture: "Sex and the City." Sex and the City: The Complete First
Season. Writ. Michael Patrick King and Candace Bushnell. Dir. Michael Patrick King. HBO. 6 June. 1998,
DVD.
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Television scholars seem to focus on the narrative content of Sex and the City, however,

my own interrogation identifies space for a discussion on narrative style, which can provide a
starting point for a wider discussion of epistolary narrative style. As I have shown, scholars have
written abundantly on issues within the narrative such as gender, sexuality and consumption. I
argue that this very specific style of narration requires further attention and provides a distinct
commentary on the woman’s voice and her relationship with language - a relationship that I will
consider further in my first chapter. We only need to look at the pilot episode to get a real sense
of Sex and the City as a canonical example of the epistolary style of narrative at work. The
narration of each episode is dictated by Carrie’s column, thus we come to associate Carrie’s
voiceover with the column’s written content. Finally, Carrie assumes an authoritative position not
only as the narrator, but also as an author whose words are laden with advice and personal
experience, and are distributed to and consumed by the women of New York City.

Post-Sex and the City: Introducing the Epistolary Drama

So far I have identified a post-Sex and the City cinema that I term the epistolary drama.
With this in mind, my chapters pose the following questions: What is the historical relationship
between women, language, and epistolary discourse? How has emotional expression come to
resonate through film narrative? What is the relationship between the epistolary film and earlier
genres for women? Can we identify a set of films that demonstrates this shift from narratives of
excess and consumption to stories narrated through emotion and detail?
My analysis employs three primary frameworks that draw from literary history, sociology,
and studies in film genre. I engage with each of these frameworks individually over the course of
my chapters, however, I emphasize the necessary interdependence of these frameworks in order
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to contextualize the epistolary drama and substantiate its importance in the current social and
cinematic climate. In Chapter One I engage with literary theory and history in order to gain a
better understanding of women’s relationship with formal writing in a literary world dominated
by men. In identifying how women have been excluded, we can get a sense of how private
writing becomes gendered. In Chapter Two a sociological framework is important for
contextualizing my research. I make use of the work of sociologists such as Frank Furedi as I
attempt to understand why we are experiencing this distinct pattern of films in what he
characterizes as ‘therapeutic culture’. I argue that certain social/cultural ‘moments’ such as
Furedi’s therapeutic culture create ideal conditions for such a style of film to emerge. In the
second half of Chapter Two I move into the realm of film studies, and employ genre analysis in
order to further understand the generic benchmarks against which we can frame and compare
new categories of cinema. I pay particular attention to melodrama and the way it informs the
epistolary drama. With both the historical and contemporary context established, and a generic
predecessor identified, I employ textual analysis in Chapters Three and Four, legitimizing my
earlier claims through discussion of detailed examples.
I will explore the emergence of the epistolary drama insisting that it is inspired by
adjacent examples of women writing, such as Carrie Bradshaw in Sex and the City and other
cinematic influences such as the woman’s films of the 1940s and 1950s. We can identify a trend
in predominantly popular films that employ epistolary forms such as diaries, letters, emails and
blogs to tell stories. I provide a list of examples: You’ve Got Mail (1998), Message in a Bottle
(1999), The End of the Affair (1999), Bridget Jones’s Diary (2001), I Capture the Castle (2003),
Dear Frankie (2004), A Cinderella Story (2004), The Perfect Man (2005), Sisterhood of the
Travelling Pants (2005), The Perfect Stranger (2005), Notes on a Scandal (2006), The Lake
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House (2006), Cry Wolf (2006), Waitress (2007), P.S I Love You (2007), Nights in Rodanthe
(2008), The Young Victoria (2009), Julie and Julia (2009), Dear John (2010).
There are also a number of contemporary Hollywood films that, while not narrated
entirely through epistolary means, incorporate letters, diaries and/or emails into their central
narrative: Sleepless in Seattle (1993), The Notebook (2004), Pride and Prejudice (2005), The
Holiday (2006), Atonement (2007), Wild Child (2008), The Twilight Saga: New Moon (2009),
The Last Song (2010), The Town (2010), Trust (2011), and Salmon Fishing in the Yemen (2011).
My goal is not to exhaustively describe every film that ever included the epistolary form,
but rather to highlight a selection of films that most convincingly embody the epistolary drama. I
use the term ‘epistolary drama’ in order to underline the films’ literary influence, as well as to
pay homage to those dramatic film genres that have preceded them. 	
  

Chapter Outlines

Chapter One begins by exploring the historical relationship between women and writing.
Two important ideas emerge: First is the notion that women used private writing, particularly
letters and diaries, as a means of finding a voice amidst the dominant patriarchy of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. Second is the recognition of a distinctly feminine writing style that
emerges out of a woman’s domestic routine, which is referred to in this thesis as the ‘feminine
detail.’ These fundamental ideas lead to the question for the following chapter: If, historically, the
woman’s voice has been repressed, what then is the role of female expression in contemporary
society? Chapter Two answers this through an investigation into what Frank Furedi terms
‘therapeutic culture’. The feminine detail, once dismissed as ‘small’ and ‘artless’, finds newfound
value in contemporary culture, particular in popular television genres such as confessional talk
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shows and reality TV. I argue that we can now see therapeutic culture extending into film. With
this in mind the remainder of the chapter identifies a set of films that narrativizes the feminine
detail. I end with the introduction of a new sub-genre of film - the epistolary drama. I examine
the ‘diary narrative’ as the first stage of the sub-genre.
Chapters Three and Four engage with a number of recent Hollywood films that narrativise
epistolary discourse in order to further ascertain the key features of the epistolary drama; the
expression of repressed feelings, confession, the oscillation between the public and private voice,
the negotiation of distance, and feminized masculinity. Chapter Three analyses three films that
employ the ‘letter narrative’ - The Lake House (2004), The Young Victoria (2009), and Dear John
(2010). I show how the key themes of the epistolary drama work together to effectively
narrativise the feminine detail. Chapter Four shifts the epistolary drama into the information age
through an analysis of the online narrative in films such as A Cinderella Story (2004), The Perfect
Man (2005), The Perfect Stranger (2007), and Julie and Julia (2009). I consider the technological
shift of the epistolary drama and the various implications associated with the emergence of new
themes such as performance and masquerade.
In my conclusion, I argue that the epistolary drama emerges in this therapeutic moment as
an alternative to the prevalent contemporary genres for women such as the ‘chick flick’ and the
‘girly film’. Challenging the consumption-driven narratives that dominated post-feminist subgenres, the epistolary drama prioritizes the feminine detail and the narrativisation of emotional
expression, thereby challenging superficiality. There have been no previous scholarly attempts to
define the epistolary drama as a sub-genre, thus my analysis will make an important contribution
to film studies. In addition, this thesis contributes to contemporary cultural studies given the
relationship I identify between the epistolary drama and therapeutic culture. With this in mind, an
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historical investigation into women, language and creativity is the first step in beginning to
contextualize this sub-genre.
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Chapter One
Finding a Voice: Women, Language and Creativity

Womens’ relationship with language has shifted significantly throughout history. As I
will illustrate in this chapter, the rise of patriarchal society and culture has repressed the woman’s
voice. Jürgen Habermas’s interrogation of patriarchal coffee house culture and his notion of the
‘public sphere’ highlights the way that female agency has been further relegated to the domestic
realm. From this marginal position women turned to private writing genres as an outlet for
repressed expression. Private writing in this privileged relationship therefore assumes a distinctly
feminine quality. This is an argument that I develop through a theoretical understanding of
French and Anglo-American feminists who focus on the relationship between women and
language. This chapter interrogates womens’ historical relationship with language and creative
expression, paving the way for an exploration of epistolary genres implicitly reserved for female
self-expression, such as the diary and the letter.
I am interested in diaries and letters first as historical documents through which we can
learn about female repression in periods when masculine views were dominant; second, as
catalysts for a discussion of gendered genres; and finally, as motifs in popular culture and for the
way in which their inclusion in film narrative both develops and challenges classical narrative
style. I will explore each of these interests over the course of this thesis. A critical study of the
representation of these genres in popular culture is important, since it contributes to the wider
fields of history, cultural studies, gender studies, and film and television scholarship. In studying
diaries and letters then, we are essentially giving due recognition to communication forms that
have exhibited resilience, despite society’s ever-increasing reliance on technology. The letter, for
example, is arguably the earliest communication form used by women, yet it still prevails as an
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emblem of romance in the present day. The goal of this literature review is to interrogate
scholarly accounts of women’s relationship with private writing, with the aim of better
understanding why diaries and letters have become favoured genres of expression for the female
voice. With this in mind I ask, what is the historical relationship between women and writing?
And how has this been theorized?

Women and Language

Feminist scholarship undertakes the dual task of deconstructing
predominantly male cultural paradigms and reconstructing a female
perspective and experience in an effort to change the tradition that has
silenced and marginalized us.
(Green and Kahn 1)
Discussions of Western literature have been traditionally shaped by masculine values and
ideas. As explained by Jürgen Habermas in the 1998 translation of his 1962 inquiry, The
Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, the “public sphere” of the eighteenth-century
contributed to this dominant patriarchal ideology through its restriction on women’s participation
in public life. This literary public that Habermas describes as having been born out of a culture of
European salons and coffee houses; represented a space where citizens could engage in free
public discourse, thus resulting in ‘public opinion’ as an ideological construct. This bore stark
contrast to the ‘private sphere’ which, as Habermas describes, was attached to notions of
domesticity,

The private sphere was attached to the house… The reproduction of life,
the labor of slaves, and the service of the women went on under the aegis
of the master’s domination: birth and death took place in its shadow, and
the realm of necessity and transitoriness remained immersed in the
obscurity of the private sphere. In contrast to it stood, in Greek self-
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interpretation, the public sphere as a realm of freedom and permanence.
(3-4)

This separation of space meant that while the bourgeois ‘public sphere’ functioned under the
illusion of inclusivity, the reality was that almost all women were excluded, alongside the
uneducated and those of the lower class. This exclusion from the realm of ‘public opinion’ saw
women develop an inherent and thus privileged relationship with the private space and private
discourse.
A flourishing of feminist criticism in the 1960s paved the way for the discovery of this
female voice that has been excluded from critical discussion of language and literature. I will
consider feminist criticism from two perspectives: French feminist theory, which looks at the way
women’s language has been shaped by their bodies and experiences, and Anglo-American
criticism, which attempts to recover and understand historical accounts of women’s reading and
writing. Both perspectives emerge in response to Simone de Beauvoir’s claim in her 1949 book
The Second Sex, that woman is constructed as man’s Other,

Humanity is male and man defines woman not in herself but as relative to
him; she is not regarded as an autonomous being… she is defined and
differentiated with reference to a man and not he with reference to her. She
is the incidental, the inessential as opposed to the essential. He is the
Subject, he is the Absolute – She is the Other. (xliv-xlv)
French feminist theory challenges the binaries assumed through patriarchal ideology (dark/light,
right/left, sun/moon, male/female) and thus feminine powerlessness through the assertion that, to
priviledge one term over another ultimately reveals the interdependence of terms, and by
extension, gender. Whereas Anglo-American criticism favors textual and historical analysis as its
primary methodology, French criticism is largely an extension of and/or a reaction to Freudian
and Lacanian psychoanalysis; in particular Jacques Lacan’s philosophy that the symbolic power
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of the phallus allows men privileged access to language. Often criticized for being too
essentialist, French feminist theory is nevertheless important as it offers an alternative to
Lacanian psychoanalysis, raising questions about the relationship between a woman, her body,
and her language.
Traditionally, language has functioned as an instrument of patriarchal expression. French
feminist theory centers upon ‘écriture feminine’, or ‘feminine writing’, which attempts to
challenge this and provide a means of linguistic escape for women. Écriture feminine builds on
the notion that a woman’s writing is largely connected to her body and sexual pleasure; in
aligning female expression and creativity with the body, French feminist theory aims to overcome
any systems that repress feminine difference. Écriture feminine rejects psychoanalytic theories of
woman as ‘lack’, and asserts that the female body is instead a positive force. One of the dominant
figures in French feminist theory, Hélène Cixous writes about the relationship between sexuality
and language. Like other French feminist theorists, Cixous believes that the woman’s body and
her sexuality are directly connected to how she communicates in society. In 1975, Cixous
published her most influential piece of work, The Laugh of the Medusa; a text that aimed to
release women’s bodies from existing representations and celebrate their difference. The Laugh
of the Medusa suggests that women have the choice to either be trapped in their bodies by an
oppressive patriarchal language, or to use their bodies (or difference) as a way to communicate
differently. For Cixous, ‘difference’ refers to both a woman’s sexual difference and her linguistic
difference:

I shall speak about women’s writing: about what it will do. Woman must
write herself: must write about women and bring women to writing, from
which they have been driven away as violently as from their bodies. (245)
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Luce Irigaray, another prominent contributor to French feminist theory is recognized

primarily for her controversial study of Freud’s phallocentric bias. Irigaray, like Cixous, works
towards a theory of difference. She positions herself against Freud’s description of the woman as
an ‘imperfect man’, and suggests that women have been trapped by such attitudes and thus have
struggled to represent themselves in a male-dominated world. Both Irigaray and Cixous use the
term ‘trapped’ when describing the attempts by women to express themselves amidst patriarchal
oppression, thus supporting the idea that writing provides women an effective expressive outlet, a
notion that will be examined in more detail later in this chapter. The basis for Irigaray’s argument
lies in female sexuality and eroticism. In her essay ‘Writing the Body: Toward an Understanding
of Écriture Feminine’ (1981), Ann Rosaline Jones further asserts Irigaray’s suggestion that
women, “experience a multiplicity of libidinal energies that cannot be expressed or understood
within the identity-claiming assumptions of phallocentric discourse” (364), and it is this sexual
difference that explains women’s problematic relationship with language. Irigaray, like Cixous,
asserts that the sexual difference of the female body is integral to creativity and should be
considered positive. In essence then, the female body should not be concealed; rather it should be
celebrated.
French feminist theory can also be applied to creative texts. Caroline Bainbridge, in her
book A Feminine Cinematics: Luce Irigaray, Women and Film (2008), offers a detailed look at
how Irigaray’s theories about the female body can be used to read films. For Bainbridge, cinema
offers the textual theorist a vast canvas for interrogation. She uses Jane Campion’s film The
Piano (1993) to demonstrate how Luce Irigaray’s ‘mimesis’, a form of resistance where women
deliberately assume and imitate stereotypes about themselves in order to expose such stereotypes
and undermine them, can be used to better understand the relationship between protagonists, Ada
(Holly Hunter) and Baines (Harvey Keitel). Bainbridge suggests that in agreeing to Baine’s
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sexual demands, as a means of reclaiming her beloved piano, “Ada is engaging in a kind of
mimetic stance against the way women’s bodies are traditionally used as commodities or articles
of exchange” (158). Ada is essentially, “bargaining with her own body for her own right to her
own desire” (157). Mimesis is present in the sense that at the moment when Ada finally offers
herself to Baines, he in turn becomes aware of her lack of desire for him. He then returns Ada’s
piano, having recognized the importance of her right to her own desire. For Bainbridge, Ada is a
very Irigarayan character - she at once embodies psychoanalytic femininity through her symbolic
castration (voicelessness, lack of choice in marriage and location, the removal of her piano, the
chopping off of her finger), yet at the same time represents, as the above example has shown, a
more utopian approach “which seeks to enunciate the feminine in and for itself” (155).
Bainbridge’s analysis reminds us that although French feminist theory is often dismissed as
essentialist due to its preoccupation with the female body, theories such as those of Luce Irigaray
can still be effectively applied to a creative text.
Whereas French feminist theory uses psychoanalysis to align language and the body,
Anglo-American criticism combines historical analysis with the close, analytical reading of texts
in order to better understand the literary canon and whose interests it serves. Both French and
Anglo-American criticism emphasizes notions of difference, however, the latter focuses less on
the female body, and instead engages directly with female literary texts throughout history in an
attempt to pinpoint significant moments in women’s writing. By engaging with historical texts,
Anglo-American critics aim to identify moments in which women’s voices can be heard, despite
the oppression of a male-dominated literary sphere. In the introduction to her edited collection,
The Feminist Critique of Language: A Reader, Deborah Cameron draws on metaphors of
‘speech’ and ‘silence’ in order to emphasize gendered differences in language and selfexpression. She suggests that linguistic activities specifically associated with women, such as
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diary writing and letter writing, “are private uses of language, confined to the space of the home,
family, and immediate community. In the public domain… the genres associated with women
have little currency” (3). Cameron’s statement identifies a useful private/public binary that will
be acknowledged further in later sections of this literature review. With this binary in mind, we
can understand a woman’s ‘silence’, primarily as an absence from a higher culture dominated by
patriarchy.
If we look at a society’s most valued linguistic registers - religious
ceremonial, political rhetoric, legal discourse, science, poetry - we find
women for the most part silent and in many cases silenced: it is not just
that women do not speak, they may actually be prevented from speaking.
(Cameron 3)
It seems then, that a woman’s written creativity stems from the restrictions imposed on women in
public life. Women could use their writing to bear witness to their suffering and oppression as a
means of highlighting the injustices that they so frequently felt. While writing was a common
channel for exuding frustrations, it was also an important means of expressing and celebrating
creativity. This recognition of a woman’s creative force aims to redress the balance implied
through a female’s traditional positioning as the passive object of the male gaze. Traditionally,
women are taught to be ashamed of their bodies and to deny their sexuality. Women’s writing, by
contrast, could offer a space to celebrate a woman’s sexuality and creative articulation.

Women and Creativity

In a literary sphere dominated by men, canonized authors are considered to be those
writers who are most frequently taught in literature studies and who are generally included in
literary anthologies. Gilbert and Gubar’s edited collection, The Norton Anthology of Literature by
Women, provides a comprehensive chronology of English-speaking women writers’ involvement
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in the literary sphere from the Middle-Ages through to the late twentieth-century, identifying
authors and texts which have, in essence, become revered over time. In their preface to the
anthology, Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar describe the collection as “an overview that allows
readers to appreciate fully the female literary tradition which, for several centuries, has coexisted
with, revised, and influenced male literary models” (xxx). The literary canon is problematic in
that it asks women writers to meet the standards generally applied to male authors. Canons are
subject to scrutiny as they both include and exclude. Although I won’t interrogate The Norton
Anthology list in detail here, it is useful to provide a sample of canonized female writers from the
Middle Ages through to the late-twentieth-century:

Middle Ages/Renaissance

Margery Kemp (c. 1373-1438), Queen Elizabeth I
(1533-1603), Mary Wroth (1587-1651)

17th C/18th C

Anne Bradstreet (1612-1872), Aphra Behn (16401689), Anne Finch (1661-1720), Mary
Wollstonecraft (1759-1797)
Jane Austen (1775-1817), Mary Shelley (17971851), Fanny Fern (1811-1872), Charlotte Brontë
(1816 – 1855), George Eliot (1819-1880), Emily
Dickinson (1830-1886), Louise May Alcott (18321888)
Dorothy Richardson (1873-1957), Virginia Woolf
(1882-1941), Katherine Mansfield (1888-1923)
Gwendolyn Brooks (1917-), Denise Leverton
(1923-), Adrienne Rich (1929-2012), Sylvia Plath
(1932-1963), Margaret Atwood (1939-)

19th C

Early 20th C
Late 20th C

Table 1.1
A selection of canonized female writers.

The parameters of the female literary canon are at once defined by male literary traditions,
and at the same time undefined. Gilbert and Gubar offer the following précis:
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Of course no anthology can pretend to completeness. Editors
inevitably find themselves unable to trace the ongoing evolution of
every literary movement and tradition… we are convinced, however,
that the texts we have chosen will expand the contours of the
canon… we continue to believe that we here reprint the works whose
historical, intellectual, or aesthetic significance clearly merits
inclusion. (xxxiii)

Gilbert and Gubar’s reference to the “ongoing evolution” of literary culture reminds us that the
literary capabilities of women are being constantly developing and reassessed. Prominent AngloAmerican feminist critic Elaine Showalter recognizes this process of development and traces
three key phases of women’s fictional writing from the nineteenth-century through to 1960 in her
book A Literature of Their Own (1977). The first of these phases - ‘the feminine’ - sees women’s
writing imitating the dominant male modes. Practices such as adopting male names under which
to publish were common so as to mask the true identity of women attempting to have their voices
heard in a male-dominated literary society. The second phase - ‘the feminist’ - came in the late
1880s and 1890s and was largely a period of protest against prevailing patriarchal attitudes, and
advocating for greater autonomy for women. And finally - ‘the female’ - in 1920, which saw
female writers able to “free themselves from reacting to patriarchal values and to turn inward,
searching for their own independent female identity” (66). To approach such criticism in phases
is to further acknowledge that women’s literary culture is constantly developing. If women find
identity through writing, and writing culture is always developing, then it can be assumed that
female identity, too, is a constant process. I will engage with this idea at a future point in this
chapter.
Because women’s writing culture is constantly evolving, there is an absence of a
homogenous feminist literary theory. In 1979 Elaine Showalter introduced ‘gynocriticism’ in her
book Towards a Feminist Poetics. For Showalter, it is this absence of a clear feminist theory that
makes women’s literature so exposed to criticism, thus gynocriticism provides a consistent
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literary criticism based on feminine perspectives. Gynocriticism, she asserts, signifies a moment
where women can “free [them]selves from the linear absolutes of male literary history, stop
trying to fit women between the lines of the male tradition, and focus instead on the newly visible
world of female culture” (131). Focusing on women’s fictional writing, particularly the novel,
Showalter separates feminist literary criticism into two distinct approaches - an ideological
approach where the woman is the reader/consumer of texts, and more significantly, woman as
writer/producer of textual meaning and creativity, looking at the “psycho-dynamics of female
creativity” (185). With the latter in mind, Showalter stresses that the most frequent and consistent
assumption of feminist criticism is “the belief that women’s special experience would assume and
determine distinctive forms in art” (135). She reinforces this notion, borrowing the personal
views of popular American novelist, Fanny Fern:

[Fern] understood that woman has been granted access to the novel as a
sort of repressive desublimination, a harmless channel for frustrations and
drives that might otherwise threaten the family, the church, and the state.
Fern recommended that women write as therapy, as a release from the
stifling silence of the drawing room, and as a rebellion against the
indifference and insensitivity of the men closest to them. (135-136)

This notion of ‘writing as therapy’ is important here as it suggests a sense of writing as a means
of saying the things a woman cannot publically express, and foreshadows my discussion of Frank
Furedi’s ‘therapeutic culture’ in Chapter Two. By extension, Fern’s reference to this therapeutic
expression coming from the “silence of the drawing room” reminds us that, although the drawing
room itself connotes a historical context, the process of expressing oneself through writing is
accessible, despite the constraints of the domestic space. Fern’s statement, in conjunction with
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Showalter’s description of the “women’s special experience”, provokes a range of images and
concepts that will be hugely relevant in future textual analysis chapters.
Elaine Showalter’s contribution to the field of feminist criticism is important in that while
positioned primarily as an American feminist, her work surveys other feminist accounts,
reinforcing the importance of the interdependence of methodologies. It is her suggestion that in
fact feminist criticism has no theoretical basis that provides the underlying framework for this
interdependent approach. Whereas the French stressed their dissimilarity from Anglo-American
feminist theory, Showalter recommends an interdependence of methodologies, and suggests that
her only criticism of French feminist theory lies in the fact that écriture feminine “describes a
Utopian possibility rather than a literary practice” (185). She goes on to suggest that while French
feminist criticism emphasizes repression, American feminist criticism (favoring textual analysis),
focuses on expression. Her overarching question, ‘how can we define the unique differences in
women’s writing?’ presents us with her four models of difference: biological, linguistic,
psychoanalytic, and cultural. Showalter’s four models of difference, in essence, continue to
provide us with an effective means of discussing women and creativity, and pave the way for a
discussion of women and the literary canon.
Showalter’s first model aligns creativity with biological difference. Using Hélène
Cixious’ statement, “More body, hence more writing”, Showalter suggests that to align anatomy
and textuality is to run the risk of essentialist criticism. Although emphasizing her hesitations
early, she moves on to suggest that while literal biological connections are heavily criticized,
some theorists have engaged with this connection on a more metaphorical level. Sandra Gilbert
and Susan Gubar’s famous work, The Madwoman in the Attic: The Woman Writer and the
Nineteenth-Century Literary Imagination (1979), uses metaphors of literary paternity to suggest
that “beneath this apparently conforming surface women’s narratives may tell a different story - a
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woman’s story… [They] must be seen as constructing techniques of evasion and concealment”
(67). Gilbert and Gubar suggest that women’s writing is affected by anxieties of difference. They
use Robert Southey’s famous words to Charlotte Brontë - “Literature is not the business of a
woman’s life and it cannot be” - to assert this point, and suggest that, “if male sexuality is
integrally associated with the assertive presence of literary power, female sexuality is associated
with the absence of such power” (8). If the pen is a metaphorical penis, then women’s writing
lacks phallic authority, thus creating a literary ‘madwoman’. In men’s literature, the madwoman
often symbolizes an antagonist of sorts. In contrast to this, Gilbert and Gubar describe the
madwoman in literature by women as “the author’s double, an image of her own rage” (78).
There is, however, a conflict that arises through the use of the ‘madwoman’ metaphor:

By projecting their rebellious impulses not into their heroines but into
mad or monstrous women (who are suitably punished in the course of the
novel or poem), female authors dramatize their own self-division, the
desire both to accept the structures of patriarchal society and to reject
them. (75)
Pam Morris builds upon this in her book, Literature and Feminism: An Introduction (1993),
suggesting that from Gilbert and Gubar’s perspective all women’s stories, even those by
twentieth-century writers, “may be found to conceal artistic rage beneath deceptively quiet
surfaces” (68). Women writers have turned their anger towards the repression of the past into
thriving creativity. They have “wittily reshaped male canonical forms, reworked old myths,
turned apparent conformity into artistic innovation and boldly challenged high culture on its own
ground” (83). Morris asserts that if we take into consideration all of these achievements, we can
more adequately understand both the intention and the content of women’s writing. Rather than
taking a definite stance on the question of biology, Showalter suggests that we must take into
account factors other than anatomy - “Ideas about the body are fundamental to understanding
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how women conceptualize their situation in society; but there can be no expression of the body
which is unmediated by linguistic, social, and literary structures” (189).
Showalter then moves to a linguistic model and suggests that the debates about language
and gender are highly relevant to theories of gynocriticism. Linguistic theories of women’s
writing centre on the gendered nature of language, and the question of whether women can create
languages of their own. As I have already discussed, French feminist theory focuses on the
oppressive nature of a male-centered language system. Showalter disagrees with this limited
focus and believes that, although important, theories of difference should not be based entirely in
language. She states, “the problem is not that language is insufficient to express women’s
consciousness but that women have been denied the full resources of language and have been
forced into silence” (193).
Turning, then, to a psychoanalytic model, Showalter considers the implications of taking
biological and linguistic models of difference and embedding them within theories of the female
psyche. While Freudian psychoanalysis has focused on penis envy, or the female’s absent
phallus, Lacanian psychoanalysis extends this concept, suggesting that ‘lack’ or castration is a
metaphor for “female literary and linguistic disadvantage” (194). Credited by Showalter as one of
the most promising new psychoanalytic writers, Nancy Chodorow focuses on gender identity as
an extension of traditional psychoanalytic concepts of difference, where the self is identified as
separate from the mother. Chodorow suggests in her book, Feminism and Psychoanalytical
Theory, that,

A crucial differentiating experience in male and female development arises
out of the fact that women, universally, are largely responsible for early
childcare and for (at least) later female socialization. This points to the
central importance of the mother-daughter relationship for women. (45)
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As of result of this inherent relationship, Chodorow proposes that women are “less individuated
than men; they have more flexible ego boundaries” (46). Building on Chodorow, Showalter
argues that it is this mother-daughter configuration, and the creativity present as a result of this
relationship, that is important for literary criticism. While integral to a critical reading of
individual texts, psychoanalysis, like biological and linguistic theories, fails to take into account
cultural circumstances. The fourth and final model Showalter engages with is one that aligns
creativity closely with notions of culture. For Showalter, a model of women’s culture can offer a
far more comprehensive way to talk about difference in women’s writing than theories of
biology, linguistics or psychoanalysis. She suggests that while theories of culture incorporate the
body, language and the psyche, a woman’s creativity is linked primarily to her cultural
environments:

A cultural theory acknowledges that there are important differences
between women as writers: class, race, nationality, and history are literary
determinants as significant as gender. Nonetheless, women’s culture
forms a collective experience within the cultural whole, an experience
that binds women writers to each other over time and space. (197)
Essentially a response to Gerda Lerner’s 1981 claim that women have been left out of
history because history has only ever been considered in male-centered terms, Showalter suggests
that rather than considering women and men’s cultures individually, we must consider women as
both members of the general, male culture, and as partaking in their own women’s culture. She
borrows noted anthropologists Shirley and Edwin Ardener’s definition of the ‘wild zone’ of
women’s culture and expands this notion in relation to creativity:

For some feminist critics, the wild zone, or “female space,” must be the
address of a genuinely women-centered criticism, theory, and art, whose
shared project is to bring into being the symbolic weight of female
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consciousness, to make the invisible visible, to make the silent speak.
(201)

Having fantasized about an idealized female space, Showalter reminds us that there can be no
creativity totally outside of the male-dominated structure; “women’s writing is a double-voiced
discourse that always embodies the social, literary, and cultural heritages of both the muted and
the dominant” (201). We might, then, think about the epistle as providing a ‘wild zone’ for
female expression. Furthermore, we might apply this metaphor to film, in particular the cinematic
‘feminine space’ evident in genres such as melodrama. I will examine this notion of gendered
genres further in Chapter Two.
So far I have discussed theories of women and language from both a French and an
Anglo-American perspective, paving the way for a range of perspectives that allow us to better
understand women’s writing and creativity. Elaine Showalter asserts that while scholars have
effectively used biology, linguistics and psychoanalysis to study written texts, a more
comprehensive approach would be to use the three methodologies interdependently in
conjunction with a forth, cultural model. Within this cultural model, Showalter suggests, there
emerges a “wild zone” where women’s true identities can surface. In a sense then, Showalter’s
suggestion that women’s writing embodies both the dominant and the muted voice, begs us to ask
whether we can apply the same principles to a film. Does the inclusion of the personal narrative
in film and television constitute the muted plot that I argue functions alongside the dominant
narrative thread? Likewise, can we use the “wild zone” model, which Showalter suggests enables
women to write their way out of the “cramped confines of patriarchal space” (66), to better
understand the role of the epistle onscreen?
Notions of “muted voices” and “wild zones” also provoke questions about female identity
and authenticity. As mentioned earlier, Judith Gardiner investigates the relationship between
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female identity and women’s writing in her book On Female Identity and Writing by Women
(1981). Gardiner suggests that by looking at the ways sexual difference is considered by identity
theorists, for example Nancy Chodorow and the inherent mother/daughter relationship, we can
better understand male and female writing strategies. Whereas Showalter stresses the importance
of culture in terms of understanding a woman’s creative practice, Gardiner’s work is grounded in
gendered life experience. She begins her discussion asking the question (a question she reminds
us has been investigated by feminist critics in the past), “What makes women’s writing different
from men’s?” (178), and immediately suggests two key differences. The first is simply the notion
that women and men have different experiences in life, and second that women have ‘female
consciousness’ that is innately different from the male mind. In order to better understand a
female literary identity, Gardiner believes “we must first adapt identity theory as it is now
constituted by male theorists who assume a male paradigm for human experience” (178).
For Gardiner, “female identity is a process” (179). Having separated from the mother and
having begun to identify with the role of the father, a male begins to perceive himself as “active,
independent, individual, and valued by his family and by society” (182). female personality
construction, or identity, however, is twofold. First, a girl forms gender identity in relation to her
mother. Second, she creates, through her personality, the capacity to become a mother herself
through such traits as nurturance, dependence and empathy. Whereas male identity is considered
stable and consistent, female identity is perceived as a process. There is, Gardiner suggests, “a
complex interplay between women’s experiences of identity and men’s paradigms for the human
experience” (184), and women’s writing, particularly their relationship with private writing
genres, appears to reflect these complexities. Having identified strong connections beween
women’s writing and identity construction, Gardiner notes, furthermore, that, “twentieth-century
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women writers express the experience of their own identity in what and how they write, often
with a sense of urgency and excitement in the communication of truths just understood” (184).
Having categorized female identity as a process, Gardiner moves on to discuss how
women’s writing fails to conform to the generic prescriptions of the male writing canon. In
contrast to the stability and consistency of male writing, women’s writing often oscillates
between the more formal, public writing and private writing, which in contrast appears more
natural and conversation-like. Like learning to be a mother, the author defines herself through her
text whilst creating her female hero; she learns to experience her creation of the other as separate
from herself.

We can approach a text with the hypothesis that its female author is
engaged in a process of testing and defining various aspects of identity
chosen from many imaginative possibilities. That is, the woman writer
uses her text, particularly one centering on a female hero, as part of a
continuing process involving her own self-definition and her empathic
identification with her character. Thus the text and its female hero begin
as narcissistic extensions of the author. (187)
Not only does Gardiner’s discussion of identity support Showalter’s more holistic
approach to understanding women’s writing, it also recognizes the challenges female writers
faced when attempting to permeate the male-dominated literary canon. The crux of Gardiner’s
argument is essentially that by understanding female identity construction as a process in a
society so often defined by a canonized masculine identity, we can then move a step further and
better understand a woman’s relationship with writing as reflecting this process. It is Gardiner’s
argument that, whereas a man can typically detach himself from his writing, a woman, because of
her dual position of having had a mother and of potentially being a mother in the future, invests
herself in her text on a much more emotional level - “as a result [of motherhood] women develop
capacities for nurturance, dependence, and empathy more easily than men do and are less
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threatened by these qualities, whereas independence and autonomy are typically harder for
women to attain” (182).
In summary, a woman’s relationship with writing can be understood from a range of
perspectives - biology, linguistics, and psychoanalysis. However it is perhaps most effective to
use a cultural approach, which Elaine Showalter suggests emphasizes notions of ‘collective
experience’ that take place over time. The study of culture is constantly shifting and changing,
and is no longer aligned solely with the elite canonical text that expressed the hegemonic values
of the white middle class male. Traditionally, women’s writing was seen to express values and
interests deemed unworthy of inclusion in the canon, however contemporary cultural studies
favors a more all-encompassing approach, as reinforced through the ‘collective experience’ that
Showalter describes. Although Gardiner devotes a significant portion of her work to the female
body and motherhood, we can align her discussion of female identity as a process that manifests
through writing, closely with Showalter’s work. It must also be noted that scholars frequently
make reference to the firmly established male literary canon that imposes an underlying pressure
on the credibility of women’s writing. Women not only struggle to find a voice amidst a
dominant patriarchal culture, they are also restricted by such recognized literary standards.
Cora Kaplan furthers this discussion of the literary canon in her essay ‘Language and
Gender’, using poetry as yet another example of a literary form reserved for men. Kaplan
addresses the complications that arise when inserting a female subject into poetry. She writes:

In western societies public speech is a male privilege and women’s speech
restricted by custom in mixed sex gatherings, or, if permitted, still
characterized by its private nature, an extension of the trivial domestic
discourse of women. (55)
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Building on this notion of privilege and the consequential lack of public voice for women,
Kaplan notes that seventeenth-century England saw a range of female poets stand up and
challenge the ban against women as speakers and writers - “women writers from the seventeenthcentury onwards (when women first entered the literary ranks in any numbers) comment in
moods which range from abnegation to outright anger on the culture’s restriction on women’s
writing, often generalizing it to women’s speech” (63). Citing various examples from
seventeenth-century poems, Kaplan notes that authors often compared their situations to that of a
state prisoner, facing a kind of “verbal imprisonment” (63), similar to the metaphoric
imprisonment of growing up as a female child - “the language most empathetically denied to
women is the most concentrated form of symbolic language - poetry” (63). Novels and poetry
were considered to be outside of the linguistic capabilities of women because of the level of
scholarly rhetoric required. This exclusion meant that women needed to find their own spaces to
express themselves, and claim these genres of self-expression as their own. Women began to
adopt diaries and letters as spaces for emotional expression; as a ‘wild zone’ for their own
experiences, thus forging a privileged relationship with epistolary genres. The sections that
follow will examine the generic elements of both the diary and the letter, and will consider how
these written genres function as gendered spaces of self-expression.

‘Talking Alone’: Women and Diaries

The letter is the epistolary genre par excellence, however I want to first consider the diary
in order to provide a comprehensive overview of women’s relationship with genres of selfexpression. I have organized my discussion of the epistolary form based on the question of
recipient. I begin with the diary because it is, essentially, written by the self for the self. I will
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then move into a discussion of the letter form, followed by a discussion of online technoogies in
Chapter Four.
As a genre of self-expression, the diary offers the woman writing a sense of self rather
than a sense of character. Through diaries, women can express honest thoughts about their daily
experiences, and are given the chance to write about their personal lives from the comfort of their
own private spaces. The diary, in its most raw form, is not intended for public consumption.
Whereas fictional writing, as I have shown, was largely reserved for men, the diary was a private
literary space where women could express themselves freely without fear of exposure.
With the literary canon largely inaccessible to women, due to the standards implied over
time, the diary, in contrast, is a form accessible to all. For women this accessibility meant that
they could express themselves both openly and continually, escaping the restrictions of fictional
writing and instead carving a literary niche of their own. These characteristics remind us of
Elaine Showalter’s suggestion (using an earlier statement from Fanny Fern) that the novel
became “a harmless channel for frustrations” where women could “write as therapy”. The diary
too is a therapeutic space, however, in contrast to the public nature of the novel, the diary offers a
private space for expression. I will develop this notion of ‘therapy’ further in Chapter Two.

The Diary and the ‘Feminine Detail’

In her book, Centuries of Female Days: Englishwomen’s Private Diaries (1988), Harriet
Blodgett asserts that there is very limited research around women’s diaries as a genre, however,
she notes feminists have always taken an interest in the diary form as a means of “restore[ing] the
lost voices of female history” (3). Blodgett suggests that to read a woman’s diary is to explore her
“personal inner space” (4). She does not suggest that the diary is an inherently female form;
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rather that it is characteristically female and “counters the patriarchal attack on female identity
and self-worth” (5). Rebecca Hogan also questions the gendering of diaries in her essay
‘Engendered Autobiographies: The Diary as a Feminine Form’, from Shirley Neuman’s wider
collection Autobiography and Questions of Gender (1991). Hogan poses the fundamental
question, “Is the diary feminine?” Her question stems from an earlier query from theorist Naomi
Schor, “Is the detail feminine?” Since the diary is considered to be the “par excellence of the
genre of detail” (95), then, by default, the diary can also be seen as feminine. Hogan also attempts
to answer this question by asking, “is the diary autobiographical?” thus acknowledging a
distinction between ‘diary’ and ‘autobiography’. She furthers her inquiry, suggesting that, “the
diary - fragmentary, constructed by associative rather than logical connections, concentrating on
the everyday, lacking a sense of the architectonics of shape or plot, non-teleological - is somehow
feminine; while the autobiography - finished, polished, carefully constructed, providing a shaped
image of existence seen from the teleological perspective of the end of a life - is somehow
masculine” (96).
This mention of the ‘detail’ here, and its establishment as central to the feminine form of
the diary, will be expanded across my thesis to become the overarching thematic for my study. I
renegotiate the detail as a term, referring, conceptually, to the various epistolary forms with
which I engage in my thesis - the diary, the letter, and computer-mediated communication forms.
Notions of woman’s writing as being ‘artless’ and irrelevant in its focus on the ‘detail’ of her
(largely domestic) day, sit in direct opposition to my earlier discussion of the male-dominated
literary canon. Men’s literature is celebrated as high art, thus relegating women’s writing to the
realm of the domestic. This thesis will offer an alternative to this view, building on Naomi
Schor’s question in order to celebrate a woman’s ‘personal inner space’ and the depth that the
writerly ‘detail’ adds to film narrative.
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Returning to diaries, Blodgett goes on to suggest that not only is the diary inherently

gendered, it is distinct in that it is a subjective interpretation of life rather than merely factual
data. Supporting Hogan’s argument, Blodgett asserts that, in contrast to the autobiography, which
essentially tells a story, the diary “is an act of language that, by speaking of one’s self, sustains
one’s sense of being a self, with autonomous and significant identity” (5). Interestingly, while
Blodgett and Hogan identify a distinct difference between diary form and autobiography,
Michelle M. Dowd and Julie A. Eckerle instead categorize both forms under the generic
framework of ‘life-writing’ in their collection, Genre and Women’s Life Writing in Early Modern
England (2007). Life writing, they argue, takes many forms, for example poetry, letters, and in
particular autobiographical forms such as diaries and memoirs. Dowd and Eckerle recognize
sixteenth and seventeenth-century England as “a cultural environment that privileged both selfreflection and an ideologically nuanced approach to individuality” (1), thus setting up a backdrop
for the production and publication of women’s life-writings. These life-writings helped construct
an understanding of female identity in early modern print culture, which is often still
marginalized in critical discussion. Focusing specifically on the sixteenth and seventeenthcentury, the collection investigates the intersection of the life-writing genre and personal identity
in the hope of “demonstrating how generic choice, mixture and revision shape the construction of
the female self” (1). Dowd and Eckerle claim that their research moves beyond traditional
approaches to understanding women’s autobiographical writing and looks at how such literary
forms intersect with other genres. They strive to understand the relationship between the ‘self’
that is represented in the text and “the textual, artistic, and rhetorical choices that inform
individual texts” (4). Autobiographical writing, they claim, “mediates the space between ‘self’
and ‘life’ (4)”.
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Dowd and Eckerle raise some interesting ideas, particularly the notion that

autobiographical writing, in which they include the diary form, mediates the space between the
self and life, however, I would agree with Blodgett and Hogan’s arguments that the two forms
remain distinct from each other. Whereas the autobiography is an account of the self, intended for
publication, the diary’s truth lies not only in what it says, but how it says it; it lacks organized
exposition. Blodgett asserts that the diary’s lack of exposition gives readers deeper insight into
seemingly raw personal experience:

A diary offers an individual perception of existence translated into words,
concrete images, and sequences that show a personality in process of
being in a particular world. The existence of the diarist, presented in
numerous if fragmentary entries, becomes the reader’s imaginative
experience of participating in the diarist’s life as, day by day, in the same
formless manner as life, the story unfolds. The diarist has become a
character in a construct apart from her life.,(7)

Hogan borrows the following statement from Jane Gallop’s essay ‘Annie Leclerc Writing a
Letter, with Vermeer’3 (1985) to summarize this idea: “Women write letters - personal, intimate,
in relation; men write books - universal, public, in general circulation” (Gallop 143). This
gendered divide again reminds us of the literary canon. Hogan notes that if we substitute diaries
for letters and autobiographies for books then we get a sense of “the relative phases and
valuations of the two types of life writing in contemporary criticism” (96). Such binaries bear
resemblance to the notion of private and public uses of writing. In her essay, ‘Taking Things
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Gallop writes on Annie Leclerc’s essay ‘La Lettre d’amour (The Love Letter)’; an essay directed to a secondperson addressee whereby Leclerc aims to bridge the gendered divide: women write letters and men write books.
Gallop writes; “Love letters have always been written from the body, in connection with love. Leclerc wants all
writing to have that connection; she wants love to enter into general circulation, inscribed knowledge, rather than
remaining private and secret… Leclerc brings the love letter out of the closet and into the public domain” (108).
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Personally: Women, Journal Writing, and Self-Creation,’ Marlene A. Schiwy also considers the
differences between the two forms:

In contrast to autobiography’s teleological perspective, the personal
journal reflects the writer’s ongoing struggle to find and name her path
and is, at the same time, both a record of her journey and the journey
itself. While the autobiographer attempts to recreate the unique texture of
her life in retrospect and in the light of her current greater understanding,
the journal writer writes in the midst of living her life, asking, among
other questions, “Who am I?” and “How am I living my life?” (236)

To summarize, while the autobiographical text is polished and closed, the diary, in
contrast, is self-reflexive and concerned with the detail of a woman’s domestic experience. At a
time when men dominated the literary realm, women used diaries as a space to express
themselves, to be creative, and to forge an identity. Diaries began to give value to the feminine
detail. The question then becomes, who bears witness to this female expression?

The Diary and Readership

As is the case for many written forms, the question of intended readership arises for the
diary. This debate is present here within a discussion of the diary form, with Hogan’s contextual
distinction between the diarist and the diary reader. She states:

If we consider the diary from the point of view of the writer, we can
see its ability to entertain multiple purposes and intentions, often
contradictory. If we think about the diary in terms of the reader, we
can see that it has a wide range of audiences on a continuum from a
confidante for the private self to the wider audience of a published
diary. (97)
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Once again agreeing with Hogan, Blodgett uses the divide between the personal diary and the
autobiography as a means of highlighting this private vs. public debate, stating that the diarist is
“living chiefly in the moment and expressing her immediate self rather than, as in autobiography
or memoirs, remembering the self that once she was or creating the self she would like to have
been” (21). Here we have yet another reference to the detail. Blodgett favours the ‘immediate
self’ present in diary writing over the more conscious, retrospective style of autobiographical
form. Blodgett acknowledges the sixteenth-century as a period when the Englishwoman’s diary
moved away from the recording of public events and into a more private realm - “a personal
mirroring of themselves” (21). She says of this increase in literary self-consciousness, “when
record keepers began fleshing out impersonal records with self, the diary was born” (21).
By the eighteenth-century the personal diary was a common form and had shifted away
from both the constraints of the standardized record-keeping style of the sixteenth-century, and
the seventeenth-century ‘public diary’ that focused on public events. While the public diary still
flourished, women’s diaries tended towards the personal. Hogan draws on theorist Margot
Culley’s discussion of the emergence of the self through diary writing. Notions of the ‘private
sphere’ emerge once again as Culley describes women frequently turning to the diary as one
place where they were encouraged to indulge in full self-centeredness. Hogan expands:

Culley places the modern idea of the diary “as the arena of the ‘secret’
inner life,” as “a record of private thoughts and feelings to be kept hidden
from others’ eyes”… The establishment of “privacy” as one of the
generic features of the diary form coincided with the increasing
consignment of women and their work to the private domestic realm by
industrial civilization. (99)
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Blodgett recognizes that the private and public diary are interchangeable - “even the more public
female diaries do remain personal diaries” (31), which provokes questions about content. The
female diary is often aligned with domesticity. Women’s diaries (both private and public) across
the centuries paid attention to the ‘female’ domestic sphere focusing on details such as family
matters and responsibilities. Blodgett identifies the nineteenth-century as a period during which
women began to share the contents of their diaries, offering each other tips on how best to record
their daily expression. With sharing, however, comes hesitation, and Blodgett comments upon a
woman’s self-protectiveness - “even if women may sometimes share parts of their diaries with
select friends, a significant impediment to diarists’ expressiveness is fear of outside observers”
(57).

The problem of possible observers is particularly acute for women
because they are, as a rule, self-conscious about the image they cut,
trained to believe that they must always create a good impression on
others. Women are all the more likely, therefore, to inhibit their
expression in their diaries. (59)
This is interesting to think about, given that when transposed onto cinematic narrative, the
contents of the diary faces exposure on two levels. In terms of the diary narrative as a subsidiary
of the epistolary drama, this ‘outside observer’ might be another character, as I will show in
films such as Bridget Jones’s Diary and Notes on a Scandal, and is, on another level, always
observed by the spectator who views the film. While I do not engage with spectatorship in great
detail in this thesis, I will further explore the female diarist, as a cinematic protagonist, in
Chapter Two.
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About the Self. For the Self.

It is a woman’s historical circumstances - “socialization, lesser role in society… their lack
of privacy” (62) - that leads Blodgett to claim that female diary writing is “inevitable” (63). She
furthers this notion suggesting that, “diaries support and reinforce the female sense of self,
whereas patriarchal societies do not” (630). Giancarlo Lombardi discusses this lack of privacy,
and “desire for autonomy” (15) in his book Rooms with a View: Feminist Diary Fiction 19521999, suggesting that diaries, like fictional writing, provided a means of escape from this
patriarchal reality. He writes, “in the privacy of their own rooms, whose walls secretly shelter
them from the intrusive male gaze, the female protagonists of these literary works seek to
capture, in their journals, their own perception of reality” (15). It is important here to be clear on
what I mean by ‘diary fiction’. H. Porter Abbott provides a definition in his book Diary Fiction:
Writing as Action, suggesting that ‘diary fiction’ is simply “[fiction] cast in diary form” (15).
Like epistolary novels, the diary fiction, or by extension ‘diary novel’, “favors a conception of
the real as artless, and thus in familiar paradox it has become a formal attribute of the absence of
form” (19). In short, readers favored fiction written in diary form because is seemed so real. It
fostered an “artless spontaneity” (19). This notion of artlessness, and the segregation implied by
such a term, reminds us of earlier discussions on the exclusion women felt as they attempted to
find both a linguistic and a literary voice in a society dominated by patriarchal values and
traditions. In her essay on female diary/journal writing, Marlene Schiwy discusses the emergence
of a female voice amidst a patriarchal culture:

Keeping a personal journal is a powerful and effective means of
deconstructing our assigned roles as women in a patriarchal society…
Through reflecting on the concrete reality of our own immediate
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experience, and through giving voice to our perceptions, intuitions, and
“felt sense” of things, we create ourselves anew. (234)

Schiwy also credits the female diary as helping to develop a woman’s sense of identity.
She can express freely without fear of censorship - “removing the fear of critical judgment, and
build confidence through the gradual emergence and evolution of the diarist’s written voice”
(235). Diaries offer women a sense of empowerment through self-expression. Elizabeth A.
Peterson and Ann M. Jones agree, noting in their essay ‘Women, Journal Writing and the
Reflective Process’ that the diary/journal (they use the terms interchangeably) provides an outlet
for the woman’s voice; a voice that they consider is given up in order to preserve intimate
relationships. The diary, they suggest, “plays an important role in women’s lives by helping them
regain their voice” (59). For Peterson and Jones this notion of ‘inner voice’ can be closely aligned
with finding inner strength:

Journals encourage reflection by forcing the writer to recreate events and
emotion mentally… Journals have provided the means for women to
record their life stories and critical events, to solve problems, and for
personal discovery and self-awareness. (61)

Although its form is often debated with regard to the question of autobiography, the
generic characteristics of the woman’s diary are more easily defined than its epistolary
counterpart - the letter. Whereas diaries and letters are both subject to questions about intended
readership, the form and content of the diary is considerably more consistent. One commonality
the two genres share, however, is the link to notions of autobiography. Women’s writing often
adopts an autobiographical tone through its use of the first person, thus facilitating a sense of
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interpersonal communication. It is here that we see a direct connection to letter-writing; “women
readers as much as women writers seem to desire the sense of community that comes from
encountering in another woman’s voice what they believe is the sound of their own” (64). Pam
Morris suggests that, for women, words reflect the reality of life. Due to the nature of language,
however, these reflections are somewhat selective – “there is always choice of details, words and
structure, of what to put in and what to leave out, and that choice will inevitably stem from the
writer’s subjective perceptions and values (65).
As I have mentioned, the diary is essentially a commentary about the self for the self,
whereas the letter introduces (and requires) a second party as a receiver. The letter resembles an
intimate conversation of sorts, and, as mentioned earlier, is a form that can be deliberately
publicized as an epistolary novel. The letter, unlike fictional writing forms such as the novel,
offers women a site to express themselves openly and honestly to a trusted second party. It is this
sender-receiver formula that allows the letters to be effectively transposed onto film narrative as a
way of depicting a relationship between two protagonists that is at once innovative and nostalgic.
I now want to embark on a discussion of the letter as a genre of self-expresison that further
privileges the feminine detail. To begin, a brief chronology of significant moments in the history
of the letter might look something like the table below. My focus in this thesis will be on 17th and
18th Century England and the rise of epistolary literature.

15th C
(Medieval)

The letter is formal, businesslike, and unemotional. Used primarily by
men.

16th C
(Tudor England)

Women adapted the letter format for their own needs and letter writing is a
prominent female activity. Letters become common for building and
maintaining relationships.

17th C

Letters seen to emphasize individuality and self-expression.
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18th C/19th C
(Enlightenment)

Epistolary literature becomes popular. Questions surrounding privacy
arise.

20th C

The first email is sent in 1971.

Table 1.2
Significant moments in the history of the letter.

‘Talking Together’: Women and Letters

As discussed earlier, for Gilbert and Gubar the practice of writing functions as a mask for
women who have become accustomed to their voices being silenced. They discuss the way
female authors were forced to conjure up ‘madwoman’ characters “to come to terms with their
own uniquely female feelings of fragmentation, their own keen sense of the discrepancies of what
they are and what they are supposed to be” (78). The letter, much like its diary counterpart,
allows women the chance to emerge from behind their fictional mask, or character. Whereas
female novelists had the expectations of a largely male-dominated literary canon imposed upon
them, the letter emerged as a space where women could express themselves in a free and
unrestricted manner. Similarly, where the novel was intended for public consumption and
entertainment and therefore scrutiny, the letter was a more intimate form of writing, intended
originally for a single, specific recipient. These fundamental differences between the fictional
literary realm of novels and poetry, and genres of self-expression such as the dairy and the letter
provide an introduction to the main debates about women and letters. The first issue that arises
concerns a paradox of sorts. On the one hand letters are considered to be formal and structured,
yet on the other it is argued by a wide range of scholars that, in fact, they are more natural and
conversation-like. A second issue that arises is the question whether letters are better suited for
private, intimate exchange, or whether, collectively, they make for an entertaining form of public
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reading. The following section intends to explore both of these key issues and will examine the
debates and arguments that surround them.

The Letter: Form and Content

We need to remind ourselves that medieval women always wrote at the
margins of a realm staked out by male authors… [and] although such
marginalization reflects women’s subordination it also left us a testimony
of women’s tremendous strength to swim against the current, of their
creativity, inventiveness, and intelligence. Although barred from the
centers of cultural and economic power, women did not remain silent. (4)

This statement from Karen Cherwatuk and Ulrike Wiethaus’s edited collection Dear
Sister: Medieval Women and the Epistolary Genre highlights both one of the earliest records of
women’s exclusion from literature, and highlights notions of ‘silence’, which have been
discussed earlier. Cherwatuk and Wiethaus use Elizabeth C. Goldsmith’s suggestion that the
letter was first considered as a literary form in the sixteen-century, as a benchmark here,
suggesting that her analysis starts too late in the history of letter-writing. They instead suggest
that there were distinctive contributions made to letter writing in Western Europe by medieval
women from as early as the sixth-century. It is at this point I want to mention Clinton W. Keyes’
essay ‘The Greek Letter of Introduction’, which identifies the use of the letter as early as 200
B.C, thus emphasizing the resilience of such a form. Keyes describes early Greek letters as “very
short” (28), intended, simply to “suitably express his thoughts and feelings in particular
situations” (28). This default use of the term ‘his’ reminds us of the silence women have faced
throughout history. Because Keyes deals only with the male letter, I will not be engaging with his
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piece in any detail. It is important for us to recognize, however, the durability of the letter as a
form and its long-standing reputation as a means of expression.
Cherwatuk and Wiethaus make a case that the letter form originated in the Medieval
Ages. They cite the ars dictaminis (the rhetorical study and practice of epistolary compositions)
as a surviving handbook outlining the five parts of the letter that became standardized in
medieval Europe:

Salutatio

Epistolary greeting. Articulated the recipient’s
social position

Benevolentia captatio

Consisted of a proverb or quotation from
scripture intended to secure the goodwill of the
recipient.

Narratio

Statement of particular purpose.

Petitio

The argument deduced from the original
premise.

Conclusio

Conclusion

Table 1.3
The components of the medieval letter.

Women were excluded from the schools at which the ars dictaminis was taught, thus it
was primarily men who employed the form. Women did, however, borrow elements of the
model, such as the salutation and conclusion, and adapted the letters to suit their own needs. This
strictness of form reminds us of the ‘finished, polished and carefully constructed’ nature of the
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autobiography in comparison to the diary. The latter, Rebecca Hogan suggests, has feminine
connotations due to its lack of logic and shape. While the diary as a genre takes on these
characteristics, the letter oscillates between the formal and the familial, as Cherwatuk and
Wiethaus suggest, based upon the writer’s intention. Cherwatuk and Wiethaus are some of the
few scholars to mention men’s relationship with letters. My study aims to understand why
scholarly discussion of letters and letter writing is so often gendered towards the female.
In their book, Women's Letters Across Europe, 1400-1700: Form and Persuasion (2005),
Jane Couchman and Anne Crabb suggest that the form of women’s letters changed significantly
between the fifteenth and sixteenth-centuries. Although their work comes after that of Cherwatuk
and Wiethaus, the same patterns emerge. The fifteenth-century letter was more formal - “short,
businesslike and unemotional” (7) - while the sixteenth-century letter took on more humanist
qualities and was common among the elite. They state, “the humanist letter was conceived as a
conversation between absent friends, relative equals who preferred to emphasize friendship rather
than honor and rank” (8), thus supporting earlier notions that the letter offers an alternative
woman’s voice. Form and language are both integral to a letter’s ability to persuade, with
Couchman and Crabb offering the suggestion that female letter writers deliberately adapt these
elements depending on the intended reader.

The impact of a woman’s letter depended on her claim to be taken
seriously by the reader of the letter, whether because of kinship,
friendship, obligation, or usefulness. The impact of the letter also
depended on her self-presentation or self-fashioning, the way in which
she represented the relationship between herself and her correspondent.
(12)
Couchman and Crabb’s work draws attention to the paradox I have already discussed; “letters are
composed texts; they filter representations of lived experience through the rhetorical forms that
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shape them, yet they differ from literary texts because they are embedded in everyday practice
and take meaning from the part they play in actual lives and relationships” (5). Put simply, letters
are, paradoxically, both composed and ‘natural’. Couchman and Crabb suggest that, despite this
seeming paradox, to engage with a letter written by a woman is to hear her voice.
Before moving into the 17th century and the debates that arise concerning the letter as
public literature rather than private exchange, I want to provide some broad social context for
England in the 17th and 18th centuries. In her book Women, Letters, and the Novel, Ruth Perry
describes London in the late-seventeenth century as disorderly; full of crime, prostitution and bad
living conditions. She notes that in the early 18th-century the population of London increased due
to migration from other towns, shifting the demographic from primarily agricultural to an
industrial one; “in many ways, the intellectual and philosophical changes in the culture were
reflections of this critical economic shift” (3). Perry goes onto suggest that within this shifting
demographic, literature was used as a way to ‘redefine’ the relationship between the needs of the
individual and the rules of larger society; the audience for whom this early literature (the novel)
was written for, however, were generally educated, middle and upper class Londoners.
Whereas during Medieval times, women could manage their own inheritance and had
legal rights to protect themselves, Perry notes that in the early eighteenth-century “marriage was
one of the very few legal obligations open to [women]” (29). Women had an almost child-like
status with the increasingly patriarchal dynamic of the family, and husbands controlled all
inherited property. Women were, “kept from an education that would make them useful, capable
of maintaining themselves economically, and giving them other interests in their life as youth and
looks gave way to age” (45). The increasingly patriarchal structure of the family, in conjunction
with the rise in literature, saw women begin to try their hand at epistolary writing; a style of
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writing that emerged from actual experiences, feelings, and problems, and thus “satisfy[ing] a
public taste for realism” (14). Perry argues,

One of the reasons women were encouraged to try their hand at epistolary
fiction was because it was a format that required no formal education… Its
success largely depended on a simple, personal, letter-writing style. This
was, in fact, one of the few kinds of writing which had long been
encouraged in women since – to make the appropriate distinction – letterwriting had always been thought of as an accomplishment rather than as
art. (17)
Because the role of the female is stereotypically reactive rather than active, Perry notes that
women are predisposed to ‘emotional’ content; “the woman’s side of things maximizes
emotional self-examination” (22). This active/reactive binary bears resonance to my earlier
discussions of the public sphere and notions of inclusivity. Letters were an important method of
communication at a time when women lived secluded lives; while men took their opinion to the
public forum of the coffeehouse, women wrote from the confines of their domestic space.
I will now return to a more specific discussion of women’s relationship with the letter (both as
epistolary fiction and as a private missive).
In their book, Gender and Politics in the Age of Letter-Writing 1750-2000 (2004), Máire
Cross and Caroline Bland say of the epistolary form,

Letters provide an access to the currency of the past. They are a record of
ideology and intrigue, and illustrate struggles and alliances of power.
They provide a wonderful insight into the essence of many different types
of relationships. (3)
The epistolary form allows us to have access to genuine self-expression and we are forced to
simultaneously experience both the voice of the author and the presence of the recipient. Cross
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and Bland credit the letter as being a ‘feminine’ form, primarily due to the fact it has been studied
as a “privileged space for literary, social, and cultural expression with particular reference to the
female voice” (5). We can learn much about the letter’s author and intended reader through its
social, cultural and political context. The letter, as a specific component of a wider epistolary
collection, “is personal and immediate; it is not fiction but it is not fact. It is an engagement by
the writer with the present. It can have an intimate or a formal character: it has an informal style
and complete freedom of expression…there is a real dialogue intended with the recipient/reader
even if the letter remains unsent” (7). This statement again addresses the paradoxical nature of
the letter and perhaps identifies certain versatility in form. The letter appears to be an extremely
versatile genre, and this is made explicit simply through the number of scholars that point to its
ability to oscillate between its composed form and its natural form. Whereas fictional genres are
constrained by structures that have become established over time through the influence of
canonized literature, and the diary is constrained by its position as being written by the self for
the self, the letter is versatile in that its length, content, structure, and intended readership are all
context driven. It is this versatility of form that positions the letters as what Cross and Bland
describe as a privileged site of expression.
I want to return to Dowd and Eckerle’s collection, Genre and Women’s Life Writing in
Early Modern England (2007) in order to show how this versatility of form extends to the
possibility for identity construction. One essay that particularly stands out is Helen Wilcox’s
‘Free and Easy as One’s Discourse? Genre and Self-Expression in the Poems and Letters of Early
Modern Englishwomen’. Wilcox uses contemporary Scottish poet Jackie Kay’s4 poem ‘The
Model’ to explore the idea that women wear metaphorical masks of individuality. Like Judith
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
4	
  Jackie Kay’s poetry famously explores her identity as ‘black’, ‘Scottish’, and ‘lesbian’, and the concept of
‘otherness’. Her poetry, Kirsty Williams notes in her essay, ‘A Different Kind of Natural: The Fiction of Jackie Kay
and Ali Smith’, suggests that Kay’s work frequently, “depict[s] gender and sexuality as unstable concepts,
[negotiating] lesbian love within the context of a society still largely constrained by the idea of sexual opposites”
(157).	
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Gardiner’s suggestion that female identity is a process, Wilcox claims, “there is hardly such a
thing as an essential self behind the mask but instead a series of constantly shifting identities”
(16). For Gardiner and Wilcox, a woman’s individuality, or ‘mask’ is constantly changing. These
changes or shifts often manifest through a woman’s writing. This notion of the ‘mask of
language’ reminds us of the intersection of gender, writing, and identity. These three
interconnecting concepts will become the basis for this thesis. We can make comparisons
between ‘the mask’ described here and the ‘author’s double’ explained earlier by Gilbert and
Gubar. Both position writing, whether fictional or as non-fiction expression, as a means of
obscuring the self. According to Wilcox’s argument, early modern women wrote in an ambitious
range of autobiographical forms, with each genre (diaries, letters, lyrical poetry etc) coming with
its own “inherited conventions, contexts and functions; [that] make possible, but also determine
and limit, the expression of identity that might occur within it” (17). With this notion in mind the
key question for Wilcox becomes, “In what ways does self-expression take a different form of
“mask” depending on the chosen kind of text?” (17) The written self, Wilcox argues, is largely
dependent on generic specificity, and thus authors are never ‘the same woman twice.’

It is likely, [therefore], that the aspects of selfhood - indeed, the very
nature of the personalities expressed through these different literary forms
- will themselves vary according to the individual generic or rhetorical
context. (17)
If women are privileged as letter-writers, the question then arises, who gets to witness this
expression? Can letters be used effectively as both a means of private exchange and as means of
public statement? It is at this point that the second key issue arises - whether letters are better
suited for private, intimate exchange, or whether, collectively, they make for an entertaining form
of public reading.
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Private Expression or Public Consumption?

For Margaret J.M Ezell, the divide between public epistles and personal writing is drawn
in the eighteenth-century. In her book Writing Women’s Literary History (1993) she writes,

The definition of letters and diaries as “private” is very much the product
of nineteenth and twentieth-century experiences. For example, the whole
concept of a ‘letter’ was different in the seventeenth-century than in the
nineteenth-century. Letters were an established literary form in the
Renaissance and seventeenth-century and were not ‘private’ in the sense
of personal domestic correspondence. They were highly conventional
public forms of address, “epistles” on weighty matters written to display
the author’s rhetorical graces and intended to be circulated. (34)
Ezell highlights the most significant difference between the two letter forms, and recognizes that
both forms have important roles within the female literary sphere. In contrast, William Decker
reminisces over the past in his book Epistolary Practices: Letter Writing in America before
Telecommunications (1998), and, unlike many other studies in epistolary form, focuses on the
content of private letters and the reasons for such exchange. Decker poses a variety of questions,
from which we will later borrow for further investigation into gendered habits. He asks, what
manner of narrative arose in the exchange of letters? What do letters tell us about what it
formerly meant for people to be present and absent to one another? And what possibilities for the
creation of human relationship were promoted by a practice that negotiates distance between
persons through the comparatively slow material exchange of written texts? Whereas other
scholars (where a majority focus on seventeenth and eighteenth-century letters) tend to focus on
the historical influence of letter writing, Decker’s text is instead embedded within the context of
electronic communication and makes a number of references to epistolary history.
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Decker chooses to highlight the intimate nature of the exchange of letters, rather than

focus on the large portion of epistolary literature that has a more impersonal, public use. He
suggests that we must consider the intimate intention of the text upon reading it, “because [the]
study of correspondence involves the invasion of what we perceive as someone else’s privacy”
(5). He notes the limitations of epistolary study:

Consideration of the privacy and intimacy of personal correspondence
leads to the recognition that readers not party to a correspondence
customarily encounter only the published texts of the exchange, already
something other than what the writers in most cases intended them to be.
(6)

Although somewhat critical of these ‘edited’ versions of private letters, he acknowledges that a
study of the private exchange of letters would not exist without those that have been transcribed
and published. Letter collections, he suggests, are important not only because of the information
they give us about the past, “but for their capacity to tell the stories of individuals, their ability to
create the illusion of individuals telling their own stories” (8-9).
Author to one of the few critical essays to directly compare the private and public uses of
letters, Decker asks us to consider whether or not the shift from the familial letter to the public
letter requires a change in genre, or if instead the two work interdependently as different phases
of one generic practice. Decker chooses to include epistolary fiction in his definition of the letter,
suggesting “fictive and authentic letters are in some respects inseparable” (23). Both forms
remind us of the importance of individual experience, while at the same time affirming the
“realist aesthetic” (23), present in the eighteenth-century epistolary novel that is discussed
frequently in literature to follow. Although the generic differences between the familiar missive
(love letter, condolence, thank-you note) and the published letter (the complete letters of a single
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author, the correspondence of multiple parties) are significant, Decker suggests the two should
always be approached interdependently. Although defined separately, these various
manifestations of the letter are simply changing “phases of a cohesive cultural practice” (26).
This notion of ‘phases’ is interesting in that, like Judith Gardiner’s prior use of the term ‘process’
with regard to female identity, Decker is suggesting that women’s writing is constantly growing
and developing. Gardiner suggests that it is this flexible notion of identity that characterizes
women’s writing. Decker’s suggestion that the letter too is a genre subject to constant growth
emphasizes, indirectly, the ‘feminine’ nature of the letter.
Whereas Decker favors the interdependent nature of the letter, Elizabeth Cook suggests
that while both the private letter and the public letter are active, there are important debates and
competing tensions surrounding these variations in form. Questions such as “who writes, and to
whom?” or more specifically, “what does it mean to write from the crossroads of public and
private?” are furthered in Cook’s essay ‘The Eighteenth-Century Epistolary Body and the Public
Sphere,’ a chapter from her larger collection, Eighteenth-Century Republic of Letters. Epistolary
Bodies: Gender and Genre (1996). The essay uses Michel Foucault’s claim that letters are
discourses that lack the ‘author function,’ as a benchmark for discussion of eighteenth-century
epistolary literature. Foucault suggests in his essay, What is an Author? (1969), that while all
authors are writers, not all writers can be classed as authors; to credit written work with an author
is to imply a certain standard. Foucault suggests that although the private letter has a signatory, it
does not have an author. Similar to the way Helen Wilcox’s work stresses the contextual
importance of letter-writing, Cook challenges Foucault’s notion suggesting that authorship is, in
fact, very much a part of such forms of writing.

Against the swarm of public print forms that proliferated in the early
decade of the century, the letter became an emblem of the private; while
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keeping its actual function as an agent of the public exchange of
knowledge, it took on the general connotations it still holds for us today,
intimately identified with the body, especially a female body, and the
somatic terrain of the emotions, as well as with the thematic material of
love, marriage, and the family. (6)

Cook argues that understanding the epistolary genre and a ‘gendered private order’ is essential in
an understanding of the categories of public and private inherited from the Enlightenment period.
The letter, Cook notes, exposes the private self to a world of publication where competing
subjectivities come into play. These competing subjectivities address “the tension between the
private individual, identified with a specifically gendered, classed body that necessarily commits
it to specific forms of self-interest, and the public person, divested of self-interest, discursively
constituted, and functionally disembodied” (8).
Cook reasserts that many eighteenth-century letter narratives face the same fluctuation
between private and public, which is essentially an oscillation between what she describes as a
“corporealized, gendered writing subject and the disembodied voice of the citizen critic” (12).
During the Enlightenment period, letter-narratives were seen as analytical instruments that
shaped ideal readers. These readers are considered ‘citizens’. Cook states “a reader whose
relation to the text and the society it describes is (literally) critical” (30). Although Cook goes on
to look at specific textual examples in her book Epistolary Bodies, the focus for this literature
review is on how she situates the letter into public sphere theory, thus creating a ‘literary public
sphere’ as discussed earlier. For Cook, the eighteenth-century epistle represented a paradoxical
intersection of the private and the public, thus challenging and eventually collapsing the
Enlightenment ideal of the public sphere as established by Jürgen Habermas in his work The
Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere (1962). Clare Brant, in the introduction to her
book Eighteenth-Century Letters and British Culture (2006), agrees with Cook’s renegotiation of
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public sphere theory in the context of letter writing and publication, suggesting that “the varied
and often unpredictable circulation of letters confounds simple distinctions between public and
private” (5). She instead favors the use of the term, ‘personal’ in this context; such a term
recognizes the letter’s significance to both individuals and relationships. Brant justifies this
renegotiation, stating that, “’personal’ is not a term of seclusion, like ‘private’” (5), and
summarizes effectively with the statement that, “not everything in print is public; not everything
unpublished is private” (6).
Whereas fictional forms of writing such as the novel and poetry are characterized as
stable, static and ‘masculine’, it is the fluidity and versatility of form that implicitly characterizes
genres of self-expression, such as the letter and the diary, as female. Drawing once again on
Gardiner’s claim that female identity is a process, we can assume that women’s writing is largely
context driven. It is this lack of consideration of context that Helen Wilcox argues complicates
the accuracy and reliability of women’s letters, suggesting that such texts are more often than not
context-driven. Their meaning, she argues is determined largely by the interests of the anticipated
reader; “the self that is encountered in letters is thus not only enormously variable but also,
fundamentally, socially determined; it is shaped by genre and constructed in a range of dialogic
social contexts” (18). Wilcox concludes that, firstly, letters can be written in “different hands”
(18), or in other words can be manipulated according to how the writer wants to be perceived by
her audience, and secondly that letters were easily intercepted and thus often read by more than
just the intended addressee. As a concept, I note that interception is interesting to think about
with regard to the role of the film viewer and his or her relationship, or rather ‘interception’, of
the onscreen epistolary exchange. Wilcox summarizes with the notion that “early modern letters
[therefore] can be deceptive, often seeming intimate, when actually anticipating multiple readers
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and appearing to be “free and easy” when in fact constrained by their own conventions of selfpresentation” (19).

As a mode of self-expression, [therefore], the early modern letter can be
richly expressive but also deceptive and ambiguous, offering and yet
denying the self-construction. It enacts immediacy and intimacy while
depending upon the distancing effects of character types and paradoxes,
and it functions on the borderline of public and private dialogue. (20)

With this private/public binary in mind, I will now consider the private letter in more detail; in
particular and the assumed intimate exchange between sender and receiver.

The Private Letter

Feminism places [such] a conscious emphasis on the politics of personal
relationships. (253)
The above statement from the opening of Margaretta Jolly’s 2004 essay, 'Corresponding in
the Sex and Gender Revolution: Desire, Education and Feminist Letters, 1970-2000,' emphasizes
the divide between the public and private letter. The letter has two basic modes, she suggests, the
educational letter and the desirous letter. By considering these two modes in conjunction, we are
essentially aligning the familiar letter with femininity “as the place of the private, ‘artless’
relationship” (253). Jolly’s alignment of femininity with notions of artlessness reminds us once
again of the feminine detail as juxtaposed against the canonized male literature. It can be
concluded, then, that the private writing realm lacks the credibility that has, over time, become
associated with public, fictional literature. With this overarching divide in mind we can then turn
to William Decker’s essay ‘Burn This Letter: Autograph Missive and Published Text,’ from his
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book, Epistolary Practices: Letter Writing in American before Telecommunications (1998),
where he provides a definition for the genre of familiar letter writing - “In the context of the
epistolary exchange, a true letter is communication that figures successfully in an interpersonal
relationship” (19). Although his essay offers insight into the thematic elements of letters as well
as commenting on specific letter writers from the past, it is his in-depth definition of the form that
is most important for my study. The fluidity of the letter form means that in many instances
definition is avoided. For most commentators in the field of epistolary study, knowledge of what
constitutes the letter form is largely assumed. Thus the position of Decker’s article within this
literature review evades chronology in favor of providing a preliminary categorization. He
defines the private, ‘familiar’ letter as follows:

By familiar letter, then, I wish to designate texts that at some point in
their histories are meant to pass in accordance with some postal
arrangement from an addresser to an addressee, and that in some way
inscribe the process by which an author personally addresses a specific
readership. (22)
Carolyn Steedman, like Jolly, aligns familial letter writing with the feminine. The primary
theme to the first half of Steedman’s essay ‘A woman writing a letter’ from Rebecca Earle’s book
Epistolary Selves: Letters and Letter-Writers 1600-1945 (1999), is the notion that letter writing is
a natural practice for women; that it is a “sanctioned female activity” (121). Her primary
fascination is with the woman’s point of view. Through the epistolary collection, she argues, the
women’s voice was “wanted, heard and consumed” (121). Readers wanted to familiarize
themselves with women’s moral dilemmas and feminine experiences. Letters were an important
means of communication at a time when women lived very private existences.
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What matters is that as she writes (and in this argument it does not matter
whether she is fictional or real) she acquires a particular kind of authority,
based on her gender, to give voice to this feminine experience. (121)

Ironically, in order for us to know of these private letters, they have to have come under a
degree of public scrutiny. In her essay Authority, Authenticity, and the Publication of Letters by
Women (1989), Elizabeth Goldsmith uses French letter writer, Madame de Sévigné as a case
study, questioning notions of authenticity in epistolary fiction and the idea that because of the
private and ‘real’ nature of her letters it was necessary to edit the correspondence for fear of
misinterpretation. Sevigne’s writing is described by Goldsmith as “a pure expression of
femininity…unmediated because utterly without artistic purpose” (53). Attitudes towards
Sevigne’s letters shifted over time:

By the beginning of the twentieth-century commentators on Sevigne’s
letters were more interested in situating her in a literary tradition, while
still subscribing to the standard view of her natural, feminine affinity to
the letter genre. They no longer used the argument that women have a
natural epistolary talent… Instead, they gave much attention to the
literary influence of women like Sevigne, who never thought of
themselves as authors. (53-54)

Once again this notion of artlessness surfaces and it becomes increasingly apparent through Jolly,
Steedman and Goldsmith that, while the public letter adheres to the formalities imposed during
the medieval ages, the private letter is firmly connoted both as artless and, by extension,
‘feminine’ in form. The recognition of this is apparent in the fact that men actually developed the
epistolary novel out of this feminine writing form. The epistolary novel’s use of more feminine
generic forms gives it a point of difference in relation to the standard novel, and uses genres
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typically reserved for intimate expression to achieve a realism that is largely absent from the
novel.
Turning, then, to the content of the private letter, Jolly explores this relationship by
looking at personal letters between mothers and daughters - a relationship that traditionally
utilizes both of these styles: to be educational and to be loving. The relationship between mother
and daughter, Jolly observes, is one that has shifted with time. While motherhood is traditionally
associated with notions of nurture and education, second and third wave feminism has seen trends
towards “daughters challenging and changing their mothers” (254). In short, this unification of
desiring and educating through letters makes for appealing epistolary literature. Since the
seventeenth-century letter writing has been established as a means of conversation, confession
and courtship. Jolly extends beyond this and discusses the letter between mother and daughter as
providing a “private revolution of attitudes” (255), particularly towards sexuality, reproduction,
childrearing, partnerships and family. The letter writer, she suggests, comes to know herself more
through identification with the reader. She discusses this as a “feminist re-appropriation of the
[letter] form” (256), as the self is defined in terms of its recognition of the other.

In this relatively classic feminist scenario - a daughter wishing to raise her
mother’s consciousness, a mother responding with traditional advice letter writing is both neutralizing space for argument and the expression of
intense mutual need. (257)
Letter writing between mothers and daughters can be understood as “a mix of confessional and
advice that articulates identity as empathically relational” (258). Although on the surface the
letter from mother to daughter exudes an educational tone, Jolly suggests it is constantly invaded
by “dependent desire” (258). Jolly’s discussion here reminds us of the role played by the
recipient, who unknowingly dictates both the content and the style of the letter that is composed.
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Through private letters we can learn about the identities of both the writer and the

recipient. Helen Wilcox turns to Rosalie Colie’s Resources of Kind: Genre Theory in the
Renaissance (1973), in particular for Colie’s useful argument that genres can be understood as
metaphors - “the literary equivalent of moods or states of mind” (116), to further her own
discussions surrounding genre and self-expression. Writing, Wilcox asserts, can be understood as
a metaphor for self. The letter then becomes a generic frame through which to express identity.
She concludes with the statement that, “if a literary genre is more of a metaphor than a “mold” or
straitjacket, it is tempting to see the familiar letters as the genre functioning as a metaphor for the
female self” (23). The private letter, described by many as ‘artless’ and thus unrestricted by
formal structure, is an effective outlet for female self-expression. Cherwatuk and Wiethaus
suggest that the letter form originated from the formalities established by the ars dictaminus,
however, we can see through engaging with a range of scholars, that this formal style of
document soon become moulded by women into a more flexible and natural form. The private
letter offers women a space where they can express themselves, despite the form being subject to
criticism and constant comparison to formal, fictional literary forms.

The Public Letter

Letters shed light on the ways in which women understood, interpreted,
and articulated their thoughts and experiences. (Daybell 46)
Theorists such as those previously discussed argue that the primary intention of the
woman’s letter is personal correspondence, however, James Daybell's statement above challenges
this view. While this statement from Daybell helps us situate letters as a prominent female
activity in the sixteenth-century, through the suggestion that letters ‘shed light’, it also informs us
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that letters are sometimes composed with a public audience in mind. This is useful to consider in
light of my future discussion of the letter narrative in a cinematic context. In his chapter, ‘Letters
and Letter-Writers’, Daybell considers in detail the physical characteristics of the letter, and how
they revealed “the intimate details of women’s lives and experiences” (32) at a public level.
Before discussing the public letter specifically, I want to return to Elizabeth Cook’s
interpretation of Habermas’s work The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere (1962), in
which he expands on the invention of ‘public-ness’ that becomes a central feature of the
Enlightenment period. Habermas’s model identifies ‘the family’ as the realm of the private in
opposition to ‘the state’, which he classes as the pinnacle of the public authority. In between the
two, Habermas defines a ‘public sphere’, which refers to a space independent of both extremes of
private and public in the Structural Transformation model. Having distinguished his definition
from Hannah Arendt who takes into consideration a ‘social realm’, and the Greek model whereby
the private stands as a space of deprivation, Habermas describes his ‘public sphere’ as a
“conceptual space in which reasoning individuals, abstracted from their private interests, arrived
at a consensus on public affairs through their discussions, letters, speeches, books, and essays”
(10).
Many have criticized public sphere theory, as Habermas fails to sufficiently acknowledge
those outside of the white, male, upper class. It is here that Cook situates her work as she
comments, “eighteenth-century epistolary fictions, formally and thematically preoccupied with
the gendered private body as they are, necessitate the revision of Habermas’s model on these
grounds” (10). Recognizing a need to re-read public sphere theory from a feminist perspective,
Cook makes a distinction between public sphere in the realm of letters and public sphere in the
political realm. She focuses on what she terms the ‘literary public sphere’ that stems from
epistolary fictions between the 1720s and the 1770s. From 1775 the nationalist regime failed to
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accept the Enlightenment ideal of the public sphere, thus Cook restricts her research to that time
period.
The earliest recorded use of the public letter, as we have already discussed, is by medieval
women. Medieval women excelled at letter writing and used it for a variety of purposes - to
influence politics, to maintain familial relationships, to explore emotions, and to convey
messages. Letters were often read and circulated publicly, however, the rise of written vernacular
language resulted in the rise of the letter intended for personal exchange. The letter’s public
dimension, however, “outweighed its use within a private, intimate context” (4). Personal
exchange, as we know it between two parties, does not always apply to the epistolary habits of
medieval women. Cherwatuk and Wiethaus further this idea in response to Janet Altman’s model
of epistolarity in her book, Epistolarity: Approaches to a Form (1982). Altman’s work defines
epistolarity as “the use of the letter’s formal properties to create meaning (4)”, and argues that
within it it is the implied reader who determines the letter’s form, content, and how the author
chooses to represent him or her self. For medieval women, this preoccupation with the public
letter meant that their voices were rarely heard - “women were at a disadvantage in formulating
their ideas, concerns and experiences, because rules for public and semi-public communication
were controlled by the dominant group” (5).
Acknowledging the sixteenth-century as a significant period for both female literacy and
epistolary writing, Daybell considers letters to be valuable evidence of the lives and experiences
of early modern women - “offering a unique way into a female realm” (5). He uses a range of
statistical evidence against which to form the various conclusions he uses in his work. His
argument seems primarily based around the question, “With whom is it appropriate for a woman
of Tudor England to correspond?” While women effectively maintained familial and social
relations through the exchange of letters, they rarely began new relationships in this way. Written
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communication during this period, Daybell asserts, was reserved for cultivating existing
relationships.
As I have shown, many scholars recognize letter writing as an immensely private activity.
Daybell, however, disagrees:

Characteristically read as private, individual, intimate and spontaneous, the
early modern letter writing process was in actual practice often a much
more collaborative, communal, and strategic form, even among those
women capable of writing for themselves. (46)
Daybell is here referring to the idea that letters were often composed and/or reviewed by a third
party, thus challenging notions of ‘personal’ correspondence as an individualized concept. This
discrepancy, he argues, complicates our understanding of female subjectivity and the “elusive
female voice” (46). He gives detail on this in the following statement:

The generic complexities of sixteenth-century women’s letters further
emerge when one attempts to impose on them definitions of ‘public’ and
‘private’ forms of writing, meanings, which inadequately describe the
ways in which letters functioned. Traditionally distinctions have been
drawn between published printed works aimed at a ‘public’ audience, on
the one hand… and letters intended for ‘private’, informal use and
limited circulation, on the other hand, which are deemed to have been
more acceptable modes of writing for women denied access to
publication. (46-47)
As can be recognized, Daybell’s fundamental goal is to reposition scholarly notions of personal
correspondence. He discusses the notion that women frequently wrote letters with the intention to
publish and circulate, and that these letters thus needed to be considered outside of the private
and singular. Moving on to the functions of letter writing, Daybell considers why the women of
Tudor England chose to write. The answer once again lies in the assumption that private
exchange is not the primary function of the woman’s letter. He expands on this notion:
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Correspondence performed numerous important functions, which
expanded over the course of the sixteenth-century: practical, businessrelated, communicative, religious, literacy, intimate, personal, and
introspective. As a mode of communication, letter writing enabled
women to maintain social contacts and to transmit news, instructions, and
information. (151)
More recent studies of the epistolary novel, for example that of Madame de Sevigne, have
argued, “potential readership of a message was likely to extend far beyond the primary addressee.
More importantly, it is argued that in any act of writing a public is implied” (Daybell 54).
Margaretta Jolly, who focuses her argument on the ‘feminine’ nature of the letter, makes a
case for the private letter re-used for public consumption. She discusses a trend towards feminist
writers using the private letter as a means of addressing, and by extension, educating a new
younger audience of readers. She expands on this suggesting such compositions, “take up
‘maternal’ positions but in a newly professional guise, representing the institutionalization of a
feminist perspective as it moves out of private and into public conversation” (261). Just as the
‘diary novel’ relies on the ‘realism’ present in the diary form in order to gain credibility, the
public epistle achieves confidence through its familiar letter form. The letter of private exchange
between mother and daughter which has been traditionally associated with education and desire,
can be transposed into a wider, publicized maternal voice whereby private correspondence acts as
advisory to a wider range of readers. The letter in its more publicized form therefore obtains
“personalized epistolary appeal” (263) to consumers. It is my argument that we now see this
‘personalized epistolary appeal’ discourse resonating through contemporary cinema.
There are a number of key debates about the epistolary form, particularly with regard to
the letter. Some important questions emerge: is the letter composed or natural? Should the letter
be used on a public level or reserved for intimate exchange? Is epistolary writing gendered?
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William Decker’s work is particularly useful to my thesis, and his claim that various
manifestations of the letter are simply “phases of cohesive cultural practice”, is important to
foreshadow the way the letter might function as a cinematic narrative device. The letter in its
public form relies on its own success as a private, intimate document in order to draw attention
from readers. As mentioned earlier with regard to the epistolary novel, the published letter is
marketed primarily on its realism. The intimacy connoted through the letter becomes a marked
point of difference. It is the sense of realism, or ‘artlessness’ of the detail, that distinguishes
epistolary writing from other fictional literary forms. When we bear witness to private writing
(keeping in mind we were never intended to be party to these words in the first place), we
become an audience for a deeper level of self-expression. We come to know the writer on a very
intimate level. This thesis will show the same can be said when transposing the epistle onto film
narratives; the character’s words become exposed to an audience who is given privileged access
to this private, intimate detail.

Conclusion

In this chapter I have considered the relationship between women, language and
creativity. I revealed that amidst the patriarchal culture of the eighteenth and nineteenthcenturies, women forged a privileged relationship with epistolary genres such as diaries and
letters. Private writing allowed for the surfacing of a female expression that had been previously
repressed. Of particular importance to the rest of my thesis is the emergence of the ‘detail’, an
inherently feminine style of expression preoccupied with the ‘artless’ details of a woman’s daily
life. The ‘detail’ challenges the superficiality of other contemporary genres for women and
becomes central to my contextualization of the epistolary drama throughout the chapters that
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follow. In Chapter One I have ascertained the relationship between women, language, and
creativity. In Chapter Two I shift to the present day and ask, if historically the woman’s voice has
been repressed, what, then, is the role of female self-expression in contemporary society?
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Chapter Two
Contextualizing the Epistolary Drama

Individual emotions and experiences have acquired an unprecedented
significance in public life. Increasingly, television news reporters want to
know how a politician feels rather than what he or she has done. (Furedi
44)

Chapter One was concerned with the repression of female expression within dominant
patriarchal culture, and the ways in which diaries and letters have offered women an outlet for
emotional expression. This chapter considers the newfound value of emotional expression, as
evident in social scientist Frank Furedi’s (2004) statement above, and its subsequent
manifestation in popular culture. Whereas in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the female
voice was marginalized, in contemporary culture public self-expression is increasingly
celebrated. The feminine detail I identified in my first chapter, once seen as small and artless,
suddenly becomes appreciated as a style of personal expression. There are a number of areas of
scholarship that the detail indirectly touches upon; many of which I addressed in my first chapter
- women, creativity and feminist literary criticism (Héléne Cixous, Luce Irigaray, Deborah
Cameron), the female experience (Elaine Showalter), and the feminine aesthetic (Naomi Schor).
We also find evidence of the detail in scholarship on contemporary culture, popular culture and
television. This chapter will consider the role of expression and confession in various television
texts using the work of a variety of scholars who build on Furedi’s argument. Through my
discussion I will argue that we can see the importance of the feminine detail extending into film.
If we agree with the notion that we have shifted from a culture of repression to one of
overt emotional expression, then the question becomes, how can film, a medium that celebrates
the visual, effectively narrativise this literary detail? One increasingly popular manifestation of
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emotional expression onscreen is through the figure of the woman writing; a staple protagonist of
a sub-genre of film I call the epistolary drama. Over the past decade a number of Hollywood
films have emerged which have narratives centered on the written detail, particularly in the form
of the diary, letter, email and blog, thus there are three different manifestations of the epistolary
drama – the diary narrative, the letter narrative, and the online narrative. A full list was given in
my introduction, therefore prominent examples to be discussed here include: Bridget Jones’
Diary (2001), The Lake House (2004), The Young Victoria (2009) and Dear John (2010). The
epistolary narrative style favours the emotional realm over narrative action and suspense, creates
a new kind of protagonist with whom our relationship is far more intimate, and attributes a sense
of character depth that may not have been perceptible without the narrativisation of written selfexpression.
There are a number of approaches to explaining the emergence of the epistolary drama –
industrial (film industry), aesthetic (shifts in the visual experience) or narrative (how stories are
told). I have chosen to locate this emergence within a cultural framework, more specifically
within what Frank Furedi calls ‘therapeutic culture’, as well as a genre framework, through a
consideration of the epistolary drama as a ‘melodramatic reboot’. I begin this chapter with Frank
Furedi’s Therapy Culture (2004), focusing particularly on emotional expression in contemporary
culture. Looking at some of the key arguments around therapeutic culture and confession I will
consider social and cultural shifts towards the publication of one’s private thoughts and feelings
and the impact of these trends on popular culture, particularly in the realm of talk shows and
reality television. I will also identify links between the epistolary drama and the makeover film in
order to further emphasize the notion of emotional ‘transformation’. The second section of this
chapter will look at melodrama, a genre aligned closely with themes of domesticity and
emotional expression, as a comparative genre from which we can borrow and against which we
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can compare the epistolary drama. With film genre in mind, the final stage of this chapter will
engage with many of the themes of melodrama, set against the contemporary backdrop of
therapeutic and confessional culture in order to define the primary themes of the epistolary
drama.

Emotion and Contemporary Culture

The detail, as defined in my first chapter, refers to an inherently feminine style of writing,
privileging small, ‘artless’ minutiae of everyday life. As a concept, ‘the detail’ originates from
Naomi Schor’s question, “Is the detail feminine?” in her work, Reading the Detail: Aesthetics
and the Feminine (1987), which recognizes the importance of “the minute, the partial and the
marginal” (xii). She argues that the detail and its rare prominence functions as a metaphor for the
position of women in patriarchal culture. She writes, "[I]f today the detail and the wider semantic
field it commands enjoys an undisputed legitimacy, it is because the dominant paradigms of
patriarchy have been largely eroded. Eroded, but not eradicated" (4). Here we have a clear
reference to ‘dominant patriarchy’ that I discussed in my review of literature. The detail emerged
in my first chapter through Rebecca Hogan’s renegotiation of Schor’s question when she asked,
“Is the diary feminine?” given that the diary is “par excellence the genre of the detail” (95). I
chose to extend the genre of detail as a more all-encompassing term, referring, conceptually, to
various epistolary forms - the letter, the email and the blog. As I have shown, the detail is not a
new concept. The detail originates in literary criticism and I am importing it into film studies,
asking the question, what can film studies learn from the detail? Before moving on I want to take
a moment to define some of the terms I will be engaging with through the course of my thesis. I
will refer in particular to two concepts - ‘emotional expression’ and, of course, the ‘detail’.
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Emotional expression refers both to one’s private expression and to the public display of private
feelings, and will become the key theme in my definition of the epistolary drama. If emotional
expression refers to a style of expression, then I use the detail to refer to the content of that
expression.
As Frank Furedi states in the opening line of his book, Therapy Culture (2004), “we live
in a culture that takes emotions very seriously” (1). Furedi builds his argument around the
concept of vulnerability. Basing the book on his own study of the citations of emotion-related
terms in British newspapers from 1993-2000, Furedi’s key thesis is that contemporary society is
suffering from an emotional deficit and as a result is stuck in a permanent state of vulnerability.
The management of life in these conditions, he argues, requires continuous therapeutic
intervention. Therapeutic culture exists in response to this emotional deficit, and “its power is
demonstrated through its influence over popular culture” (17). As a cultural phenomenon, rather
than a clinical term, therapeutic culture can be best understood as a retreat to the inner world of
the Self. Furedi begins his discussion of this ‘culture of emotionalism’ with the wide assumption
for human behavior that something produced within an individual’s mind is something to be held
“internal, private and solitary” (24). The consequence of this retreat to the inner world of the self
is that economic and social determinism has been replaced by a new ‘emotional determinism’ the way we feel about ourselves is seen as significant in our making sense of the world. Thus the
paradox of therapeutic culture is that “the orientation of the self has opened the sphere of private
life to public management and scrutiny” (27). Though he doesn’t use the term ‘detail’, Furedi’s
thesis reinforces my hypothesis that the detail, once dismissed as small and artless, now finds
newfound value from the standpoint of sociology and, as I will show, film narrative. It must be
noted that Furedi’s argument is particularly concerned with oral expression. I want to extend his
ideas to include the publicizing of the private through writing, a trend that we can observe in the
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distinct cultural presence of blogging, social networking sites, and Twitter. I will engage with
new media forms and their impact on film narrative in my fourth chapter. What is most important
for my thesis at this point is this shift of the private, internal sphere, to the public display of
feeling. While individuals have always expressed their feelings to themselves, what is changed is
that the emotional expression is valued so much that self-expression becomes a public act. As we
will see, the epistolary drama does just this - the private self is publicized, both within the
narrative, as protagonists express their thoughts and feelings to one another through writing, and
in terms of the spectator who bears witness to this intimate exchange.
I want to examine Furedi’s notion that while the expression of emotions is encouraged in
therapeutic culture, there are some exceptions:

In an age where emotionalism has acquired a formidable cultural status, it
is important to remember that society is selective about which emotions it
embraces and which it rejects… The need for therapeutic management of
feelings indicates that the significance that western culture attaches to the
domain of emotion is fuelled by the perception that it constitutes a serious
problem. (31)
Emotional expression is valued in therapeutic culture, however, certain feelings are more
acceptable than others. A feeling such as ‘anger’, for example, may be interpreted or diagnosed
as pathological. So, despite the praise given to the self-consciously open display of emotion,
therapeutic culture is also wary of “raw, unprocessed emotions” (33). Crucially, emotional
determinism favours the expression of emotions that assist the goal of self-fulfillment. I will
consider the work of Jonathon Bignell and Leah Guenther through the course of this chapter and
the ways in which they negotiate concepts of self-fulfillment and ‘self-help’ in texts such as the
Sex and the City television series and Bridget Jones’s Diary. The open display of emotion will
become explicit in my discussion of the epistolary drama, as the narratives are fundamentally
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driven by the protagonist’s constant and consistent expression of emotion. While Furedi appears
troubled by the devaluing of the private and the subsequent shifting parameters of public life, one
might argue that from both a sociological and film studies standpoint, this newfound ease in
emotional expression and emphasis on the private self, can be identified as the part of feminine
culture that was once rejected and repressed.
For Furedi, this therapeutic ethos is indeed gendered. He identifies the masculine struggle
within therapeutic culture, noting that therapeutic culture is hostile towards self-reliance and selfcontrol, behavioral patterns stereotyped as ‘masculine’. This aspiration for self-control, Furedi
argues, is indicative of an “apparent inability of masculinity to acquiesce to weakness” (34),
which is considered to be a “fatal flaw in the male psyche” (34). Furedi makes clear that his
emphasis is not on gender, but on behaviors that may be gender stereotyped. For example, he
states that, “according to the emotionally correct hierarchy of virtuous behavior, feminine women
come out on top. Feminine men beat masculine women for second place. And, of course,
masculine, ‘macho’ men come last” (35). These notions of gendered behaviors and emotional
expression are interesting because they reinforce the feminine nature of the detail. I will discuss
masculinity in my textual analysis chapters as I consider the new, self-expressive male
protagonists present in the epistolary drama. Contemporary film has taken therapeutic culture a
step further through its depiction of not only the ‘feminine man’ who is present in a film such as
The Young Victoria (2009), but also, interestingly, the ‘macho’ man who exhibits feminine
emotions through his writing, for example Alex in The Lake House and John in Dear John.
Furedi appears troubled by the shifting state of the public and private spheres. In contrast,
Dana Becker argues in her book, The Myth of Empowerment: Women and the Therapeutic
Culture in America (2005), that therapeutic culture produces a new, empowered woman. In
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unknowing agreement with my first chapter, Becker argues that women have been using their
‘inner resources’ for centuries. She makes the following statements:

The woman’s sphere of the nineteenth-century has been reborn in the
therapeutic, emerging from the tradition of sentimental power that women
have been expected to wield within families and society at large. Women
continue to perform the emotion work of society. (3)
The societal expectation that women will take up the work of the psyche
and of fostering emotional healthy relationships and that they will teach
others, especially men, how to do this is not new; women have done
emotional work for centuries. (5)
Becker embraces the way that therapeutic culture values and legitimizes a woman’s
inherent emotionality. She notes that in the nineteenth-century, however, this inherent, often
heightened emotionality was often, as we know, dismissed as hysteria. Becker asserts that in this
therapeutic age, society has reduced women’s struggles to the realm of the personal. She
considers the nineteenth-century and the female hysteria associated with the personal realm, as I
did in my first chapter, however she goes on to ‘update’ notions of hysteria in a contemporary
context. The discourse of hysterical woman, she argues, should be renegotiated as discourses
such as stress and emotional availability, which she notes are commonly associated with the
domestic space. Becker’s argument here cements the link between the feminine detail and
therapeutic culture, as both focus on a woman’s inherent emotionality and the gendered nature of
the private.
Katie Wright’s argument lies somewhere between the two. While Furedi and Becker both
emphasize the gendered nature of therapeutic society (‘masculine’ men struggle to express,
women have done emotional work for centuries), Wright would argue that gender becomes
irrelevant. She recognizes that for the past 50 years, social scientists such as Frank Furedi have
been skeptical of the shift towards a preoccupation with the self and the inner life of the
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individual. She identifies some of the key conclusions to come out of Furedi’s work: increased
narcissism and a rise in victim culture; as well a negative preoccupation with the self,
vulnerability, and the breaking down of communal bonds. She offers a more ambivalent reading
of therapeutic culture in her essay, ‘Theorizing Therapeutic Culture: Past Influences, Future
Directions’ (2008), asserting that “attention to the emotional realm and ‘personal problems’ has
challenged a set of gendered arrangements governing both public and private life” (322). For
Wright, therapeutic culture’s concern with the ‘self’ has given legitimacy to the public
articulation of suffering that has previously been restricted to private life, and she uses the advent
of telephone counseling in 1963 as an illustration of this. What each of these scholars do agree on
is that the public revelation of these private, ‘inner-resources’ is increasing. While Furedi has his
hesitations (that this vulnerability promotes the ‘normalization’ of illness), scholars such as
Becker and Wright consider therapeutic culture to be a positive cultural movement. We might
argue that this is because Becker and Wright consider therapeutic culture from a feminine
standpoint; if self-expression becomes mainstream, then the woman’s voice, woman’s space and
thus the feminine detail are given newfound credibility.
The publicization of feelings may manifest through social practices such as therapy,
counseling, psychoanalysis and/or confession (religious or otherwise). Focusing on the latter,
Frank Furedi asserts that we live in a particularly confessional culture and that one of the ways
we can identify this confessional trend is through media and popular culture. Before moving on
to a discussion of confessional culture I want to note that while Furedi does look briefly at the
confessional autobiography as a “distinct literary genre of the 1990s” (41), he does not discuss
therapeutic and confessional discourse from the standpoint of writing. While I build on the ideas
of Furedi and others, I want to reassert that I will be looking specifically at the therapeutic and
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confessional nature of private writing and, in particular, the narrativisation of private writing in
film.

Confession and Popular Culture

Closely linked with the rise of therapeutic culture is confession. Furedi notes,

The very validation of individual feeling requires that it should be
disclosed, preferably in public. That is why feelings and emotions have
lost so much of their private character. Paradoxically, therapeutic
culture’s absorption with the internal life of the self has led to its apparent
opposite - the steady erosion of the sphere of private life. (40)
This notion that the private sphere is eroded is interesting to consider from a film studies
perspective, and I will engage with this idea when I analyze the film texts. From a narrative
standpoint, this disclosure of private feelings through writing taps into those deeper character
emotions that might not have emerged in a narrative relying solely on face-to-face interactions.
On the other hand, the spectator is privy to this private writing; without ‘this’ level of access, we
wouldn’t have ‘this’ story e.g. The Young Victoria (2009) is a royal bio-pic that focuses on the
personal, rather than the political.
Contemporary therapeutic society promotes the notion that individuals can only overcome
their private struggles and wounds by sharing them with others. In confessional culture, the
typically ‘masculine’ traits of silence and stoicism have been forced to give way to the notion that
it is healthy for individuals to talk about themselves. Masculinity seems to diminish with the rise
of the feminine; the ‘silence’ and ‘stoicism’ is replaced with expressive detail and confession.
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Michel Foucault famously discusses confession in his book, The History of Sexuality Volume 1:
An Introduction, as a practice which he deems to be a therapeutic process that requires the
presence of a secondary party to “prescribe and appreciate” (61) the confession.

[The partner] intervenes in order to judge, punish, forgive, console, and
reconcile; a ritual in which the truth is corroborated by the obstacles and
resistances it has had to surmount in order to be formulated; and finally, a
ritual in which the expression alone, independently of its external
consequences, produces intrinsic modifications in the person who
articulates it: it exonerates, redeems, and purifies him; it unburdens him
of his wrongs, liberates him, and promises him salvation. (Foucault 61)
Scholars frequently employ Foucault as a starting point when discussing confessional discourse
in popular culture. For example, Jane Shattuc_turns to Foucault in conjunction with Freud’s
concept of the ‘talking cure’5 in order to contextualize the daytime television talk show. Building
on new political movements of the 1960s (civil rights, black power, homosexuality, feminism).
Shattuc argues that, through the talk show genre, “the average American [can have] a measure of
influence” (3).

Psychology is changing in the late twentieth century as therapy moves
from the confessional to the public arena. Indeed TV therapy is closer to
testimonials of faith than to the guilt-ridden whispers of the confessional.
No longer is the therapeutic a matter of secrets pried from the unconscious.
(113)

Similarly, Mimi White acknowledges that her work on television stems from Foucault’s earlier
revelations and she revises his ideas in the context of contemporary media culture. She argues
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The term ‘talking cure’ was adopted by Freud to describe the fundamental principals of psychoanalysis and was
famously expressed during lectures on the subject in 1909; “The patient herself , who at this time of her illness
strangely enough understood and spoke only in English gave this new kind of treatment the name “talking cure,” or
jokingly designated it as “chimney sweeping,” (Freud 184)
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that confessional discourse is prominent in the themes and narrative structure of contemporary
television. White implies that the ‘partner’, described by Foucault, who “intervenes in order to
judge, punish, forgive, console, and reconcile”, is the active, public viewer. While Foucault is
referring to ‘partner’ as a singular entity - a Catholic Priest - contemporary scholars such White,
Furedi and Wright develop this notion so that ‘partner’ is extended to include the mass public
audience.
Both Frank Furedi and Katie Wright
discuss confession with reference to its growing presence in popular culture, particularly in the
context of reality television and talk shows. Wright agues that such genres privilege the
“psychological and emotional realms, and [display] a heightened concern with the self and
interior life” (122-123). Similarly, Furedi comments that reality TV and talk shows reinforce the
significant trend towards “the mass transmission of streams of emotion” (40). These shows, he
notes, center on the act of sharing - “turning private troubles into public stories” (40). Such
television genres, he suggests, emerged out of the first-person addict confessions or
‘drunkalogues’ of the 1970s and 80s6, which, as I noted earlier are Furedi’s only real engagement
with writing. He goes on, “it seems that everybody wants to talk or write about themselves” (40).
Sean Redmond takes up Furedi’s claims in his article, Pieces of Me: Celebrity Confessional
Carnality (2008). Using Britney Spears’s dual public identity as his central case study, Redmond
argues that the celebrity confessional is an “embodied performance” (151). He too begins his
discussion with the Catholic confessional, arguing that in contemporary culture, a talk-show host
such as Oprah Winfrey becomes a “supra-charged redemptive icon - a High Priest or Pastor of
the screen” (150). Although Redmond looks at Britney Spears as a media image/construction, and
the celebrity confessional recast as embodied performance, the crux of his argument remains the
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Furedi defines ‘drunkalogue’ as, “first-person accounts of drunken careers” (40). Celebrities with drug and alcohol
problems commonly authored these memoirs, for example actress Carrie Fisher (41).
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same as those of Furedi, Wright and White – the emotional expression once contained within the
private realm has shifted into the public. For Redmond, this shift (often strategically) creates an
‘authentic’ doorway into a celebrity’s life.
Shifting slightly from talk-shows and the celebrity confessional, Minna Aslama and
Mervi Pantti discuss the genre of reality television within the framework of confessional culture
in their article, Talking Alone: Reality TV, Emotions and Authenticity (2006). Building upon the
work of both Foucault and Furedi, they analyze and comment upon the distinct increase in
television genres that “offer opportunities for the public display of one’s private feelings” (167).
Focusing specifically on the confessional monologue, Aslama and Pantti discuss the way “reality
television creates an area for simultaneously expressing the emotional and making claims of the
authenticity of those emotions and, in the end, of the ‘reality’ of the shows” (168). They suggest
that reality TV shows such as The Bachelor (USA), Expedition Robinson (Sweden), and Popstars
(Finland) were spawned from the talk show formula, with both genres “celebrat[ing] topics,
participants and communicative situations formerly excluded from the public sphere” (172). They
put forward the concept of ‘talking alone’ as a confessional monologue specific to reality TV.
They find that these “single-person speech situations” (175) are used as a direct access to the real;
they “reveal the inner life, secret thoughts and feelings of the characters… those moments when
emotions run free and a person’s true self appears” (175). The notion of ‘authenticity’ will be
important to my discussion of the epistolary drama, particularly when I turn to the online
narrative and the emergence of themes such as performance and masquerade. While the ‘reveal’
statement by Aslama and Pantti is used to describe reality television, it can be effectively applied
to the epistolary drama, with the notion of ‘talking alone’ and ‘single-person speech’ particularly
relevant to a discussion of diary narration. Like Frank Furedi, Aslama and Pantti suggest that
popular culture’s preoccupation with the internal life of the individual can be understood as
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‘emotional determinism’, which embraces the public display of feelings as a “means of
therapeutic disclosure” (181). Furedi, Wright, White, and Aslama and Pantti all argue the case for
the impact of therapeutic culture on television, particularly through genres such as the talk show
and reality television. Adding to this work I want to ask the question, how can we see therapeutic
culture and this ‘emotional determinism’ extending into film?	
  
At this point we can identify a number of important themes that will contribute to a
definition of the epistolary drama. The feminine detail, dismissed in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries as small and artless, finds newfound value in the current therapeutic climate,
particularly through popular genres such as the celebrity confessional, talk shows and reality
television. The detail’s public status requires us to consider the blurring of the public and private
realms for both the individual and mass culture, and therapeutic culture identifies the fact that the
emotions society once deemed sacred and private, now find validation in their making public.
Aslama and Pantti would argue that when we are given access to the private realm of an
individual (celebrity or otherwise), we are in essence given a more ‘authentic’ version of that
person. Thus if we apply this concept to film, a narrative centered around a protagonist’s private
writing allows us a deeper, more intimate level of access into the character’s world. The result of
this preoccupation with publicizing the private means that masculine traits such as silence and
stoicism become increasingly diminished. The detail is embraced by men and women alike, thus
men become ‘feminized’ according to therapeutic culture. We see this occurring in film, as I will
show, through a distinct balance of narrative agency. My final observation is that therapeutic
culture and society’s current preoccupation with emotional expression has a melodramatic tone.
Melodrama, a genre commonly associated with exaggerated expression and emotionality, reemerges through the themes, settings and characters of the epistolary drama. 	
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The Narrativisation of Emotion	
  

I want to begin my analysis of the epistolary drama by turning back to Bridget Jones’s
Diary and the Sex and the City television series as perhaps the most pervasive and popular
narrative examples of therapeutic and confessional culture. Leah Guenther’s essay, ‘Bridget
Jones’s Diary: Confessing Post-Feminism’, from Jo Gill’s edited collection, Modern
Confessional Writing: New Critical Essays (2006), argues that Bridget Jones’s Diary is
fundamentally concerned with “women’s reliance on private spaces of discourse” (98). Building
her study on Foucault’s writings on confession, Guenther argues that Bridget’s writing in her
personal diary functions as a method of self-examination - it serves as an “in-house confessional:
a place of private self-scrutiny… simultaneously recording and critiquing the self” (84). These
references to ‘self-scrutiny’ and ‘critiquing the self’ provoke comparison between the epistolary
drama and the makeover film, with Bridget’s brief makeover scene within Bridget Jones’s Diary
cementing this connection further. I want to take a moment to note an important distinction
between the two; while the makeover film is centered on a largely physical transformation (see
for example Miss Congeniality (2000), or The Princess Diaries (2001)), I would argue that the
epistolary drama focuses on the protagonists’ emotional transformation. In their book, The
Makeover and the Movies (2004), Elizabeth Ford and Deborah C. Mitchell note that physical
transformation narratives rely on “the drama of contrast” (17), while my examples that follow
will show that in the epistolary drama, the emotional transformation through words occurs more
gradually, with contrast and character development not overtly obvious until the film’s
conclusion. I will show this through analysis of films such as The Lake House (2004) and Dear
John (2010). We might summarize that the epistolary drama exhibits an emotional makeover of
sorts, with confession as an important component of this transformation. We might also note that
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the epistolary narrative thread and the emphasis on the character’s writing shifts the narrative
focus away from physical appearance, re-emphasizing the importance of the emotional realm. 	
  
This shift away from the physical comes with its own challenges. When a narrative is
centered on the emotional realm as opposed to appearance/action-based narratives such as the
makeover film, the mainstream director faces the challenge of depicting the central ‘action’ of
writing onscreen. A director must employ techniques of editing and voiceover in order to avoid
lengthy and mundane scenes of the protagonist writing. There has been some mention of this
visual challenge in scholarship, however not in great depth. In his book, Gossip, Letters, Phones:
The Scandal of Female Networks in Film and Literature (2008), Ned Schantz describes You’ve
Got Mail (1998) as a ‘telephonic film’ that, “much like earlier epistolary films… cannot represent
e-mail without the complicated deployment of voiceover, translating the written message into a
private call between the characters that is overheard by the viewer” (101). For Schantz, voiceover
creates the illusion of a telephone call, thus long sequences of writerly composition are
reconstructed as conversation. I will argue that in reconstructing instant messaging as dialogue,
the illusion of face-to-face conversation is created and thus the scene is less awkward in its
execution. We see this occurring in other contemporary letter narratives, for example, The Lake
House (2004), which I will discuss in further detail in Chapter Three. Deborah Jermyn also
addresses this challenge in her book, Sex and the City (2009), in her brief mention of Carrie’s
think-and-type scenes during which she is pictured writing her confessional newspaper column at
her laptop with “her computer screen and voiceover posing that week’s dilemma… one of the
signature shots of the program” (2-3). The camera actually only focuses on Carrie’s typed words
at the point of her column’s trademark rhetorical question, setting up the overarching theme and
thus the narration for the episode. 	
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In his essay, ‘Sex, Confession, and Witness’, Jonathon Bignell argues that Sex and the

City combines this new, confessional television genre with fictional narrative, essentially getting
us a step closer to my film narrative model. Through voiceover narration, Bignell notes, Carrie
Bradshaw “presents her self-doubt about her attractiveness, the state of her relationships with
friends and lovers, her future, and the morality of her behavior” (164). Bignell indirectly revisits
this self-help culture with his suggestion that the relationship between confession and female
identity and its subsequent manifestation through Carrie’s column, highlights female self-doubt.
It functions to “perpetuate the assumption that feminine identity is a perpetual struggle with
dissatisfaction about oneself” (165). It is this dissatisfaction (from the self or an external party)
that also drives the makeover narrative. Bignell notes that the debut of Sex and the City’s first
season in the late 1990s coincided with the rise of confessional talk shows – “The Jerry Springer
Show and Ricki Lake are notable internationally syndicated examples of this format, which has
significant similarities to the confessional forms in Sex and the City” (168). Both focused on
“improvement and individualism…through an emphasis on personal conflict, sexuality and
emotion” (168). I note, in keeping with this trend, that Bridget Jones’ Diary (the novel) was
released in 1996, with the film version released five years later in 2001. 	
  
As I will show in the chapters that follow, the epistolary drama also considers female
identity from the perspective of dissatisfaction. Female characters frequently express their own
personal desperation through writing. They confess their unhappiness, either inwardly through a
diary, to a second party through letters or email, or to a mass audience via a blog. The relevance
of such narratives is twofold. Such onscreen actions - the act of blogging, for example, under the
realm of therapeutic culture, is a therapeutic act. Bloggers can publicize their thoughts, feelings
and opinions to a mass, unknown audience. On the other hand, the prevalence of these epistolary
narratives in this particularly expressive ‘moment’, would suggest that therapeutic culture is
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influential not only in terms of narrative action, but also in terms of the sheer number of
epistolary stories being told in contemporary culture.	
  
Bridget Jones’ Diary and Sex and the City are successful attempts at the visual depiction
of writing. In my own textual analyses I will move a step further and consider the epistolary
narrative and the figure of the ‘woman writing’ from both a generic and thematic standpoint. The
chapters that follow will chart the emergence of the epistolary drama since the late-90s. I will
show how film narrative has responded to society’s current preoccupation with emotional
expression and wider discourses surrounding the self, therapeutic culture and confession. I will
also demonstrate how film has come to incorporate themes of emotional expression and
confession, to address questions about authenticity, to feature the oscillation between the public
and private realms, and to explore a new ‘feminized’ masculinity. While, as I have shown, many
have considered the impact of therapeutic culture on television texts, I argue that the increasing
popularity of the epistolary narrative, in an age in which many of these communication forms are
becoming obsolete, demands that we see the influence of therapeutic culture extending into film.
Emotional expression has returned to the forefront of these contemporary narratives and this is
indicative of a return to the repressed female expression that was once prevalent in the classical
Hollywood melodrama. Could we argue that classical Hollywood melodrama was the last genre
to give value to the feminine detail? In this therapeutic climate of self-expression, can the
epistolary drama be seen to be ‘rebooting’ melodrama?	
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Melodrama and the Woman’s Voice

I set out to look at the emergence of the epistolary drama from two primary perspectives culture and genre. So far I have provided context for the emergence of this sub-genre of films
through an investigation into therapeutic culture and its influence on television genres such as the
talk show and reality TV. I concluded that we can now see the influence of therapeutic culture
extending into film. At this point I will turn to genre.
Bridget Jones’s Diary and Sex and the City are far from being pioneer examples of the
feminine detail represented onscreen. In his book The Melodramatic Imagination: Balzac, Henry
James, Melodrama, and the Mode of Excess (1976), Peter Brooks writes:

The desire to express all seems a fundamental characteristic of the
melodramatic mode. Nothing is spared because nothing is left unsaid; the
characters stand on the stage and utter the unspeakable, give voice to their
deepest feelings. (4)
Brooks’ claim that ‘nothing is left unsaid’ points directly to the detail. He emphasizes the notion
that all expression is valued; even the small, arguably mundane aspects of the feminine
experience. Writing on earlier theatrical and literary forms of melodrama specifically, Brooks’
statement foreshadows a resilient connection between film and emotion; a connection that
manifests both as the emotional response of the viewer and the emotional expression presented
onscreen. Given the evidence in my first chapter that the letter emerged as a fundamental space
where women could express themselves through writing, as well as being a reoccurring motif in
canonical films of the 1940s such as The Shop Around the Corner (1940) and Letter from an
Unknown Woman (1948), it is surprising when turning to film studies to find a lack of
scholarship on the use of writing in film narrative.
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I now want to explore the relationship between melodrama and emotionalism. In his book,

Emotion Pictures: The Women's Picture, 1935-1950 (1987), Hilton Tims states that,
“emotionalism is the one element better than any other [that] defines the women’s picture” (13).
Tims uses ‘women’s picture’ as an all-encompassing term to categorize genres such as
melodrama and soap opera, and acknowledges that these genres were both criticized for their
“tear-jerker” (13) status and celebrated for their ability to resonate with female audiences. This
denigration of emotional film genres connects with the dismissal of the feminine detail that I
noted in my first chapter. To resonate with women on this level, these films, Tims argued, needed
to be emotional in content.	
  He offers the following explanation:	
  
	
  
It wasn’t necessary for a woman’s picture always to be romantic, but it
had to be ‘emotional’. And the stronger the emotion the better, whether it
came packaged as love or hatred, loyalty or deceit, suffering or sacrifice,
betrayal or murder. (14)	
  
	
  
Interestingly, Tims is suggesting that ‘stronger’ emotions are positive, which contrasts
with Frank Furedi’s notion that there are many emotions that an individual must keep in check.
While society places a restriction on which emotions we should publicize and which we can keep
to ourselves, film narrative provides a space for pushing boundaries with regard to the depiction
of emotions. Steve Neale would agree with Tims, albeit with reference to melodrama and, more
specifically, the melodramatic spectator. In his work Melodrama and Tears (1986), Neale writes:	
  
	
  
All elements of melodrama - its themes, technical principles, construction
and style - are subordinate to one overriding aesthetic goal: the calling
forth of ‘pure’, ‘vivid’ emotions. Plots, characters and dialogue, working
in unison, serve to illicit from the spectator the greatest possible intensity
of feeling. (198)	
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Neale suggests that melodrama can be understood in terms of “extremes of polarized emotion”
(12), through binaries such as love/hate, or joy/despair. Turning to Dylan Evans’ categories of
emotion, Neale considers an Enlightenment view whereby emotions are considered “vital to
individual and social existence” (1). Evans separates emotions into three main categories - basic
emotions, which are universal and innate in nature (joy, distress, anger, fear, surprise, and
disgust); culturally specific emotions, which are universal, however exhibit cultural variation7;
and finally, higher cognitive emotions, which are universal, and similarly, are subject to greater
cultural variation (love, guilt, shame, embarrassment, pride, envy, jealousy). So while Frank
Furedi would suggest that only certain emotions should be exhibited publically, and by extension
conveyed through popular culture, I would argue, using Evans’s categories, that it is the higher
cognitive emotions that can best be narrativised. While both melodrama and the epistolary drama
certainly display basic emotions, it is the higher cognitive emotions that are arguably the most
difficult to express because their revelation requires reciprocation in order to be validated. As I
have shown in my first chapter, and extended through a discussion of therapeutic culture and its
manifestation in popular culture, the epistolary form (diary, letter, email, blog) provides one with
the opportunity to express those things found difficult to express in a face-to-face situation. The
epistle becomes not only a privileged space for female self-expression, but also, more
specifically, the space for the expression of higher cognitive emotions such as love (The Lake
House), guilt (Dear Frankie), and jealousy (The Perfect Stranger). 	
  
I want to consider melodramatic tradition as a building block upon which we can
construct a model for the epistolary drama. Much like women’s writing, melodrama has been
subject to constant criticism as a result of its strong alignment with the feminine. However,
melodrama has not always had such a strong feminine association. Originally a theatrical term,
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Evans uses the extreme example of the people of New Guinea and the ‘being a wild pig’ emotion, whereby people
run wild, loot and attack bystanders (13).
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the eighteenth-century melodrama had a more sinister feel and might be compared to what we
now know as ‘film noir’ or the ‘gothic’. For Peter Brooks, melodrama strives to create drama
from the “banal stuff of reality” (51). The melodramatic novel, he states, “is constantly tensed to
catch this essential drama, to go beyond the surface of the real to a truer hidden reality” (51).
Brooks is referring here to the deeper level of emotion that is provoked in melodramatic narrative
and to the realist situations beneath which strong emotions flow. In later film examples, we might
see this deeper level of emotion emerging from the female protagonist, who assumes and projects
this elaborate feeling. As I will show in the films I discuss, this ‘truer hidden reality’ is revisited
through the figure of the woman writing, the protagonist of the epistolary drama.
A difficult genre to define, Ben Singer situates melodrama “somewhere between a
specific, fixed, coherent single genre, and a pervasive, popular mode spanning many different
genres” (7). Focusing on the early, ‘sensational’ melodrama, Singer distinguishes himself from
scholars such as Thomas Elsaesser and Thomas Schatz who focus on the Hollywood melodramas
of later periods. The early melodrama, Singer suggests, favored action over emotion and used
spectacle and sensationalism to emphasize a dramatic conflict between good and evil. Highly
formulaic plots were centered on a hero and a heroine; however, specific emphasis was always
placed on the villain and his tyrannous acts. Singer argues that the early melodrama had no
interest in exploring emotions - they “virtually eradicated any characterological complexity,
emotional entanglement, or sentiment in favour of a focus on physical action and violence” (53).
It wasn’t until the 1920s that melodrama began to take on a more exaggerated, ‘excessive’
quality, shifting away from action and focusing on character development and interaction. The
1930s and 40s saw the rise of the romance plot in melodrama which was largely targeted at a
female audience, most famously in the 1950s melodrama used depictions of suburban life as
vehicles for “expressing underlying tensions and contradictions in American society” (Schatz
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149). Schatz also notes that by the 1960s, melodrama was also present on television screens both in daytime soap opera as well as primetime domestic drama. Despite its long life span,
Singer notes that it wasn’t until the 1970s and 80s that melodrama became a respected and
popular topic of film studies.
Because of its ongoing popularity, critics and theorists often dismissed melodrama as
mere mass entertainment, and as observed by Singer, it wasn’t until the 1970s that the genre was
taken seriously as an object of study. Christine Gledhill states that melodrama was criticized
since it failed to offer audiences and scholars “the thematic and evolutionary coherence of the
Western”. It also lacked “sufficient cultural prestige - condemned as it was by association with
mass and, above all female, audiences” (6). Again we have reference to the ‘artlessness’ of the
feminine that I addressed in my first chapter. The woman’s voice, the feminine detail, and
women’s fictional writing have all lacked this ‘cultural prestige’ that Gledhill describes. Thus it
makes sense that melodrama would share a number of themes with the epistolary drama: both set
out to narrativise the expression of a repressed female voice. Melodrama achieves this through
music and mise-en-scene, while the epistolary drama employs the act of (private) writing.
Particularly crucial to a discussion of gender and literary criticism is Tania Modleski’s
book Loving with a Vengeance: Mass-Produced Fantasies for Women (1982), in which she
discusses the Harlequin romance novel and investigates its dismissal as a “mass-produced fantasy
for women” (1). Popular women’s narratives, she notes, are regarded with three attitudes dismissiveness, hostility and mockery (4). Similar to criticism of melodrama’s excessive
emotionalism, the Harlequin novel was a ‘feminine narrative’, “used as a standard by which other
products are measured and found to be not wanting” (3). For Gledhill, the low status of
melodrama as a form was reflective of the low status of women and female discourse amidst a
dominant patriarchal society, a notion that bears distinct similarities to the emergence of
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women’s private writing, or the feminine ‘detail’. In my first chapter I noted Marie Cross and
Caroline Bland’s suggestion that women wrote letters as a way to express themselves amidst
patriarchal oppression, a development that saw letter writing become an explicitly feminine
activity. It is no surprise then that letters feature predominantly in melodramatic genres, given
that both have this strong alignment with the feminine.
Thomas Schatz takes this alignment with the feminine a step further, making connections
between melodrama and the domestic sphere. Melodrama, he suggests, “stroke[s] the emotional
sensibilities of suburban housewives” (5). It seems that on the one hand, melodrama is
predominantly concerned with highly emotional content and characters, and on the other, as
Neale has suggested, melodrama evokes an emotional response from its viewer, hence its
common nickname, the ‘tear jerker’. In her book Media Audiences: Television, Meaning and
Emotion (2009), Kristyn Gorton extends this idea with the comment that, “the emphasis on
personal feelings in melodrama creates viewing subjects who value their own personal
experience and emotions, their own privatized worlds…so much so that they begin to imagine
and construct their knowledge of the world in these terms” (67). Gorton’s ‘privatized world’ here
bears similarities to Schatz’s ‘domestic sphere’. Whatever the terminology used it is clear that
melodrama is strongly aligned with a woman’s private space and by extension her private
emotions. We can apply Schatz’ and Gorton’s considerations of a private, often domestic world
to our understanding of the epistolary drama. In narrativising the private written word, the viewer
is given direct access to this private world of the protagonist - to their personal experiences and
emotions. Like melodrama, these narratives focus less on action and are primarily concerned with
emotion and self-expression. Turning to narrative content, Ben Singer is another scholar who
notes melodrama’s emphasis on “emotional repression and expression” (3), arguing that such
films are often preoccupied with “sentimental motifs of romantic pathos and domestic
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tribulation” (6) Here we have another reference to the domestic space. Singer refers to Geoffrey
Nowell-Smith’s brief essay for Screen, ‘Minnelli and Melodrama’ (1977) in order to emphasize
the notion that the classical Hollywood narrative does not allow for full expression.

Melodrama foments psychic energies and emotions that the narrative
‘represses’, blocks from full expression, gratification, or resolution,
because they are fundamentally incompatible with the demands of the
dominant patriarchal ideology. (39)
Singer uses Douglas Sirk’s 1950s family melodramas in order to emphasize his point,
noting that repressed emotions are expressed through “not naturalistic mise-en-scène and
swelling music” (39). A number of scholars have written on the relationship between melodrama
and mise-en-scène; a relationship originating in the silent film era, whereby mise-en-scène was
employed to “compensate for the expressiveness, range of inflection and tonality, rhythmic
emphasis and tension normally present in the spoken word” (Elsaesser 70). Comparing cinematic
melodrama to it’s literary counterpart, Elsaesser notes in his essay, ‘Tales of Sound and Fury:
Observations on the Family Melodrama’ (1972), that, “whereas in novels…size connotes solid
emotional involvement for the reader, the specific values of cinema lie in its concentrated visual
metaphors” (76). One prominent example he gives is the use of fairgrounds and carousels as
devices of mise-en-scène that make metaphorical reference to, “the rhythm of experience [that]
often establishes itself against its value (moral, intellectual)” (70). Mise-en-scène, in the classical
melodrama, stands in to express many things that words cannot.
This is particularly obvious in the woman’s film of the late-1930s/early-1940s. The
woman’s film is a subsidiary of melodrama, particularly concerned with the expression of the
repressed woman’s voice. The woman’s film was tailored specifically to a female audience and,
as Mary Ann Doane suggests in her 1987 book The Desire to Desire: The Woman’s Film of the
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1940s, treated ‘female’ problems - “domestic life, the family, children, self-sacrifice and the
relationship between women and production versus women and reproduction” (3). Jeanine
Basinger would agree, suggesting in her book, A Woman’s View: How Hollywood Spoke to
Women, 1930-1960 (1995) that in the woman’s film, “a woman’s action usually comes in
response to trouble, or else it is an act of emotional or irrational behaviour” (9). The woman’s
film, she notes, is “passive, internal, psychological in its story and characterization” (9-10). Such
a film, Basinger argues, places “at the centre of its universe a female who is trying to deal with
emotional, social and psychological problems that are specifically connected to the fact she is a
woman” (20). While Doane does mention the letter in passing in her discussion of the woman’s
film, suggesting that it functions to articulate presence during times of absence, interestingly she
quickly dismisses it as an “old-fashioned means of articulation” (114). She instead favours the
notion that “the immediacy of expression or feeling is usually manifested in the love story
through the medium of vision” (114). Here Doane is referring to the cinematic gaze, or
‘articulation’ via a face-to-face liaison. Given my suggestion in chapter one that letter writing
gives one the ability to express feelings and emotions that might have remained repressed in a
face-to-face liaison, I would argue that heightened emotionality in narrative is achieved when
protagonists exchange written words. Given the temporal and spatial obstacles that provoke the
exchange of letters between the protagonist, the period of waiting, or more specifically the
duration of time between the letter being sent and being received, works as a temporal space
through which emotion is heightened.
I would also suggest another connection between the woman’s film and the epistolary
drama, with regard to Doane’s discussion of thematic content. While she asserts that the woman’s
film does not connote a ‘genre’ in the formal sense of the word, she argues that these films
regularly favour three key storylines - the maternal melodrama, the love story, and the medical
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discourse. The (often hysterical) female protagonist of the woman’s film, Doane suggests, is
“represented as possessing a body which is over present, unavoidable, in constant sympathy with
the emotional and mental faculties” (39). Concerned particularly with the theme of recovery, the
woman’s film often employs the character of a doctor or psychiatrist - someone with whom the
protagonist female can express herself. Again we have reference to therapy and confession.
While the protagonist of the epistolary drama rarely suffers from mental illness, the woman’s
film is similar in the sense that both attribute to the woman “both a surface and a depth, the
specificity of the depth being first and foremost that it is not immediately perceptible” (207).
Whereas we may learn more about the protagonist of the woman’s film through her discussions
with a therapist and as I mentioned earlier, through the makeover narrative (both of which are
exemplified through the character of Charlotte Vale (Bette Davis) in Now, Voyager (1942)), in
the epistolary drama we are given deeper access to the protagonist’s private feelings through her
writing, which, according to my earlier findings, is a therapeutic act in itself. Might we argue that
the epistolary narrative has replaced the need for a therapist character? To confirm my earlier
rebuttal of Doane’s claim that we can learn more about characters through their face-to-face
interactions (‘visual’ elements), I argue that, through her writing, the female protagonist of the
epistolary drama, as perhaps a recent manifestation of the woman’s film proper, is attributed a
sense of depth that may not have been perceptible without the narrative inclusion of this moment
of written self-expression.
There are some epistolary examples in the woman’s film, thus reinforcing the connection
between the woman’s film and the epistolary drama. In her article, ‘Time and Desire in the
Woman’s Film’ (1984), Tania Modleski discusses melodrama with specific reference to Max
Ophüls’ film, Letter from an Unknown Woman (1948). This film can be read as a canonical
example of both the woman’s film and the later epistolary style of film with which I engage.
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Referring to Letter from an Unknown Woman, Modleski agrees with other scholars’ suggestions
that melodrama and emotion are overtly linked:

Intuitively, of course, we ally melodrama with the feminine insofar as it is
a genre quintessentially concerned with emotional expression. Women in
melodrama almost always suffer the pains of love and even death…
Women carry the burden of feeling for everyone. (24)
Similar to Doane’s discussion of the medical discourse as a staple trope of the woman’s film,
Modleski places emphasis on the hysterical woman as a particularly self-expressive character:

It seems fair to say that many of the classic melodramas from the 30s
through the 50s are peopled by great, or near-great hysterics - women
possessed by an overwhelming desire to express themselves, to make
themselves known, but continually confronting the difficulty, if not the
impossibility of realizing this desire. (20)
The connections between Doane’s claim and my earlier comments on therapeutic culture
must be noted. Whereas Doane would suggest that melodrama tells stories of near hysterical
women struggling to express themselves, Dana Becker notes that in contemporary culture, the
‘hysterical woman’ discourse has been renegotiated to incorporate feelings of stress, emotional
availability and empowerment. Emotion is no longer repressed; it is encouraged. I want to return
to Modleski’s suggestion that in melodrama, “women carry the burden of feeling for everyone”
(24), in order to make my own connections between melodrama and the epistolary drama. I argue
that in the latter it is the epistle (diary, letter, email and/or blog) that carries this burden and bears
these intensely emotional, often repressed feelings. Thus in support of Cross and Bland’s claims,
the epistle in the films I discuss acquires a feminine connotation, not only due to its role as a
favorable space for female self-expression, but also because it carries the burden of feeling as
women have done in the melodramatic genre. This is just one of the many continuities between
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melodrama and the epistolary drama. Alongside this expression of the repressed woman’s voice,
the epistolary drama also deals (albeit in a far lighter way) with themes of suffering and
desperation, whilst also being centered primarily on themes of courtship and romance. Mise-enscène is also crucial to the epistolary drama, however it does not offer the same excessive
connotations as its classical predecessor, given that the epistle bears the burden of repressed
feeling. In the chapters that follow, I will pay close attention to mise-en-scène and the way it
further emphasizes the repressed expression articulated through epistolary devices, and, crucially,
reinforces many of the themes of the epistolary drama, in particular notions of distance. In the
epistolary drama, mise-en-scène does not stand in for that which cannot be expressed, rather it
constructs an aesthetic that, paradoxically, connotes both proximity and distance. In summary, we
might argue then that the epistolary drama is ‘melodrama-lite’; the resilience of melodramatic
traditions such as emotional expression and mise-en-scène, in conjunction with the current
therapeutic climate, opens up a cinematic space for one of Hollywood’s longstanding generic
forms to reemerge in a contemporary age.
While, as I have discussed, in melodrama women bear the burden of feeling, examples
would show that the romantic drama (another of melodrama’s obvious generic successors)
depicts more balanced emotional relationships in which the male and female protagonists share
the burden of feeling. This, in conjunction with a de-emphasis on overt suffering, may be why we
no longer talk about these contemporary romantic dramas as melodramas. Examples of this
balanced emotional relationship between protagonists include Francesca and Robert in Bridges of
Madison County (1995), Rose and Jack in Titanic (1997), and more recently, Ally and Noah in
The Notebook (2004). The epistolary drama thus re-visits the emotional sensibility of the
melodrama, whilst also embracing the gendered balance present in the romantic drama. The
epistle bears the burden of feeling as the female protagonist of the melodrama once did, and the
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male and female protagonists have equal narrative weight. This is particularly obvious in the
letter narrative where, through the sending and receiving of letters, male and female protagonists
present a reciprocated emotional (and thus narrative) voice.
To show how this works I want to look at Jane Campion’s Bright Star (2009), a film
inspired by the actual love letters between poet, John Keats (Ben Wishaw) and Fanny Braun
(Abbie Cornish). The film focuses on the last three years of Keats’ life and in particular the
development of his career as a poet and his growing relationship with Fanny. Despite its
prominent subject and biopic potential, the film gives equal narrative weight to both Keats’
canonized literary voice and Fanny’s expressive, feminine voice. While Keats’ poetry does
occupy significant screen time, often inspired by and developed out of his romance with Fanny,
the focal point is the development of their romantic relationship, particularly through the letters
they exchange during times of separation. Director Jane Campion describes Bright Star as
“Fanny’s Keats; getting to know Keats through the love affair” (Bright Star DVD Featurette,
2009). This exchange is arguably what makes the epistolary drama unique; we come to know
characters through intimate modes and moments of written expression8. I will identify and
discuss a similar style of biopic narrative in my discussion of The Young Victoria (2009) in
Chapter Four.
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It must be noted that unlike other examples of the epistolary with which I will engage, Bright Star is not a genre
vehicle, it is an auteur vehicle and can take more visual liberties as a result.
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Fig. 2.1/Fig. 2.2 Fanny Braun and John Keats come to know each other intimately through the letters they
exchange. Screen capture: Bright Star. Dir. Jane Campion. Perf. Abbie Cornish, Ben Whishaw, and Paul
Schneider. Apparition, 2009, DVD.	
  

John Keats is emotionally expressive, both through his poetry and in his relationship with
Fanny (both face-to-face and in his letters). Fanny too, can often be heard reciting Keats’ poetry
to herself and others. The film can be seen to narrativise the commonly perceived division
between masculine writing as ‘artful’ and the ‘artlessness’ of the feminine detail that I identified
in my first chapter. While Campion has had a preoccupation with telling women’s stories in her
films (Sweetie (1989), The Piano (1993), Holy Smoke (1999) to name but a few), we might argue
that her choice to focus on the couple’s letters, despite the film’s canonized male subject, could
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also be read as indicative of a narrative preoccupation with the feminine detail that I have
identified as the overarching theme of the epistolary drama.
Bright Star effectively encapsulates the three main ideas of this chapter. First, the film’s
emotional subject matter and tragic conclusion hark back to the melodramatic tradition, with
Fanny and John’s letters bearing the emotional work of the melodramatic heroine. Second, the
film’s recent release supports my argument that amidst this therapeutic culture we are seeing a
resurgence of films that utilize and celebrate epistolary traditions, while finally, and perhaps most
significantly, the film juxtaposes canonical literature against the feminine detail evident in
Fanny’s letters, giving equal narrative weight to both Fanny Braun’s expressive voice and the
canonized voice of John Keats. I will embark on more detailed textual analysis of the epistolary
drama in chapters three and four; however, a brief glance at the narrative of Bright Star shows
how the epistolary form gives newfound value to the woman’s voice, previously repressed.
Despite being an auteur vehicle, Bright Star falls within my definition of the epistolary drama in
the way that the narrative depicts, and is centered on the authentic, private writing of its
protagonists. The woman’s voice finds an outlet through written self-expression; thus writing
bears the burden of feeling that was once carried by the melodramatic heroine. The film also
poses questions about masculinity, with therapeutic culture arguing the case for the feminization
of the man who expresses himself publically.
So far I have charted the emergence of the epistolary drama from two key perspectives. I
have employed a cultural framework in order to offer justification for the current influx of
epistolary narratives in Hollywood, despite the growing social irrelevance of the epistolary form
in this technological age. Therapeutic culture demonstrates a definitive preoccupation with the
publicizing of private feelings and emotions, and I argue that cinema responds to this cultural
trend by returning to narratives of private writing, whereby the audience is granted access to the
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internal world of the protagonists. Second, I have charted the emergence of the epistolary drama
through a genre framework. Having engaged with scholarship that connects melodrama and
narrative emotion, I have identified the way in which epistolary drama reboots the genre’s
primary themes of repression and expression.
The emergence of the epistolary drama brings about four significant changes to the
contemporary women’s film:

•

The narrative has changed, with the challenge of visually depicting writing overcome
through the use of techniques such as voiceover, flashback and montage.

•

The protagonist has changed from a woman who engages in the exchange of verbal
dialogue with others (friends, family, love interest, or enemy), to a more private
protagonist who expresses her emotions, intentions and opinions through writing.

•

The protagonist has changed from a woman who defines herself through consumption, to
one who forges an identity through her writing.

•

The spectators’ relationship with the protagonist has changed as we are now given
privileged access to the internal self through the narrative publication of their private
writing.

As I have mentioned, it is my observation that there are three different manifestations of the
epistolary drama - the diary narrative, the letter narrative, and the online narrative. I will now
outline the primary themes of the epistolary drama before moving into detailed textual analysis of
the genre in my next two chapters.
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The Epistolary Drama: Primary Themes

i) The Expression of Repression

In order for the protagonists to begin their writing they have to feel compelled to express
themselves - either alone, to a trusted second party, or in the public domain of cyberspace. In
some films the relationship with a second party begins as a formality and the emotional
expression develops over time (The Lake House (2006)), while in other instances, such as Bright
Star (2009) and Dear John (2010), a romantic relationship is already established at the time the
letter exchange begins, with writing thus deepening an already established emotional connection.
Through the expression of detail in the protagonist’s writing, the viewer is able to gain deeper
insight into the characters. Emotions that may have been repressed in a face-to-face situation can
manifest, adding a new level of authenticity to characters.
Emotional expression is not only present in romantic relationships, it can also exist
between unrequited lovers as we see in the classic woman’s film, Letter from an Unknown
Woman (1948), between friends (Sisterhood of the Travelling Pants (2005)), between family
members (Dear Frankie (2004)), or even between complete strangers as we see in Letters to
Juliet (2010). While emotional expression is more often than not aligned with love and romance,
it also manifests as hatred, grief, desperation, longing and rejection. The epistolary drama
becomes an important post-feminist sub-genre in that these films depict self-expressive female
characters, through the narrative depiction of writing, which has, as my first chapter shows, been
historically credited as a literary space where women could escape patriarchal repression and
express themselves openly and honestly for the first time. Emotional expression as a theme
relates closely to Carolyn Steedman’s idea in my first chapter – that when a woman writes, she
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“acquires a particular kind of authority, based on her gender, to give voice to this feminine
experience” (121).

ii) A Public/Private Binary

Questions about the public and private arise as the second key theme of the epistolary
drama. Interestingly, as I explored earlier in this chapter, there is a significant loss of the private
in contemporary therapeutic culture. Hence, the public/private binary becomes important on
consideration of the question, “for whom is this writing intended?” This question is explicit in
films such Notes on a Scandal (2006), when Sheba reads Barbara’s private diaries, revealing the
truth about their relationship, in Message in a Bottle (1999), when Teresa (Robyn Wright Penn)
stumbles across letters sent by Garrett (Kevin Costner) via a message-in-a-bottle to his late wife,
and uses them as the subject for a newspaper feature, and also in Atonement (2007), when Robbie
(James McAvoy) delivers the wrong letter to his love interest Cecelia (Keira Knightley) via her
younger sister, thus spurring a series of misunderstandings. Each of these films exemplify the
potentially devastating consequences of letters that fall into the wrong hands or that are read out
of context. Often, in the epistolary drama, the protagonist will have a public persona as well as a
private, more intimate persona that is reserved for the recipient of the epistle, for example Queen
Victoria’s (Emily Blunt) and Prince Albert’s (Rupert Friend) relationship in the 2009 bio-pic, The
Young Victoria. As I will show in more detail in the chapters that follow, whereas in a film like
The Lake House (2006), Kate (Sandra Bullock) and Alex (Keanu Reeves) turn to letters because
they already feel isolated and unsatisfied in their lives, in the case of The Young Victoria,
Victoria and Albert are subject to an overwhelming public-ness, hence the need for a private life.
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In my first chapter I noted William Decker’s suggestion that letter collections are

important in their ability to give information - “their capacity to tell the stories of individuals”
(9). He goes on to suggest that letters emphasize individual experience whilst also affirming a
“realist aesthetic” (23) of an epistolary novel. Thus we might also argue that the film spectator
takes the position of the unintended reader of a private letter, with the letter narrative functioning
in a similar way to the epistolary novel - with a narrative centered on a collection of private
letters that becomes consumed by a largely anonymous public spectatorship or readership.
Notions of private and public shift when considering narratives built around email, instant
messaging and blogging. I will discuss this in Chapter Four with specific reference to the theme
of masquerade.

iii) Confession

The third theme of the epistolary drama is confession: a discursive style that I identified
has recently been hailed as therapeutic in its execution. Confession refers here to the instances in
which the letter writer reveals information to his or her recipient that is not publically known.
Building on the emotional expression that has been established throughout the course of the
narrative, this confession may reveal the protagonist’s deepest secrets, fears and desires. For
example, in The Lake House, Kate confesses to Alex the desperation she feels in her life.
Similarly, in The Young Victoria, Victoria confesses to Albert her fears and anxieties about
becoming Queen. As her self-doubt seems to increase, so too does the intimacy and familiarity in
their letters. Victoria begins to slowly admit that she needs help, and by extension that she needs
Albert. In many instances, this confession marks a turning point. This turning point may manifest
in the strengthening of a relationship, as is the case with Mr. Darcy’s infamous letter in Pride and
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Prejudice (both the 1995 BBC version and the 2007 version), or it may help the confessor work
through some of his or her own personal issues, as is the case in About Schmidt (2002), during
which Warren Schmidt (Jack Nicholson) writes letters to an African child he sponsors but has
never met. The confession is an integral component of the character’s emotional journey,
however, my interest lies in the newfound cinematic space for confession that the epistle allows. I
will build on this notion of the epistle as a confessional space in Chapters Three and Four.

iv) Negotiating Distance

Classic romance narratives are concerned with the coming-together of the couple,
whereas the epistolary drama often faces the paradox of keeping the couple apart whilst
maintaining a sense of connection. For the protagonist of the epistolary drama, repression often
occurs as a result of physical separation. The negotiation of distance, then, becomes the final key
theme. In his 2002 Screen article, ‘Narrative Spaces’, Mark Garrett Cooper suggests that in order
to truly appreciate the reunion of the couple, we must first consider the separation that enables
such reconciliation:

When the steady gaze of the leading woman meets that of the leading
man, we are to understand that they have been drawn together by
powerful forces indeed. Their shared look testifies to the sincerity of their
mutual emotion and its power to endure. In this way, their togetherness
equals resolution. It can do so precisely because their two characters
spend time apart. (149)
Garrett uses Nora Ephron’s Sleepless in Seattle as an example of a film that insists on
“maintaining the separation of the couple until the last possible moment” (149), and that in order
for the couple to come together, a space between them needs to be created. My model suggests
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that the couple’s epistolary exchange becomes a particularly effective narrative element through
which this space is created. Various elements evoke this sense of distance - geographical
boundaries in Bright Star, social boundaries such as in Onegin or Atonement, even death in P.S I
Love You. It is established early on why the couple cannot be together, thus the letter narrative
relies on language and expression to stand in for the physical tensions present in a face-to-face
relationship. In The Lake House, for example, delay is taken to extremes as the couple faces a
two-year temporal separation. The film is riddled with time-travel undertones and can be read as
a commentary on the letter’s resilience as a mode of expression. The film is centered on a
relationship that, quite literally, stands the test of time.

v) Feminized Masculinity

It is important to note at this point that the notion of gendered narrative balance requires a
consideration of the relationship men have with the detail. Having started out with a celebration
of women’s language and its subsequent transposition onscreen, analysis of the epistolary drama
reveals a new, self-expressive male character, forcing us to ask the question, what happens when
a man writes? In her book Masculine Jealousy and Contemporary Culture (2009), Candida Yates
suggests that the recent crisis of masculinity and the feminization of Western culture and society
refers to an “increasing blurring of boundaries between masculinity and femininity in which the
values, practices and traits associated with the signifier ‘femininity’ have now extended to men”
(9). She argues that cinema has come to mirror this cultural shift and that this loss of male
authority has become an increasingly recurrent theme in narrative film. Yates asserts that this
feminization of masculinity is also closely aligned to the ‘emotionalisation’ of society, thus men
have become more ready and willing to express their emotions.
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I would argue that in the same way that ‘masculine’ genres such as action and science

fiction films have come to accommodate female protagonists, for example Ripley (Sigourney
Weaver) in Alien (1979), and more recently Erica (Jodie Foster) in The Brave One (2007), the
epistolary drama highlights a shift towards men taking on a more active role in women’s genres.
Throughout my textual analysis chapters I will develop some of Yates’s ideas in order to begin
contextualizing the self-expressive, somewhat ‘feminized’ men present in the epistolary drama.
Despite being presented as overtly masculine during the introduction of his character, whether
through his personal style, occupation or hobbies, the male protagonist of the contemporary
epistolary drama undergoes an emotional transformation over the course of the narrative. This
transformation is concerned, for the most part, with the style and ease with which he learns to
express himself, and is most evident through his writing. Having struggled to express his
emotions in the past, like the woman of the seventeenth and eighteenth-century, the male
protagonist uses personal writing as a newfound space for expression and he finds the emotional
strength needed to make significant life changes.
The following sections will look at the various manifestations of the epistolary drama.
Building on Aslama and Pantii’s phrase ‘talking alone’, I want to begin with a discussion of films
that employ the diary narrative because it is the exemplar for single-speech situations, but also
because of the connections between diary writing and the detail that I identified in my first
chapter.

Epistolary Drama: The Diary Narrative

Diary narratives must be considered in order to provide a comprehensive look at the wider
figure of the woman writing and her manifestation on screen. Similar to the function of the letter
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onscreen, the diary (Heathers (1989), Bridges of Madison County, Bridget Jones’ Diary) takes
the narrative beyond face-to-face interactions and into the private realm, adding emotional depth
to the protagonist. We become party to the protagonist’s thoughts, feelings, passions and desires.
The diary narrative enables us to lay down the generic foundations for a discussion of the current
trend in letter narratives and online narratives that I will interrogate in Chapters Three and Four.
While there are a number of scholarly contributions to the area of the ‘diary novel’, there
is a lack of formal discussion of the use of the diary in film. Gerald Prince defines the diary novel
as, “a first-person novel in which the narrator is a protagonist in the events he records” (477).
Thus, given the diary narrative’s lack of definition, we might use Prince’s definition to
foreground a short discussion of this particular style of epistolary drama. The diary narrative
utilizes the first-person diary form where the protagonist is defined either through the recording
of his or her own events, or through the retrospective reading of the events of another. Prince
goes on to describe the function of the diary novel in more detail - “each narrative instance does
not usually continue a story begun in the preceding entry or complete a description of events
started earlier, but, rather, it describes incidents having occurred since the preceding entry” (478).
We see this occurring in Bridget Jones’s Diary, which despite its literary version never having
been defined as a ‘diary novel’ as such, is centered on the first-person description of the events in
Bridget’s life, both the mundane and the significant, in order to drive the narrative. This seems to
be where the similarities between the diary novel and the diary narrative (film) end. While the
diary novel is narrated entirely in diary form, its filmic counterpart utilizes the diary entry
sporadically, signaling moments and/or events that provoke a deeper level of protagonist insight.
The Bridget Jones’s Diary phenomenon signals perhaps the most recognizable diary
narrative for fans and scholars alike. Helen Fielding’s Bridget Jones’s Diary, written in the style
of a diary, began as a newspaper column and evolved into a best-selling novel in 1996. The
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sequel, Bridget Jones: the Edge of Reason was published in 1990, followed by successful film
adaptations of the two stories in 2001 and 2004 respectively. While most scholarly literature
focuses on the diary structure of the novel, we can apply many of these observations to the film,
Bridget Jones’s Diary (2001), as well as to other films that employ a diary style of narrative. I
will first look at some of the discussions of Bridget Jones’s Diary and the first-person diary
narrative, before moving into a discussion of some other examples of films that employ the diary
as both a motif of ‘coming-of-age’, and a retrospective confession. In her 2001 article,
‘Contextualizing Bridget Jones’, Kelly A. Marsh credits Fielding’s novel for its “authenticity of
the narrative voice” (52). For Alison Case (2004), this authenticity can be attributed to a literary
convention she labels, ‘feminine narration” (176) - which in the context of diaries refers to the
self as “a ‘witness’ who presents experience in a more or less ‘raw’ and unmediated way” (176).
Thus, the diary is a way of narrativising the female voice.

Since a diary is written to oneself about things one necessarily already
knows, the writing of a diary almost by definition serves a purpose
beyond the purely informational. It represents an effort to process
experience, to order it and make sense of it, and in that sense, to
narrativise it. (178)
We see this processing and ordering occurring in film narrative. Similar to the process of
writing a letter, the diary-writing protagonist processes her experiences in order to make sense of
them and better come to terms with her own situation. This process results in an episodic
narrative structure, and like the onscreen depiction of composing or reading a letter, attaches a far
deeper level of agency to protagonists. Rather than simply experiencing her interactions and
activities, we are given access to the motivations that lead up to these moments as well as the
emotions that follow.
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Perhaps the most significant difference between the diary and the letter, from both a

sociological and cinematic standpoint, is the former’s lack of recipient. As I mentioned in my
first chapter, the diary is predominantly a genre of self-expression, offering women in particular
‘a sense of self rather than a sense of character’. Rather than composing a descriptive narrative
for another party, the diarist’s writing is (for the most part) not intended for public consumption.
Returning to her essay ‘Bridget Jones’s Diary: Confessing Post-Feminism’, Leah Guenther
defines the style of the first Bridget Jones’s Diary novel as a “feminist confessional” (84).

Bridget’s diary is a space in which she bears witness against herself,
investigating her faults, temptations and desires. It ultimately serves as an
in-house confessional: a private space of self-scrutiny, her diary is where
she ‘puts herself down’, simultaneously recording and critiquing the self.
(87)
Emotional expression between sender and receiver is renegotiated and directed inward;
thoughts and feelings are privately recorded, accessible to the self for future contemplation. Diary
writing is effective in its habitual nature. Similar to the way that the classical Hollywood
narrative is defined through obstacles and climactic moments, the diary narrative places emphasis
on significant entries, transporting us back to those significant moments through editing,
voiceover and flashback. The diary is an effective private space of discourse, thus the diary
narrative, like the letter narrative, adds a greater level of intimacy and depth to significant
moments, as experienced internally by the characters. Our focus becomes less on physical
interactions and more on the emotion and personal expression that is often overlooked.
Guenther spends a significant portion of her discussion focusing on the notion of the
‘self’, asserting that the diary as a feminist confessional writing form, functions as a privileged
space for “self-monitoring” (84), “self-examination” (87), and “self-improvement” (88), finally,
borrowing Alicia Ostriker’s description of the confessional writer as being on a “quest for
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autonomous self-definition” (1989: 58). This preoccupation with the self relates directly to
Foucault’s critique of confessional religion and the ‘obligation to disclose’ (1988: 40), and bear
public or private witness against oneself. Guenther focuses on confession from a feminist
perspective, suggesting that a narrative like Bridget Jones’s Diary combines the first-person
narration typical of second-wave feminism, with the personal and autobiographical tone common
in third-wave feminist writing. While the diary narrative is not experiencing a contemporary
resurgence as obvious as the letter narrative, diaries are important to consider for what they add
to narrative detail, and as predecessors to the ‘blog’, or public, online diary, which I will discuss
in a later chapter. I have identified three specific types of diary narrative: the first-person
narration (Bridget Jones’s Diary, Notes on a Scandal (2006)), coming-of-age narration (Heathers
(1988)), I Capture the Castle (2003)), and finally retrospective narration (Bridges of Madison
County (1995), The End of the Affair (1995)).

First-Person Narration

All women keep score... Only the great ones put it in writing.
(Bridget Jones’s Diary film tagline 2001)

The above tagline from the Bridget Jones’s Diary movie poster attaches a kind of
‘eliteness’ and intelligence to the woman who writes. The reference to ‘keeping score’ is
indicative of a feminine culture that knows that some things are better left publically unsaid. Thus
the diary narrative, as Bridget Jones’s Diary so effectively shows us, allows us to witness that
side of the female character that has so often been marginalized and suppressed, as a summary of
literature in my first chapter showed. The diary allows us access to the internal world of the
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protagonist and we are given the opportunity to engage with her on a deeper emotional level. We
come to know an explicitly raw and honest version of her as her fears and desires are, ironically,
publicized to the audience through arguably the most private, discursive form.
Where Bridget Jones’s Diary focuses on Bridget’s personal commentary on her own life,
Richard Eyre’s 2006 film Notes On a Scandal employs the diary form to illustrate the
protagonist’s critical observations of another. The films are similar in the way that the diary
entries provide a framework for the overall story. While not focusing on the physical moment of
diary writing, as I will show the letter narrative tends to do, the protagonist’s habitual relationship
with her diary is set up in the film’s opening scenes. Having been humiliated at her mother’s
annual Christmas party, Bridget Jones (Renée Zellweger) begins a new diary vowing to spend
this year keeping her weight, her bad habits and romantic misfortunes in check. Bridget’s
voiceover, which we soon learn is representative of her diary entries, provides an honest and
uncensored commentary, retrospectively revealing the things that could not be expressed during
the onscreen moment that they occurred, for example, Bridget’s private judgment of Mark
Darcy’s (Colin Firth) ridiculous Christmas sweater during the pair’s first meeting. Having spent
Christmas Eve with a bottle of vodka and Jamie O’Neal’s ‘All By Myself’, Bridget wakes up the
following morning vowing to improve her life. She sits on the floor of her apartment and begins
her first diary entry,

I decided to take control of my life and start a diary to tell the truth about
Bridget Jones. The whole truth.

This reference to ‘truth’ points directly to the notion that the diary gives a deeper, more
honest level of insight to characters; or, paradoxically, that we can only really know someone
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through access to their private thought and feelings. Bridget’s descriptive diary entries often
begin with the numerical progress of her giving-up bad habits - her current weight as well as her
cigarette and alcohol intake for the day. We see Bridget’s character progress and transform over
the course of the narrative, and subtitles are used to provide further evidence of her attempts to
control her numerous vices. These appear consistently throughout the narrative, standing in for
the visual display of the moment of writing. We are aware of the consistency of Bridget’s entries
through the combination of voiceover with these frequent subtitled reminders of her writing. Just
as a director attempts to avoid the monotony of long-winded scenes of writing through editing
techniques such as montage and flashbacks, Bridget Jones’s Diary employs the use of subtitles as
a reminder that we are in fact bearing witness to Bridget’s personal diary entries.
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Fig 2.3/Fig 2.4 A new year, a new diary. Screen Capture: Bridget Jones’s Diary. Dir. Sharon Maguire. Perf.
Renée Zellweger, Hugh Grant, and Colin Firth. Universal Pictures, 2001, DVD.

It is here that I want to reinforce the most obvious difference between diary narratives and
reciprocated epistolary genres. The diary can function solely as voiceover because the writing is
directed at the self and thus can manifest as omniscient thought or contemplation. The letter
narrative, for example, requires the visual depiction of the process of writing due to the presence
of a second party/protagonist - the letter’s recipient. The visual depiction of writing functions as a
reminder of the physical distance that separates them, and to reinforce the notion that the
emotional connection established through the exchange of letters is key to the forward
momentum of the relationship. While films such as The Lake House may rely solely on a
conversation-like voiceover at various points in the narrative, this shift is only momentary. In the
same way that a film may use rapid editing to indicate heightened action or suspense, the
epistolary drama may shift quickly between different characters in order to depict a revelation or
an argument that is occurring at a distance. While the diary narrative does typically return to the
physical process of writing, this generally occurs in the final stages of the film. The narrative of
Bridget Jones’s Diary takes place over a time period of one year, thus a new diary at the end of
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the film is indicative of both a fresh year and yet another fresh start for Bridget. The viewer
celebrates privileged insight into Bridget’s private diary and the depth it adds to her character. In
contrast, Mark’s dismissal of the content of Bridget’s former diary (in which she spends a large
portion of time defaming his character) is a subtle acknowledgement of the role of the personal
diary - as a private space of uncensored self-expression - as something that, interestingly, he is
willing to overlook. So while the diary as a discursive narrative form says so much to the viewer,
Mark’s rapid dismissal of Bridget’s harsh words and his subsequent act of purchasing her a new
diary, suggests that her private writing is nothing more than a record of her own personal
development and has no real effect on him.

Fig 2.5 Bridget’s earlier opinion of Mark becomes public when he reads her diary. Screen Capture: Bridget
Jones’s Diary. Dir. Sharon Maguire. Perf. Renée Zellweger, Hugh Grant, and Colin Firth. Universal Pictures,
2001, DVD.

Notes on a Scandal opens in a similar way to Bridget Jones’s Diary with the diary
narrative being implemented from the forefront. As the film opens we are introduced to the
protagonist, Barbara (Judi Dench) as she writes in her diary,
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People have always trusted me with their secrets. But who do I trust with
mine? You. Only you.

Right from the outset we learn that Barbara’s diary is an intensely private space. As the narrative
develops so we come to understand her character’s difficulty in forming relationships, thus,
Barbara’s diary substitutes for the trusted friend and confidante. The scene then moves into a
tracking shot of years worth of diaries stacked upon shelves, reinforcing the long-term and
routine nature of Barbara’s relationship with diary writing.
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Fig 2.6/Fig 2.7 Diary writing is a crucial part of Barbara’s life. Screen Capture: Notes on a Scandal. Dir.
Richard Eyre. Perf. Judi Dench, Cate Blanchett, and Bill Nighy. Twentieth Century Fox, 2006, DVD.

Whereas Bridget’s diary entries function, as Leah Guenther suggests, as a device for ‘selfmonitoring’, Barbara’s diary is largely a space for monitoring another - namely, a young and
attractive teaching colleague, Sheba Hart (Cate Blanchett). Barbara charts her growing obsession
with Sheba on the pages of her diary. She describes her surprise at Sheba’s ‘imperfect’ family,
and perhaps most importantly, discusses her role in Sheba’s sexual relationship with a student.
While Bridget’s diary offered added depth to her character, strengthening the character traits
presented through her actions and interactions, Barbara’s diary presents a very different, private
side to her day-to-day persona. During her face-to-face interactions with Sheba, Barbara appears
to be the loyal and supportive friend, while we know from her diary entries that she is in fact
gradually sabotaging Sheba for her own personal gain.
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Fig 2.8 Sheba learns the truth. Screen Capture: Notes on a Scandal. Dir. Richard Eyre. Perf. Judi Dench, Cate
Blanchett, and Bill Nighy. Twentieth Century Fox, 2006, DVD.

Like Bridget Jones’s Diary, the visual depiction of the protagonist writing only occurs
during the narrative’s opening and closing scenes. The diary narrative is established in the
beginning and revisited as the protagonist embarks on a ‘fresh start’ as the film comes to a close.
Climax in the narrative occurs when Sheba discovers one of Barbara’s discarded diary entries and
learns the truth about their friendship. Like the letter narrative, this moment highlights the
potential consequences of private writing when it falls into the wrong hands. This discovery
provokes Sheba to invade Barbara’s past diaries, revealing a similar romantic obsession that
occurred years earlier. As the film comes to a close, shots of Sheba reconciling with her
estranged husband are juxtaposed with shots of Barbara writing on the first page of a new diary.
As in Bridget Jones’s Diary, the end of the film marks a new beginning for the protagonist - the
chance to ‘start over’ and thus the beginning of a new diary.
Bridget Jones’s Diary and Notes on Scandal both demonstrate an effective way in which
a film can be narrated, essentially, by the female thought process. Her diary, whilst obviously
written in retrospect, manifests through voiceover on top of the event described at the very
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moment it occurs on screen. While the letter narrative requires consistent referral back to the
moment of writing in order to strengthen the couple’s ‘togetherness’ at a distance, the moment of
diary writing need only be referenced in the film’s opening and closing scenes in order to attach
meaning to the female voiceover that accompanies the entire story.

Coming-of-Age Narration

In the ‘coming-of-age’ narrative, a teenage female engages with her diary consistently
throughout the film. The diary becomes a space where she can vent her teenage angst and come
to better understand her impending adulthood. She confesses feelings of lust and of love, about
her struggle with peer pressure, about family tensions and about future goals. The 1988 black
comedy Heathers is a radical example of the use of the diary as a space for teenage confession.
Having formerly used personal writing as an outlet from the pressure of high school hierarchy,
Veronica’s (Winona Ryder) diary soon becomes a place to confess that she and her boyfriend,
J.D (Christian Slater) have been staging the suicides of popular students at their high school in an
attempt to abolish social hierarchies. Veronica spends her days being groomed as a member of
the popular high school clique ‘The Heathers’, and her evenings at home scribbling her
murderous fantasies into her diary. The film opens with the somewhat youthful, ‘Dear Dairy’, a
typical introduction to the diary entry that reinforces the genres similarity to the letter - in
essence, a letter by the self, for the self. While the ‘Dear Diary’ address connotes innocence, it is
juxtaposed against Veronica’s fierce words:

Heather told me she teaches people real life. She said, real life sucks
losers dry. If you want to fuck with the eagles, you have to learn to fly.
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Amidst the metaphors, these early diary entries are indicative of Veronica’s internal

struggle; she is at once torn between the benefits of popularity and her own moral stance against
discrimination. Her struggle is manifested through her language. We can note the difference
between the language (particularly her profanity) she uses in her private writing and the language
she uses at school amoung her peers. While occasionally seen writing in the school halls,
Veronica tends to compose her diary entries from the comfort of her bedroom, thus further
emphasizing her constant battle between popularity and morals, between the school halls and the
comforts of home. Bridget Jones’s Diary and Notes on a Scandal rely solely on voiceover, which
evokes a sense of maturity both through the character’s composure during her diary writing, as
well as in terms of the viewer, who is left to connect the voiceover to its diary source. In contrast,
in Heathers, the constant reference back to Veronica’s moment of writing heightens a sense of
angst which is central to the notion of ‘coming-of-age’, thus further emphasizing her desperate
need to confide in a trusted ‘someone’ - the self.
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Fig 2.9/Fig 2.10 Veronica’s teenage angst manifests most prominently through her diary entries. Screen
capture: Heathers. Dir. Michael Lehmann. Perf. Winona Ryder, Christian Slater, and Shannen Doherty. New
World Pictures, 1988, DVD.

While dealing with many of the same themes, whereas Heathers is centered on popularity
and social standing, I Capture the Castle (2003) considers coming-of-age from the standpoint of
poverty and disappointment. The story centers on the diary entries of 17-year old Cassandra
Mortmain as she navigates her way through newfound feelings of lust, love and sibling rivalry.
The film opens with an establishing shot of a decrepit castle and cuts inside to a scene of
dampness and darkness. The camera lingers on a shot of feet, tracking up to reveal a young
woman sitting in a sink, writing in her diary. A voiceover supports this image,

I write this sitting in the kitchen sink. I have a grandstand view of my
relations. And it depresses me. Ten years on and nothing that my father
said would happen has. And there have been other shocks…
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Fig 2.11 Cassandra privately observes her family. Screen Capture: I Capture the Castle. Dir. Tim Fywell.
Perf. Romola Garai, Rose Byrne, and Bill Nighy. Columbia Tristar Home Entertainment, 2003, DVD.

This moment of writing is interrupted by the diegetic dialogue of Cassandra’s sister, Rose
(Rose Byrne), pulling both Cassandra and the viewer out of the diary world momentarily. It is
this abrupt extraction from her diary world that sets up the parameters of the diary narration for
the rest of the film. For example, when continuing with her diary entry Cassandra writes, “We
have acquired a stepmother for a start”. The diary, once intended for personal use, now functions
to cue the audience to narrative development. Cassandra is writing personal anecdotes about her
family, whilst simultaneously introducing us to key characters. Like Veronica’s diary,
Cassandra’s diary functions fundamentally as a space of refuge from the realities of everyday life.
Rather than publically acknowledging her frustrations at her family’s financial woes, Cassandra
writes, “I will not give into this panic. I’d be as mad as the rest of them if it wasn’t for this diary”.
As in Heathers, Cassandra’s diary writing is visually depicted throughout the narrative.
Her family’s lack of acknowledgement of her moments of writing, in the kitchen sink or at the
dining table, suggests that diary writing has been a long-standing activity for Cassandra and is
perhaps indicative of her placidness in comparison to her passionate yet compromising sister,
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Rose. Whereas Rose passionately voices her feelings, opinions and schemes around her family,
Cassandra, in contrast, uses her diary for self-expression. In distinct contrast to Rose, Cassandra’s
channeling her emotions in diary writing allows her to project a more subdued public persona.
We can connect this idea back to therapeutic culture and Frank Furedi’s suggestion that society is
still weary of raw, unprocessed emotions. Cassandra and Rose come to represent the private and
public respectively.

Retrospective Narration

In both The Bridges of Madison County (1995) and The End of the Affair (1999) the diary
of another is revealed in the early stages of the film, thus another character’s reading of the diary
provides retrospective narration for the events that follow. We are transported back into the past
through the diarist’s words and become party to the private thoughts and desires of the
protagonists.
In the case of The Bridges of Madison County, the revelation of the diaries is intentional.
The film opens in Madison County after protagonist Francesca’s (Meryl Streep) death, as her
adult children arrive to settle her will. The children discover that alongside her will, Francesca
has left three private diaries charting the details of her passionate four-day love affair with
National Geographic photographer, Robert Kincaid (Clint Eastwood). Their reading of these
intensely private diaries provokes a prolonged flashback to the day Francesca met Robert and
thus the story of their relationship begins, occupying the bulk of the narrative.
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Fig 2.12 Francesca’s children read about her passionate love affair with Robert. Screen Capture: The Bridges
of Madison County. Dir. Clint Eastwood. Perf. Clint Eastwood, Meryl Streep, and Annie Corely. Warner
Brothers, 1995, DVD.

A series of flash forwards pull us back to the present day and the children’s reading of the diaries
in order to anchor Francesca and Robert’s story, and thus the primary narrative, back to the diary
source. This juxtaposition of flashback with the present day reminds us that the bulk of the
narrative is occurring retrospectively, and that the emergence of Francesca and Robert’s ‘story’,
so long after the events occurred, relies solely on the publication of private thoughts. The diary as
a narrative device, like the letter, functions on the notion of privileged insight in order to produce
a story, particularly successful, as I have shown, within romantic or ‘emotional’ genres.
Francesca leaves a letter for her children alongside her diaries, “How sad it seems to me
to leave this earth without those you love the most ever really knowing who you were”. This
comment foreshadows the notion that Francesca’s personal writing space allowed her to reveal
her most truthful and intimate thoughts; that through her private diaries the children come to
know a more ‘real’ version of their mother. She writes further, “I hope after you know the whole
story you might even think well of him… it’s all there in the three notebooks”. The letter
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functions as a disclaimer of sorts in preparing her children for the truths they are about to
discover. Various mementos of her relationship with Robert are also left behind - cameras,
magazines and medallions - as further evidence of their mother’s ‘new’ story. There is also
indication that Francesca needed time to pass in order for this revelation to be without judgment
from her children and that allowing them access to her diaries is perhaps the only way they can
gauge the true connection and thus their mother’s happiness in this controversial relationship.
The diary functions first and foremost as a tool of confession. It is a space for Francesca
to confess her secrets at the time they occurred, as well as a means through which to confess
truths to her children after she has passed away. The diary narrative is set up slightly differently
than other diary narratives in order to accommodate the flashback. Francesca’s daughter Caroline
begins reading the first diary, thus setting the scene for these provoked memories - her mother’s
story. She reads:

It was the week of the Illinois State Fair. The two of you were going with
Dad to exhibit Caroline’s prize steer. It was the Sunday night you left. I
know it sounds awful but I couldn’t wait for you all to leave…
The constant references to “you” throughout the diary entries reinforce the notion that future
readership was intended. This contrasts the diary address in The End of the Affair. Essentially a
love triangle of sorts, The End of the Affair follows Maurice Bendrix (Ralph Fiennes) who after a
chance encounter with a past lover’s new husband, leads to the rekindling of an obsession. Two
varying perspectives of narrative oscillate around a bomb blast during WWII – the first is that of
Bendrix, who cannot understand why Sarah (Julianne Moore) ended their relationship after the
bomb blast, and the second is Sarah’s perspective revealed through Bendrix’s reading of her
private diary in the film’s latter stages.
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The story unfolds in 1946 when Bendrix’s friend Henry, who is married to Sarah at this

point, suspects she is having an affair. Jealous of Sarah’s new affair, Bendrix hires a Private
Investigator to follow her. It is the P.I who finds her diary, thus creating the opportunity for fresh
insight into Sarah’s ‘story’. It is interesting to note at this point that Bendrix has been writing a
diary novel of his own. The film opens with his novel’s introductory words, “This is a diary of
hate”, which sets up his voiceover narrative for the bulk of the story. Voiceover narration shifts to
that of Sarah when Bendrix embarks on reading her diary, and is thus indicative of a shift in
narrative perspective. Sarah’s diary reveals intimate details about her life, and provides both
Bendrix and the spectator with the truth about Sarah’s feelings towards him and also of her
disappearance after the bomb blast. Similar to the children’s relationship with their mother’s
diary in Bridges of Madison County, Sarah’s diary gives Bendrix the opportunity to,
retrospectively, piece together years worth of mystery.
These examples show that the diary effectively narrativises the feminine detail. While
traditionally the diary does not fall under the epistolary definition, I renegotiate this definition
through the argument that the diary can be read as, essentially, a letter to the self. These films
focus on emotion rather than action and protagonist interiority over consumption, and thus fit into
this first stage of the epistolary drama that I introduced earlier. It must be noted that, with the
exception of the Bridget Jones’s Diary films, diary narration no longer seems to be a popular
method of cinematic story-telling. This is particularly interesting given the distinct resurgence of
letter narratives in recent years. We might argue that this is simply because the letter reigns
popular as an emblem of courtship and romance, or given what we now know about therapy
culture, we could argue that this comes down to the diary narrative’s lack of a recipient
protagonist - a ‘public’ to whom these private emotions are expressed. Through the diary
narrative we can distinctly see the three fundamental shifts that I mentioned earlier: the narrative
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has changed, with the challenge of visually depicting writing overcome through the use of
techniques such as voiceover, flashback and montage; the protagonist has changed from a woman
who engages in the exchange of verbal dialogue, to a more private protagonist who expresses her
emotions, intentions and opinions through writing; and finally, the spectators’ relationship with
the protagonist has changed as we are now given privileged access to the internal and intimate
self through the narrative publication of their private writing. With this in mind I now want to
begin a discussion of a set of films at the core of the epistolary drama. Using three contemporary
Hollywood letter narratives as case studies I pose the following questions: how does the
epistolary drama renegotiate classic narrative? How do these films renegotiate the relationship
between protagonists? And, in the epistolary drama, what is the role of the spectator?
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Chapter Three
‘Signed, Sealed, Delivered’: Epistolary Drama and the Letter Narrative

The letter is becoming an increasingly pervasive motif in popular culture. In February
2010 the popular website, lettersillneversend.com was launched, providing a forum through
which people could anonymously post letters they have never sent. A variation on the modern
blog, the staff of the lettersillneversend.com describe the website as a “forum for all of us
needing to get a few things off our chests… writing honestly, without fear of judgment” (np).
Similarly, in June 2010, the intimate and private details of Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton’s
passionate relationship became public through the release of the book, Furious Love: Elizabeth
Taylor and Richard Burton and the Marriage of the Century, a biography that draws on the
couple’s letters and diaries. In an online review for Time Magazine, William Lee Anderson writes
that, “in an age of instant celebrity and reality-TV stars, it’s easy to forget the great actors and
talents of the past. And it’s even easier to forget their human qualities” (1), a statement that
suggests the publication of their private musings gives readers a more authentic sense of Taylor
and Burton’s relationship. It seems that the resurgent popularity of the epistolary form is not
restricted to literary sources. In October 2010 John Galliano released a fragrance, ‘Parlez-Moi
d’Amour’, named after Edith Piaf’s song of the same name, translated as ‘Speak to me about
love’. Inspired by the lost art of love letters in this modern age, the fragrance bottle is shaped like
an envelope, with its branding resembling a postage stamp. These three recent examples of the
use of the epistle in popular culture further reinforce my argument that, in an age in which selfexpression (both public and private) is encouraged, the letter is reemerging as a sign of emotional
expression, intimacy, and romance. This reemergence is most obvious and most pervasive in film
narrative.
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So far I have identified three possible contexts for the emergence of such a distinct set of

films. First, we can read the epistolary drama as an alternative to post-feminist genres such as the
‘chick flick’ or the ‘girly film’. The epistolary drama moves away from the consumerist
tendencies of post-feminist Hollywood, instead favouring the authentic feminine detail attached
to epistolary discourse. The epistolary drama thereby offers a commentary on the superficiality of
post-feminism. Second, through a consideration of cultural trends, we might read this epistolary
trend as a response to therapy culture. While Frank Furedi and others discuss trends in
confessional talk shows and reality television, I argue that we can see the influence of therapy
culture extending to film. Finally, I have argued that the epistolary drama might be read as a
melodramatic ‘reboot’. Given the evidence in my first chapter that the letter emerged as a space
where women could escape patriarchal oppression, and in conjunction with Tania Modleski’s
argument that in the classical melodrama, the heroine carries “the burden of feeling” (24), I have
suggested that in the epistolary drama the actual epistle (diary, letter, email, blog) carries the
burden of this expression of repressed feelings.
I want to return momentarily to my first chapter, and in particular to Máire Cross and
Caroline Bland’s suggestion that letters “provide wonderful insight into the essence of many
different types of relationships” (3). This statement relates closely to my own argument that the
epistolary drama offers a deeper level of insight into the protagonist’s internal world. The
inclusion of the letter in films gives the audience access to the protagonist’s personal expression;
we bear witness to a voice that, paradoxically, yearns to be heard, yet wants to remain private.
My first chapter revealed that the letter emerged as a favoured space where women could express
themselves and find a voice amidst a dominant patriarchal society, and building on these ideas
my second chapter looked to transpose the concept of the feminine ‘detail’ onto contemporary
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culture. Having identified the diary narrative as the first ‘stage’ of the epistolary drama, in this
chapter I will undertake a comprehensive analysis of the letter narrative.
To begin my analysis, I ask the preliminary question, why has so little scholarly attention
been paid to the letter as a narrative trope in dramatic genres? One reason for this limited critical
interest could be the longstanding criticism of the epistolary novel, a fictional genre that I noted
in my first chapter was popular during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and that Joe
Bray notes has been widely dismissed as “an isolated, digressive episode in the history of the
novel” (1). Bray’s book The Epistolary Novel: Representations of Consciousness (2003)
challenges criticisms of the genre and argues a case for the epistolary novel as a fundamental subgenre in the development of the novel that provided new and innovative ways to represent
individual psychology. Bray states that the epistolary novel is perceived as inferior in its failure
to depict human consciousness; “a key area of the novel’s responsibilities” (1), and his book
effectively rebuts this notion, instead arguing that the use of the letter form in writing gives the
reader privileged access to the minds of its characters. Bray uses a range of literary scholars in
order to cement his case. Mikhail Bakhtin credits the letter for leading the novel into “the depths
of everyday life, its smallest details, to intimate relations between people and into the internal life
of the individual” (1981:346). Bakhtin’s reference to the “smallest details” and “internal life of
the individual” again points to notions of minutiae that I have discussed in Chapter One and
Chapter Two. It also further emphasizes the oscillation between public expression and private
exchange that becomes an important part of the epistolary drama, as the protagonist’s stories are
told through their reciprocated private writing. Similarly, Ian Watt suggests that “the familiar
letter, [of course], can be an opportunity for a much fuller and more unreserved expression of the
writer’s own private feelings than oral converse usually affords” (1957: 176). Watt’s use of the
term ‘unreserved’ here with regard to expression points to the trends in confessional discourse
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and therapeutic culture that I discussed in Chapter Two and will be explored further in the case
studies that follow.
I noted in my review of literature in my first chapter that a history of epistolary style is
not without a discussion of gender. Letters provided women with a space to express themselves
amidst patriarchal oppression. Ruth Perry argues that epistolary fictions play a similar role,
suggesting that so many of these narratives are concerned with “subjective realities… consisting
[as they do] of the outpourings of lavish consciousness heightened by suffering and by isolation”
(1980:114). Bray also considers gender, particularly in the work of Mary Favret, who focuses on
the gendered nature of such epistolary fictions and suggests that, “the letter allows us a window
into the intimate, and usually feminine self” (1993: 10), again closely related to the concept of
‘detail’ that emerged from my first chapter. Favret identifies a strong connection between women
and emotional expression through writing. This chapter, however, will begin to show that this
‘feminine self’ can also be aligned with a distinctly sensitive male character that emerges out of
this group of films.
Turning to film scholarship, perhaps the most prominent reference to the epistolary novel
comes in Hamid Naficy’s book, An Accented Cinema: Exilic and Diasporic Filmmaking (2001),
where he establishes a connection between the epistolary novel and what he terms, the “epistolary
film” (101). Borrowing Janet Altmans’ definition of ‘epistolarity’ as “the use of the letter’s
formal properties to create meaning” (1982: 4), Naficy makes the following comment about
epistolary literature:

Through [these] letters, readers gain direct access to the characters’
subjective viewpoints and emotional states and are affected by the
intimacy, immediacy and intensity of their interiority. (102)
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Naficy’s statement seems to reinforce the ideas that have emerged from my first two chapters.
First, his mention of intimacy and interiority point to the feminine detail, which in the context of
the epistle has renewed value. Similarly his reference to emotional character subjectivity supports
my earlier connection between the detail and the melodramatic tradition. Like Bray, Naficy uses
the term ‘access’ to describe the private, intimate nature of the letter, thus further validating a
connection between the epistolary novel and the epistolary film.
Naficy seems to be the only scholar to use ‘epistolary film’ as a formal term, and he treats
it in a very specific way, aligning his definition closely with exiled and accented cinema. My
research focuses primarily on contemporary mainstream cinema, however, it is important for me
to consider his categorization of the epistolary film. He argues that accented epistolary films can
be divided into three main types: film letters, or films which inscribe the act of reading and
writing letters by diegetic characters, telephonic epistles, or films which inscribe the use of
telephones and answering machines by diegetic characters, and finally ‘letter films’, or films
which are themselves in the form of the epistle and are addressed to someone outside of the
diegesis. Naficy positions himself against mainstream cinema, stating that “in the case of
accented films, epistolarity appears to be less a function of plot formation and character
motivation than an expression and inscription of exilic displacement, split subjectivity, and
multifocalism” (103). Naficy’s categorization of ‘film letters’ seems to relegate the letter to a
fleeting element of mise-en-scène, whereas his use of the category ‘letter film’ is more closely
aligned with notions of genre. While Naficy uses ‘letter film’ to describe film narrative whereby
the entire plot is narrated in the form of a letter, for example Chris Marker’s Lettre de
Sibérie/Letters from Siberia (1957), I choose to renegotiate this term for my own thesis, using it
to describe films in which letters are sent back and forth in the course of the narrative. It is
important to identify this difference given that the letter narrative is the most prominent and
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resilient manifestation of the epistolary drama. To begin my analysis of the letter narrative, I will
undertake a brief historical overview of the letter’s presence in cinema from the 1940s through to
the present day.

The Letter in Film: A Brief History

The letter narrative has had distinct periods of popularity. With the exception of D.W
Griffith’s silent film The New York Hat (1912), which is centered on a woman’s posthumous
letter to her pastor, letter narratives seem to have come to prominence in the 1940s. Although this
trend could be dismissed merely as a result of both wartime distance and the communication
limitations of the time (letter as ‘default’), an increase in the letter narrative at this moment could
also be read in terms of film genre as an extension of melodramatic tradition, primarily with
regard to the woman’s films of the 1940s which were, as Tania Modleski describes, largely
concerned with emotional expression.
The 1940s saw the letter used as a common trope of melodramatic genres often concerned
with tragedy and unrequited love. Both William Wyler’s The Letter (1940) and William
Dieterle’s Love Letters (1945) use the letter to signify a misunderstanding, while in both Max
Ophul’s The Reckless Moment (1949) and Joseph Mankewitz’s Letter to Three Wives (1949), the
letter is used as a means for delivering bad news. The late 1940s produced arguably the most
canonical film to use a letter - Max Ophul’s Letter from an Unknown Woman (1948). Gaylyn
Studlar (1994) describes Letter from an Unknown Woman as a “representation of female
subjectivity through a protagonist who uses her private discursive act (the letter) to reconstruct
her history to a man who is not aware that she has ever lived - or loved him” (35). The narrative
then is centered around the ‘letter that arrives too late’ thematic, resulting in a tragic outcome.
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One film that deviates from this narrative preoccupation with tragedy, and is perhaps closest to
my own model of the letter narrative model is Ernst Lubitsch’s film The Shop Around the Corner
(1940). The Shop Around the Corner was not hugely successful, nevertheless it spawned the
popular remake You’ve Got Mail (1998) that I discuss in the following chapter. Despite its lack of
critical attention I argue that Shop Around the Corner must be considered canonical in the way it
uses letters as an integral narrative component. It deviates from other examples of 1940s films in
that it uses letters to further the romance narrative. Rather than function as a motif of tragedy and
unrequited love, the letter functions to bring the couple together, which this chapter will show
surfaces significantly in the epistolary drama.
While there are no distinct letter narratives from the 1950s, Chris Marker’s film Letters
from Siberia (1958), marks the start of a thirty-year phase of accented and independent letter
narratives. During the 1960s, Ingmar Bergman used letters (albeit in two very distinct ways) in
his films A Winter Light (1962), which uses a six-minute long shot of a woman reading a letter in
direct address, and Persona (1966), during which letters are exchanged between a husband and
his estranged wife. Similarly, in the 1970s, Chantal Akerman experimented with letters and letter
writing in two of her films - Je Tu Il Elle (1974) and News From Home (1976). While themes of
tragedy and unrequited love were popular in the letter narratives of the 1940s, these films saw
letters used predominantly as a written manifestation of female desperation. Female subjectivity
shifts as writing becomes more concerned with women craving an alternative from the reality of
their life. In News from Home, a film which documents Akerman’s early life in New York City
through a series of images accompanied by the voiceover of her reading her mother’s letters, we
hear the mother’s desperation as she yearns to reconnect with her daughter. Likewise, Je Tu Il
Elle depicts protagonist Julie’s struggle to find the words to adequately express her feelings to her
ex-lover. Experimental representations of the letter continued through the eighties with films such
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as Chris Marker’s Sans Soleil (1983), where a woman recounts the letters of a travelling
filmmaker, and Pedro Almodóvar’s use of the love letter to add depth to Pablo and Juan’s
relationship in Law of Desire (1987).
The 1990s saw the letter emerge as a staple element of the contemporary costume drama,
many of which use screenplays adapted from novels. Given the historical periods depicted in
these films, it is no surprise that letters became a channel through which female characters could
express their thoughts, feelings and secrets in a discreet manner. In Martin Scorsese’s The Age of
Innocence (1993), Newland (Daniel Day Lewis) is torn between his commitment to his fiancée,
May (Wynona Ryder) and his newfound lust for Ellen (Michelle Pfeiffer). As the narrative
progresses each of the women perform letters in direct address, a technique which Belén Vidal
argues positions the women as “virtual postcards projected into Newland’s (un) consciousness …
two sides of the same coin: mere reflections with equal weight that represent two incompatible
options” (427). Similarly, Martha Fiennes’ film Onegin (1999) is concerned with notions of
choice. Set in St. Petersburg in the 1820s, the film follows Eugene Onegin (Ralph Fiennes) who
relocates to the country having inherited his uncle’s estate. Here he meets Tatyana (Liv Tyler)
who becomes infatuated with Onegin and confesses her love for him in a letter. Denying
Tatyana’s advances, Onegin flees, only to return six years later to find himself blinded by the
Tatyana’s newfound beauty and social standing. Tables are turned as he becomes obsessed with
her and continually begs, albeit unsuccessfully, for a second chance. In contrast to this, a series of
Jane Austen film adaptations emerges in the 1990s, which move away from the more tragic
narrative preoccupations to use letters simply as a means of communication between families and
lovers. Pride and Prejudice (both the BBC version in 1995 and the 2007 version) depicts
arguably one of the most famous literary instances of a letter, Mr. Darcy’s letter to Elizabeth
Bennett, which reveals truths about his character and intentions. While letters also feature in
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Sense and Sensibility (1995) and Emma (1996), they are most prominent in Mansfield Park
(1999), the story of Fanny Price whose poverty stricken family sends her to live at Mansfield
Park with her wealthy relatives. Fanny corresponds regularly with her sister Suzie during her time
at Mansfield Park, and it is through these letters that we as the audience are given added detail
regarding character interactions and narrative development.
Despite rapidly advancing communication technologies, the late 1990s saw the beginning
of films using letters less as a passing element of mise-en-scène and more as an integral
component of narrative in mainstream cinema. Message in a Bottle (1999) was the first of many
Nicholas Sparks adaptations to use letters and its commercial success saw letters as a reoccurring
motif in many of his other adaptations - The Notebook (2004), Nights in Rodanthe (2008), Dear
John (2010) and The Last Song (2010). The early 2000s saw the letter used in a variety of
relationships in a range of genres, despite its prominence in romantic narratives. About Schmidt
(2002) and Letters from Iwo Jima (2006) both deal with men writing letters, while Zodiac (2007)
centers around letters sent to a local newspaper by a serial killer. P.S I Love You (2006) deals
with the posthumous letter, and Sisterhood of the Travelling Pants (2005) uses the letter as a way
of connecting four friends who have separated for their summer break. There remain instances
where the letter continues to connote tragedy (Atonement (2007), Zodiac (2007)), however, the
letter narratives of the noughties becomes closely aligned with notions of love and romantic
relationships, for example The Lake House (2006), P.S I Love You (2007), The Young Victoria
(2009), Bright Star (2009), and Dear John (2010). Meanwhile, Gary Winick’s latest romantic
comedy, Letters to Juliet (2010) deals explicitly with the idea that women can find a voice
through letters - even if the recipient is merely hypothetical.
This brief historical overview affirms my argument that there has been a notable
resurgence of films that employ the letter narrative, an interesting trend, given that letter writing
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is considered an outdated communication form. As my first chapter showed, women traditionally
used letter writing as a way to express themselves amidst a dominant patriarchal culture. My
second chapter provides context for this resurgence of the epistolary form through an
interrogation of the rise of therapeutic culture, and a newfound desire for public self-expression.
Furthermore, my second chapter argues the case for a relationship between this recent cluster of
films and melodrama, in which the epistle takes on the role of the classical melodramatic heroine
and bears the burden of feeling. The aim of this chapter, then, is to identify a set of films that
demonstrates this shift from narratives that prioritize action, excess and consumption to those
centered on the protagonist’s emotion and the detail. In the textual analysis that follows I will
consider the role of the letter narrative in the epistolary drama. My analysis draws upon the five
key themes that I identified in Chapter Two:

1) The Expression of Repression
2) A Public/Private binary
3) Confession
4) Negotiating Distance
5) Feminized Masculinity

Each of these themes builds on Bray’s definition of the epistolary novel and renegotiates
it in a filmic context. I will consider each of these thematic elements and discuss their importance
within three films - The Lake House (2006), The Young Victoria (2009) and Dear John (2010). In
doing this I will show why the epistolary drama is important and why it should be considered as
separate from other contemporary genres for women. First I will outline the basic plot of each of
the films, introduce the protagonists, and look at how they come to begin their epistolary
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relationship. I will then look at the role of the letter in each of these films, both technically and
thematically, in order to demonstrate how the epistolary narrative thread functions as a device for
story telling as well as a way of adding emotional depth to characters.

Making the Impossible Possible: Letter-Writing and The Lake House

The Lake House deals with two parallel lives that, paradoxically, take place two years
apart. The film is riddled with time-travel themes and can be read as a commentary on the letter’s
resilience as a mode of expression. In a world subject to rapidly increasing technological
advancement, a film such as The Lake House returns to the past through embracing this more
traditional form of expression, despite the narrative’s emphasis on delay and impossibility.
Notions of delay are taken to the limit through such an extreme case of spatial and temporal
discord. The film centers on a relationship that, quite literally, stands the test of time. Kate
Forster (Sandra Bullock) is a doctor completing her residency at a Chicago hospital in 2006, and
Alex Wyler (Keanu Reeves) is a talented but introverted architect living in the same city in 2004.
Both protagonists lead lonely, somewhat isolated lives, until, despite their two-year separation,
they come to communicate through letters delivered at the mailbox of a lake house they have
both lived in over the course of the two years. As the film begins we are unaware of the
narrative’s temporal dislocation. It is only when Alex moves into the lake house and finds a note
from the previous tenant, Kate, that this dislocation is slowly revealed.
Like many contemporary romance narratives, the Lake House gives equal time to
introducing its protagonists. Though they are positioned differently due to their careers and
spaces of work, a shared sense of loneliness and isolation is immediately evident. Kate spends the
majority of her time at the hospital where she works. At the beginning of the film we learn that
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she has recently been transferred to this job, providing some sense of justification as to why she
never seems to interact with friends. Kate’s only companions through the course of the narrative
are her unnamed work colleague, her mother (from whom she learns about the importance of
love), and her ex-boyfriend Morgan. For the bulk of the narrative Kate is either framed alone,
sitting in her gloomy apartment with its unpredictable electricity, in an empty cafeteria writing,
on a train travelling to and from the hospital, or in a car driving herself to the lake house to
deliver her letters. Living an isolated and introverted life, it is no surprise then that Kate becomes
lost in her correspondence with Alex. Alex too lives a life of loneliness and isolation; triggered
most probably by his mother’s death and the resulting fall out with his father. We first meet Alex
at the building site where he works. Whereas our initial shots of Kate frame her in close up,
offering a sense of isolation through facial expressions, Alex is introduced to us through an
extreme long shot that emphasizes his overtly masculine surroundings. He appears disinterested,
as a woman (who we later learn is his girlfriend Mona), runs frantically towards him shouting,
“So, I heard you bought a house and apparently I’m the last to know!” This statement reinforces
Alex’s sense of detachment. Alex, seemingly inconvenienced by Mona’s presence, dismisses her,
immediately returning to his work. These early scenes effectively foreshadow the epistolary
relationship that emerges - letter writing becomes a way for two people who struggle to interact
and form relationships with others to connect openly and intimately with each other.
Right from the film’s opening credits we become aware that letter-writing is an important
aspect of the film’s narrative, through handwritten words and phrases such as “I don’t want this
to end” dissolving into one another. As the opening sequence draws to a close we are loosely
introduced to the film’s protagonists through close up shots of Kate’s and Alex’s names hand
written on postal envelopes. The credits set up the expectations for the heterosexual couple, and it
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becomes clear that the exchange of letters between these two people is an integral component of
the film’s narrative.

Fig 3.1/Fig 3.2 The Lake House title sequence. Screen Capture(s): The Lake House. Dir. Alejandro Agresti.
Perf. Sandra Bullock, Keanu Reeves, and Dylan Walsh. Warner Brothers, 2006, DVD.

Having learnt, through Mona’s accusations, that Alex has purchased a property, we can
assume, when Alex pulls up at the lake house, that this is his new home. Temporal dislocation is
hinted at as Kate and Alex both interact with the lake house. Kate’s moving out of the house in its
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pristine condition is juxtaposed with Alex’s arrival at a run-down version of the same property.
The letters progress through the course of the narrative both in terms of their delivery (both
method and frequency) and in terms of their content. Alex’s first letter from Kate is merely a
tenant-to-tenant formality. She welcomes him to his new home and outlines the details for
forwarding her mail. Through Kate’s address to Alex as “Dear new tenant”, we can be sure that
these two have never met. Much like the formality of content, the techniques used to portray the
letter’s exchange are somewhat conventional. The voiceover of the letter begins with the writer
and blends into that of the reader; the supporting imagery functions in the same way thus
reinforcing the exchange. Kate adds a P.S to her first letter - “P.S, sorry about the paw prints by
the front door. They were there when I moved in”. Alex is immediately confused by the mention
of these non-existent paw prints. Though confusing, this discrepancy begins to reinforce our
suspicions about time differences.
The letters that follow, through revealing the prescribed character details, act to firmly
cement notions of temporal dislocation. Though Alex is not obliged to reply to Kate’s first letter,
given that it is simply a formality, he does because he is intrigued by some of her statements. He
writes:

Dear Miss Forster. I got your note and I’m afraid there must be some kind
of misunderstanding. As far as I know, the lake house has been empty for
several years. Maybe your note was intended for the Sandburg house
down the shore since no one has lived in this house for years. But I’m
curious about the paw prints…
The open-ended nature of Alex’s letter implicitly requests a response. Kate replies, with a hint of
frustration:
Dear Mr. Wyler. I’m very familiar with the Sandburg cottage and I can
guarantee I never lived there. I’m old fashioned, but I don’t think a
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‘cottage’ should be over six thousand feet. So, let me try again. I used to
live at the lake house, then moved. Now I live at 16/20 North Racine and
Chicago. I’d appreciate it if you forward my mail if you get any. Oh, and
by the way, it’s 2006. Has been all year. Ask anyone.

Despite Kate’s somewhat sarcastic tone evident through the supporting voiceover, the letter
maintains a formal quality. She reinforces her request for Alex to forward her mail, provides an
address and signs off abruptly. It is interesting to note the shift in tone between Kate’s first and
second letters. The tone of the letter’s become increasingly conversational through phrases such
as “So, let me try again…” and “Oh, and by the way…” hinting to us as viewers that a
relationship is developing through emotional expression. As is the case in many films centered on
letters and letter writing, it is interesting to note the moment where the letters shift in tone. In
short, at what moment does formality make way for detail?

Alex, confused by the mention of the year 2006, visits Kate’s supposed address only to find a
construction site. At this point, we as the audience have the same level of information as Alex.
Having realized that the lake house mailbox seems to be the only way to communicate, Alex
posts another letter. He writes:

Dear Miss Forster. I went to 16/20 Racine and it’s not there. It’s just a
construction site. From the pictures it looks nice. But not for another 18
months. What am I missing here? Maybe you got the address wrong cause
I noticed you got the date wrong too…?
Alex’s letter is interrupted by Kate’s fishing though an old box of photos in an attempt to
prove her case. Despite the somewhat impossible nature of what is going on, humor and sarcasm
infiltrate Kate’s reply. Addressing Alex her as her “mystery correspondent”, Kate posts him a red
scarf alongside the words, “You’ll need this. There was a freak snow that spring and everyone
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got sick. So, plenty of rest. Doctor’s orders”. A quick zoom in to a reflection of Alex’s face in the
lake house window as he realizes it is in fact snowing, reinforces a firmly established relationship
despite the seeming temporal impossibility. So far, through the exchange of letters a variety of
elements are firmly established. We know that Kate and Alex are, somewhat bizarrely, able to
break down temporal boundaries through their writing - Kate is living in 2006, while Alex lives
two years earlier in 2004. Through the formal nature of their exchange we know that Kate resides
in the city, while Alex has taken up residence at the lake house. These facts are supported by
earlier character introductions. Kate’s city apartment, while by no means luxurious, seems to be a
convenient option for her busy life as a doctor. We also gauge a sense of Kate’s personal values
as she ridicules the price of the Sandburg cottage. Through Alex’s first letters, as reinforced by
his seeming disinterest in his girlfriend, we come to understand he has chosen the lake house as a
means of escape from his life in the city.
Over the course of the narrative, the letters that Kate and Alex exchange shift significantly
in terms of frequency, means of delivery, and content. The two build a relationship that becomes
increasingly romantic as the narrative progresses, despite the temporal boundaries that separate
them. They discuss a range of topics - career goals, values, fears, desires, and matters’ concerning
family - and an emotional connection is firmly established, even though the pair has never met,
and paradoxically, may never be able to.

Creating an Epistolary Voice

Voiceover plays a significant role in this film as the narrative progresses through the
consistent exchange of letters. Since the characters have never met, we as the audience rely on
voiceover in order to experience the content of the letters with Kate and Alex. Like the
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relationship, the use of voiceover technique progresses over the course of the narrative. In the
film’s early stages, during the formal discussion of property exchange as well as the
establishment of their differences in time, voiceover functions in a traditional manner. The
writer’s voice is dis-embodied and narrated over an image of the writing or reading of the letter
as an interior monologue, a technique that Sarah Kozloff suggests helps the viewer identify a
narrative as “having-been-written” as opposed to being told aloud or merely thought (51). Thus
The Lake House can be contrasted with my earlier example Shop Around the Corner (Fig 3.3) in
its handling of letters; both films deal with a romance that is growing through the exchange of
letters, however, the latter ignores voiceover technique completely, instead having the protagonist
characters reading their letters aloud to friends and collegues.

Fig 3.3 Alfred shares his letter with a trusted colleague. Screen Capture: The Shop Around the Corner. Dir.
Ernst Lubitsch. Perf. Margaret Sullavan, James Stewart, and Frank Morgan. Warner Brothers, 1940, DVD.

Once the epistolary relationship has been established in The Lake House, shortcuts are
made as the voiceover begins to function as thought. While we know that the communication is
still happening through letters, we no longer need the physical acts of writing and reading
onscreen to support it. As Kate goes about her work at the hospital, commutes on the train, and
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sits alone in her apartment, we witness a continuing exchange between her and Alex. The shift
occurs rather abruptly as Kate is sitting on the train next to a stranger and thinks aloud, “Maybe
we should introduce ourselves properly”. This shift marks a transition in tone, and the content of
their letters becomes less formal and the two begin to share details of their lives against a
montage of them functioning within the lives they are describing. Such a technique reinforces an
increasing intimacy and cements the emotional expression between the two. Rather than having
the moment of writing/reading disrupting both the flow of the character’s day as well as the
overall narrative flow, the continuing voiceover creates the illusion of a face-to-face relationship.
Whereas in classical narrative, character links are achieved through continuity editing,
particularly the shot-reverse-shot technique, letter narratives seem to rely on continuity in
voiceover in order to compensate for the physical distance between the characters. Eventually
then, the act of composing the letter becomes irrelevant; the characters become connected
through their words; their voiceover. As the epistolary connection strengthens, both Kate and
Alex seem to become more detached from their public lives. Questions about logistics have
momentarily subsided, and they are completely immersed in this epistolary world, a world that
supports the isolation with which they align themselves in the film’s early stages.
This notion of being immersed in the epistolary world also occurs in Mansfield Park,
where in some instances Fanny’s (Frances O’Connor) voiceover merges momentarily with the
voice of the subject of her writing. As Fanny becomes more familiar with her surroundings, her
letters become increasingly interactive. Similarly, this technique is also used frequenly in The
Love Letter (1999), as Helen (Kate Capshaw) contemplates the possible author of a mysterious
love letter. As Helen reads the letter for the first time there are classical voiceover conventions in
place connoting a more dramatic feel associated with the love letter. As the camera lingers on her
reading the letter, her own voiceover delivers the content. It soon becomes evident, however, that
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Helen has become completely consumed by the letter’s words and she is desperate to find its
author, shifting the tone of the film toward a kind of comic, ‘who dunnit?’ mystery. As Helen
becomes increasingly obsessed with the letter, each person whom she encounters moves into the
position of the fantasy author; the letter’s words are spoken aloud to Helen by each character that
is fantasized.
Returning to The Lake House, notions of increasing intimacy are furthered through a third
level of voiceover, which manifests as actual speaking. This shift in technique occurs abruptly.
Having decided that they want to try and overcome temporal boundaries and meet in person,
Alex paces the room and says aloud, ‘pick a place and I’ll be there. I promise. Tommorow. What
do you say?”. The screen splits and Kate responds, “But Alex it won’t be tommorow for you.
You’re going to have to wait two years”.

Fig 3.4 A split screen technique breaks down spatial boundaries. Screen Capture: The Lake House. Dir.
Alejandro Agresti. Perf. Sandra Bullock, Keanu Reeves, and Dylan Walsh. Warner Brothers, 2006, DVD.

Such a technique creates the illusion that both Kate and Alex are occupying the same physical
space. The use of the split screen here functions to justify the character’s actual speaking to each
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other, reinforcing this sense of intimacy and a growing emotional connection. Voiceover is
important here. Not only does it allow us as the audience to partake in the letter exchange, but
also the three significant progressions of voiceover technique within this film appear to parallel a
growing intimancy in Kate and Alex’s relationship. Voiceover works in close conjunction with
the director’s visual choices such as the split screen mentioned above, to signify a distance, whilst
maintaining a sense of connection.
Voiceover is the most prevalent technique used in the portrayal of letter exchange in The
Lake House, however, the visual representation of the act of writing, although significantly less
frequent, is just as important in driving the narrative. If we were to simply observe someone
writing it would make for a very dull scene, thus the act has to be made interesting not only
through voiceover but also through visual montages and flashbacks. I would argue that this
infrequency of the visual representation of the letter works to the film’s advantage in that on the
rare occasion the film does emphasize the handwritten text, it is indicative of a significant turning
point. We see Kate and Alex writing on multiple occasions, however, we are rarely in a position
to actually read the physical text. In the early stages of the film, as the pair attempt to make sense
of the situation, Alex sends Kate a short question, “Can this be happening?”, that the audience
are allowed to see for the first time. Whereas up until this point the narrative has been moving at
a somewhat rapid pace, the camera lingers on the close up of the writing, emphasising the
moment of realization for the characters as well as offering the audience a privileged glance into
their private exchange. Likewise, in the opening scenes of Letter from an Unknown Woman we
are given a close up of the opening line of Lisa’s letter as Stefan reads it - “When you read this I
may be dead”. In emphasising this select piece of writing, the tragic nature of the narrative is
foreshadowed. Whereas up until this point the narrative has been moving at a somewhat rapid
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pace, the camera lingers on the close up of the writing emphasising the moment of realization for
the characters, as well as offering the audience a priviledged glance into their private exchange.

Fig 3.5/Fig 3.6 Questioning logistics. Screen Capture(s): The Lake House. Dir. Alejandro Agresti. Perf. Sandra
Bullock, Keanu Reeves, and Dylan Walsh. Warner Brothers, 2006, DVD

Rather than continue with a more formal composition, Kate replies “Why not”?, promptly
on the back of an envelope, suggesting that she is less concerned with the logistics of their
exchange, and instead is keen to continue developing their relationship. Kate’s swift response
begs us to question not only the breaking down of temporal boundaries but also asks us to
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consider notions of space. Both Kate and Alex look around in states of disbelief as if someone is
playing some sort of practical joke on them. This sense of impossibility is heightened as Kate
receives a reply almost instantly. Alex replies, “Impossible I know. Not possible. But it’s
happening”. It must be noted here the difference between the ‘letter’ and the ‘note’, which is
essentially a more compact version of the former. The note, it seems, is less concerned with detail
and more with making a brief point. This difference is evident in this scene as the pair exchange
their notes rapidly as to make sense of this seemingly impossible situation.

Fig 3.7/Fig 3.8 The mailbox as ‘portal’; making the impossible possible. Screen Capture(s): The Lake House.
Dir. Alejandro Agresti. Perf. Sandra Bullock, Keanu Reeves, and Dylan Walsh. Warner Brothers, 2006, DVD.
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This subtle reference to instantaneous communication is interesting in that it brings

notions of Internet communication to the forefront. In this scene, the pair appears to be engaging
in a kind of ‘instant messaging’. This idea is supported by the scene’s imagery; editing becomes
more rapid in pace, and rather than composing carefully scripted letters, Alex and Kate begin to
instead frantically scribble their brief messages. The scene comes to an end as the pair become
increasingly frustrated with the realization that while they are both writing these messages from
the same location - the lake house - they are still unable to meet face to face.

Mailbox as Motif

In the scene I have just described the mailbox seems to function as a portal of sorts,
begging us to ask questions about the film’s references to a time-travel thematic. Wyn
Wachhorst’s essay Time-Travel Romance on Film: Archetypes and Structure, argues that there
are two fundamental components of the time-travel romance - firstly, there is a male time traveler
who encounters a second, female inhabitant of another time (341). Furthermore, Wachhorst
suggests that the time travel narrative involves “an innocent, feminine world invaded by the
omnipotent male time traveler”, and that “the heroine herself projects a wistful innocence, even
ingenuousness (341)”. We can apply Wachhorst’s thematic model at two key stages during the
narrative of The Lake House during which Alex manages to infiltrate Kate’s world. The first
example of this is when Kate asks Alex to go to the train station where she once left a copy of the
book Persuasion given to her by her father. Alex arrives at the station and recognizes Kate, who
at this stage is completely oblivious and thus projecting the “wistful innocence” that Wachhorst
describes.
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Fig 3.9 Alex as the ‘male time traveller’. Screen Capture(s): The Lake House. Dir. Alejandro Agresti. Perf.
Sandra Bullock, Keanu Reeves, and Dylan Walsh. Warner Brothers, 2006, DVD.

Fig 3.10 Alex as the ‘male time traveller’. Screen Capture(s): The Lake House. Dir. Alejandro Agresti. Perf.
Sandra Bullock, Keanu Reeves, and Dylan Walsh. Warner Brothers, 2006, DVD.

A similar situation occurs at Kate’s surprise birthday party. Alex, who has been invited to
the party by Morgan earlier that day, interacts knowingly with an oblivious Kate. He discusses
topics that the two have shared through their letters that Kate can only read as coincidence,
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positioning Alex as this male time traveller invading Kate’s “innocent, feminine world”. The
mailbox, then, functions as a portal through which the pair’s letters can essentially travel through
time. It stands as a material representation of the symbolic link created through Kate and Alex’s
letters. The mailbox is frequently framed as central to the shot and the characters can be seen
moving around and towards it. In the screen shots below we can see how the camera stays static,
shifting the mailbox into central focus. Alex moves towards the mailbox, however, is never in
full focus. The emphasis here has shifted from the content of the Alex’s letter, to the method of
delivery. Functioning as a portal of sorts, the mailbox is integral to the narrative in that it makes
Alex and Kate’s communication possible through its delivery of letters across a two-year time
span.
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Fig 3.11/Fig 3.12 The mailbox assumes subjectivity and becomes a central focus. Screen Capture(s): The Lake
House. Dir. Alejandro Agresti. Perf. Sandra Bullock, Keanu Reeves, and Dylan Walsh. Warner Brothers,
2006, DVD.

As in melodrama, cinematography and mise-en-scène support the epistolary narrative of
The Lake House. I will discuss the use of symmetry throughout the film, which I argue heightens
the sense of equality established through Kate and Alex’s letters, in contrast to Kate’s
relationship with Morgan, which is often depicted as cluttered and chaotic. Furthermore I will
look in detail at the function of mise-en-scène, more specifically the use of windows and mirrors
as well as the voyeuristic function of trees. Lastly I will look at the role of intertextuality in The
Lake House and the way in which repeated references to both Jane Austen’s Persuasion and Leo
McCarey’s film An Affair to Remember, emphasizing notions of waiting, thus giving Kate and
Alex hope that despite the obstacles, they will find a way to meet face-to-face.

Symmetry

Symmetry plays an integral role in the simultaneous depiction of these two stories. It
allows for Kate and Alex to occupy the same emotional space, despite their temporal dislocation
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as has been mentioned earlier. In framing these two together on equal planes, we become more
convinced of their growing emotional connection. Symmetry in The Lake House is evident from
the film’s opening scenes. As both Kate and Alex’s vehicles depart from the lake house, albeit in
different directions as well as different years, we get a sense of the two ‘crossing paths’. It is
established early on that despite the time differences, the two are, in fact, closer than they realize.
Symmetry in The Lake House functions in two ways. First, it is evident through matches
on action. In many instances a shot in which Kate is the occupant is followed directly by a scene
in which Alex occupies the same space two years earlier. The scenes are constructed identically,
aside from elements of mise-en-scène such as vehicles, as well as any structural/building
differences that have developed over the two years that separate them. Symmetry functions to
break down spatial boundaries in order to increase the sense of possibility that these two are at
some point able to unite. The juxtaposition of matching shots and scenes reinforces my earlier
suggestion that Kate and Alex’s rapid message exchange in the film’s earlier scenes bears
striking similarity to an Internet chat conversation.
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Fig 3.13/Fig 3.14 Symmetry offers a sense of shared space. Screen Capture(s): The Lake House. Dir.
Alejandro Agresti. Perf. Sandra Bullock, Keanu Reeves, and Dylan Walsh. Warner Brothers, 2006, DVD.

Another example of this occurs when Alex decides to plant Kate a tree outside her
apartment complex. In 2004, we witness Alex planting the new tree outside the unfinished
building, which soon cuts to a shot of Kate taking shelter under the same the tree two years later
(passing time that is signified not only through the tree’s growth but also the building’s
completion). Rather than aid the representation of their epistolary exchange, symmetry and miseen-scène function to further cement their connection. Alex can, quite literally, plant an element of
himself in Kate’s world. A match on action between the two shots reinforces this notion.
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Fig 3.15/Fig 3.16 Alex plants himself into Kate’s world. Screen Capture(s): The Lake House. Dir. Alejandro
Agresti. Perf. Sandra Bullock, Keanu Reeves, and Dylan Walsh. Warner Brothers, 2006, DVD.

Symmetry is also present within the parameters of a single shot, a technique of framing
that becomes both more frequent and more pronounced across the development of Kate’s and
Alex’s relationship. By positioning Kate and Alex in the same frame at moments of writing,
temporal dislocation is momentarily forgotten; the pair grows closer on both an emotional and
spatial level.
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Fig 3.17/Fig 3.18 Symmetry within a single shot. Screen Capture: The Lake House. Dir. Alejandro Agresti.
Perf. Sandra Bullock, Keanu Reeves, and Dylan Walsh. Warner Brothers, 2006, DVD.

One scene in which symmetry is particularly significant is during Alex’s architectural tour of the
city. He writes a letter to Kate complete with a map of significant landmarks for Kate to follow.
Asking her to “take a walk” with him, the pair embark on a journey together. As in other
examples, the screen is split, framing the pair equally. As Kate walks the streets with her map,
Alex’s voiceover narrates the journey described in his letters. The use of dissolve technique,
juxtaposing images of Kate and Alex’s walk with images of the surrounding buildings, reinforces
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for us that they are seeing the same things, despite, ironically, not being able to see one another.
Buildings, like the letters they exchange, stand the test of time. These landmarks remain static
and stable amidst a temporally unstable relationship, further reinforcing the importance of miseen-scène in the epistolary drama.

Fig 3.19 Symmetry via split screen editing; Kate and Alex can occupy the same space. Screen Capture: The
Lake House. Dir. Alejandro Agresti. Perf. Sandra Bullock, Keanu Reeves, and Dylan Walsh. Warner
Brothers, 2006, DVD.

In contrast to the symmetry present in the framing of Alex and Kate’s characters and by
extension their relationship, Kate’s relationship with her estranged boyfriend Morgan is
represented quite differently. Kate and Morgan are frequently positioned with a barrier between
them, a notion that seems ironic when compared to the closeness conveyed through the framing
of Kate and Alex, who have never actually met.
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Fig 3.20 Despite their occupying the same spaces, there is an emotional distance between Kate and Morgan.
Screen Capture: The Lake House. Dir. Alejandro Agresti. Perf. Sandra Bullock, Keanu Reeves, and Dylan
Walsh. Warner Brothers, 2006, DVD.

Furthermore, while Kate and Alex are often framed alone, Kate and Morgan are often surrounded
by crowds of people, reinforcing the chaotic and unstable nature of their relationship. In the
image below it is interesting to note the juxtaposition of ice-skating, a sport renown for its
required stability and balance, against Kate and Morgan’s discussion of their relationship, which,
in comparison, lacks both.

Fig 3.21 An unstable relationship. Screen Capture: The Lake House. Dir. Alejandro Agresti. Perf. Sandra
Bullock, Keanu Reeves, and Dylan Walsh. Warner Brothers, 2006, DVD.
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On another level, such framing techniques emphasize the letter’s ability to connect people
through words. Kate’s obvious connection with Alex signifies an increasing incompatibility with
Morgan as she realizes that they want and value different things. She can express in her letters
things she cannot express face-to-face with Morgan, thus while Alex and Kate become closer, on
both an emotional and cinematographic level, Kate and Morgan become increasingly estranged
from one another.

Windows and Mirrors

In her 1998 essay ‘Of Windows and Country Walks: Frames of Space and Movement in
1990s Austen Adaptations’, Julianne Pidduck writes that the “recurring moment of the woman at
the window captures a particular quality of feminine stillness, constraint, and longing (381)”.
Furthermore she suggests that such an image implies “a lingering quality of anticipation, a
poignant desire (382)”. Although commenting specifically on the Jane Austen film adaptations of
the 1990s, the following descriptions of the woman at the window can be applied to The Lake
House. Before discussing specific examples it is perhaps interesting to note that the lake house is
a central aesthetic in the lives of two such private and emotionally isolated characters. While the
house itself is in an isolated area, its full windowed exterior leaves little to the imagination.
Rather than building on notions of gendered spaces, as Pidduck does, my argument is that
windows act as a barrier between Kate’s and Alex’s public working worlds, and the private
worlds within which they both compose their letters. Whether it is the camera looking in on this
world, or the character looking back out through the window, these notions of privacy are clearly
emphasized. As Alex reads his first letter from Kate we experience a bird’s-eye view shot of him
through the lake house roof. This angle does not allow us a view of his face; we are looking in on
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his world, but we are not yet privileged enough to be given the entire detail. The camera tracks
down slowly as Alex’s voiceover merges into that of Kate. As the camera passes through the
glass we are being gradually allowed more information about Alex’s world.

Fig 3.22 A window into Alex’s world. Screen Capture: The Lake House. Dir. Alejandro Agresti. Perf. Sandra
Bullock, Keanu Reeves, and Dylan Walsh. Warner Brothers, 2006, DVD.

For Kate, windows act as a safety mechanism. In keeping a physical distance between herself and
the outside world, Kate can also maintain an emotional distance. Similar to the bird’s-eye-view
shot used as we witness Alex reading his first letter, Kate’s first letter-writing scenes from the
confines of her vehicle maintain this sense of distance that has been established. Again, we are
not yet privileged enough to be entirely with Kate. We cannot be with her as she writes and must
only view from afar.
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Fig 3.23 Windows maintain a sense of distance. Screen Capture: The Lake House. Dir. Alejandro Agresti.
Perf. Sandra Bullock, Keanu Reeves, and Dylan Walsh. Warner Brothers, 2006, DVD.

As Kate’s and Alex’s relationship develops we get more of a sense of the ‘woman at the window’
discourse that Pidduck describes. Kate’s emotional connection with Alex grows, and so too does
her sense of longing, waiting, and wondering if the two will ever be able to connect in a physical
sense. Pidduck’s “feminine stillness, constraint and longing” are all present as Kate finds quiet
moments to reflect on her life. Pidduck notes, “the letter as expression links the deep feelings of
the lover (the daydreamer at the window) with the beloved (55)”. Kate gazes out the window,
simultaneously confessing her feelings to Alex through voiceover - “Every time I stop to take a
break, I realize how isolated I’ve become. Believe me, you can get a bit desperate”.
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Fig 3.24/Fig 3.25 Kate as ‘the woman at the window’. The Lake House. Dir. Alejandro Agresti. Perf. Sandra
Bullock, Keanu Reeves, and Dylan Walsh. Warner Brothers, 2006. DVD.

Windows offer Kate a moment to look beyond the mundane realities of her life and offer
a sense of hope. In contrast, mirrors seem to heighten the temporal dislocation between the two.
Kate never actually connects with her image, thus giving her writing a diary feel - writing by the
self, for the self. Her own reflection functions to actually stand in as Alex, whose presence we are
unsure if Kate can ever really experience.
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Fig 3.26 Mirrors function to create the illusion of a recipient. Screen Capture(s): The Lake House. Dir.
Alejandro Agresti. Perf. Sandra Bullock, Keanu Reeves, and Dylan Walsh. Warner Brothers, 2006, DVD.

This idea is developed further in a scene in which as Kate sits alone at a local bar on her birthday,
her reflection in the mirror above the bar essentially provides her with company of sorts. Kate’s
reflection functions essentially as a projection of Alex’s absence and supports the presence
constructed through his words.
With mise-en-scène and the construction of presence in mind, I turn to the role of trees in
The Lake House. Alex is frequently shot from behind trees, creating the illusion of ‘spying’ thus
further heightening this sense of distance and privacy as discussed earlier. This combination of
framing and mise-en-scène is often aligned with the stalking/watching figure of the horror film.
In the case of The Lake House, I argue that, in the same way that the mirror is used to ‘stand in’
for the shot-reverse-shot technique, the positioning of trees in relation to Alex’s character seem to
align the spectator with the voyeuristic female gaze that is missing. Because of their temporal
dislocation, there can be no reciprocated look between Kate and Alex, thus trees function to
create the illusion of the presence of another. The Lake House makes explicit the connections
between the epistolary drama and melodrama. Mise-en-scène does not stand in for expression,
rather it further emphasizes the repressed emotions present in the couple’s letters.
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Fig 3.27/Fig 3.28/Fig 3.29 Trees aid in constructing an illusion of recipient presence. The Lake House. Dir.
Alejandro Agresti. Perf. Sandra Bullock, Keanu Reeves, and Dylan Walsh. Warner Brothers, 2006, DVD.
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The final point I want to make with regard to The Lake House is concerned with
intertextuality. Over the course of the narrative there are several references to two well-known
historical texts - Jane Austen’s canonical novel, Persuasion, and Leo McCarey’s 1957 film, An
Affair to Remember. It is my belief that the frequent references to these texts function as an
implicit sense of hope for both the characters and by implication the viewer. Both texts tell stories
of waiting. Austen’s Persuasion tells the story of Anne Elliot who falls in love with Frederick
Wentworth, a man who is intelligent but poor. Dissatisfied with her choice, Anne’s family
persuades her to break off the engagement. Seven years later Anne and Wentworth, now a
wealthy captain, meet again, and eventually they are able to reconcile and renew their
engagement. With an almost identical trajectory, An Affair to Remember, details the story of
Nickie Ferrante (Cary Grant) and Terry McKay (Deborah Kerr), who, after a series of chance
meetings aboard a cruise ship, begin to fall in love despite both already being in relationships.
The pair agrees to meet at the top of the Empire State Building in six months time; however,
Terry is hit by a car and crippled on her way to the meeting. Embarrassed by her injury, Terry
refuses to contact Nickie. Meeting again by chance a year later, the Nickie and Terry, much like
Anne and Wentworth, are able to put aside their differences and be together.
At various points in the narrative Kate discusses with Alex her love for Persuasion, her
“favourite book”. Alex uses Kate’s love of the book as a way to connect with her at her birthday
party in 2004. Surprised by his reference, Alex’s words instill a sense of trust in Kate and the pair
connects immediately. Persuasion is referred to again in 2006 as Kate, having ceased her writing
after a failed attempt to meet, finds herself reminiscing about Alex. She revisits her copy of
Persuasion and notices that Alex has marked a short passage intended for her to find, “There
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could have been no two hearts so open, no tastes so similar, no feelings so in unison”. It can be
noted that while the quote effectively parallels Kate and Alex’s connection, it also reinforces the
notion of symmetry that I discussed earlier. References to An Affair to Remember connote similar
feelings and ideas. In the film’s early stages one of Kate’s young patients watches An Affair to
Remember from her hospital bed. She asks Kate about men and marriage offering her mother’s
advice, “My Mum says there’s always something better waiting around the corner”. Kate rebuts
this idea - “But if she’s not careful she could spend her whole life waiting”, thus forcing her to
think about what she wants from her relationship with Alex. Later in the film, having reconciled
her relationship with Morgan, Kate watches the film again, provoking nostalgia at her epistolary
relationship with Alex. Intertextuality in The Lake House acts as a reminder to wait, offering
hope to both protagonists as they attempt to find a way to be together, as well as to the audience
who essentially plays the waiting game alongside them.
The Lake House is successful in its depiction of a relationship that blossoms through letter
writing, even though the believability of the narrative has been criticized. Despite Kate and
Alex’s two-year time difference, emotional expression develops out of their business relationship
and grows into an intimate connection. The detail becomes increasingly prominent as they
confess their growing desperation at the mundane realities of their lives, share their career goals,
and discuss what they value in a relationship. The Lake House, like Letter from An Unknown
Woman deals with themes of pathos and regret as the narratives offer a sense of what could have
been. Whereas in Letter from an Unknown Woman the letter arrives too late, resulting in tragic
circumstances, The Lake House concludes with the coming-together of the couple despite the
overarching obstacle of temporal dislocation.
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Confessions and Chess Pieces: Epistolary Exchange in The Young Victoria

Look at that demure little head. And all of us wondering what’s inside it.
(Duchess of Sutherland, The Young Victoria)
Amongst a large number of monarchical bio-pics released in the past five years (The
Queen (2006), Marie Antoinette (2006), Elizabeth: The Golden Age (2007), The Duchess (2008),
and The Other Boleyn Girl (2008)), Jean-Marc Vallee’s 2009 film, The Young Victoria emerges
as a film that approaches history from a different angle, using letters to allow viewers a glimpse
into the private life of the young Queen Victoria during a time of extreme public scrutiny and
criticism. Film reviewer Roger Ebert would agree, suggesting that, while we traditionally think of
Queen Victoria in a somewhat matronly manor, “She was a girl once. She had teenage crushes…
She fell in love with a penpal, the Victorian equivalent of an online romance. The Young Victoria
is about those years (Ebert 2009)”.
In her essay, ‘Taking Liberties with the Monarch: The Royal Bio-pic in the 1990s’, Kara
McKechnie considers the shift within the bio-pic genre that occurred during the 1990s, “the
loosening of censorship and the British government no longer using film as a medium for
propaganda contribute to this opening up of interpretative possibilities (220)”. I argue that
Vallee’s decision to centre the film’s narrative on Victoria and Albert’s letters can be understood
as one of these new interpretative possibilities - focusing less on the political moment and more
on the development of a relationship. This directorial choice also seems to be influenced by the
rise of emotion in contemporary culture. With this in mind, we can contrast the narrative
development of The Young Victoria to McKechnie’s critique of the other two 1930s films based
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on the same subject - Victoria the Great (1937) and Sixty Glorious Years (1938), which she
suggests emphasize and promote, “social stability, imperial glory and patriarchal rule (226)”.
While these issues are definitely present in The Young Victoria, it is Victoria and Albert’s
courtship that is the central focus.
The film details the events leading up to and following Queen Victoria’s (Emily Blunt)
coronation, focusing particularly on her romance with Prince Albert of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha
(Rupert Friend). The film opens with Victoria as the object of a royal power struggle. Her uncle,
King William, is dying and she is next in line for the throne. Confused by an array of family
members and politicians vying for her attention and support, Victoria begins to write letters to
Prince Alfred, who she soon grows to regard as a trustworthy confidante. Victoria is immediately
constructed as being at once accepting of her royal position, yet at the same time craving
independence. Carers and advisors constantly surround her, yet she feels isolated and alone.
Notions of private and public are explicit in this film as a result of the societal expectations
surrounding the couple. To the British public, Victoria presents an aura of confidence and
strength, determined to convince her country that she can rule effectively and efficiently. To
Albert, however, Victoria reveals her much more vulnerable and fearful persona; a side of her
that we are privileged to experience through their letters. Although not considered to be an ideal
partner for Victoria, he is the husband she chooses to support her during her reign. In the film’s
early stages Albert’s character is constructed as merely a pawn in his Uncle Leopold’s (Thomas
Kretschmann) personal campaign for power. He is shy, nervous, and somewhat awkward. While
not presented as overtly masculine from the outset of the narrative like Alex in The Lake House,
Albert does become increasingly expressive over the course of the epistolary exchange.
Encouraged by his family to form a connection with Victoria, Albert approaches her privately at
the end of his first visit and asks if he may write to her. Despite geographical distance as well as
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an array of outside pressures, the pair begins to talk honestly and openly about their feelings
through their letters. As I showed was the case in The Lake House, the detail finds prominence as
the couple’s epistolary relationship develops.

Creating an Epistolary Voice

Communication between the two protagonists comes about as King Leopold of Belgium
attempts to coach Albert into winning Victoria’s affections for his own personal and political
gain. The style and content of the letters develops over the course of their exchange. Having
visited Victoria on two occasions, Albert asks if he may write to her, a request that can be read as
a way of prolonging an otherwise inadequately short visit. This request to exchange letters
provides an opening for Victoria and Albert to evade public scrutiny and get to know each other
on a more intimate level. It is important to note at this point that whereas in The Lake House,
distance is negotiated on the basis of temporal dislocation; Victoria and Albert are separated by a
geographical dislocation, as well as circumstantial dislocation, due to the niceties of royal
society. Albert’s first moment of writing heightens his nervous persona as the scene cuts between
his numerous attempts at composing a message. These failed attempts remind us that written
expression may not come naturally to men, and instead they must grow to express themselves
emotionally. This scene bears similarity to both the letter writing scene in Atonement during
which Robbie (James McAvoy) makes several failed attempts at adequately expressing himself to
Cecilia (Keira Knightley). Referring to his struggle to write, Albert confesses to his brother, “I
like her, more than I dared hope”, to which his brother then replies, “Then why don’t you tell her
how you feel?” This simple suggestion marks the beginning of a regular exchange between
Victoria and Albert. His first letter begins as offer of sympathy after the death of the King:
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My dear Victoria, these days will be full of sadness, as I know the King is
dear to you. Allow me to offer my support albeit at a distance. If I cannot
be with you then I pray you will hear my voice in the music that I send.
You know my love of Schubert. This is his Swan Song. And I played with
you in my heart.
Although we are unsure of the sincerity of his words due to his uncle’s interference, Albert makes
his intentions immediately clear. In the same way that Kate and Alex in The Lake House connect
through a shared love of Persuasion, Albert offers his support and shares his love of music with
Victoria. She responds favorably to his first letter in a lighthearted tone, detailing her excitement
at being the new Queen and the changes she is facing:

Dearest Albert, on Tuesday I went to inspect Buckingham Palace. It is
only just finished and I shall be the very first sovereign to live there. As I
stepped out of the carriage, for the first time in my life I felt freedom…
Victoria’s trust in Albert is clear as she confesses these newfound feelings of freedom. The tone
of the letters becomes more familiar and excitement is evident in her voiceover as she continues
to outline the details of her new role:

Lord Melbourne is a kin to a miracle. He has proved to be most generous
and sensitive, quite wondrous in a politician. Someone I trust and hold
dear. He is the best company imaginable, sometimes we laugh, so much it
is as if we are naughty children. Oh Albert, I so look forward to the day
when you can know and value him as I do. Yours Affectionately,
Victoria.
Whilst still indicative of a strengthening relationship, these letters also function to reveal to the
audience increased detail about the new monarchy. We learn of the role Lord Melbourne plays in
Victoria’s life, and at the same time we can sense a naivety in Victoria as she chooses to trust
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him, despite our knowledge that he may have ulterior motives. In essence, the letter acts to both
foreshadow future events in the narrative, and as a tool of story telling.
As is the case in both The Lake House and The Young Victoria, and will prove itself once
again in my analysis of Dear John (2009), there is a noticeable equality between the male and
female voiceovers. This balanced narration is remarkably different from early films containing
letters, which place emphasis on a single voice. An example of this is Letter from an Unknown
Woman, a film that Tania Modleski suggests is famous for its depiction of the hysterical woman’s
voice. Despite her various encounters with Stefan over the years, Lisa can never express her true
feelings to him. Writing a letter allows her to confess her infatuation that has spanned most of her
lifetime. Modleski identifies Lisa as a hysterical woman, suggesting that hysterical women are
“possessed by an overwhelming desire to express themselves, to make themselves known, but
continually confronting the difficulty, if not the impossibility, of realizing this desire (20)”. As
Modleski identifies the challenges Lisa faces throughout the narrative, we are reminded of the
female voice (or more importantly the restriction of the female voice) as a reccuring theme
throughout earlier literature on women, language, and letter writing. She expands on this notion:

If women are hysterics in patriarchal culture because, according to the
feminist argument, their voice has been silenced or repressed, and if
melodrama deals with the return of the repressed through a kind of
conversion hysteria, perhaps women have been attached to the genre
because if provides an outlet for the repressed female voice. (21)
Modleski herself aligns melodrama with the feminine suggesting that it is “a genre
quintessentially concerned with emotional expression” (24). Such a classification is important for
my own definition of the epistolary genre as a sub-genre, in that it necessitates the role of letters,
diaries, and email as a means of presenting this ‘emotional expression’ that Modleski illustrates.
Kaja Silverman also makes reference to notions of voice and inequality, with specific reference to
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the male voice and what she calls a male subject’s “linguistic authority (131)”. She opens her
essay ‘Dis-embodying the Female Voice’, by reminding us of the two obvious features of the
female subject; she is the object of the gaze in mainstream narrative cinema, and as a result she is
denied an active role in discourse.

Like the male subject, the female subject emerges only within discourse;
she knows herself from the place of language … whereas the male subject
has privileges conferred upon him by his relationship to discourse, the
female subject is defined as insufficient through hers. (131)
Silverman provides us with even more evidence to support the suggested link between a woman’s
struggle to find a voice in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and a struggle to find a voice in
narrative film. The alignment of voice and body in cinema, she remarks, is imposed far more
strictly on female characters. The male voice is often given the privilege to speak “from a
transcendental vantage, over the narrative (133)”, as has been institutionalized as a voice of
authority through genres such as the documentary, the police thriller, or the prison drama. In
these instances the voice becomes separated from the body, and notions of ‘dis-embodied voice’
and the gender discrepancies surrounding the voice shift to the forefront. Silverman suggests that
when the male subject is given dis-embodied form, he assumes the position of the symbolic
father, reinforcing the notion that the male subject is at his most ideal when he is heard but not
seen – “the dis-embodied voiceover can be seen as ‘exemplary’ for male subjectivity, attesting to
an achieved invisibility, omniscience and discursive power” (134). Silverman’s argument
reminds us that traditionally cinema has been used to tell a man’s story. She expands on this:

To allow her to be heard without being seen would be even more
dangerous, since it would disrupt the specular regime upon which
mainstream cinema relies; it would put her beyond the control of the
male gaze, and release her voice from the signifying obligations which
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that gaze sustains… Indeed, to dis-embody the female subject in this
way would be to challenge every conception by means of which we
have previously known her, since it is precisely as body that she is
constructed. (135)
It could be argued then that in the letter narrative, character subjectivity is achieved less

through their image and more through the words that they express. To-be-looked-at-ness gives
way to emotional expression and the detail. In the case of both The Lake House and The Young
Victoria, the ‘specular regime’ that Silverman describes is disrupted through giving equal
weighting to both the male and female voice. When a woman’s voice, or rather her writing,
becomes voiceover it assumes an autobiographical function due to the stories she tells and the
details she reveals about herself. With this autobiographical voice comes a newfound sense of
authority. Through their letters, Victoria, Kate in The Lake House and later Savannah in Dear
John, gain more agency and control over the film’s narrative development.
As the narrative progresses so too does the level of emotional expression in Victoria and
Alfred’s letters. We can note changes in the language Victoria uses as she confesses her fears and
anxieties in her new role. As her self-doubt seems to increase, so too does the intimacy and
familiarity in their letters. Victoria begins to slowly admit that she needs help, and by extension
that she needs Albert. The following series of letters exemplify these shifts I have described,
beginning from the moment when Albert learns of the political chaos in the papers.

[Albert to Victoria] My dearest Victoria, while these days may feel
endless, please do not lose faith in yourself or your people. We are
allowed to make mistakes, especially when we have looked to others for
guidance…
[Victoria to Albert] The storm still rages outside the palace walls. I
wonder now if everyone was right. Perhaps I am too young and
inexperienced for my position…
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[Albert to Victoria] Open your mind. Examine your choices and your
honesty will take you through the storm. I promise that you can do this
work and do it well. You have courage and heart and you said yourself,
you are stronger than you look.
[Victoria to Albert] My dearest Albert. You asked me once if you could
be of any help to me. And I so proud and confident of my great powers
replied, ‘Not yet’. But since that day so much has changed…

As in The Lake House, with this growing connection and familiarity comes the shift from
the detailing of letters in their entirety, to brief snippets of important information and significant
expressions of feeling, constructing an illusion of presence as mentioned earlier. This decrease in
time between letters functions to diminish temporal and spatial boundaries, and further
emphasizes Victoria’s need for Albert as both an advisor and a confidante. This compression of
time, whereby letters become a dialogue between writer and recipient, is a recurring trope within
the letter narrative and signifies a growing intimacy. Through her letters to Albert, Victoria is
able to find a private voice, and is able to openly and honestly express her fears and doubts at the
political uproar with which she is faced.

Imprisonment

When Victoria introduces herself through voiceover in the film’s opening scenes, she
remarks that, “even a palace can be like a prison”, followed up moments later by a somewhat
desperate confession, “I began to dream of the day when my life would change and I might be
free”. Such a bold statement so early in the narrative is indicative of a distinct character trait Victoria, despite acknowledging that this is a position she has been born into, feels an
overwhelming sense of restriction at her position as England’s future monarch. Imprisonment
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then, becomes a significant theme throughout the remainder of the film as Victoria makes regular
references to her lack of independence, lack of choice, and her feeling trapped by her impending
responsibility. Elements of mise-en-scène and framing reinforce this notion and are particularly
evident in the film’s opening sequence. As Victoria introduces herself and her situation through
voiceover, a visual montage outlines a series of moments from her childhood. Victoria is
frequently shot from behind bar-like structures, reinforcing this theme of imprisonment. Not even
the camera is privileged enough to infiltrate her space.
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Fig 3.30/Fig 3.31/Fig 3.32 Young Victoria faces a life of metaphorical imprisonment, made literal through
choices in framing. Screen Capture(s): The Young Victoria. Dir. Jean-Marc Vallee. Perf. Emily Blunt, Rupert
Friend, and Paul Bettany. Roadshow Entertainment, 2009, DVD.

In the images above, the building, and by extension Victoria’s position within the building, is
framed as though we are viewing it through the bars of a prison cell. This sense of imprisonment
is also reinforced through Victoria’s constant flanking by ladies in waiting, advisors and political
figureheads.

Fig 3.33 Victoria’s entourage. Screen Capture: The Young Victoria. Dir. Jean-Marc Vallee. Perf. Emily Blunt,
Rupert Friend, and Paul Bettany. Roadshow Entertainment, 2009, DVD.
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Victoria can never actually publicize her disdain at her feeling of imprisonment, however,

she makes subtle references to feeling trapped at various points. For example, when one of her
ladies-in-waiting expresses her concern at her growing relationship with Albert, Victoria rebuts,
somewhat humored by this suggestion, “You don’t think I’ve come this far to walk into another
jail do you?” and at a later point she describes her life as a “never ending examination”. So
whereas in The Lake House, Kate and Alex turn to letters because they already feel isolated, in
The Young Victoria, Victoria and Albert are subject to overwhelming scrutiny, hence the need for
a private life. Themes of imprisonment are also subtly reinforced through the game of chess,
which becomes a recurring metaphor in the narrative after Albert and Victoria engage in a during
their first meeting. Recognizing a connection between the game of chess and Victoria’s position,
Albert asks her, “Do you ever feel like a chess piece yourself? In a game being played against
your will?” The object of chess is to checkmate the King essentially trapping him, leaving no way
to remove or defend it from attack on the next move, thus the game of chess stands rather
effectively as a metaphor for Victoria’s feelings of imprisonment.
We can make comparisons between the theme of imprisonment and the use of windows in
The Lake House. In The Lake House, Kate has the opportunity to engage freely with the outside
world, however, she seems to fear stepping outside her comfort zone. In contrast, Victoria craves
escape from the confines of her home, however she is restricted by the expectations imposed on
her by both her family and by society in general. As both a young girl and as an adult, Victoria is
frequently framed gazing out a window. Whereas in The Lake House the camera was positioned
to give a low angle view up to Kate at the window emphasizing notions of waiting and longing,
the camera’s positioning with Victoria looking out the window seems to heighten this sense of
imprisonment.
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Fig 3.34/Fig 3.35 Victoria as ‘the woman at the window’. Screen Capture(s): The Young Victoria. Dir. JeanMarc Vallee. Perf. Emily Blunt, Rupert Friend, and Paul Bettany. Roadshow Entertainment, 2009, DVD.

The positioning of the camera here makes implicit reference to a traditional fairytale
discourse, whereby the princess waits in her tower to be rescued by her prince. Although not
‘trapped’ in a threatening sense, we can apply such a reference to Victoria’s position at the
window as she craves normality and independence. While fundamentally facing restriction by the
state based on her impending coronation, notions of imprisonment are also reinforced on a more
personal level by Victoria’s mother, the Duchess of Kent (Miranda Richardson). Right from the
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film’s opening moments we are aware of the troubled relationship between Victoria and the
Duchess. While at first the Duchess’s actions can be dismissed as merely overprotective, with
Victoria unable to neither sleep alone in her room, nor descend the stairs unattended, it soon
becomes evident that the Duchess is envious of her daughter’s birthright. She discreetly attempts
to sabotage Victoria’s path to the throne so that she and her lover, Sir John Conroy (Mark
Strong), can become regents. Perhaps one of the most pivotal scenes in the film, and by extension
the most crucial in Victoria’s quest for independence, the Duchess is forced to bow down to her
daughter the new Queen. This moment marks not only a transition for Victoria’s character as she
is given newfound power, but also marks a softening in the Duchess as her deceitful coalition
with Conroy seems to subside.
The relationship between Victoria and her mother bears notable resemblance to Charlotte
Vale’s relationship with her mother in the classic woman’s film, Now, Voyager. Although for
Victoria there appears no psychological deterioration, as is the case of Charlotte, both young
women face oppression at the hands of their mothers. Fed up with her mother’s constant criticism
and undermining attitude, Charlotte seeks refuge at a psychiatric institution and then aboard a
cruise ship. In Charlotte’s case, it is her mother’s death that allows her to escape this oppression,
and she chooses to further overcome this through forming a somewhat maternal relationship with
the daughter of the man she loves but with whom she cannot be in a relationship. For Victoria, it
is her coronation and thus her newfound power that sees her overcome her mother’s restrictive
behavior. The Duchess writes a letter to Victoria during a moment of her daughter’s heightened
vulnerability stating, “however you resent me, however I have failed, I am still and always your
mother”. Interestingly, although Victoria weeps over the letter, there is no further reference to a
potential reconciliation. In contrast to her reading of Albert’s letters, which are supported by
frequent cutting between shots that provides visual evidence of her busy lifestyle, the scene in
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which Victoria reads her mother’s letter is very quiet and still. Aside from voiceover, the scene is
silent, emphasizing both the letters unexpected arrival and Victoria’s thoughtful contemplation as
she reads. We can read this scene as a ‘hand-over’ of sorts. As the Duchess admits her
weaknesses, Victoria is able to finally break free from her and thus fully invest in her partnership
with Albert.

Isolation

Victoria lives an isolated life, despite being constantly surrounded by minders. With all
close acquaintances driven by various motives and political agendas, it is no surprise that Victoria
uses her letters to open up to Albert, a man she trusts has no motive other than to win her heart.
Framing, particularly the use of close up, heightens this sense of isolation. Close up shots here
allow us to experience Victoria’s facial expressions in greater detail, for example her gaze offscreen functions to portray a sense of fear in an otherwise confident and outgoing woman.
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Fig 3.36 /Fig 3.37 Fear; shown through a vacant gaze off-screen. Screen Capture(s): The Young Victoria. Dir.
Jean-Marc Vallee. Perf. Emily Blunt, Rupert Friend, and Paul Bettany. Roadshow Entertainment, 2009,
DVD.

On the rare occasions when Victoria is alone, it seems as though the camera manages to
infiltrate her space. A recurring example of this is moments when the camera is tightly framed on
Victoria as she lies in her bed, the most private of domestic spaces. Tight framing in this instance
allows the spectator a privileged look at Victoria’s more vulnerable side, thus reinforcing the
arguably ‘more real’ side of her that we are granted access to through her letters. This shot is
first used when Victoria is a young girl anticipating her future and continues throughout the
course of narrative. We begin to associate her bedroom, or more specifically her bed, as a space
reserved for raw and authentic feelings such as fear and anxiety that she does not reveal in public.
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Fig 3.38/Fig 3.39 The bed is a spaced reserved for raw and authentic emotion. Screen Capture(s): The Young
Victoria. Dir. Jean-Marc Vallee. Perf. Emily Blunt, Rupert Friend, and Paul Bettany. Roadshow
Entertainment, 2009, DVD.

These almost identical shots reinforce the notion that despite Victoria’s increased
responsibility as a monarch she is still very much a vulnerable young woman. The mood
associated with the bedroom shifts significantly when Albert moves into Buckingham Palace. In
contrast to the dark and somber mood provoked through early close-ups of Victoria in her bed,
the morning after their wedding celebrations is shown as a well-lit two shot of her and her new
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husband. We can make connections between the way the camera looks in on this very intimate
moment, and the intimacy created through the pair’s writing. Here, instead of Victoria as the
Queen, we see the honest, open and relaxed Victoria presented as in her letters. We are
witnessing a side to her that has blossomed through her relationship with Albert. There are a
number of visual elements that support this; instead of a strict, corseted gown, Victoria wears a
loose fitting white nightgown. Rather than a formal hairstyle, she wears her hair down in loose
curls. She is playful, sexual and happy. In this moment the public Victoria is pushed aside
momentarily and she is able to fully share her private self with Albert. Such a contrast reinforces
the notion of isolation that is explicit in the first half of the film. In the next image we see that in
the intimate bedroom the camera is forced to re-position in order to include both Victoria and
Albert in the same shot, thus reinforcing their union.

Fig 3.40 The mood associated with the bedroom shifts significantly when Albert moves into Buckingham
Palace. Screen Capture: The Young Victoria. Dir. Jean-Marc Vallee. Perf. Emily Blunt, Rupert Friend, and
Paul Bettany. Roadshow Entertainment, 2009, DVD.

Isolation is epitomized at the moment of Victoria’s coronation. A close up is used once
again here, however, instead of gazing slightly off-screen Victoria stares directly into the camera.
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We know through Victoria’s letters to Albert that this somewhat haunting gaze out at the
spectator is loaded with feelings of insecurity and self-doubt as she prepares to begin her reign as
the Queen. Having been deemed inadequate for the role by family members and politicians alike,
such a direct address pulls Victoria out of the narrative world briefly and provokes spectator
involvement. She looks beyond the camera to the spectator, her vulnerable gaze asking for
support in the difficult tasks ahead.

Fig 3.41 Coronation: a moment of utmost vulnerability. Screen Capture: The Young Victoria. Dir. Jean-Marc
Vallee. Perf. Emily Blunt, Rupert Friend, and Paul Bettany. Roadshow Entertainment, 2009, DVD.

So far I have established that with notions of isolation comes a sense of vulnerability as
captured predominantly through close-ups of Victoria’s character. These close ups capture brief
moments of worry and self-doubt, thus offering us a glimpse at the version of herself presented
through her letters. The use of mirrors in The Young Victoria functions in a similar way. Mirrors
are abundant throughout Victoria’s various places of residence, functioning not only as a visual
reflection of the self for monitoring appearances, but also as an emotional projection. Whereas in
The Lake House, mirrors offer an alternative to the shot-reverse-shot technique, Victoria uses
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mirrors as a tool of self-monitoring. Not knowing whom to trust, Victoria looks to her own
reflection, emphasizing the notion that the only person that she can trust is herself. Ironically, in a
world where she is constantly subject to a scrutinizing, criticizing look, Victoria seems to gain the
most valuable insight from this act of gazing upon her own reflection.
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Fig 3.42/Fig 3.43/Fig 3.44 What do I want? What do I need? Screen Capture(s): The Young Victoria. Dir.
Jean-Marc Vallee. Perf. Emily Blunt, Rupert Friend, and Paul Bettany. Roadshow Entertainment, 2009,
DVD.

Victoria’s isolation is made explicit through the use of close-ups, and it is further
exemplified in the way she is framed or positioned against other characters. Despite having a
palace full of supporters and advisors, Victoria is constantly framed as battling against pairs whether in the form of the obvious challenges to the throne posed by Sir John Conroy and the
Duchess of Kent, or Lord Melbourne and lady-in-waiting, or the Duchess of Sutherland’s more
subtle coercions.
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Fig 3.45/Fig 3.46 Who can I trust? Screen Capture(s): The Young Victoria. Dir. Jean-Marc Vallee. Perf.
Emily Blunt, Rupert Friend, and Paul Bettany. Roadshow Entertainment, 2009, DVD.

Through letters, we are placed with Victoria as she finds an ally in Albert. She confesses
to Albert her awareness of various attempts to exploit her youth and inexperience, to which he
simply replies, “then they don’t know you like I do”. This statement both reinforces this ‘us and
them’ dynamic that I have suggested earlier, as well as confirming his position as Victoria’s ally.
There is a noticeable difference in pace between what I call the ‘private’ scenes, or the scenes of
writing and reading letters, and the more ‘public’ scenes. For example the rapid editing in the
parliamentary sequence seems to reinforce Victoria’s youth and inexperience through the
overwhelming depiction of the political debate. This scene stands out as contrasting significantly
with the calm and thoughtful writing sequences, thus emphasizing further this public/private
distinction. One particular scene shows the journey that the letter travels in order to get from
Victoria to Albert and vice versa. Whereas other films may emphasize the letter exchange
through showing the stages of its delivery, this scene shows the letter passing through a series of
unidentifiable hands before it reaches its destination. While Victoria does have a certain amount
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of freedom in her written words, being groomed as Queen means that her personal voice is still
heavily monitored. Privacy then must be renegotiated in terms of historical context.
Themes of imprisonment and isolation manifest most explicitly in the first half of the film
through both the content of Victoria and Albert’s letters, and through framing and shot choices.
While Victoria’s relationship with Albert relieves much of her anxiety about her metaphorical
imprisonment and her feelings of isolation, his move into the palace signifies a shift in power
between the two, which is shown most overtly during the second half of the film.

Power

Problems in the relationship begin to surface in the latter stages of the film as Albert
makes the transition into Victoria’s public world. An imbalance of power becomes evident as
Albert attempts to assert his authority as the patriarchal figure of the household, which
understandably clashes with Victoria’s own assertions as his Queen. Margaret Homans helps
contextualize this onscreen representation of their relationship through her discussion of
Victoria’s royal representation in British culture. She suggests that by and large Queen Victoria
was presented to society as the ‘wife’ of the nation - “she had to serve as a public, highly visible
symbol of national identity and of her nation’s values, just as a middle class wife might be
expected to display her husband’s status” (2). In knowing this we can better understand the strict
emphasis on Victoria choosing the ‘right’ husband. Homan asserts that, “just as Victoria both
functioned publically as the nation’s wife and was herself, in private, a wife, she both publically
impersonated a domestic wife, and really was one” (5). This statement reinforces the strong need
for a private space of expression, and clarifies this cinematic representation of a power imbalance
emerging once Victoria and Albert’s relationship became public.
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Through their letters, Victoria and Albert are constructed as equals. Victoria performs the

private version of herself, and although she makes passing reference to her new position as the
Queen of England, at no stage does an authoritative voice infiltrate her writing. On occasion
Albert assumes the more dominant role, or the ‘voice of the father’ as mentioned earlier. As
Victoria outlines her fears and anxieties, Albert gently advises her and provides sincere
reassurance. As mentioned earlier, it is Albert’s arrival to Buckingham Palace that sees a shift in
power between the couple. Whilst seemingly sharing the same balanced partnership that
developed through their letters during the early stages of their marriage, Albert begins to grow
bothered with his wife’s position as the decision-maker not only of their household, but also of
the country. Although not made explicit, this imbalance of power is foreshadowed in earlier
scenes. For example, while Albert writes predominantly from his writing desk, thus positioning
Victoria as his sole focus, we experience her writing through voiceover while we see scenes
charting her increasingly busy lifestyle. Likewise, when Victoria draws a portrait of Albert during
his second visit he asks, “Am I permitted to talk?” to which she responds, “Yes, but you can’t
move”. In the second half of the film the imbalance in the relationship becomes more explicit.
Feeling emasculated by his wife’s power and authority, Albert begins to become more assertive
with regard to both the running of the palace as well as with political affairs. Victoria responds
unfavorably to this newfound confidence and becomes angry, stating, “I will not have my role
usurped. I wear the crown”. This is the first time we see Victoria using her royal status against
Albert and such a moment exemplifies the difference between the epistolary relationship and the
realities of daily face-to-face encounters.
The film’s juxtaposition of the epistolary relationship against the tension-laden face-toface relationship further emphasizes the notion that the letter provides a space for particularly
honest and intimate expression of emotion; emotion that may not be effectively expressed in a
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face-to-face situation. While the couple disagrees on various issues during the second half of the
narrative, the film seems to argue that Victoria and Albert’s resilience as a couple, both
historically and characteristically, is a result of the deep emotional connection that they
established during their epistolary courtship. The tension between the couple is short-lived as
Albert accompanies Victoria on a public outing and proceeds to save her life by throwing himself
in front of a bullet. He justifies his actions with the reasoning, “I am replaceable. You are not”.
The event marks a shift in Victoria’s character, as she appears to let down her emotional guard as
she once did in her letters and allows Albert to support her in her reign. This shift is reinforced in
one of the film’s final scenes as Victoria arranges to have Albert’s writing desk bought into the
palace. Such a gesture makes reference to the epistolary exchange the couple shared, and by
extension acts as a reconciliatory gesture on Victoria’s behalf.

Fig 3.47 A new relationship balance. Screen Capture: The Young Victoria. Dir. Jean-Marc Vallee. Perf. Emily
Blunt, Rupert Friend, and Paul Bettany. Roadshow Entertainment, 2009, DVD.

Victoria and Albert’s respective positions at their desks emphasizes a newfound balance
in their relationship and bears similarity to the use of symmetry described earlier with regard to
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The Lake House. This moment reestablishes Victoria as Albert’s equal, as his wife rather than his
Queen. They smile and laugh together, and this scene, in conjunction with the film’s epilogue, is
indicative of their stable and loving future together. Throughout most of the film, Victoria and
Albert exhibit a very balanced relationship. These moments of unbalanced power, albeit brief, are
important in that they inject realism into the narrative, and remind us of the restriction and
boundaries cast upon a monarch’s (particularly a female monarch’s) choice of partner. In
choosing to focus on the detail of Victoria and Albert’s relationship that is developed through
their private letters, the film offers an alternative to more event-driven representations of the
monarchy, and we are privileged to experience their private relationship from a more intimate
and arguably more authentic standpoint.

“See you soon then”: Wartime waiting and Dear John

When will Nicholas Sparks stop making girls cry?
(Stuart Heritage 2010)
A contemporary love story set against the backdrop of the war on terror, Lasse
Hallstrom’s Dear John (2010) adapts the fifth of six Nicholas Sparks’ book adaptations to
emerge since 1999. Interestingly, it is also one of five of Sparks’ adaptations to devote a
significant amount of the narrative to the writing and receiving of letters. These popular romantic
dramas follow a somewhat distinctive formula - an unlikely pair meets and falls in love, they are
separated by unfavorable circumstances, and they begin to write letters to one another in order to
prolong and preserve the relationship. Although there is no scholarship on Nicholas Sparks’
literature or literary adaptation, he offers the following statement on his official homepage:
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The epistolary form has been around for centuries, of course. I’m
neither the first nor the finest to use it. But letters are a wonderful
vehicle for emotions… In the case of a novel written in the third person,
for instance, a letter might allow the reader deeper insight into a
character’s feelings or thoughts, since a letter is written in the first
person.

Fig 3.48 A selection of Nicholas Sparks’ film adaptation promotional posters. Obtained from
http://www.nicholassparks.com/movies

Sparks’ epistolary style has been adapted in several of his films and letters are used in a
variety of ways. In Message in a Bottle (1999), newspaper journalist Teresa Osborne (Robin
Wright-Penn) stumbles across a series of ‘message in a bottle’ love letters, tracks down their
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author, Garret Blake (Kevin Costner), who wrote the letters to his late wife, and proceeds to fall
in love with him. Garret dies tragically in a boating accident, having left one final message in a
bottle. The letter, also to his late wife, details the new love he has found for Teresa. Nights in
Rodanthe (2008) employs a more conventional epistolary exchange to connect lovers at a
distance. The film follows Adrienne (Diane Lane) whose time minding her friend’s Bed-andBreakfast sees her form a romantic connection with one of the guests, Paul (Richard Gere). Upon
separation, the pair decide to exchange letters. Tragedy ensues once again when Paul is killed in a
flash mudslide during a trip to South America to reconcile with his estranged son. Arguably the
most popular and successful of the Nicholas Spark’s adaptation, Nick Cassavetes' The Notebook
(2004) achieves its dramatic intensity through the notion of unrequited love and the letter that
goes unanswered. Noah (Ryan Gosling), devastated by the end of his summer romance with Allie
(Rachel McAdams), writes her one letter every day for a year. Having never received a reply, on
the 365th day he writes her a letter goodbye. It later surfaces that Allie’s mother had been
withholding her letters, and on learning this Allie is forced to choose between Noah and the man
she married. Themes of distance, longing and waiting are prevalent in each of these Sparks
adaptations, and surface again in his latest film The Last Song (2010) during which letter writing
helps Steve (Greg Kinnear) reconnect with his daughter, Ronnie (Miley Cyrus). Released in
2010, Dear John is one of the more recent of Sparks’ film adaptations10.
Like The Lake House and The Young Victoria, Dear John uses the letter less as a passing
element of mise-en-scène and more as an integral part of the narrative. The title itself
foreshadows the film’s wider themes in its direct reference to the “Dear John” letter of separation
common during WWII. Set in Charleston, South Carolina, Dear John charts the romantic journey
of John Tyree (Channing Tatum), a young soldier on leave from the Army Special Forces, and
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
10	
  Nicholas Sparks’ film The Lucky One (2012) was released while writing this thesis.	
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Savannah Curtis (Amanda Seyfried), a college student home for her spring break. An unlikely
duo, due to John’s reputation as bad boy character contrasting significantly with Savannah’s
unblemished record and selfless volunteer work, the pair spend two weeks together and fall in
love. John returns to the army and he and Savannah begin a long-distance relationship through
letters, spurred initially by Savannah’s request that he use this time apart to “tell her everything”.
And so, having had only a short amount of time together, John and Savannah use letters as a way
of getting to know one another, essentially prolonging their connection. John promises Savannah
that when his year of service is up he will return home and they will begin a life together,
however, following the September 11 attacks, he is bound by a sense of duty and he re-enlists.
The couple attempt to maintain their relationship for another two years but gradually grow apart,
with Savannah eventually announcing her engagement to another man. When John returns home
for his father’s funeral he decides to visit Savannah, discovering that she married a long-time
family friend Tim, who is now dying from cancer. Months later John receives an unexpected
letter from Savannah detailing Tim’s passing and expressing her curiosity about him and his life.
The film concludes when John completes his service with the army and, on returning home,
begins to reestablish a relationship with Savannah.
Character development in this film functions on two levels. We learn a lot about John and
Savannah during their two-week courting period. John’s reputation becomes apparent through the
reception he is given from the town locals. Acknowledging he has an unfavorable past, he makes
it clear to Savannah that his time in the army has changed him for the better.
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Fig 3.49 John: the strong, silent type. Screen Capture: Dear John. Dir. Lasse Hallström. Perf. Channing
Tatum, Amanda Seyfried, and Henry Thomas. Screen Gems, 2010, DVD.

John goes about his days with an air of introversion, arguably as a result of his mother
abandoning him at a young age and the resulting estranged relationship he has with his father.
Having in the past used violence as a means of dealing with problems, John struggles to
communicate his emotions. Savannah, by contrast, is extremely likeable, a trait that is reinforced
through the ‘warning’ that close family friend Tim issues to John about his relationship with her
in the early stages of the film. Savannah is presented as intelligent, naturally beautiful and
exceedingly selfless.

Fig 3.50 Savannah: beautiful and selfless. Screen Capture: Dear John. Dir. Lasse Hallström. Perf. Channing
Tatum, Amanda Seyfried, and Henry Thomas. Screen Gems, 2010, DVD.
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She volunteers her spare time building a home for an unfortunate family, and presents a worldly,
yet innocent persona. Despite their seeming incompatibility, John and Savannah form a deep
connection. Their separation provokes a second level of character development. Like Kate and
Alex in The Lake House and Victoria and Albert in The Young Victoria, we come to know
Savannah and John on a far deeper, more intimate level through their epistolary exchange.
Letter writing is introduced to the narrative after John and Savannah argue about his
father’s undiagnosed autism. John responds unfavorably to the discussion, resulting in a need to
later apologize. When he calls by her home later that day and she is not in, her neighbour Tim
suggests he leave a message for her, and asks, “You want to write it down?” Although we are not
told of the note’s content, the act itself foreshadows their epistolary relationship and the wider
notion that letters can express that which cannot be said face-to-face. When Savannah arrives at
his home later that evening for reconciliation, it becomes clear that the note contained an apology
of sorts, although we are still not given specific content. John’s note provokes Savannah’s
suggestion that the pair write letters so as to stay in touch and extend the undeniable connection
they have formed over the summer. The first letter functions as both proof of their intimate
connection as well as an outline for the audience of the parameters of this long-distance
relationship.

Dear John - Two weeks together. That’s all it took. Two weeks for me
to fall in love with you. Now we have one year apart. But what’s one
year apart after two weeks like that together? You made me a promise,
a promise I know you’ll keep. So I only want one more promise from
you during this time we spend apart. Tell me everything. Write it all
down, John. Scribble it in a notebook, type it out, email it to me, I don’t
care. But I want to know everything, and that way we’ll be with each
other all the time, even when we’re not with each other at all. That way,
before we know it, I’ll see you soon then.
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A variety of thematic elements are established here which I will expand on later in this

analysis. Savannah makes direct reference to the notion of the letter’s ability to construct an
illusion of presence, through her suggestion that through John’s writing they will be able to “be
with each other all the time”. It is also interesting to note the strict emphasis Savannah places on
the act of writing. There is no suggestion of a phone call, which for many would be the default
method of communication when embarking on a long-distance relationship. As well as the
obvious obstacle posed by John’s commitment as a soldier, it is as if Savannah recognizes that an
activity such as writing may also be a therapeutic exercise for him. The letter’s content is
presented in voiceover over a series of sequences outlining John’s return to the Special Forces.
John reads his letter, an arguably ‘feminine’ activity, set against the very ‘masculine’ military
backdrop. This austere setting riddled with staunch personas, contrasts significantly with the
concentrated self-expression presented in both the letters John reads, as well as the letters he
writes back.

Dear Savannah - I promise. I promise I’ll see you soon then. I promise
I’ll write all the time. I promise I’ll tell you everything. Be patient with
me, it may take a while for these letters to get back to you. We’ve
already been deployed out on a mission. Problem is we can’t exactly
use the local postal system here, and there is not such thing as an
Internet connection, so I’ll have to send everything here on out by
airmail. Unfortunately I’m not allowed to say exactly where ‘here’ is,
so all I can tell you is that the place we’ve been sent makes me miss
America very much… and everything around me makes me miss you.
John’s letter also reinforces for us the magnitude of distance that the couple faces, and thus the
logistical and emotional challenges involved in their staying in touch. The letter is voiced over
images of the postal process, which, as is the case in The Young Victoria, aids in further
emphasizing their spatial dislocation. He continues:
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We move around a lot, so letters tend to come late and out of order. We
may want to number our letters from here on out though, just so we can
be sure which order we wrote them in. But when they do finally get
here, it’s a good day.
The numbering of letters, while justified in John’s letters as a means of keeping track of their

arrival, also functions to indicate the passing of time. Whereas in The Lake House, the mailbox
allowed the rapid, somewhat ‘chat-like’ exchange of notes, John’s tour of duty means that time
between letters is unavoidable. The letters become an extension of the two-week period the pair
spent together; they stand in for the face-to-face conversations the couple cannot have. Savannah
describes the reminder or her summer, her return to college, and her future goals, while John
details the severity of his locations and reiterates his belief in her and her ambitions. Whereas The
Lake House relied heavily on techniques of framing in order to establish a sense of closeness
between a couple so unquestionably dislocated, Dear John uses setting, or more specifically the
contrast in setting, in order to achieve a sense of epistolary ‘closeness’ through the protagonist’s
separation. The letters act both as a tool of story telling and character development. On one level
John and Savannah are telling each other their stories as a way of prolonging their time together,
and on another level the letters function as a means through which the audience is given detail
about the protagonist’s stories on a far deeper level than might have been possible through a
relationship based around conversational dialogue. This tool of storytelling once again reminds us
of my earlier suggestion that the letter gives one the ability to express that which cannot be said
during a face-to-face encounter, thus deeming these films unique in their narrative detail. It is
interesting also to note that within the narrative there is once again an equal oscillation between
the male and female protagonist, breaking down expectations associated with gender, power and
narrative agency. The epistolary drama seems to give agency to a female voice that often comes
second to her physical presence onscreen; her ‘to-be-looked-at-ness’. Similarly, the male body
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becomes increasingly irrelevant in the epistolary drama with the presence of new emotional male
protagonists who, building on Candida Yates’s work, are “portrayed as having deep and complex
interior lives” (13).
Having already examined The Lake House and The Young Victoria, we can now attach
some distinct formal techniques to the epistolary drama. As previously discussed, the
presentation of long, drawn out scenes in film of writing and reading on-screen is problematic,
thus these films present the content of the letter through the juxtaposition of the writer’s
voiceover with visual imagery. This technique not only retains the audience’s attention, but also
stands to reinforce the notion that the letter represents the private, and thus belongs only in the
protagonist’s thoughts. This technique is a staple element of the epistolary drama, for example,
Sisterhood of the Travelling Pants (2005), which uses voiceover to maintain a sense of
connection between four friends as they share their private thoughts and feelings with one
another through their letters. Likewise in P.S I Love You (2007), Holly’s letters from her late
boyfriend, Gerry, are presented as voiceover narration as she completes the activities he planned
for her before he died.
Using the silent film’s literal ‘lack of speech’ as a starting point, Mary Ann Doane
discusses the relationship between voice and image and how techniques such as voice-off and
voiceover can be used to give an increased sense of space. She suggests that by juxtaposing a
visual flashback with the moment the writing takes place, we can understand the letter as
originating from an offscreen space; as having a source. Doane describes the relationship
between the voiceover and corresponding flashback: “the body acts as an invisible support for the
use of both the voiceover during flashback and the interior monologue as well. Although the
voiceover in a flashback effects a temporal dislocation of the voice with respect to the body, the
voice is frequently returned to the body as a form of narrative closure (41)”.
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Dear John deviates from this technique briefly during the build up to Savannah’s final letter, in
which she announces her engagement to another man. As John reads her parting words the
voiceover fades to a whisper and the camera cranes out from a medium shot to an extreme long
shot. Such a technique emphasizes the isolation John feels in response to this news. Having
become somewhat reliant on Savannah’s letters, he now feels lost and alone. This fading of the
voiceover is essentially indicative of a relationship that has also faded over time. A similar
technique is used in the 2007 remake of Pride and Prejudice. Mr. Darcy hand delivers his letter
to Lizzie and the voiceover begins before she has opened it as if to suggest she has pre-empted its
arrival. She begins to read her letter. The framing of the scene shifts from a close up to a long
shot as Lizzie becomes more engrossed in his words and thus distanced from the audience. Like
Savannah’s letter to John, we are at no point given visual flashbacks to support Mr. Darcy’s
words. Whereas Savannah’s voiceover faded out as the shot pulled back to an extreme long shot,
Darcy’s voiceover stops abruptly as Lizzie’s friend, Charlotte Bingham, walks into the room. In
both instances the unfinished nature of the letter reading scene signifies a lack of closure; there is
unfinished business between the letter’s sender and receiver, which will be revealed as the
narrative continues.
While voiceover is the most common technique used to deliver the context of a letter, the
selective use of close up shots to emphasize specific segments of the letter is also significant. In
highlighting these segments of handwriting, viewers are given a level of access into the private
worlds of these characters that is arguably more intimate than what is revealed through voiceover.
These selective close ups function as indicators of crucial narrative turning points. In The Lake
House as we have seen, Kate questions the impossibility of her and Alex’s letters, and we are
given a lingering close up on the words, “Can this be happening?”, and likewise in Dear John the
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camera lingers on a close up of Savannah’s writing and the words, ‘so I’ll ask you John, wherever
you may be. What’s the story?” This question signals a narrative turning point that is indicative
of a deepening emotional relationship. Savannah’s question is prompted by John’s father’s
inability to communicate with her, prompting her suspicions that he suffers from autism like
another of the film’s secondary characters, Tim’s son Allan. Autism, then, comes to represent the
film’s wider themes of communication (or lack of) and personal self-expression. Anthony D.
Baker suggests that typically autism is spectacularized in cinema - “In representations of autism,
the individual with autism is usually exoticised, depicted as otherworldly or in his or her own
world, separate from the normal world (230)”. Dear John then, represents an alternative to
Baker’s model in that it presents the disorder as very ordinary and manageable. The autistic
character is positioned not as a figure distinct from the normal world, but rather as someone who
has difficulty expressing him or herself within that world. The autistic’s communication
difficulty is juxtaposed against the ease with which John and Savannah express themselves
through letter writing. Having struggled to communicate with his father throughout the course of
the narrative, John can only truly connect with him through writing his feelings down in a letter
and reading them aloud.
Dear John’s juxtaposition of written self-expression against the backdrop of the war on
terror exemplifies my earlier discussion on the representation of men in genres seen as
‘feminine’. Kathleen Rowe discusses this new kind of man who “would not only lose sleep over a
lost love, but be willing and able to say why (184)”. She suggests that these men are, at once
“liberated from machismo, sensitive to women’s needs [and] attuned to the ‘child’ - or even
woman - within them (184)”. Such men are common in genres that have become somewhat
feminized in their address to women, such as the melodrama and the romantic comedy, which
builds on Candida Yates’s discussion of feminized masculinity I discussed earlier. Dear John
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reinforces Rowe’s argument that in this post-classical era melodramatic genres have become
more flexible thus making way for stories of men’s lives and male suffering. Rowe also cites
Juliana Schiesari, whose work on ‘sensitive manhood’ made way for the ‘melodramatized male’
as a sub-category of gender. Schiesari suggests that whereas in a woman melancholy is
considered disabling, for men it represents a newfound power identifiable through his “moral
consciousness, artistic creativity, or heightened sensitivity (Schiesari, 6)”.
For both Alex in The Lake House and John in Dear John, introversion comes as a result
of estranged relationships with their fathers and unresolved feelings surrounding the sudden
departure of their mothers. Similarly, in The Young Victoria, Albert’s life and thus his happiness
is dictated by his uncle Leopold. It is these complicated relationships, in conjunction with their
developing relationship with the female protagonist, which provokes a greater level of expression
for these male characters. When the couple is separated, the male protagonist is forced to express
more intimate details about his life. He presents an arguably more feminine side of himself
through his writing, reemphasizing this balanced narrative voice I mentioned earlier. John’s
character exemplifies Yates’ suggestion that masculine subjectivities have become increasingly
diverse since the 1990s. These men, Yates argues, are “often portrayed as having so-called
‘feminine’ qualities associated with sensitive soul-searching, emotional vulnerability, or even
personal confusion (13)”. Hence it seems that men are finding a more substantial place within
genres typically reserved for the female point-of-view. I would argue then that letter writing must
be considered a new kind of ‘action’ for the male character.
Rowe discusses this renegotiation of the melodrama suggesting that, “the pathos of new
masculinities in contemporary films is often achieved at the expense of the female protagonists
themselves… the genre of melodrama is an ideological narrative form that has traditionally
‘spoken’ to women but which is now increasingly being appropriated by men to articulate the
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suffering of the male protagonist” (185-186). This is an interesting statement in that it implicitly
addresses each of the connections I made in Chapter One and Chapter Two. Whereas women
historically turned to private writing as a way to express themselves amidst patriarchal
repression, and years later melodrama emerged as a popular representation of said repressive
attitudes, Rowe’s statement implies that the role of men in women’s ‘spheres’ or genres has been
developing for some time. While Rowe seems to suggest that the male protagonist is ‘invading’
woman’s genres at the expense of women, the epistolary drama presents gender balance and
emotional equality. We can observe similarities between this emergence of a new ‘epistolary’
man and other examples of emotional masculinity. Examples include the ‘tortured’ masculinity
present in the male melodramas of the 1950s such as the James Dean vehicle, Rebel Without a
Cause (1955), and more recently the ‘jealous’ masculinity of the late-twentieth and early-twentyfirst centuries, that Candida Yates notes is often depicted in “melodramatic and tragic terms”
(15). So while there are some accounts of emotional masculinity throughout cinema history, the
male protagonist of the epistolary drama is distinct in that his agenda is to connect with another
on an emotional level. The male protagonist of the epistolary drama exhibits sensitivity and a
capacity for emotional intimacy. He is authentic in his emotional outpourings, whilst remaining
an object of physical desire.
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Fig 3.51 The ‘feminized male’ exudes both an emotional and physical attractiveness. Screen Capture: Dear
John. Dir. Lasse Hallström. Perf. Channing Tatum, Amanda Seyfried, and Henry Thomas. Screen Gems,
2010, DVD.

Perfection vs. Imperfection

There’s something I want to tell you. After I got shot, you want to know
the very first thing that entered my mind? Before I blacked out? Coins.
I’m eight years old again, on a tour of the U.S mint. I’m listening to a
guide explain how coins are made. How they punch that sheet metal.
How they are rimmed and beveled. How they are stamped and cleaned.
And how each and every batch of coins are perfectly examined, just
incase any have slipped through with the slightest imperfection. That’s
what popped into my head. I am a coin of the United States Army. I was
minted in the year 1980. I’ve been punched from sheet metal. I’ve been
stamped and cleaned. My ridges have been rimmed and beveled. But
now I have two small holes in me. I’m no longer in perfect condition. So
there’s something else I want to tell you. Right before everything went
black. You want to know the very last thing that entered my mind? You.
As well as reinforcing my previous comments on emotional masculinity, John’s
prologue in the film’s opening sequence uses the imperfections in coins, in particular his father’s
coin collection, as a metaphor for human imperfection. What is interesting about John’s opening
words is that we are unaware to whom they are intended, however, as the narrative develops we
begin to align them with romance, thus positioned Savannah as their recipient. The context of the
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words only becomes evident later in the narrative as John re-reads the letter aloud to his father in
the hospital. Notions of perfection and imperfection are made explicit through the references to
coin collecting in John’s opening monologue. Like the characters in the film, the coins in John’s
father’s collection are flawed, yet precious. References to the coin-collection are consistent
throughout the narrative; Savannah uses discussions of the coin-collection as a means of
connecting with both John and his father individually, as well as evoking a nostalgia that sees
John repair their estranged relationship. There is an even more specific reference to a faulty coin,
or ‘mule’ - “head a nickel, tail a penny” - that John stumbled across as a child.

Fig 3.52 John’s ‘mule’. Screen Capture: Dear John. Dir. Lasse Hallström. Perf. Channing Tatum, Amanda
Seyfried, and Henry Thomas. Screen Gems, 2010, DVD.

This emphasis on this two-sided coin effectively parallels the public and private sides of John’s
character. To the public, John presents himself as a strong, somewhat hardened individual, which
contrasts with the private, more intimate side he volunteers through his writing.
While in this instance, John is making reference to his imperfections as a result of his
bullet wounds, this perfection/imperfection binary reoccurs throughout the narrative through
contrasts in character traits and settings. In the first half of the film, Savannah is constructed as
the ‘perfect’ girl. She is classically beautiful, intelligent and generous. Her persona is very soft,
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warm and loving; traits that are reinforced through the spaces she occupies. Savannah is
frequently framed in warm, well lit spaces partaking in wholesome activities such as strolling
along the beach, playing the guitar in a warm living room, or teaching Allan to ride horses.

Fig 3.53/Fig 3.54/Fig 3.55 Savannah is often framed in warm, well-lit spaces. Screen Capture: Dear John. Dir.
Lasse Hallström. Perf. Channing Tatum, Amanda Seyfried, and Henry Thomas. Screen Gems, 2010, DVD.
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By contrast, John is often framed in dimly lit barracks surrounded by army equipment. These
choices in mise-en-scene reinforce the character traits established earlier in the film, and function
to justify his reticent nature and hardened exterior.

Fig 3.56/Fig 3.57John is often framed in dimly-lit army barracks. Screen Capture: Dear John. Dir. Lasse
Hallström. Perf. Channing Tatum, Amanda Seyfried, and Henry Thomas. Screen Gems, 2010, DVD.

Whereas The Lake House relied on symmetry and similarity in setting in order to
break down spatial boundaries and essentially overcome the two-year time difference between
Kate and Alex, Dear John emphasizes difference and contrast in order to heighten a sense of
distance. Put simply, whereas Dear John strives to emphasize distance, The Lake House aims to
diminish

it

completely.

It

is

also

interesting

to

note

that

through

letters,

the
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perfection/imperfection binary is collapsed. Like Victoria and Albert in The Young Victoria,
Savannah and John use letter writing as a way to express themselves out of the critical eye of
those around them that oppose the relationship. 	
  

Waiting

As well as the motif of the coins, the statement “I’ll see you soon then”, becomes a catch
phrase between John and Savannah and is repeated both in the content of their letters and at
moments of impending physical separation. Despite not indicating a specific time period, this
snappy phrase both prolongs a sense of connection, and reinforces the distance and time that
separates them. Dear John, like The Young Victoria, devotes a lengthy scene to the process
involved in sending and delivering letters. John’s first letter to Savannah is presented in
voiceover over a montage of images of this process. The sequence begins as John composes his
letter whilst aboard an army aircraft, reinforcing my earlier discussion of the ‘feminine’ act of
writing taking place in an overtly ‘masculine’ space.

Fig 3.58 Juxtaposition of a ‘feminine’ activity in a very ‘masculine’ space. Screen Capture: Dear John. Dir.
Lasse Hallström. Perf. Channing Tatum, Amanda Seyfried, and Henry Thomas. Screen Gems, 2010, DVD.
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The montage continues with a series of shots including soldiers distributing and loading mail
bags onto planes, and piles of letters being sorted on a conveyor belt, cutting finally to a close up
of John’s letter specifically and its subsequent arrival at Savannah’s college mailbox.
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Fig 3.59/Fig 3.60/Fig 3.61/Fig 3.62 Mail delivery montage. Screen Capture: Dear John. Dir. Lasse Hallström.
Perf. Channing Tatum, Amanda Seyfried, and Henry Thomas. Screen Gems, 2010, DVD.

A similar montage is used in Sisterhood of the Travelling Pants to emphasize Lena’s
physical separation from her friends as she spends the summer in Greece. This emphasis on the
letter’s process and its journey from sender to receiver, brings to light notions of distance and
separation, which in turn provides justification for the protagonists’ waiting. Dear John relies
heavily on the repetition of various visual motifs such as this in order to extend this sense of
waiting and distance and to keep the protagonists connected despite the fact that they spend the
bulk of the narrative apart. Epistolary dramas rely on visual motifs in order to overcome the kind
of spatial dislocation that I discussed earlier with regard to Mark Garrett Cooper’s work on
togetherness and resolution, as well as to constantly remind us of the couple’s growing
connection. On the evening of their first meeting, John and Savannah gaze up at the sky and
discuss how the moon appears the same distance away from any location. The moon then
becomes an emblem of their long-distance relationship - no matter where in the world John has
been deployed, the couple hold on to the fact they will always look at and share the same moon.
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Fig 3.63 The moon functions as an emblem of togetherness. Screen Capture: Dear John. Dir. Lasse Hallström.
Perf. Channing Tatum, Amanda Seyfried, and Henry Thomas. Screen Gems, 2010, DVD.

John highlights this in his letters during times of heightened vulnerability. Having been
deployed to a new location, he expresses his fears in a letter to Savannah:

Dear Savannah. The good news is we’ve been shifted somewhere new,
although I can’t tell you where that is either. The bad news is that this
place actually makes me miss the old place. But it’s a full moon here
tonight which makes me think of you and that no matter what I’m doing
or where I am, this moon will always be the same size as yours, half a
world away.
Savannah shares this sentiment in her reply. As she looks up into the sky, her letter (in voiceover)
implies that the moon stands in as a symbolic representation of John himself, thus reinforcing this
illusion of presence that is created through writing. She writes, “Most nights I fall asleep
worrying about you, wondering where you may be out there. Not tonight. Tonight you are here
with me”. Dear John is not the only epistolary drama to use a reoccurring motif in order to
achieve a sense of shared experience at a distance. In The Lake House, Alex’s ‘architectural
scavenger hunt’ means that he and Kate can experience the same sights, albeit two years apart,
and similarly in The Young Victoria, Albert shares with Victoria a piece of piano music that they
both can play and be reminded of each other. In detailing these shared experiences and motifs in
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their writing, the couple are constructing visual reminders of each other; they are replacing
absence with presence and inserting a stable and shared entity into a relationship threatened by
spatial instability.
Aligned closely with notions of waiting and distance is the theme of commitment, which
manifests in Dear John on both an emotional and moral level. When John first meets Savannah,
her emotional commitment to her close friend Tim and his autistic son Allan is made explicit.
The opening shots of John, Savannah and Tim are framed with Allan playing in the foreground.
He is the focal point of the scene, foreshadowing Savannah’s prioritization of him later in the
film.

Fig 3.63/Fig 3.64 Allan becomes a priority. Screen Capture: Dear John. Dir. Lasse Hallström. Perf. Channing
Tatum, Amanda Seyfried, and Henry Thomas. Screen Gems, 2010, DVD.
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After two life-changing weeks together, John and Savannah make an emotional

commitment to one another to continue their relationship; a commitment, which we soon learn is
jeopardized by the duty Savannah feels towards Tim and Allan. Her emotional commitment
becomes conflicted. Another type of commitment in this film is that between John and the
Special Forces. Despite the intense love he feels for Savannah, his commitment to his unit after
the 9/11 attacks overrides their plans to reunite. Having returned to Charleston for a short visit,
John expresses the extreme difficulty in making such a decision. Unknowingly, John’s reenlisting with the Special Forces marks the deterioration of their relationship and thus stands as
an integral turning point in the narrative. Savannah’s last letter to John, in which she confesses
her engagement to another man (but not revealing who), stands as a reminder of each of these; it
introduces the couple’s broken commitment, solidifies Savannah’s commitment to Tim and
Allan, and stands as a reminder of the repercussions of John’s commitment to the force.
Interestingly, as Savannah breaks her commitment to John through her letter, the voiceover fades
out, essentially breaking the film’s commitment to us as the audience. In both instances, the other
is told that they would not understand the reasoning behind their partner’s alternative
commitment. We as the audience are also denied this information. Whereas in The Lake House
and The Young Victoria the point of the letter is to give us further narrative detail, in Dear John
certain narrative elements are made ambiguous, essentially encouraging the audience to ‘wait’
too.

Conclusion

Through detailed textual analysis of The Lake House (2004), The Young Victoria (2009),
and Dear John (2010) this chapter has shown the emergence, or rather re-emergence of a distinct
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narrative style using letters to tell a story. The letter narrative, as arguably the most prominent
example of the epistolary drama sub-genre, calls into play a number of important themes and
ideas. Juxtaposed against other contemporary genres for women, the epistolary drama steers
away from consumerist narratives detailed by Ferriss, Young, and Radner, positioning itself as
almost a commentary on the narrative superficiality of other post-feminist genres such as the
‘chick flick’ and the ‘girly film’. The letter narrative re-boots melodramatic tradition amidst this
post-feminist landscape, and sets itself apart from other contemporary films for women through a
redefinition of courtship centering on emotional expression, confession, and the revelation of
detail.
The use of the letter as a narrative device also asks us to take into account questions about
public and private expression on both a diegetic level, and in terms of the role of the spectator.
With the former in mind, the epistolary film allows us to ‘know’ the protagonist on two levels the public version of themselves presented through their day-to-day interactions, and the private,
arguably more authentic version of themselves that we experience through their letter writing. I
do not consider the role of the spectator in great detail, however, the letter narrative forces us to
consider the spectator as oscillating between a position of privileged familiarity and one of
voyeuristic discomfort. These films are distinct in the way that they must maintain an emotional
connection between protagonists while keeping them at a physical distance, thus the letter
narrative also raises questions about narrative space and mise-en-scène. Voiceover technique, in
conjunction with strategic framing and matches on action are distinct to the epistolary form and
are particularly explicit in the letter narrative. The relationship between the protagonists in the
epistolary drama, paradoxically, exhibits at once a distinct level of closeness, as well as the
challenge of physical distance.
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Finally, the epistolary drama reveals a new stage of emotional masculinity, a not entirely

unexpected revelation given the evidence in my first chapter that women have historically had a
privileged relationship with writing and epistolary genres. The male protagonist of the epistolary
drama is sensitive, expressive, and finds ease in confessing his fears and anxieties. He is
particularly interesting in that he exhibits emotional agency, whilst maintaining his physical
appeal. He is at once an object of physical and emotional desire, adhering, in a new and distinct
way, to the post-feminist notion that women can have it all.
In Chapter Four I explore how the epistolary drama can be further developed in the
context of Internet age. I ask the preliminary questions, how does the online narrative further
renegotiate time and space through notions of ‘instantaneity’? What is the role of the detail in the
online narrative? How does the protagonist of the online narrative change with the emergence of
new themes such as performance and masquerade?
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Chapter Four
The Epistolary Drama and ‘The Woman Online’

Since the rise of the Internet and Computer Mediated Communication (CMC), the term
‘epistolary’ has come to include online written forms such as the email, instant messaging, and
the blog. William Decker argues that although the letter still has an important role in
communication, electronic correspondence has taken the place of much old-fashioned letter
writing and has “innovated the conception and possibility of epistolary communication” (237). I
want to begin with that which I will not be considering in this chapter. Firstly, I will not be
investigating women and the Internet from a sociological perspective. There are a significant
number of studies into the gendered use of the Internet; however, my focus will be on the themes
that arise when considering the ‘woman online’ as a distinct character in film narrative; as a
technological extension of the woman writing. Second, I would like to note that I am not arguing
that computer-mediated-communication has replaced the diary and letter in film narrative. A
comparative analysis of letter narrative film The Shop Around the Corner (1940) and its remake
You’ve Got Mail (1998) would suggest a chronological progression from letters to electronic
communication forms, whereas my earlier discussion of contemporary films such as The Young
Victoria (2009), Dear John (2010), and Letters to Juliet (2010) indicates that the letter narrative
is still thriving, despite the incorporation of its electronic epistolary counterpart into film
narrative. I will instead look at the way that the inclusion of the email and blog in film narrative
shifts letter and diary narratives, forcing us to renegotiate notions of identity to include variations
such as performance and masquerade. While such themes can be seen sporadically in films that
use letters, such as Sleepless in Seattle and Dear Frankie, they are far more prominent in the
online narrative, as communication between the sexes develops from an emotional and
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confessional style of expression to include post-feminist themes of female power and
manipulation. If in the letter narrative proper, the letters themselves ‘carry the burden of feeling’
as was traditionally the role of the melodramatic heroine, then the online narrative attaches to this
‘feeling’ an element of ambiguity and deceit.
As I mentioned in my first chapter, resolution in Sex in the City: The Movie arises as Mr.
Big uses a series of borrowed love letters to mend his relationship with Carrie. It is interesting to
note that the delivery of Mr. Big’s love letters is assisted through email technology. Carrie’s
receipt of these emails is delayed through her own techno-phobia - a reoccurring narrative trope
throughout the course of the Sex and the City television series. The film reminisces over the letter
as a somewhat out-dated form and opens up the space for comparison of hand-written and
electronic communication forms. We can assume then (in conjunction with the obvious formal
uses of the two forms), that one might use the letter and the email in similar ways in order to
express emotion. The primary differences being not only the email’s lack of tangibility, but also
the elimination of temporal and spatial boundaries - significantly renegotiating notions of
distance. As my examples in this chapter will show, computer-mediated-communication (CMC)
forms such as the email, blog and instant messaging are all effective spaces for emotional
expression. These forms take epistolary discourse into the technical age. While there are obvious
continuities between the two forms, such as the absence of physical chemistry and the gaze, the
online narrative seems to provide a more explicit commentary on post-feminism in a way that
provides a rare space of power for women where gender roles can be manipulated or completely
diminished.
Ned Schantz considers the ‘woman online’ briefly in his book Gossip, Letters, Phones:
The Scandal of Female Networks (2008), where he charts the history of female networks through
a range of communication forms. While he does not consider CMCs in great detail, he looks at
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You’ve Got Mail as a modern day ‘telephonic film’, where the deployment of voiceover functions
to translate “the written message into a private call between the characters that is overheard by
the viewer” (101). Over the course of this chapter I will use the categorization ‘the woman
online’ to indicate the wider implications of the female protagonist engaging with Internet
technology in order to communicate. Within this wider classification I will make specific
reference to the types of communication she engages in - the email (the ‘electronic letter’),
instant messaging or ‘chat’ (‘electronic conversation’), or the blog (the ‘electronic diary/journal’).
At first glance CMCs, particularly the email, may appear to be a ‘newer version’ of the letter,
however, scholars such as Simeon Yates argue that it is not this simple. In his essay ‘Computermediated Communication: The future of the letter?’ from David Barton and Nigel Hall’s
collection, Letter Writing as a Social Practice (2000), Yates states that “CMC is both a
development of existing technologies as well as a ‘radicalization’ of the use of writing” (233).
Yates acknowledges that while the email was developed out of a need for electronic business
memos, “most CMC messages contain a large ‘socio-emotional element’ (246). Michael Spooner
and Kathleen Yancey approach the email phenomenon from a generic standpoint arguing that the
email is not a genre, but rather a technology that allows a wide range of genres. While the email
is frequently used for teaching or electronic discussion groups, they argue that it bears distinct
similarities to the hand-written letter. They write of the online renegotiation of the love letter:

If you have been in love, if your lover could write, you know what I
mean: it appears every day. It’s transactive - not plain exposition, not
pure narrative. It’s a letter, but then, not the sort of letter you get from
the bank or university. It’s more like conversation. It’s not
conversation: it’s one-way, and it’s written. And it’s written in the
knowledge that days may pass between the writing and the reading –
that in fact (though heaven forbid) it may be lost before it reaches you.
As you read it, it speaks in the familiar voice of news, disappointments,
and desires. It’s affectionate – full of affect. Sometimes it’s telegraphic,
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sometimes oblique, sometimes it includes a sort of lover’s code: silly
abbreviations, smiley faces, Xs and Os. (258)
In the conclusion of his article, Yates asserts that, “though CMC may, for those with

access, replace letters as a means of rapid personal communication this lack of material fixity
ensures a continued role for letters” (250). I find that this statement seems to mirror my own
claim that the email does not replace letters in film narrative. Perhaps also it is this ‘material
fixity’ of the handwritten letter that positions it as such a favorable motif in romantic and
dramatic narrative that its electronic counterpart struggles to achieve.
I will first provide a brief historical overview of the place of internet technology in film,
followed by a loose comparison of Ernst Lubitsch’s The Shop Around the Corner (1940) and
Nora Ephron’s remake You’ve Got Mail (1998) to show how the online narrative renegotiates
communication and expression between protagonists. Having compared the two on the basis of
technology, I will move through the components of my original template for the epistolary drama
to show how the inclusion of online epistolary technologies in film narrative renegotiates themes
of emotional expression, confession, public/private, distance and masculinity, whilst also raising
new questions about performance and masquerade - how does the woman online present herself
to the receiver? Do online technologies offer her the same level of emotional expression as she
might have in a diary or letter? How is the ‘detail’ renegotiated when taking into account these
new themes?

The Internet in Film: A Brief History

While the narrative depiction of online forms in film and television is by no means
expansive, given the relative ‘newness’ of these communication technologies, we can still
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identify trends that have emerged over the past 15 years. I want to avoid a detailed sociological
investigation, however, I do want to note some of James Slevin’s observations in his book The
Internet and Society (2000). Slevin’s objective is clear: he wants to discuss the pervasiveness of
communication media in modern everyday life from both an optimistic and a pessimistic
standpoint. Slevin’s objective investigation is important to note for my research because he
considers both the positive aspects of Internet communication technology, and as negative
connotations of the ‘inauthentic’ nature of online activity and interaction. Slevin’s identification
of two distinct attitudes towards online activity foreshadow the two generic approaches to these
online narratives, the romance and the thriller, which I will investigate in more detail further in
this chapter.
It seems that these ‘online narratives’ (as I will term them throughout the course of this
thesis), reflect society’s attitudes and naiveties towards the technologies they are representing. On
the whole, a historical overview of these films reflects a world that seems both excited by the
possibilities available through new Internet technology, particularly with regard to the formation
of online relationships, yet also skeptical of these new capabilities. Early online narratives such
as The Net (1995), a film about a woman whose identity is stolen by cyber terrorists, Hackers
(1995), where a group of gifted hackers get caught up in a corporate extortion conspiracy, and
Antitrust (2001), which follows a team of young computer programmers who get caught up in a
series of crimes at a software development company, seem to mirror these societal anxieties,
addressing the paradoxical nature of one’s new found online capabilities. Slevin reinforces this
notion:

[While] new communication networks are opening up new
opportunities for human intervention and doing things together, such
technologies also create new uncertainties. Moreover, these new
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technologies are spreading the consciousness that the world we live in
today is a highly risky and unpredictable environment. (2)
I would argue that a historical overview of the online narrative reflects this ‘unpredictable

environment’. Despite not explicitly addressing the anxiety about new technology as other films
of the nineties have done, You’ve Got Mail (1998), provides an arguably naive depiction of
computer-mediated communication. The film comprises the staple elements of the romantic
comedy - two protagonists meet (in this instance online); they part ways due to an obstacle, and
then ultimately reunite - however, You’ve Got Mail is complicated by the fact that both
protagonists are engaged in romantic relationships alongside the relationship with each other that
is forming online. There is no sense of intimacy between the protagonists and their real life
spouses, suggesting that their relationships are deteriorating; the problematic intimacy of the
online liaison is only dealt with in passing. The film’s seeming lack of consequence suggests a
societal naivety towards the capabilities of online communication forms. You’ve Got Mail thus
represents those individuals who, as Slevin suggests, are uncertain when faced with questions
about social and moral boundaries of online activity. These issues are dealt with again, albeit in a
far more sinister fashion, in the film Closer (2004) when obituary writer, Dan (Jude Law)
pretends to be a woman in an online sex chat with the film’s other male protagonist, Larry (Clive
Owen). This brief yet significant scene highlights the ease with which identity can be
manipulated in an online chat room. I concluded in Chapter One that women favored diaries and
letters as expressive outlets amidst a male-dominated society. Interestingly, in contemporary
society online communication gives one the ability to abolish gendered identity altogether. The
contrast in tone between a film such as You’ve Got Mail and the scene I described from Closer is
indicative of the two dominant representations of online activity in film, functioning within two
distinct genres. It seems to me that the woman online finds her place as either the loveable
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heroine of the romantic comedy - Cinderella Story (2004), The Perfect Man (2005), Must Love
Dogs (2005), Because I Said So (2007), Wild Child (2008) and Julie and Julia (2009) - or as the
devious, problem-solving protagonist of the suspense thriller - Hard Candy (2005), Cry Wolf
(2005), The Perfect Stranger (2007), and Untraceable (2008).
I will build on these examples and show how an extension of the diary and letter narrative
to accommodate the figure of the woman online might transpose over two arguably opposing
genres. Despite the letter narrative finding a regular spot in melodrama and the contemporary
romantic drama, it seems that its tech-savvy counterpart finds its way in the realm of mystery and
suspense, thus further justifying the inclusion of masquerade and performance in the epistolary
drama template.
	
  

You’ve Got Mail, A Cinderella Story and the Paradox of Online Intimacy

Arguably the first instance of an online film narrative, Nora Ephron’s You’ve Got Mail
(1998) is a remake of Ernst Lubitsch’s 1940 film, The Shop Around the Corner. I will undertake
a comparative analysis of the two films in order to show how the letter narrative can be
renegotiated in a computer-mediated age. First, I want to offer a sample of online reviews of the
latter film in order to show that, although these films have been subject to little scholarly
comparison, the ‘updated’ nature of You’ve Got Mail was widely discussed at the time of its
release.

Each of these films works within the realms of romantic fantasy, but
You’ve Got Mail has much tighter boundaries. Instead of a pre-war
Hungary, we get New York City. Instead of two closet know-it-alls, we
get two semi-ordinary people from different classes. The modern film
must be grounded in some sort of reality to connect with us. The Shop
Around the Corner is free to fantasize.
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(Dan Eisenburg, cinemathetics.com)
The most important literary outpourings here are those exchanged
through E-mail, which makes the film that much more amusingly
attuned to its time. The screenplay by Ms. Ephron and her sister, Delia
Ephron, adapts Ernst Lubitsch's 1940 delight, The Shop Around the
Corner, to the E-mail age with gratifying ingenuity and with its share of
extra observations about how times have changed. The star-crossed
correspondents, who in Lubitsch's film were employees of the same
amazingly gracious retail establishment, have been promoted to people
who run their own businesses. That makes their stress and loneliness all
the more real, to the point where it's easy to see what drives Joe Fox
(Tom Hanks) and Kathleen Kelly (Meg Ryan) into the world of cyber
flirtation.
(Janet Maslin, The New York Times)
This time [referring to the release of You’ve Got Mail], however things
were different. The Beatles-like song during the opening credits is
accompanied by the distinctive sound of a computer logging into the
Internet, thus making the spectator understand that the title of the film is
a direct reference to electronic mail which has replaced, almost entirely,
conventional letter writing.
(Betty Kaklamanidou, offscreen.com)
Eisenburg’s reference to the ‘modern film’ and Maslin’s comment that ‘times have

changed’ suggest that while from a sociological perspective the email does not ‘replace’ the
letter, the distinct similarities between A Shop Around the Corner and its remake You’ve Got
Mail signals an ‘updating’ - the film can be re-imagined as the technology used to communicate
within the film is updated. Constantine Verevis uses the term ‘update’ in his book Film Remakes,
to classify a particular style of film remake that adopts an “overtly revisionary and
transformational attitude” (12); a description that can be aptly applied to a technological reimagining, as is the case in these two films. A similar style of technological remaking can be seen
in D.J Caruso‘s film Disturbia (2007), the un-official and somewhat controversial remake of
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Hitchcock’s famous Rear Window (1945) which updates Jimmy Stewart’s plaster cast to an
electronic home-detention bracelet, as well as Simon West’s When A Stranger Calls (2006),
which updates Frank Walton’s 1979 film of the same name to include cell phone technology.
A comparison of The Shop Around the Corner and You’ve Got Mail shows a similar style
of technological update. The narratives of the two films develop in similar ways - boy and girl are
engaged in an epistolary relationship when the story begins - boy and girl, ironically, despise
each other in ‘real’ life - boy realizes girl is his mystery ‘Dear Friend’ - boy and girl meet face-toface and fall in love. The key difference, however, is in the level of detail we are given with
regard to their epistolary exchanges, arguably due to the instantaneous nature of email and the
conversation-like nature of Internet chat. The Shop Around the Corner is centered on the staff
members that work at Matuschek’s gift shop in Budapest, Hungary. Among the staff is Alfred
Kralik (James Stewart), a hardworking and likeable young man who is in love with a woman he
only knows through the letters they exchange. Mr. Matuschek hires Klara Novak (Margaret
Sullavan) as a saleswoman in his store, however she and Alfred bicker constantly. Ironically and
unknowingly, Klara is the woman Alfred has been courting through his letters. Similarly, You’ve
Got Mail centers on the online relationship between small local bookstore owner, Kathleen Kelly
(Meg Ryan) and chain-store ‘Fox Books’ owner, Joe Fox (Tom Hanks). While in the earlier film
the two protagonists are co-workers, in You’ve Got Mail the key characters are business rivals
from vastly different financial backgrounds. Like Alfred and Klara, the pair has a reciprocated
distain for one another in person, however they correspond anonymously through daily emails
and instant messaging. Despite Kathleen and Joe sharing their secrets and interests online, they
have never connected in real life.
Aside from the narrative similarities, there are subtle references to the earlier film through
the course of You’ve Got Mail. Kathleen’s small bookstore pays homage to the original film in its
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name, which is, ‘The Shop Around the Corner’, and Joe Fox’s grandfather fondly refers,
throughout the course of the narrative, to his epistolary relationship with Kathleen’s grandmother,
Celia Kelly, evoking a sense of nostalgia for the hand-written letter.

Fig 4.1. Kathleen’s ‘Shop Around the Corner’. Screen Capture: You’ve Got Mail. Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf.
Tom Hanks, Meg Ryan, Steve Zahn, and Greg Kinnear. Warner Brothers, 1998, DVD.

The biggest difference between the two films is of course is in the technology, or more
specifically, the means through which Kathleen and Joe (or rather ‘Shopgirl’ and ‘NY152’)
communicate. Released in 1998, You’ve Got Mail is set at a time when Internet communication
technologies were still a relatively new form for the average consumer. When viewing the film in
the present day, this ‘newness’ of technology is reinforced through both the dial-up tone
(indicative of a time before easily accessible broadband internet) as well as the basic style of
graphic user interface, or the ‘look’ of what is on their computer screens.
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Fig 4.2. New technology. Screen Capture: You’ve Got Mail. Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf. Tom Hanks, Meg Ryan,
Steve Zahn, and Greg Kinnear. Warner Brothers, 1998, DVD.

Whereas Kathleen seems to embrace and celebrate these new technologies, her partner Frank
represents a more skeptical view. In the film's opening scenes Frank is dismissive of technology
and Kathleen’s newfound preoccupation with her laptop. He states forcefully, “Technology!
Name me one thing that we gain from technology? You think this machine is your friend, but it’s
not!” The film presents an unsympathetic portrayal of Frank; it seems to suggest that he is too
preoccupied with criticizing technology to notice that, in fact, he is losing his relationship with
Kathleen, arguably due to the new communicative possibilities that technology allows. This
breakdown of Kathleen’s and Frank’s relationship bears a similarity to Kate’s relationship with
Morgan in The Lake House. As the female protagonist forms an emotional connection with
another through writing, the problems in their existing relationships rise to the surface. Despite
being embedded in a light, romantically comic setting, Frank’s failure to notice his deteriorating
relationship provokes questions about the somewhat deceitful nature of the online liaison, which
becomes a prominent theme in more recent examples of these films. Having shown how the
inclusion of electronic communication forms can, as Verevis suggests, ‘update’ the letter
narrative, I now want to return to my template for the epistolary drama and show that while my
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model can be applied to films that use email, instant messaging or blogging, it must be updated to
accommodate the instantaneous nature of these electronic communication forms, thus
renegotiating notions of distance, as well as bringing to light notions of identity, performance and
masquerade which I will discuss in part two of this chapter. While the letter narrative is primarily
concerned with tending to an already established relationship, the online narrative relies on the
earlier stages of compatibility and courtship, given that the couple has not met in person.
Although there are exceptions, such as The Lake House and Message in a Bottle, where the
couple begin exchanging letters without a physical introduction, the online narrative is distinct in
that the exclusion of the physical meeting allows the protagonist the opportunity to construct and
present the best version of him or herself.
In the case of most of the letter narratives I discussed in the previous chapter, epistolary
exchange begins in the early stages of the film as the protagonists attempt to maintain a
relationship at a distance. In both Shop Around the Corner and You’ve Got Mail the epistolary
relationships are already established when the films open. In the case of the former, we learn of
Alfred’s relationship with his ‘Dear Friend’ in the film’s opening scenes, as he reads his letters
from her aloud to his friend and co-worker, Pirovich (Felix Bressart):

My heart trembled as I walked into the post-office. And there you were
lying in Box 237. I took you out of your envelope and read you. Read
you right there. Oh my dear friend.
It is interesting to note that our first experiences of Alfred’s letter are through his reading aloud to
a friend, as opposed to the techniques of voiceover supported by images of thoughtful
contemplation that I have shown are somewhat typical of the letter narrative.
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Fig 4.3/Fig 4.4. Alfred shares his letter with colleague and confidant, Pirovich. Screen Capture: The Shop
Around the Corner. Dir. Ernst Lubitsch. Perf. Margaret Sullavan, James Stewart, and Frank Morgan.
Warner Brothers, 1940, DVD.

Alfred’s reading of the letter aloud allows the narrative to develop in a simple fashion.
We learn of the content of Klara’s (Alfred’s co-worker who we later learn is his mystery penpal)
letters through Alfred’s reading them aloud to a friend, and similarly, in the latter stages of the
film, we come to know the content of Alfred’s letters to Klara through her reading them aloud,
unknowingly, to the writer himself - Alfred. The use of the term ‘you’ in the above extract
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indicates an intimacy and a familiarity between writer and recipient. The writer addresses Alfred
as though he is an extension of the letter itself, thus in these early stages there is no separation
between him as a person and the letter as a tangible item. Alfred continues to read:

Are you tall? Are you short? Are your eyes blue? Are they brown?
Don’t tell me. What does it matter as long as our minds meet? We have
enough troubles in our daily lives. There are so many great and
beautiful things to discuss in this world of ours, it would be wasting
these precious moments if we told each other the vulgar details of how
we earn our daily bread. So don’t lets do it.
The writer’s request not to know details about Alfred’s life suggests that the pair find pleasure in
the anonymity of their relationship. This withheld information both maintains a sense of distance
between the pair, thus situating them as each other’s fantasy, as well as renegotiating the
traditional onscreen relationship between male and female in the suggestion that intimacy and
connection between the two can be established without relying on physical proximity and the
male gaze.
While in You’ve Got Mail, Joe discusses his online relationship with his close friend and
colleague, Kevin (Dave Chapelle), we are aware of his and Kathleen’s liaisons from the film’s
opening scenes. The film opens with Kathleen patiently waiting for Frank to leave for work and
then rushing to her computer as if it is the highlight of her day. We can gauge a sense of routine
as she opens her email account and mouths simultaneously with the computerized voice alert,
“You’ve Got Mail”.
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Fig 4.5/Fig 4.6. Eagerly awaiting a reply. Screen Capture: You’ve Got Mail. Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf. Tom
Hanks, Meg Ryan, Steve Zahn, and Greg Kinnear. Warner Brothers, 1998, DVD.

The style and content of her email from Joe suggests a familiarity, which reinforces the
well-established nature of the relationship. It is also important to note the style of writing used in
Kathleen’s emails. Given the newness of personal email at the time of the films release, the
highly abbreviated ‘text speak’ common in CMC today was yet to be developed. Thus, in You’ve
Got Mail, email serves the expressive, descriptive function of the hand-written letter in the earlier
film. We get a real sense of detail, despite electronic nature of the exchange. Like Shop Around
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the Corner, despite the agreement not to discuss personal details such as name and place of work,
Kathleen’s and Joe’s emails exude an ease and comfort in expression. Kathleen’s reply reinforces
this:

Dear Friend. I like to start notes to you as if we’re already in the middle
of a conversation. I pretend that we’re the oldest and dearest friends, as
opposed to what we actually are, people who don’t know each other’s
names, and met in a chat room where we both claimed we’d never been
before. “What will he say today?” I wonder. I turn on my computer, I
wait impatiently as it boots up. I go online, and my breath catches in my
chest until I hear three little words: You’ve got mail. I hear nothing, not
even the sound on the streets of New York, just from the beat of my
own heart. I have mail. From you.

One of the most significant differences between the two films is the knowledge given to
the viewer. In Shop Around the Corner, we are not given any indication that Klara is Alfred’s
‘Dear Friend’ until the later stages of the film when the pair are simultaneously preparing for
their evening’s engagements. In contrast, we are aware of ‘NY152’s’ identity, as Kathleen’s
voiceover merges with Joe’s (the very distinct voice of Tom Hanks’) voiceover in the film’s
opening scenes. As we shift from Kathleen’s apartment to Joe’s space, we see his morning
unravel in an almost identical fashion. He too, waits for his partner to leave for work, then logs
on to begin the day’s communication with ‘Shopgirl’. From the outset of the film we are aware
that Kathleen and Joe are each other’s online friend, thus their business rivalry and series of
chance encounters function to heighten the comic tone of the narrative. It seems then, that in the
case of both the letter narrative and its computer-mediated counterpart, that the physical
proximity of the protagonists dictates the film’s generic tone. Some examples of this include The
Love Letter (1999), as Helen’s constant speculation over her mystery suitor sees her begin to
imagine her colleagues and friends in a romantic light, and more recently in The Perfect Man
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(2005) the audience has privileged information as Holly manages to fool her mother while they
are residing under the same roof. These ‘near misses’ add comic tone to a narrative driven
primarily by the written expression of emotion.

Fig 4.7. A near miss. Screen Capture: You’ve Got Mail. Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf. Tom Hanks, Meg Ryan,
Steve Zahn, and Greg Kinnear. Warner Brothers, 1998, DVD.

Fig 4.8. Public rivals. Screen Capture: You’ve Got Mail. Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf. Tom Hanks, Meg Ryan,
Steve Zahn, and Greg Kinnear. Warner Brothers, 1998, DVD.
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With letter-writing inevitably comes a sense of waiting, with letters being sent, for the

most part, from a significant distance. In a film that replaces letter writing with email or instant
messaging, this sense of waiting is renegotiated, as temporal boundaries are broken down. The
instantaneous nature of Internet communication means that the pair can communicate daily,
reinforcing the routine nature of their relationship. This frequency in exchange also means that
we as the audience are party to significantly more information about the relationship simply
because there isn’t time spent ‘waiting’ for a message to be received.
In contrast to Shop Around the Corner where we are only actually given detail on three of
the couple’s letters, in You’ve Got Mail we are given significant access to their private world from the information that is important to the development of the narrative, such as discussion of
work, family and goals, to throw-away comments such as Kathleen’s description of a butterfly on
the subway, that, although they don’t aid in driving the narrative as such, function to constantly
remind us of the couple’s growing connection. As in the letter narrative, in order to avoid the
problems that may arise from the visual depiction of writing, the emails begin to exist
predominantly as voiceovers. Again I want to draw attention to the challenge of portraying the
action of writing onscreen. While a dramatic film such as Onegin opted to use a long, drawn out
sequence of Tatyana scribbling desperately to the object of her affection, films frequently present
the content of letter either through them being read aloud to a friend or colleague (The Shop
Around the Corner), or as a voiceover projected over a montage of scenes supporting the letter’s
content (The Lake House, Dear John). A similar aesthetic dilemma occurs when considering the
depiction of emailing or blogging onscreen - how can a director show the process of composition
without losing the interest of the audience?
It seems to me that both the letter narrative and its technological counterpart overcome
this through editing choices, structuring the exchange as though it were a conversation. As I
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discussed in Chapter Three with reference to The Lake House, the film will begin depicting the
letter/email writing process in its entirety, gradually shifting to show only important parts of this
process, to a point where the actual process of writing is diminished completely and the words
are reduced to voiceover, or in a rare instance such as The Lake House, the words become actual
conversation, despite the temporal and spatial distance the couple faces. This removal of the
process of writing is also indicative of a growing relationship, as time passes and the couple
grows closer the physical distance separating them becomes increasingly irrelevant. As was the
case in The Lake House, as the film and thus the relationship develops, we are only given
snippets of the exchange, positioning the couple as emotionally close, despite their physical and
temporal distance. Close up shots of hands typing and the sound of a keyboard being tapped can
often be heard behind the voiceover to reinforce for the viewer that this dialogue is representative
of the content of an email. It must be noted that while in You’ve Got Mail Kathleen and Joe’s
communication is restricted to the home, new CMC technologies such as instant messaging (as
we see in Cinderella Story (2004)) and even more recently, ‘Skype’ video-calling (as in Going
the Distance (2010)) seem to give a sense of diminished spatial boundaries and ‘waiting’, despite
the physical distance separating the couple. Whereas the logistics of a letter-writing narrative
remain largely unchanged (with the exception of The Lake House’s pseudo-time-travel narrative),
the parameters of the online narrative are constantly developing
In You’ve Got Mail, the technology itself is a constant focus. The shifting position of
laptops, in both Kathleen and Joe’s apartments is indicative of time passing between the sending
and receiving of emails. In a scene after Joe fails to reveal himself to Kathleen at their
arrangement meeting, the camera lingers on the laptop in the centre of the frame as Joe moves
around his apartment, contemplating how to compose his next email. In the same way that
romantic comedies often rely on a ‘puck-like’ character such as a friend (Bridget’s friend Shazza
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in Bridget Jones’ Diary) or a family member (Josie’s bother in Never Been Kissed (1999)) to
bring, or rather push the couple together, You’ve Got Mail positions the laptop as a character that
mediates between the two protagonists. In the aforementioned scene, the laptop is positioned as
watching Joe - instilling a sense of guilt in him and encouraging him to reply.
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Fig 4.9/ Fig 4.10/Fig 4.11. Laptop as ‘character’. Screen Capture: You’ve Got Mail. Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf.
Tom Hanks, Meg Ryan, Steve Zahn, and Greg Kinnear. Warner Brothers, 1998, DVD.

The narrative develops further and notions of waiting are diminished altogether as the pair
begin to communicate through instant messaging. Instant messaging allows the immediacy of
face-to-face conversation, whilst also allowing time for thoughtful composition. Despite still
abiding by the initial ‘rules’ regarding anonymity and the revelation of intimate details, the
relationship progresses to a new level as they begin to engage in conversation-like exchange for
the first time. As in The Lake House, Kathleen and Joe are often framed in similar spaces in their
respective apartments at the time of their chat, thus reinforcing a sense of connection. This use of
symmetry aids in diminishing the physical distance between the two.
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Fig 4.12/Fig 4.13. Spatial boundaries are diminished through techniques of framing. Screen Capture: You’ve
Got Mail. Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf. Tom Hanks, Meg Ryan, Steve Zahn, and Greg Kinnear. Warner Brothers,
1998, DVD.
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Fig 4.14/Fig 4.15. Spatial boundaries are diminished through techniques of framing. Screen Capture: You’ve
Got Mail. Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf. Tom Hanks, Meg Ryan, Steve Zahn, and Greg Kinnear. Warner Brothers,
1998, DVD.

With this relationship progression in mind I want to move to discuss the way that the
online relationship, as depicted in You’ve Got Mail, redefines notions of courtship and romance.
In contrast to Shop Around the Corner, both Kathleen and Joe are involved in relationships at the
same time that they are communicating online. They can often be seen sneaking to their laptop at
times where they can avoid their partner’s interrogation. This routine process of waiting until
their partners have left for work and hurrying excitedly to log online suggests that both know
there is something slightly immoral about their secret online liaisons, however, this is treated in a
rather innocent fashion, given the ‘newness’ of online relationships at the time of the film’s
release in 1998. Although both Kathleen and Joe’s relationships have ended at the conclusion of
the film, when the protagonists meet face-to-face for the first time, the parameters of the online
relationship are forced into question. Kathleen discusses the idea with her co-worker; she asks “is
it infidelity if you’re involved with someone on email”? Despite the serious connotations attached
to the question, the reaction is lighthearted and no real conclusion is reached. The idea is
dismissed before it is ever really dealt with, and thus is suggestive of new and uncertain thematic
territory. Thus the film seems to suggest that an emotional connection is legitimate and that
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infidelity can only be defined in physical terms. This question is also raised in The Lake House as
Kate and Alex’s emotional connection, established through their letters, makes them aware of the
emotional connection missing in their respective ‘real life’ relationships. These films renegotiate
the traditional ‘coming-together’ of the couple, favoring a gradually developing emotional bond
over physical and sexual chemistry.
A comparison of The Shop Around the Corner and its ‘update’ You’ve Got Mail shows
how my epistolary drama model can be adapted to include computer mediated communication
forms and the figure of the woman online. While both films center on the development of an
emotional relationship, You’ve Got Mail’s tiptoeing around the issue of infidelity foreshadows
the deceptive tone of more recent online narratives, as I will demonstrate throughout this chapter.
The style and tone of Kathleen and Joe’s emails situates You’ve Got Mail as a kind of ‘bridge’
between the letter narrative and the more recent online narratives. Like the traditional letter, their
compositions are thoughtful and descriptive despite the exchange occurring in cyberspace. I
argue that the commercial success of You’ve Got Mail11 (A-List casting aside) is largely due to
this narrative style as audiences favour the romantic and expressive over the increasingly
abbreviated style of writing in contemporary online technologies.

Re-Defining Courtship

In my second chapter I outlined a model for the epistolary drama. The first and perhaps
overarching theme of this model was the expression of repression. As I showed through a
discussion of the letter narrative, the expression of repression refers to the notion that, through
writing, one can express a level of detail that may not be possible during a face-to-face liaison;
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
11	
  You’ve

Got Mail made $115,821,495 at the box office, compared to The Perfect Man ($16, 535,005), A Cinderella
Story ($51,438,175) and A Perfect Stranger ($23,984,949), www.boxofficemojo.com, 27/02/11.	
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thoughts and feelings can be expressed openly and honestly. While emotional expression does
still apply in the context of the online narrative, the nature and style of exchange is renegotiated.
You’ve Got Mail extends a new kind of courtship that we saw occurring in The Lake House and
The Young Victoria - the narrative focuses on the emotional relationship developing between
Kathleen and Joe, despite the lack of physical proximity that has long been a necessity in the
coming-together of the couple in romantic genres. This new style of courtship in the online
narrative also begs us to consider what constitutes infidelity in an online environment.
For Kathleen and Joe in You’ve Got Mail, the parameters of their exchange have been
negotiated from the outset. They do not express personal details about their lives, in an attempt to
maintain some sense of distance and perhaps also to relieve the sense of deceit that lingers in the
periphery of the narrative. While this tactic seems successful, heightening the comic ‘public’
disdain they hold for one another, a strong emotional connection is established. Kathleen
comments on this connection in one of her emails - “The odd thing about this type of
communication is you’re more likely to talk about nothing than something, but what I want to say
is that all this ‘nothing’ has meant more to me than so many ‘something’s’. So thanks”. This
quote is significant in that it makes direct reference to the feminine detail and this notion of
‘artlessness’ that I discussed in my first chapter. Kathleen’s celebration of the ‘nothing’ here,
further exemplifies the strong presence of the detail in the epistolary drama, thus reinforcing the
sub-genre’s position as an alternative contemporary film for women. The audience is given
privileged access to the detailed content of the couple’s emails, particularly those from Kathleen
who seems to use her emails to NY152 as a way of escaping from the pressure of her struggling
business.

Sometimes I wonder about my life. I lead a small life, well, valuable,
but small. And sometimes I wonder, do I do it because I like it? Or
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because I haven’t been brave? So much of what I see reminds me of
something I’ve read in a book, when shouldn’t it be the other way
round? I don’t really want an answer; I just want to send this cosmic
question out into the void. So, goodnight dear void.
Kathleen seems romantic by nature, having favoured the smaller, intimate atmosphere of

her mother’s bookshop, ‘The Shop Around the Corner’, over the potential financial security of
the large-scale bookshop franchise. As the narrative progresses, Kathleen begins to question the
state of her life and begins to express these anxieties in her emails. The rhetorical nature of the
above email suggests Kathleen’s hesitation at directing this online friendship into more intimate
territory. She acknowledges that she doesn’t expect specific answers from Joe, but reinforces the
therapeutic nature of expressing herself in this newfound ‘void’ that is cyberspace. Traditional
cinematic courtship is renegotiated as the protagonists are able to establish an intimate connection
without the physical chemistry present in a face-to-face relationship. Moments such as the
simultaneous mimicking of the voiced alert - “You’ve got mail”, reinforce this distinct style of
relationship thus cementing a ‘new’ kind of courtship that takes place in cyberspace.
Steve Neale discusses a similar style of romantic comedy in his article for Screen, ‘The
Big Romance Or Something Wild? Romantic Comedy Today’ (1992), arguing that the romantic
comedies of the 1990s favour “coupledom, compatibility and, precisely, romance” (286) over the
overtly sexual. Interestingly, while moralistic questions may arise in relation to the circumstances
of the couple’s somewhat unorthodox ‘meet cute’12, Neale would seem to suggest that having
Kathleen and Joe involved in relationships at the time of their meet conforms to a typical feature
of the romantic comedy - the ‘wrong partner’, or the presence of an alternative suitor who
“provides points of comparison with, and contrast to, one or other of the members of the
couple… they often represent, in addition, an aspect of the personality or motivation or aspiration
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
12

“Hollywood’s traditional way of getting two strangers together so they could fall in love … numerous, inventive
variations on an old idea – man accidentally bumps into female stranger on the street, knocks over her groceries,
helps pick them up, and so on”. (Bygrave 30)
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of that member that stands in the way of couple’s formation and that thus has to be cast aside”
(289). As I mentioned earlier, in the case of Kathleen and her partner Frank, his personal aversion
to technology stands, unknowingly, in contrast to Shopgirl and NY152’s formation as a couple.

Fig 4.16. The ‘wrong partner’. Screen Capture: You’ve Got Mail. Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf. Tom Hanks, Meg
Ryan, Steve Zahn, and Greg Kinnear. Warner Brothers, 1998, DVD.

To further utilize Neale’s article, I want to draw attention to his notion that alongside this
throw-back to 1930s coupledom and romance, lies a return to narratives that incorporate
“disguise, deception, and adopted or mistaken identity” (293), which both aids in my
consideration of this ‘new’ style of courtship present in a film such as You’ve Got Mail, and
supports the themes of performance and masquerade that I use to extend the epistolary drama
model in the context of the woman online. Kathleen and Joe’s choice to adopt online identities
allows them to develop a private, emotional connection. The conclusion of the film, where
Shopgirl/Kathleen and NY152/Joe agree to meet in person, signifies both a physical comingtogether of the couple, as well as a culmination of each protagonist’s individual journey. Joe
realizes the importance of a love that exists outside of the corporate world, while Kathleen comes
to realize her potential beyond her mother’s legacy. For Neale, Kathleen and Joe’s face-to-face
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meeting, and thus their revelation of their true identity, “precipitates the acknowledgement of a
‘true self’, of true feelings, and of true compatibility and love” (293). In You’ve Got Mail,
emotional expression and compatibility shift to the forefront and the film functions through the
paradox that physical distance can often lead to intense emotional closeness.

Fig 4.17. Kathleen and Joe meet face-to-face for the first time. Screen Capture: You’ve Got Mail. Dir. Nora
Ephron. Perf. Tom Hanks, Meg Ryan, Steve Zahn, and Greg Kinnear. Warner Brothers, 1998, DVD.

This paradox is also evident in the film A Cinderella Story (2004), where teen
protagonists Sam Montgomery (Hilary Duff) and Austen Ames (Chad Michael Murray)
communicate anonymously online, unknowingly diminishing their difference in the high school
social rankings that separate them in real life.
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Fig 4.18/Fig 4.19. Sam and Austen move in different (public) social circles. Screen Capture: A Cinderella
Story. Dir. Mark Rosman. Perf. Hilary Duff, Chad Michael Murray, and Jennifer Coolidge. Warner
Brothers, 2004, DVD.	
  

Loosely based on the traditional ‘Cinderella’ fairytale, A Cinderella Story centers on Sam
Montgomery, who, having lost her father in an earthquake, is left to live with her domineering
stepmother Fiona, and her spoilt stepsisters, Gabriella and Brianna. She communicates via email
and instant messaging with a boy known only as ‘Nomad’, who turns out to be her school’s
football star, Austen Ames. Like Kathleen and Joe in You’ve Got Mail, Sam and Austen use their
online identities to escape the pressures of everyday life, and form a connection that, due to
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predominantly social circumstance, may not have blossomed in a face-to-face context. A
Cinderella Story adheres to Verevis’s notion of ‘update’ that I mentioned earlier in this chapter.
Despite not being a ‘remake’ as such, this contemporary re-imagination of this classic story relies
heavily on technology for narrative development. Although still bound to housework and other
duties, technology allows Sam, or ‘Cinderella’, to vent her frustrations through email and in chat
rooms, and instead of leaving a glass slipper on her rapid departure from her school’s masquerade
ball (where Sam is appropriately dressed as a princess), she leaves behind a cell phone, which her
‘prince’, Austen, uses to begin a desperate search to find her.
Like You’ve Got Mail, the protagonist’s emotional expression is already well established
as the film opens. Their communication is frequent - they exchange text messages and write
emails to one another during the school day, and meet in a chat room in the evening. Having met
in a chat room for future Princeton University students, Sam (Princeton Girl) and Austen
(Nomad) connect over a shared academic dream as well as a strong desire to escape the
restrictions they face at home. Sam craves a life outside of her stepfamily’s bullying, while
Austen longs for independence from his father.

Fig 4.20. ‘Princeton Girl’ and ‘Nomad’ communicate throughout the day. Screen Capture: A Cinderella
Story. Dir. Mark Rosman. Perf. Hilary Duff, Chad Michael Murray, and Jennifer Coolidge. Warner
Brothers, 2004, DVD.	
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Intimacy and Confession

There are a number of connections to be made between A Cinderella Story and You’ve
Got Mail, in particular the intimate nature of the emotional expression between protagonists.
Returning to the latter, having successfully carried on her late mother’s legacy, Kathleen in
You’ve Got Mail struggles to admit to her bookstore’s financial problems. She confesses this
struggle to Joe/NY152, admits her fear of failure, and asks him for advice.

Fig 4.21. ‘Shopgirl’ shifts her relationship with ‘NY152’ into new territory. Screen Capture: You’ve Got Mail.
Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf. Tom Hanks, Meg Ryan, Steve Zahn, and Greg Kinnear. Warner Brothers, 1998,
DVD.

The theme of anonymity becomes almost humorous here, as Kathleen is unknowingly
confessing her fears and anxieties to her primary business rival. A similar style of confession
occurs in Nancy Meyer’s The Holiday (2006) when Iris (Kate Winslet) and Amanda (Cameron
Diaz) reveal their relationship problems with each other in an online chatroom, despite having
never met. This instant connection over similar experiences sees them engage in a house swap,
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allowing each of them a fresh perspective on their lives. The notion of bonding over shared
interests and experiences is a key characteristic of CMC, as chatrooms are often targeted to a
specific audience, for example in A Cinderella Story Sam and Austen meet in a chatroom for
future Princeton students.
I want to return to the following intimate exchange between Kathleen and Joe in order to
further demonstrate Pinckard’s notion of ‘anonymous intimacy’.

Sometimes I wonder about my life. I lead a small life, well, valuable,
but small. And sometimes I wonder, do I do it because I like it? Or
because I haven’t been brave? So much of what I see reminds me of
something I’ve read in a book, when shouldn’t it be the other way
round? I don’t really want an answer; I just want to send this cosmic
question out into the void. So, goodnight dear void.
The persistent use of the rhetorical question is indicative of Kathleen’s desperation; she confesses
her doubts and vulnerabilities in an intimate fashion. Juxtaposed against this intimate detail is the
anonymity implied through her reference to a ‘void’. It seems then that confession works in close
conjunction with the notion of desperation - cyberspace, or more specifically online relationships,
provide an escape from the reality of everyday life. In my MA thesis on Desperate Housewives in
2008, I discussed the way the female protagonist of film or television narrative is frequently
positioned as fantasizing about an alternative to the reality of her everyday life; to the
“rudimentary goings on of everyday life – relationship woes, struggling marriages, motherhood
and fading sex lives” (51). Desperate fantasy, in contrast, “refers to that which women desire – to
experience romance” (51). It seems then that cyberspace has emerged as a ‘new’ space for
fantasy to be played out, as we see in You’ve Got Mail, as Kathleen uses her online relationship
to satisfy her emotional lack. Despite grappling with issues more common in a teenage context,
Sam in A Cinderella Story confesses her desire to escape her stepmother’s constraints and find
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freedom at Princeton University, while Austen discloses his fears at admitting to his father that he
wants to become a writer. Likewise, in The Perfect Man, Jean confesses to Ben/Holly her belief
that she is a bad parent.

Fig 4.22. Jean confesses her mistakes, unknowingly to Holly. Screen Capture: The Perfect Man. Dir. Mark
Rosman. Perf. Hilary Duff, Heather Locklear, and Chris Noth. Universal, 2005, DVD.

Austen is eager to meet in person, however, Sam’s own personal insecurities see her
hesitant to reveal her true self. Thus confession can work in close conjunction with notions of
identity - Sam’s friends encourage her to confess her identity to Austen, despite the pressure of
their perceived difference in social standings. Both Sam and Austen embody distinct public and
private personas. In the case of films for women such as You’ve Got Mail and A Cinderella Story,
the traditional epistle is simply ‘updated’ and CMC’s become effective spaces in which a private,
authentic persona can flourish. In the following section I will show how this shifts with the
introduction of new themes of performance and masquerade.
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The Perfect Man, The Perfect Stranger and Online Masquerade

I had this guy leave me a voice mail at work so I called him at home
and then he e-mailed me to my Blackberry and so I texted to his cell
and then he e-mailed me to my home account and the whole thing just
got out of control. And I miss the days when you had one phone
number and one answering machine and that one answering machine
has one cassette tape and that one cassette tape either had a message
from a guy or it didn't. And now you just have to go around checking
all these different portals just to get rejected by seven different
technologies. It's exhausting.
(Mary, He’s Just Not That Into You)
The above quote by My Space-addict Mary (Drew Barrymore) from the onscreen
adaptation of the best-selling self-improvement book, He’s Just Not That Into You explicitly
pinpoints society’s overwhelming reliance on technology and social media, particularly with
regard to dating and romance. The ‘rules’ of courtship, it seems, have been adapted to operate in
a modern society where an intimate relationship doesn’t always require a physical connection. As
I have discussed throughout the course of this chapter, film narratives are beginning to mirror
these societal shifts, reminiscing over both the themes of companionship and compatibility
favoured in the 1930s romance narratives as well as emphasizing emotional expression prominent
in this therapeutic age. While there are obvious benefits to this technology - keeping in touch
with friends abroad (Wild Child (2008)), meeting new people (The Holiday (2006)), and finding
love (Must Love Dogs (2005)) - the Internet offers a distinct space for performance and
masquerade, allowing for a modern take on narratives of (more often than not, intentional)
mistaken identity.
In order to illustrate how masquerade functions in the template, I want to first
acknowledge Mary Ann Doane’s important essay ‘Film and the Masquerade: Theorizing the
Female Spectator’ (1982), particularly her consideration of the contradictory status of being a
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woman - “While the hieroglyphic is an indecipherable or at least enigmatic language, it is also
and at the same time potentially the most universally understandable, comprehensible,
appropriable of signs. And the woman shares this contradictory status” (76). While I use the term
‘masquerade’ literally, Doane uses the term to express the indecipherable, enigma of femininity.
She discusses the woman’s scopic regime, her tendency to over-identify and assume a fetishistic
position, and thus questions the place of the female spectator. For Doane, the female spectator
must “adopt a passive or masochistic position” (80), and, essentially, “pretend that she is the
other” (81). I want to develop this notion of pretence, albeit in a literal sense, in my discussion of
the woman online. Doane makes a distinction between ‘Transvestism’, where the woman adopts
male sexuality in order to distance herself from her own image, and, ‘masquerade’, which
“involves a realignment of femininity” (82) whereby a woman wears her own womanliness as a
mask in order to resist patriarchal positioning - “To masquerade is to manufacture a lack in the
form of a certain distance between oneself and one’s image” (82). Cinematic examples of
masquerade include characters who display an excess of femininity, for example the femme fatale
who represents a “defamiliarisation of female iconography (82)”, or the dramatic makeover in
Now, Voyager, where Charlotte Vale (Bette Davis) transforms from the clichéd “woman with
glasses” (82) who observes, analyses and poses a threat to patriarchal spectatorship, into an
object of desire - a transformation from spectator to spectacle.
My use of the term masquerade here, while developing Doane’s ideas, is more concerned
with a physical mask. Early examples of such masquerade occur in the characters of William
Shakespeare, who uses the device of masquerade to, as Stephen Greenblatt argues, “unsettle fixed
categories of gender and social class and allow characters to explore emotional territory” (1762).
The character of Viola in Twelfth Night, who masquerades as a young man named Cesario, in
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order get close to Duke Orsino, functions as an early example of women who are forced to adorn
a mask in order to find a place in patriarchal society.
In his book Masquerade and Identities (2001), Efrat Tsëelon deems masquerade in
cinema as a “characteristic Almodóvarian move” (1). In the introduction to his book, he describes
a scene from Pedro Almodóvar’s High Heels (1991) during which detective, Judge Dominguez
reveals two masquerades - Letal, a drag artist, and Hugo, a drug dealer. This film, Tsëelon
argues, brings to the forefront the themes at the core of masquerade - ambiguity and challenges to
identity. He borrows David Napier’s comment; “masks share an ability to address ambiguities
and to articulate the paradoxes of appearance” (1-2). While online narratives do not deal with
masks in a literal sense, films such as The Perfect Man and The Perfect Stranger demonstrate the
consequences, ambiguities and paradoxes of the mask of a cyber identity. Thus, because online
interactions are void of the face-to-face element common in most onscreen relationships, it is
important to consider the ability to masquerade through words, harking back to the female
authors of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries who were forced to publish under male names
in order to gain credibility. For Terry Castle, masquerade “threatens patriarchal structures” and
provides “liberation from the burdens of structure and hierarchy” (125). While challenged by
scholars such as Catherine Craft-Fairchild (1993) who points out Castle’s failure to consider
society’s tolerance of masquerade, I think we can make definite connections between Castle’s
claims and the function of online masquerade in cinema.
In my first chapter I used Helen Wilcox’s work on genre and self-expression to discuss
the way that women used writing to create masks of individuality - “there is hardly such a thing
as an essential self behind the mask but instead a series of constantly shifting identities” (16).
Female authors, she argues, are “never the same woman twice”. Despite her specific reference to
letters and poetry, we can make distinct connections between the subtle mask of literature and the
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often deliberate masquerade common when considering these far newer, electronic forms of
writing. In her essay, ‘Costumes of the Mind: Transvestism as Metaphor in Modern Literature’
(1980), Sandra Gilbert borrows Virginia Woolf’s notion that ‘we are what we wear’:
There is much to support the view that it is clothes that wear us and
not we them … we may make them the mould of an arm or breast,
but [clothes] mould our hearts, our brains, our tongues to their liking
(1).
I would argue that the transvestism metaphor that Gilbert uses to discuss modern literature is
even more relevant when considering new media technologies. There is a truth in the ‘naked’,
more real representation of oneself, and a definite falseness associated with costume. These ideas
about masquerade and transvestism connote notions of deceit, hence my earlier mention of the
two distinct moods associated with the figure of the ‘woman online’. These films are
romanticized with a happy ending eventuating, despite the protagonist’s partaking in a deceitful
online masquerade, and on the other hand there are more sinister representations that exude a
mysterious, ‘who-dunnit’ tone common in the thriller genre.
Although we see examples of performance and masquerade in some letter narratives, for
example in Dear Frankie where a mother composes letters to her son masquerading as his father,
the Internet offers a distinct space where performance is common and false identities can be
easily constructed. Alternatively, this performance is negated entirely as one’s vulnerabilities
may be forced to the forefront. We see this clearly in You’ve Got Mail as both Kathleen and Joe
show the ‘real’, more emotional side of themselves online. Alternatively, this performance may
be far more deliberate as I will illustrate through a discussion of films such as The Perfect Man
and The Perfect Stranger. In each instance of this online performance there is a turning point that
occurs in the latter stages of the narrative whereby the protagonist’s true identity is revealed. It is
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at this moment that the protagonist must risk showing her true self in order to move forward in an
open and honest relationship (You’ve Got Mail) or to solve a mystery (The Perfect Stranger).

Constructing Perfection

Released in 2005, The Perfect Man tells the story of Holly (Hilary Duff), a teenage girl
who will go to drastic lengths to ensure her mother, Jean (Heather Locklear), finds happiness.
The film’s epistolary component is two-fold - a blog narrative and an email narrative. The film
opens as Holly and her family prepares for a move to New Jersey. Frustrated with her family’s
constant relocation due to Jean’s numerous failed relationships, Holly turns to blogging, as a way
to share her frustrations with others. Blogging allows Holly the space to confess her thoughts and
feelings to an anonymous, public readership. Holly’s blog, ‘Girl on the Move’, manifests as
voiceover and provides loose narration for the story:

Hey all you bloggers. It’s me, Girl on the Move. Well, here’s a big
shocker… my mum got her heart broken... Again. Yip, we’re starting
off on another ‘big adventure’. That’s my Mum’s word for “running
away”.
By some miracle my Mom only got one speeding ticket the whole way.
He should write her a ticket for reckless flirting. I will say one thing
though, for those of you who haven’t done it, put ‘must see New York
skyline’ on your list of things to do before you die.
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Fig 4.23/Fig 4.24. Holly writes a blog: ‘Girl on the Move’. Screen Capture: The Perfect Man. Dir. Mark
Rosman. Perf. Hilary Duff, Heather Locklear, and Chris Noth. Universal, 2005, DVD.

Emails, like letters are composed with a specific recipient in mind. The personal blog,
however, is intended for the public sphere as a whole. The word ‘blog’ is a contraction of the
words ‘Web’ and ‘log’ (Walker Rettberg 17), a place where one can compose or ‘log’ their
thoughts, feelings and opinions into the public sphere via the Internet. Defined primarily by their
frequency, brevity and personality (Walker Rettburg 21), blogs are “written by individuals and
present an individual’s subjective view of - or log of - their life or a particular topic” (21). While
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feedback is possible, and often encouraged through the reader’s ability to leave a comment, blogs
differentiate from letters and emails in their lack of a single, intended reader. Relating closely to
the theme of public/private, these online narratives beg us to extend the parameters of emotional
expression to incorporate an extended understanding of the term ‘recipient’.
It is clear early on that Holly’s personal blog is diaristic in tone. She shares her thoughts
and feelings with an anonymous public readership. Struggling to communicate with her mother,
Holly’s blog is a therapeutic way for her to cope with the unsettled nature of her day-to-day life.
In his article ‘Cyber-Catharsis: Bloggers Use Web Sites as Therapy’ (2005), Yuki Noguchi
suggests that blogs are frequently used to “chronicle intensely personal experiences, venting
confessions in front of millions of strangers who can write back… [Bloggers can] reap support
from a virtual community of people they don’t know”. In her discussion of the online journal or
blog as the ‘new’ diary, Laurie McNeill (2003), rather skeptically, considers the way in which the
“phenomenal proliferation of life writing spaces on the Internet marks an equally unprecedented
interest in the lives of ordinary individuals who, before the Internet, had few opportunities to
publish their life stories on such a wide scale” (26). This is what we see happening with Holly her blog is her own assertion of identity in an otherwise unsettled existence.
While the film begins and ends strongly with the blog narrative, the film’s primary
storyline centers on Holly’s desperate attempt to find her mother, Jean (Heather Locklear) a
‘perfect’ man. Having sought advice from a friend’s uncle, Ben, a self-proclaimed ‘expert on
romance’ (ironically, played by Chris Noth, most popular for his role in Sex and the City as
notorious commitment-phobe, ‘Mr. Big’), Holly composes a letter to her mother as the ideal
suitor – ‘the perfect man’. In order to keep up the façade, she composes a second letter with a
photo of Ben and details of a convenient work opportunity ‘he’ has taken in China.
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Fig 4.25/Fig 4.26. Jean receives a letter and photo from her ‘secret admirer’, Ben. Screen Capture: The
Perfect Man. Dir. Mark Rosman. Perf. Hilary Duff, Heather Locklear, and Chris Noth. Universal, 2005, DVD.

It is this supposed spatial dislocation that sees them move their communication to email, and
Holly decides to continue masquerading as the ‘perfect man’ for the sake of her mother’s
happiness. Jean’s emails with Ben/Holly gradually progress from the exchange of basic
information and lighthearted flirtation, to more intimate discussion of their respective hopes and
dreams. Like You’ve Got Mail and A Cinderella Story, both parties assume cyber-identities –
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‘Passionate Baker’ and ‘Brooklyn Boy’. These usernames function to brand an individual with an
identity, while still maintaining a sense of anonymity.
In The Perfect Man, Holly’s masquerading as “the perfect man”, essentially nullifies the
role of the male in traditional courtship, while Rowena’s ability to fool Harrison Hill into
believing she is a series of his past female conquests in The Perfect Stranger arguably attaches a
naivety to the male sex. It is at this point that I want to consider the term ‘perfect’, which occurs
in both the aforementioned film titles and in my earlier discussion of Dear John. In both The
Perfect Man and The Perfect Stranger the protagonists are set on creating a ‘perfect’ alternative
identity in order to reach a greater goal. This notion bears similarity to the ‘makeover film’ as
described by Elizabeth Ford and Deborah C. Mitchell in their book, The Makeover in Movies:
Before and After in Hollywood Films, 1941-2002 in its “drama of contrast” (17). While not
concerned with the physical contrast that Ford and Mitchell describe in their discussion of Now,
Voyager (1942), the online narrative does deal with notions of ‘appearance’ in its renegotiation of
the quest for perfection. Both The Perfect Man and The Perfect Stranger are concerned with the
idea that the status quo, or real life, is inadequate and that one must fabricate or ‘perfect’ their
identity in order to reach this goal. Rowena Price in The Perfect Stranger, lives her life through
masquerade. She publishes journalistic writing under the alter-ego, David Shade, both in an
attempt to remain anonymous as well as to gain extra credibility in an industry dominated by
patriarchal ideals. Through the course of the narrative she assumes a series of fake identities to
get what she wants - she poses as a social worker in order to frame a corrupt Senator, as a
secretary at advertising company H2A in order to get closer to Harrison, and in an online
chatroom as ‘Veronica’, his former love interest.
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Fig 4.27/Fig 4.28/Fig 4.29. Rowena ‘performs’ in real life and in cyberspace. Screen Capture: The Perfect
Stranger. Dir. James Foley. Perf. Halle Berry, Bruce Willis, and Giovanni Ribisi. Sony Pictures, 2007, DVD.
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Rowena is ‘coached’ in online communication by her good friend and colleague, Miles
(Giovanni Ribisi), who advises her to “practice online flirting… because sometimes you tell a
perfect stranger something you wouldn’t even tell your best friend, especially if you’re
anonymous”, a statement that further demonstrates Pinckard’s ‘anonymous intimacy’. As the
narrative progresses we learn that Miles harbors a strong obsession for Rowena and has been
masquerading as Harrison Hill in an online chatroom in order to engage with her in cybersex.
Rowena is at once fooling Harrison Hill, whilst also being fooled, further reinforcing the ease
with which one can deceive in an online environment. Rowena is prepared to go to extreme
lengths in order to find her next big story; she has lost her job, committed murder, and has lost all
sense of reality. By the end of the film, Mile’s realizes that it was in fact Rowena who committed
the initial murder of her friend, who was threatening to expose a family secret. Masquerade then,
occurs on two levels - Rowena masquerades as various characters in an attempt to find evidence
against Harrison Hill, while on another level, her performance through these various characters is
motivated by a desire to cover up a murder she committed herself. Sandra Gilbert and Susan
Gubar’s work from my first chapter can be loosely applied here - female writers often conjured
up ‘madwoman’ characters to help them come to terms with “what they are and what they are
supposed to be” (78). One might think of Rowena as a literal ‘madwoman’ character by the film’s
conclusion, having conjured up series of masks in order to overcome her silenced voice as a
journalist.
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Fig 4.30. The truth comes out and Rowena’s world comes crashing down. Screen Capture: The Perfect
Stranger. Dir. James Foley. Perf. Halle Berry, Bruce Willis, and Giovanni Ribisi. Sony Pictures, 2007, DVD.

We see a similar style of narrative complexity in Cry Wolf (2005), a thriller/horror
centered on a group of teenagers who embark on an elaborate version of their favorite game ‘Cry
Wolf’, a game that requires participants to wade through lies and masquerade in order to
determine who is the ‘Wolf’. In order to up the stakes of the game, protagonists Owen (Julian
Morris) and Dodger (Lindy Booth) send a fake e-mail to the entire school about a campus serial
killer.
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Fig 4.31/Fig 4.32. Creating the ‘Wolf’. Screen Capture: Cry Wolf. Dir. Jeff Wadlow. Perf. Julian Morris,
Lindy Booth, Jared Padalecki, and Jon Bon Jovi. Universal, 2005.

In a similar vein to The Perfect Stranger, the narrative is complicated when various game
participants masquerade online as the ‘real’ serial killer. Both the protagonists and the audience
become confused as to who they can trust, and the line between fabrication and reality becomes
increasingly unclear. The seemingly harmless online prank results in a series of horrific murders,
highlighting to extreme, the sinister and deceitful side to online masquerade.

Fig 4.33. An online prank spirals out of control. Screen Capture: Cry Wolf. Dir. Jeff Wadlow. Perf. Julian
Morris, Lindy Booth, Jared Padalecki, and Jon Bon Jovi. Universal, 2005.
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As in Rowena’s case, the metaphorical ‘madwoman’ has been personified, as Dodger is forced to
deal with the consequences of her prank. While we may take pity on her at this stage, we learn in
the film’s final moments that the whole game was an elaborate plan by Dodger to frame a teacher
with whom she was having an affair. Thus, as in The Perfect Stranger, masquerade functions on
two narrative levels. Rowena’s monologue, presented in voiceover near the end of The Perfect
Stranger addresses these two levels - the naive, somewhat careless ‘beginner’, and the individual
that gets caught up in a web of lies and deceit.

It starts with a quiet hum. An empty screen inviting you. “Come
inside”, it says. “We’re always open”. It’s a world where you think
your actions have no consequences, where guilt is cloaked by
anonymity, where there are no fingerprints. An invisible universe
filled with strangers, interconnected online and disconnected in life.
It will steal your secrets, corrupt your dreams, and co-opt your
identity. Because in this world, where you can be anything you want,
anyone you want, you might just lose sight of who you are.
Both The Perfect Man and A Cinderella Story employ masquerade as a key theme, albeit
in a less sinister fashion. The former, like The Perfect Stranger and Cry Wolf, uses masquerade in
a metaphorical sense, as Holly creates her mother’s ‘perfect man’ online, while the latter has
important scenes take place at a high school masquerade ball. In A Cinderella Story, the themes
of the traditional fairytale are still present - victimization, the rise of good over evil, and identity.
Threatened by the social expectations of high school, Sam (Princeton Girl) and Austen (Nomad)
choose not to reveal their true identities, instead opting to develop their relationship in an online
environment. Donning a mask and dressed as a princess, Sam gains the attention of her
classmates for the first time. Just as she felt safe behind her online identity, or ‘mask’, as
‘Princeton Girl’, Sam feels confident behind the safety of her literal mask at the school ball.
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Having been hesitant to reveal her true identity, the mask gives her the confidence to, ironically,
‘be herself’ with Austen.

Fig 4.34. Sam conceals her identity with a literal mask. Screen Capture: A Cinderella Story. Dir. Mark
Rosman. Perf. Hilary Duff, Chad Michael Murray, and Jennifer Coolidge. Warner Brothers, 2004, DVD.	
  

	
  

In The Perfect Man, Holly’s desperation for her mother to overcome her dating failures
and regain confidence, results in her constructing an elaborate plan to create the ‘perfect man’.
Having convinced Ben that she is researching romance and courtship for a school project, Holly
uses his suggestions (and his photograph) in order to add authenticity to her masquerade.
Employing traditional courting techniques in the beginning - sending flowers and a hand-written
letter - the masquerade can only maintain believability in an online environment. Her friend says
of the creation of ‘Ben’s’ fake email account, “Well, at least it’s consistent, since everyone lies in
cyberspace”.
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Fig 4.35. Constructing the ‘perfect man’. Screen Capture: The Perfect Man. Dir. Mark Rosman. Perf. Hilary
Duff, Heather Locklear, and Chris Noth. Universal, 2005, DVD.

The Perfect Man employs many of the same techniques of cinematography as many of the
letter narratives I have discussed such as The Lake House and Dear John. The film relies on
editing and voiceover in order to create a sense of closeness between sender and receiver in order
to overcome spatial boundaries. Films that rely heavily on the epistle for narrative development
often use a significant sequence that outlines the parameters of the epistolary relationship. This
sequence, usually shown through montage, outlines both the tone and the frequency of the
exchange. This style of sequence is particularly useful in the letter narrative to overcome the
substantial waiting time between sending and receiving. Snippets of the emails between Jean and
‘Ben’ (Chris Noth’s voice is used here) appear in voiceover, over shots of Jean at work adding
detail to gourmet cakes at the bakery where she works. Jean’s passion for elaborate cake
decoration seems to parallel her daughter’s elaborate scheme - both are intent on the creation of
something beautiful, something perfect. The montage also includes snapshots of Holly’s growing
relationship with her classmate, Adam (Ben Feldman). Interestingly, as Holly’s online persona
becomes further removed from reality, she is able to slowly let her guard down and show more of
her ‘real’ self to Adam. Like You’ve Got Mail, online communication moves to instant
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messaging, which is, as I have shown, indicative of the protagonist’s relationship moving into
more intimate territory. As Holly (as Ben) composes an email to her mother, Jean appears online
and the pair begin to chat, with Adam offering the advice, “I.M her. It will make Ben seem more
real”. Jean shifts the conversation towards more serious topics and expresses her feelings of
failure and being a bad mother. Ironically, she is having this conversation with her daughter,
reinforcing the ease with which one can assume a new identity in an online environment.
Framing choices support the familial bond present here. As Jean types messages to ‘Ben’, the
camera slowly pans right to reveal Holly typing on Adam’s computer, in what looks like the
room next door. In creating the illusion of a wall between the two, a sense of space is diminished
and mother and daughter appear closer than ever at this particular moment, despite the various
lies and tensions that exist between them in the real world.
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Fig 4.36/Fig 4.37/Fig 4.38/Fig 4.39. Jean’s ‘perfect man’ is closer than she realizes. Screen Capture: The
Perfect Man. Dir. Mark Rosman. Perf. Hilary Duff, Heather Locklear, and Chris Noth. Universal, 2005, DVD.
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As the conversation becomes increasingly poignant, the wall between them is diminished
and their respective computer screens merge together. Jean’s revelation of her feelings seems to,
unknowingly, establish a new level of closeness between her and Holly. From this point Holly’s
masquerade becomes harder to maintain - Jean begins to dismiss Ben as merely “a beautiful
idea”, and turns back to unsuitable suitors. In an attempt to connect her Mum with who she
believes to be her soul mate, Holly explains everything to the real Ben and shows him the email
correspondence. It is at this point that generic differences come into play. Holly’s revealing of
the truth to Jean does not result in the bitter consequences of the thriller narrative, but, in typical
romantic comedy fashion, leads to a ‘happy ending’. Ben, having read Jean’s emails, realizes
they have a great amount in common, and asks her on a date. Jean is able to get light-hearted
revenge and play matchmaker as she poses as Holly in an online chat with Adam, speaking the
truths she knows Holly is afraid to reveal. Relationships, both romantic and familial, are restored
and Holly blogs in the film’s final scene, “Now I don’t just have a homepage, I have a home”.

Bridget Jones’s Blog?

What better way to share my private thoughts than to broadcast them on
the Internet?
(Olive Prendergast, Easy A)
Olive’s statement from the opening scene of Will Gluck’s successful film, Easy A (2011)
is indicative of a generation highly invested in social networking and blog culture. The film tells
the story of Olive Prendergast (Emma Stone), who after telling a white lie about losing her
virginity becomes the subject of her high school’s rumour mill, and her life begins to, ironically,
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parallel the heroine of her English classes reading assignment, ‘The Scarlett Letter’. Initially
attracted to her newfound popularity, Olive begins to use the rumour mill to her own social and
financial advantage. When the rumours escalate to levels that could seriously threaten her
reputation, Olive decides to confess the truth through an online, video blog. Voiceover narration
sets up the parameters of the online video blog confessional in the film’s opening scenes. We
might compare the narrative of Easy A with a film like Heathers (1988). Both deal with the trials
and tribulations of high school hearsay. In Heathers, the protagonist Veronica confesses her
problems with social hierarchy in her personal diary at the end of each day. In contrast, Olive in
Easy A confronts high school rumours publically through a live video blog. In one scene of the
film, the notion of public confessional is addressed explicitly. Olive’s teacher Mr. Griffith
confronts her about the rumours travelling round the high school. Surprised by his knowledge of
the scandal, Olive asks, “Geez, when did teachers become privy to idle, adolescent gossip?”, to
which Mr. Griffith replies, “That would be when everyone is putting everything on Facebook. I
don’t know what your generation’s fascination is with documenting your every thought”. Once
again we have reference to the detail, or this feminine tendency to express one’s minutiae. This
style of self-expression is particularly obvious in blogging.
In my first chapter I identified a literary canon that was largely inaccessible to women due
to the standards implied over time, the diary, in contrast, is an accessible writing space for all.
Historically, this accessibility meant women could express themselves both openly and
sporadically, escaping the restrictions of fictional writing and instead carving a literary niche of
their own. These characteristics remind us of Elaine Showalter’s suggestion (using an earlier
statement from Fanny Fern) that the writing became “a harmless channel for frustrations”. For
women, writing was therapeutic. The diary has long been a private, often therapeutic space for
self-expression, however the rise of computer-mediated communication has seen self-expression
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shift into the public realm. In this therapeutic, confessional culture I described in my second
chapter, it is almost as though the diary’s lack of audience makes the confession irrelevant.
Perhaps, as Furedi suggests, validation comes from the sharing/publicity of said confession. At
the end of Chapter Two I introduced the diary narrative as a kind of ‘first stage’ of the epistolary
drama. I will now consider the diary’s computer-mediated epistolary counterpart, the blog.

Public Confession: The Blog in Film

In his article, ‘Confession and Identity’ (2008), P. David Marshall states simply that
“confession is, at its base, a revelation of the self (np)”. While confessional discourse dates back
to the Catholic church, recent trends in contemporary confessional culture promote the notion
that it is healthy for individuals to talk about themselves. In short, confession demands an
audience. The theme of emotional expression focuses on both the style and the frequency of the
protagonist’s written exchange, whereas confession in film narrative is concerned primarily with
content. What is particularly interesting about confession in the online narrative is the level of
disclosure to an unknown recipient or audience. Laurine McNeill cites diarist Jane Pinckard in
her discussion of the online journal and blogging, who comments on the “enchantment of
anonymous intimacy (27)”, or more specifically, “the paradoxical combination of complete
anonymity and a startling level of intimacy (27)”. While there are obvious differences between
the blog and the traditional letter - public readership as opposed to a single recipient, immediate
availability in contrast to the time spent waiting for a letter to reach its destination, the use of
confessional blogging in narrative allows us to experience a side to the protagonist that may have
previously only manifested as thought, thus allowing us, as letters have done, to know characters
on a far deeper level. Holly in The Perfect Man confesses her frustrations about her families
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constant relocation in her blog, ‘Girl on the Move’, while in Norah Ephron’s Julie and Julia,
Julie’s (Amy Adams) blog charts not only her attempt at cooking her way through Julie Child’s
French cookbook, but gives her a space to confess about her personal crises and strained
relationship with her husband.

Fig 4.40/Fig 4.41. Julie begins blogging ‘The Julie/Julia Project’. Screen Capture: Julie and Julia. Dir. Nora
Ephron. Perf. Amy Adams, Meryl Streep, Chris Messina, and Stanley Tucci. Columbia Pictures, 2009, DVD.
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I think it is important to extend Pinckard’s comments to include online relationships

between couples (an inaccurate classification, albeit an all-encompassing one) as we see in
You’ve Got Mail, A Cinderella Story and The Perfect Man. While anonymity between the two
protagonists is not ‘complete’, the couples adopt online identities and limit the exchange of
personal details. Despite this lack of face-to-face interaction, the online couple reaches this
“startling level of intimacy”, and thus finds a newfound space for confession.

Public and Private

Online activity often develops when an individual desires a private escape from their
public persona. In film, we see this activity manifesting through the exchange of emails or
communication in an online chatroom (You’ve Got Mail, A Cinderella Story, The Perfect
Stranger). Paradoxically, however, one might also find a similar if not greater level of therapeutic
release in publicizing their private persona, which in film we see developing through a blog
narrative (The Perfect Man, Julie and Julia). Whereas emails and instant messaging function like
the sender-receiver style of the traditional epistle, providing a space for the private disclosure of
emotions between two people, the blog actively publicizes these feelings.
In the case of both You’ve Got Mail and A Cinderella Story, the online relationships
function autonomously and rarely infiltrate either of the protagonist’s lives outside of their
computers. While these relationships are neither secret nor overly deceitful, the protagonists
choose to only share the details of the liaison with a small set of trusted friends. We can note
similarities between Joe Fox in You’ve Got Mail and Austen Ames in A Cinderella Story. Both
are men of status - Joe, the owner of Fox Books, is a corporate high-flyer, while Austen (arguably
the teen equivalent) is the popular quarterback of the school football team. Both men have a
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series of expectations implicitly bestowed upon them. Joe must carry on the business legacy of
both his father and his grandfather, while Austen feels pressured to play professional football by
his father.

Fig 4.42. Austen assumes a public persona heavily influenced by his father. Screen Capture: A Cinderella
Story. Dir. Mark Rosman. Perf. Hilary Duff, Chad Michael Murray, and Jennifer Coolidge. Warner
Brothers, 2004, DVD.	
  

Their online relationships with Kathleen and Sam, respectively, provide them with a space to
express a different, arguably more sensitive, expressive side of themselves. Interestingly, the
opening of ‘Fox Books’ in Kathleen’s neighbourhood functions as a metaphor for the state of her
and Joe’s public relationship. Discussing the opening of the new store with his colleague, Joe
states, “They’re going to hate us in the beginning, but we’ll get ‘em in the end”. Such a statement
parallels the state of his relationship with Kathleen in the early stages of the narrative, whilst also
foreshadowing their growing public closeness.
So what happens when the private online relationship becomes public? This question
bears similarity to my earlier question, what happens when the letter falls into the wrong hands,
for example in Atonement. Film examples highlight such an occurrence as a significant narrative
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disruption often leading to dire consequences. In A Cinderella Story, Sam’s wicked stepsisters
publicize her private emails to the whole student body in the form a theatrical performance at the
school’s pep-rally. The illusion is shattered as Sam is forcibly reminded of her social status and
humiliated as Austen learns her true identity. Sam’s isolation at this moment, amidst a sea of
laughing students, heightens her juxtaposition against Austen who is surrounded by loyal
admirers, thus reinforcing their social differences further.

Fig 4.43/Fig 4.44. The truth comes out. Screen Capture: A Cinderella Story. Dir. Mark Rosman. Perf. Hilary
Duff, Chad Michael Murray, and Jennifer Coolidge. Warner Brothers, 2004, DVD.	
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A similar situation occurs in Wild Child (2008) when wealthy Californian, Poppy
Moore’s (Emma Roberts) emails home from her English boarding school are found and
circulated. Having written unfavorably about her new roommates, Poppy is forced to redeem
herself and in turn comes to realize the importance of her newfound friendships. These moments
of publicity test the strength of the relationship, romantic or otherwise, and serve as a reminder to
the protagonist that they cannot ever fully escape the reality of life outside of cyberspace. While
in romance and comedy genres this publication of private writing manifests as a momentary
conflict, we experience a different level of consequence entirely in The Perfect Stranger (2005).
The film follows print journalist, Rowena Price (Halle Berry) as she attempts to overthrow
advertising executive, Harrison Hill (Bruce Willis), who she suspects murdered her close
childhood friend, Grace. This narrative of deceit begins after Grace shows Rowena a series of
emails from Hill, and outlines her plans to blackmail him with the proof of their online affair. The
revealing of these personal emails to Rowena, and thus Rowena’s active involvement in proving
Hill’s involvement in Grace’s murder, spurs a series of consequences including the break down
of friendships, the loss of jobs and eventually murder.
In the instance of blogging, this publication of writing is intentional. Jill Walker Rettberg
uses Jurgen Habermas’s ‘public sphere’ concept and the subsequent breakdown of the public
sphere13, in order to demonstrate the role of the active audience in blogging. She considers the
notion that “the authority of blogs might not be tied simply to who can write them (anyone) but
also to who can read them (46)”. It seems then, that it is in the publication of one’s thoughts and
feelings, that these thoughts and feelings become legitimized. We can thus make connections
between the reemergence of an electronic public sphere and recent trends in therapeutic culture.
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Richard Sennett (1986) ties the decline of the public sphere to early electronic communication forms, radio and
television, which made “reasoning and debate between individuals almost impossible” (Rettburg, 46).
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In this current climate of emotional determinism, where individuals are more readily publicizing
their feelings, blogging becomes a more prominent activity. Blog narratives such as The Perfect
Man and Julie and Julia seem to mirror these societal shifts. Holly’s blog charts not only her
family’s ‘life on the road’, but also her more personal qualms about the unsettled nature of such a
lifestyle. As in other examples of the epistolary drama, we are given details of the blog’s content
through voiceover and close ups on the blog itself. We know that the blog is well established in
the film’s opening, and Holly’s direct reference to her readers suggests an established readership.
Having had neither the chance nor the time to forge significant friendships, Holly finds comfort
and solace in engaging with an anonymous public audience.
For Julie Powell (Amy Adams) in Julie and Julia, her blogging style shifts over the
course of the narrative. The film simultaneously tells the stories of two women living 50 years
apart. The narrative juxtaposes the early culinary years of chef, Julia Child (Meryl Streep),
alongside a year in the life of Julie, who challenges herself to cook all 524 recipes in Child's
cookbook ‘Mastering the Art of French Cooking’ in 365 days, a challenge she charts regularly on
her blog, ‘The Julie/Julia Project’. While initially her blog focuses specifically on the challenge
she has set for herself, a loyal and growing public readership provokes her to shift the content of
her blog into more emotionally expressive, confessional territory. Julie finds refuge in her
audience, commenting to Eric, “It’s like this whole group of people are sort of connected to me.
It’s like they need me in some way. Like, if I didn’t write, then they’d be really upset”. As the
recipes become more challenging, and Julie’s fan base increases, her relationship with her
husband, Eric (Chris Messina) becomes increasingly strained. Julie openly acknowledges the idea
that her readers “need” her, whilst also reciprocating this need through discussing her marital
problems in this public online space, much to the dismay of her husband.
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Fig 4.45/Fig 4.46 Julie’s blogging begins to consume her, threatening her relationship with her husband, Eric.
Screen Capture: Julie and Julia. Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf. Amy Adams, Meryl Streep, Chris Messina, and
Stanley Tucci. Columbia Pictures, 2009, DVD.

Despite Eric’s initial support towards Julie’s blog and the opportunity it offers her to
escape her mundane job, he soon becomes increasingly frustrated as it begins to consume her,
stating “I feel like I’m living with a totally self-absorbed person who writes this stuff for a bunch
of strangers”. Interestingly, despite coming to despise her blogging, it is one of Julie’s public
posts that provokes Eric to try and fix his marriage. She blogs [in reference to her connection
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with Julia Childs], “Both of us were lost, and both of us were saved by food in some way or
another… She deserved her husband, and I don’t. That’s the truth”.

Fig 4.47 A very public apology. Screen Capture: Julie and Julia. Dir. Nora Ephron. Perf. Amy Adams, Meryl
Streep, Chris Messina, and Stanley Tucci. Columbia Pictures, 2009, DVD.

A recent episode of the popular television series, Grey’s Anatomy takes the public/private
debate into new territory when a doctor at Seattle Grace hospital uses Twitter14 to publicize the
details of surgeries to other training hospitals around the world. While at first some older
members of staff are skeptical of the potential ramifications of such a public technology, a
‘tweet’ from a doctor in another city is able to advise Seattle Grace on how best to proceed when
they are faced with a surgical complication. So while we have instances where the publication of
private information may result in unfavorable outcomes (The Perfect Stranger), it seems that film
and television narratives are promoting the notion that the electronic public sphere can be utilized
for personal (or professional in the case of Grey’s Anatomy) development. Like the coffee houses
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
14	
  Twitter is a real-time information network that allows individuals to follow the public streams they find most
compelling – “You can contribute, or just listen in and retrieve up to the second information. Some people never
tweet, they simply use Twitter as a way to get the latest information on their interests (twitter.com)”.	
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of seventeenth and eighteenth-century Britain, cyberspace, or blogging in particular, provides one
with the space (albeit virtually) to express his or herself publically, and those who wish to react
or respond may do so. On another level, characters in film are given added depth as their online
narratives are publicized for the viewer. We come to know them on a level that may not have
been possible in our observations of their face-to-face interactions.

Conclusion

Arguably the most successful instance of onscreen masquerade in popular culture today,
American teen drama series Gossip Girl is narrated by an omniscient, anonymous blogger known
only as ‘Gossip Girl’ and revolves around the privileged lives of Manhattan’s elite. Each episode
begins and ends with a screenshot of the ‘Gossip Girl’ blog, with each episode centered upon a
specific blog post. ‘Gossip Girl’s strategy is to reveal secrets, instigate rumours, and above all,
spread gossip. Nancy Franklin for ‘The New Yorker’ writes, “Sex and the City held open
possibilities to the viewer, come to New York and be fabulous! Gossip Girl, by its very title,
promises both to tell you the secrets of the city and to remind you that you weren’t invited
(2007)”. Attempting to credit ‘gossip’ with seriousness as a female discourse, Ned Shantz argues
that gossip, “is the most basic mode of female networking (11)” that, perhaps, “threatens the
gendered circulation of meaning and power in a masculine culture (3)”. While not gender biased,
Gossip Girl demonstrates the power of the blog as an online network. In a privileged world where
teenagers with trust funds can buy their way out of an array of situations and scandals, we must
speculate about their failure to infiltrate the seemingly untouchable ‘female network’ that is
‘Gossip Girl’. Thus connections can be made between Shantz’s claim and the figure of the
woman online. Through her ability to masquerade and deceive, the woman online finds renewed
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opportunities to assert herself in patriarchal culture. She can choose to engage in online activity
in the innocent fashion of the traditional epistle, however, she may also assume an entirely new
identity in order to get what she wants.
While the films I have discussed in this chapter have not acquired massive commercial or
critical success, the popularity of the epistolary drama and its various manifestations demands
that we take online narratives more seriously. Gossip Girl continues into its fifth season, while
films such as Going the Distance (2010) and David Fincher’s Oscar-nominated film, The Social
Network (2010), shift the online narrative into new, innovative territory. In their innovation,
Going the Distance and The Social Network exhibit the possibility that the ‘woman online’, as an
expressive writer, is perhaps a fleeting character. Going the Distance centers upon, as the title
suggests, a couple attempting to maintain a long-distance relationship. In this film, instant
messaging on ‘Blackberry’ cellphones replaces the traditional online chatroom, and ‘Skype’
video technology replaces email and thus written expression. Waiting is diminished all together
as the couple can have a face-to-face conversation in cyberspace. With this new technology
incorporated into the narrative, we can even see the return of the traditional shot-reverse-shot
editing technique usually reserved for characters engaging in face-to-face conversation. Shifting
into even newer territory, The Social Network, centers upon the controversial development of
‘Facebook’, also moves away from email and instant messaging into the public realm of social
networking and functions as what Manohla Dargis for the New York Times describes as “a
creation story for the digital age” aimed at the “boot-up, log-on, plug-in generation” (September,
2010). The success of The Social Network, both commercially and critically, is indicative of both
a society who has accepted the Internet as significant platform for the development of business,
culture and relationships, as well as a film industry that has until now, struggled with its portrayal
of ‘online’, onscreen. It seems that film critics would agree.
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Probably conceived when ‘Facebook’ was at the top of the heap, the
movie now arrives in cinemas at a time when ‘Twitter’ has overtaken it
in Zeitgeisty importance: a lesson in how fast-moving Internet trends
can be.
(Peter Bradshaw, The Guardian)
It is said to be impossible to make a movie about a writer, because how
can you show him only writing? It must also be impossible to make a
movie about a computer programmer because what is programming but
writing in a language few people in the audience know?
(Roger Ebert, rogerebert.com)
Films like You’ve Got Mail, A Cinderella Story and The Perfect Man show that the
inclusion of email, instant messaging and blogging does successfully update diary and letter
narratives in terms of narrative capability and the alternative post-feminist aesthetic I mentioned
in my first chapter. I would argue, however, that the nostalgia evoked through the narrativisation
of the handwritten letter makes it a more resilient thematic trope. In a society that often struggles
to keep up with the “fast-moving Internet trends” that Peter Bradshaw describes, we might argue
that the letter narrative finds resilience in that it provides momentary escape from the technologydriven world, and lets us reminisce over traditional courtship, romance, and the private
expression of repressed feelings. In an age in which women’s stories are frequently articulated
through the post-feminist discourses of consumption and ‘girlishness’, the epistolary drama offers
an alternative contemporary genre for women that prioritizes the feminine detail. As I have
shown in this chapter, while the online narrative does employ and update the detail in many
instances (You’ve Got Mail, A Cinderella Story, Julia and Julie), in other examples such The
Perfect Stranger and Cry Wolf, questions about authenticity and performance arise, thus shifting
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the narrative away from the dramatic and the romantic and into the realm of genres such as
thriller and murder mystery.
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Conclusion
“It’s kind of a long distance relationship…”
(Kate Forster, The Lake House film trailer)

This thesis has sought to offer a contribution to film scholarship through the
contextualization and theorization of a contemporary genre of film for women that has previously
been overlooked: the epistolary drama. The epistolary drama prioritizes emotion and the feminine
detail over popular post-feminist discourses of comedy and consumption that comprise other
contemporary genres for women such as ‘chick lit’, the ‘chick flick’, ‘girly film’, and the
‘makeover film’. This new sub-genre is unique in its narrative preoccupation with private,
epistolary writing (diary, letter, email, or blog), and in the way it gives renewed value to the
woman’s cinematic voice. In the epistolary drama, both the female and male protagonists find an
alternative emotional outlet in the epistle, and the audience can come to know these characters on
a deeper level.
In Chapter One I interrogated women’s relationship with language and creativity,
revealing two important ideas. The first was that, amidst patriarchal oppression, women turned to
the private, epistolary form as a space where they could express themselves freely. Given men’s
public authority and subsequent exclusivity in the production of canonical literature, women
developed a privileged relationship with private writing forms. As a result, diaries and letters
acquired a ‘feminine’ connotation. The second important idea to emerge is concerned with the
female writing style. In her work on the diary form, Rebecca Hogan asked the question, “Is the
diary feminine?” a query she developed out of Naomi Schor’s discussion of the ‘feminine
[aesthetic] detail’ as applied to visual art. I built on the connection Hogan observed between the
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diary and the detail, and extended the notion of the ‘feminine detail’ to refer, more generally, to
an inherently feminine writing style. I have argued that the ‘feminine detail’, in the context of the
epistolary drama, refers to a style of women’s writing that is heavily influenced by the domestic,
often mundane details of a woman’s daily life. Chapter One concluded that not only did women
have a privileged relationship with the epistolary form, but that they also expressed themselves in
a very distinct way, giving voice, and thus value, to the detail.
Given the history attached to the epistolary form, the resurgence of the epistolary drama is
an interesting recent development in the film industry. I cannot provide definitive answers for the
neglect of the genre in scholarship, however, I have made a number of observations with regard
to the genre’s current popularity. In Chapter One I focused on emotional expression (specifically
female) from a historical context, and in Chapter Two I investigated the place of emotional
expression in contemporary society. I interrogated Frank Furedi’s work on ‘therapy culture’, in
particular his argument that in contemporary culture, economic and social determinism has been
replaced by a new ‘emotional determinism’. I agreed with Furedi’s argument that the influence of
therapy culture is particularly resonant in popular culture. In order to develop this connection
between therapy culture and popular culture further, I considered scholarship on the relationship
between the former and modern television genres such as confessional talk shows and reality
television. My thesis set out to examine this relationship further, suggesting that we can now see
therapy culture extending into fiction film. The epistolary drama, I argued, is the most prominent
example of the influence of therapy culture. The protagonists use private writing spaces to
overcome obstacles such as job dissatisfaction (The Lake House), familial and national
expectation (The Young Victoria), grief (P.S I Love You), and moral conflict (Dear John).
Paralleling the ‘emotional determinism’ in society that Furedi describes, in the epistolary drama,
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the emotional narrative functions as an alternative to the economic and social determinants and
the themes prevalent in other contemporary genres for women.
As I have discovered through the course of this thesis, no discussion of ‘emotional
narrative’ is complete without the consideration of melodramatic tradition. Emotional expression
has returned to the forefront of the epistolary drama, a thematic inclusion that I have argued is
indicative of a return to the repressed female expression that was once prevalent in the classical
Hollywood melodrama. Chapter Two revealed that melodrama was the main genre to give
significant narrative time and value to the feminine detail, and thus one of my fundamental
arguments has been that the epistolary drama ‘reboots’ classical melodrama. Building on Tania
Modleski’s crucial statement that, in classical melodrama, “women carry the burden of feeling for
everyone” (24), I have shown that, in this therapeutic climate, the epistle (diary, letter, email,
blog) carries the burden of feeling as the melodramatic heroine once did.
In the final section of Chapter Two, I asserted that the epistolary drama is identifiable
through its exhibition of five key themes: the expression of repression, a narrative oscillation
between public and private, a significant confession, the negotiation of distance, and a feminized
masculinity. Subsequently, I noted that there are three dominant manifestations of the epistolary
drama: as a diary narrative, as a letter narrative, and, more recently, as an online narrative. I
began my analysis of the epistolary drama with an exploration of the diary narrative in order to
preface the wider figure of the woman writing. In Chapter Three I analyzed three films that
employed letter writing as a narrative device - as the epistolary drama par excellence - in order to
ascertain the above key features. My primary observation was that the epistolary drama is
concerned with the expression of repression, or rather, the expression of ‘detail’, or emotions that
have been previously repressed or left unsaid in a face-to-face situation. In order to begin writing,
the central protagonist must feel compelled to express something either alone, to a second party,
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or, as I showed in Chapter Four, in the public domain of cyberspace. While I have indicated the
presence of this theme in all of the films I have discussed, one particularly interesting example is
You’ve Got Mail, in which the protagonists despise one another as business rivals, yet
unknowingly engage in intimate email communication on a daily basis. Through email they
discuss their goals and their dreams, an irony that further emphasizes the specific style of
expression used in an epistolary exchange.
This dual relationship in You’ve Got Mail also draws attention to the second key feature
of the epistolary drama - the shift between public and private personas. This binary builds on the
fundamental question, for whom is the epistolary writing intended? As I have shown, often in the
epistolary drama the protagonist will have a public persona as well as a private, arguably more
‘authentic’ persona that is reserved for the recipient of the epistle. This is particularly obvious in
The Young Victoria, in which the narrative oscillates between Victoria’s very public reign as the
new Queen of England, and her private epistolary courtship with Prince Albert. Building on this
notion of privacy, the third key feature of the epistolary drama that I identified was concerned
with confessional discourse. Confession, in the context of the epistolary drama, refers to an
expressive moment whereby the writer reveals a significant piece of private information.
Confession may reveal the protagonist’s deepest secret, greatest fear, or most passionate desire. I
have given evidence of confession in the epistolary drama through examples such as The Lake
House and The Young Victoria, wherein both Kate and Queen Victoria confess (to Alex and
Prince Albert respectively) their unhappiness and personal desperation.
Shifting away from epistolary content, perhaps the most obvious difference between the
epistolary drama and other contemporary films for women is that, in the former, the protagonists
very rarely occupy the same space until the film’s conclusion. Negotiating distance, then, became
the fourth key feature identifiable in the epistolary drama. While the classical Hollywood
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romance narrative is concerned with the coming-together of the couple, I have shown through a
number of examples that the epistolary drama faces the paradox of maintaining a physical
distance between the couple whilst maintaining a sense of emotional connection. This is
particularly evident in Dear John as Savannah uses letter writing as a way to stay emotionally
connected to John while he serves in Afghanistan. John’s dual role as both the letter recipient and
letter writer draws attention to the fifth key feature of the epistolary drama: the presence of a
feminized masculine subject. I have used the term ‘feminized’ here not to suggest a ‘lack’ of
masculinity, but rather to extend my argument in Chapter One that private writing assumes a
feminine connotation. In conjunction with Candida Yates’ assertion that society is experiencing
an “increasing blurring of boundaries between masculinity and femininity in which value,
practices and traits associated with the signifier ‘femininity’ have now extended to men” (9), I
have identified a new stage of emotional masculinity. As I have shown, the male protagonist of
the epistolary drama undergoes an emotional transformation over the course of the narrative - he
finds ease in emotional expression and this is particularly evident through his epistolary writing.
In Chapter Four I analyzed a further set of Hollywood films that employed an online narrative.
While my initial hypothesis was that the online narrative would simply update the traditional
epistle from a technological standpoint, my analysis revealed that this third style of epistolary
drama requires us to consider themes of performance and masquerade. In many instances, the
authentic detail gives way to dishonesty, and narratives shift from drama into other genres, such
as thriller (The Perfect Stranger), and horror (Cry Wolf). This is not to say that every online
narrative ‘fails’ to fit the epistolary drama template; films such as You’ve Got Mail, A Cinderella
Story, The Perfect Man, and Julie and Julia provide examples of narratives that do maintain the
melodramatic inflection and detail through a simple technological updating of traditional
epistolary forms.
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This thesis has provided the historical, sociological, and generic contexts for the

epistolary drama. It has also engaged in detailed analysis of specific examples within the genre. I
have argued that the epistolary drama finds importance both in its currency, exemplified by the
genre’s clear links to contemporary culture, and in its timelessness, in the way that it employs the
feminine detail, and subsequently reboots many of the themes of the classical melodrama.
As with any new area of scholarship, however, there is potential for further development.
A further consideration might be the place of the epistolary drama outside of Hollywood. An
example of this is French cinema, for example Pierre Salvadori’s new film, De Vrais
Mendonges/Beautiful Lies (2010), which tells the story of Emilie (Audrey Tautou) who uses the
love letters she receives from a secret admirer to coax her divorced mother (Natalie Baye) out of
her depression. A question to ask could be, can we see the detail emerging through the epistolary
narratives of foreign cinemas? How does the detail (literally) translate across cultures?
Alternatively, further consideration of this topic might include an analysis of the
‘journalistic narrative’ as a kind of extension of the diary, letter, and online narratives I have
discussed within the category of epistolary drama. The journalistic narrative might be positioned
as an alternative (or as a predecessor) to the blog narrative, in which the female protagonist is a
print journalist. The personal life of the female protagonist and her journalist assignment
intertwine, and thus the article she writes and subsequently publishes, becomes a space for the
public expression of her private feelings. The detail of the female protagonist’s experience is
publicized, albeit less consciously. The article itself stands in as another kind of public epistle.
Examples include Never Been Kissed (1990), the story of Josie Gellar (Drew Barrymore), who
enrolls at her former high school as an undercover journalist; Someone Like You (2001), centered
on Jane Goodale (Ashley Judd), who, having been dumped by her boyfriend, writes a column
(and book) about men and relationships; and How to Lose a Guy in 10 Days (2003), which
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follows Andie Anderson (Kate Hudson), as she conducts research for her ‘How To’ column in
fictional magazine, ‘Composure’.
The epistolary drama finds importance both in its currency, exemplified by the genre’s
clear links to contemporary culture, and in its timelessness, in the way that it employs the
feminine detail, and subsequently reboots many of the themes of the classical melodrama. As
such this thesis makes a valuable contribution to genre studies, and provides a refreshing addition
to scholarship on contemporary women’s cinema.
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